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Numerical solutions ate currently being developed to
 
predict the three-dimensional flow through turbomachine
 
blade rows. To be of quantitative value to the designer
 
and analyst, it is necessary to experimentally verify the
 
flow modeling and the numerics inherent in these calcula­
tion codes. This experimental verification requires that
 
the predicted flow fields be correlated with benchmark
 
quality, three-dimensional data obtained in experiments
 
which model the fundamental phenomena existing in the flow
 
passages of modern turbomachines. The Purdue Annular Cas­
cade Facility has been designed specifically to provide
 
these required three-dimensional data.
 
A fully automated exit flow data acquisition and
 
analysis system has been developed. This computer con­
trolled system includes automated 
-probe positioning;
 
five-hole cone probe data acquisition, analysis, and error
 
analysis; as well as printing and plotting of the analyzed
 
data. Further, a technique to visualize the isobaric exit
 
flow contours has been demonstrated.
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The overall three-dimensional aerodynamic performance
 
of an instrumented classical airfoil cascade has been
 
determined over a range of incidence angle values in The
 
Purdue Annular. Cascade Facility utilizing this automated
 
exit flow data acquisition and analysis system in conjunc­
tion with a previously developed facility and airfoil sur­
face pressure data acquisition and analysis system. The
 
mean wake data, acquired at two downstream axial loca­
tions, are analyzed to determine the effect of incidence
 
angle, the three-dimensionality of the cascade exit flow
 
field, and the similarity of the wake profiles. The hub,
 
mean, and tip chordwise airfoil surface static pressure
 
distributions determined, at each incidence angle are 
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Continuing demands to increase efficiency and thrust­
to-weight ratio have led to higher operating Mach numbers
 
and lower airfoil aspect ratios-in axial flow compressors
 
and turbines. This design trend has resulted in three­
dimensional and viscous effects becoming increasingly signi­
ficant. Hence, to achieve the overall performance potential
 
of such advanced components, the current semi-empirical
 
design systems based on previous experience must be replaced
 
wLth advanced systems based on first principle, experimen­
tally verified, three-dimensional aerodynamic analyses. The
 
Purdue Annular Cascade Facility has been designed specifi­
cally to provide the benchmark data necessary to verify
 
these three-dimensional blade passage mathematical models.
 
The flow field-in an axial flow turbomachine consists
 
of the complex interaction,of many flow structures, some of
 
which are identified in Figure 1. Thick boundary' layers
 
develop on the inner and outer endwalls as well as on the
 
blade surfaces. Also, secondary flows, tip clearance leak­
age flows, hub vortices, and tip vortices influence the flow
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Figure 1. Schematic Representation of the Flow Field
 
in a Turbomachine Blade Row
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field. In addition, the inlet velocity profile affects all
 
of these flow structures.
 
.Three-dimensional viscous and inviscid numerical models
 
are currently being developed to model the three-dimensional.
 
flow field in a turbomachine blade row. However, because of
 
the extreme complexity of the flow field and the internal
 
geometries, these numerical solutions of necessity involve
 
many computational and numerical assumptions. As a result,
 
to be of quantitative value to the designer and analyst, it
 
is necessary to experimentally verify these predictions.
 
High quality, extensive, three-dimensional data from experi­
ments which model the fundamental phenomenon existing in the
 
flow passages of turbomachines are needed for this verifica­
tion.
 
The Purdue Annular Cascade Facility, designed specifi­
cally to provide these three-dimensional data, is shown in
 
Figure 2. Both the overall experimental rig and the air­
foils are physically large, reflecting the primary design
 
considerations. In particular, the flow passages are 'l&rge
 
so as to amplify the fundamental flow phenomena as well as
 
to eliminate the need for extreme miniaturization of instru­
mentation.
 
This study is directed at the quantification of the
 
overall-three-dimensional aerodynamic performance of a clas­
sical flat plate airfoil cascade. A fully automated, com­
TRUNNION8 
STUPPORT RI 
Figure 2. The Purdue Annular Cascade Facility 
C.2 
puter controlled, mean wake data acquisition and reduction
 
system was developed and utilized with a five-hole cone 
probe. The .overall three-dimensional perfgrmance of the 
classical airfoil cascade was determined over a range of 
incidence angle values using this mean wake acquisition sys­
tem and a previously developed blade surface pressure. data
 
acquisition and analysis system [i].*
 




B. Review of Previous Cascade Wake Investigations
 
A brief review of cascade wake investigations is
 
presented which demonstrates that cascade exit flow fields
 
are dependent on flow field geometry. In particular, the
 
results. from two-dimensional cascade studies differ from
 
those of the three-dimensional studies.
 
The first experimental work on mean wake characteris­
tics was that of Lieblein and Roudebush in 1956 [2]. Their
 
conclusions are based on a limited quantity of data from a
 
two-dimensional cascade, and are very general in nature and
 
application. Further, two-dimensional cascade wake studies
 
were performed by Raj and Lakshminarayana [3]. Their study
 
involved an analytical and experimental investigation into
 
the effects of cascade solidity, incidence angle, and down­
stream distance on the wake size and shape. Of particular
 
interest are their results showing increased nonsymmetry of
 
the wake with increased incidence angle values and the simi­
larity exhibited by the wake profiles.
 
A study of the mean three-dimensional velocity charac­
-- teristics of inlet guide vane and stator blade wakes in an
 
axial flow compressor was performed by Lakshminarayana and
 
Davino [4]. They determined the three-dimensional mean
 
velocity wake decay rate and considered similarity of these
 
wake profiles. The lack of similarity in the hub and'tip
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From the above, it can be concluded that the. wakes
 
measured in two-dimensional cascade studies show consider­
able differences from those measured in the three­
dimensional inlet guide vane and stator blade experiments.
 
In particular, the deviation of the similarity results in
 
the hub and tip regions of the inlet guide vane and stator
 
study clearly demonstratesthat the experimental verifica­
tion of advanced three-dimensional analyses requires data
 
obtained in experiments which model the phenomena existing
 




C. Objectives of this Investigation
 
The overall objective of this study is the detailed
 
experimental determination of the three-dimensional aero­
dynamic performance of a classical airfoil cascade over a
 
range of incidence angle values and the correlation of these
 




* The automation of an L. C. Smith traversing mechanism 
to facilitate ease of data acquisition.
 
The design, construction, and checkout of a large
 




* The automated calibration of a five-hole cone probe 
in the non-nulled mode.
 
The development of an automated mean wake data
 
acquisition, reduction, and output system.
 
* Utilization of the automated mean wake and airfoil 
surface data.acquisition systems to determine the
 
three-dimensional performance of the classical
 
airfoil cascade at incidence angle values of
 
0 0 000, 5 , and 10 
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* 	 Analysis of the cascade wake data to quantify: the 
effect of incidence angle; the three-dimensionality
 
of the flow field; and the similarity or lack thereof
 
for the velocity profiles.
 
* 	 Correlation of the airfoil surface data with 




* 	 The demonstration of a technique for on-line 
visualization of downstream pressure contours. 
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CHAPTER II EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
 
This chapter is divided into three sections: The Pur­
due Annular Cascade Facility, The Control Room Apparatus,
 
and The Construction/Definition of a Calibration Jet Facil­
"ity.
 
A. The Purdue Annular Cascade Facility
 
.Annular Cascade and Air Supply
 
The Purdue Annular Cascade, pictured in Figure 2 and
 
schematically shown in Figure 3, is comprised of sections
 
fabricated from a honeycomb fiberglass material. The hub
 
sections are held together by inner flanges and are attached
 
to and supported by the outer shroud via five inlet and
 
three exit support struts. -The outer shroud consists of a
 
bellmouth together with four other sections joined together
 
with large aluminum support rings and tie-bars. The alumi­
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The flow enters the facility through the bellmoith and
 
is accelerated in the annulus formed by the gradually con­
tracting,flow region bounded by the hub and bellmouth. At
 
the intersection of the bellmouth and section A, the annulus
 
height of 15.24 cm (6.0 in.). is reached and maintained
 
through the exit region of the facility. Thirty-six airfoil
 
trunnion mounting holes are located in the test section,
 
Section B. Also, two circumferential traversing slots are
 
located downstream of the test section.
 
Airflow exiting the facility expands into a 24 cubic
 
meter plenum chamber, Figure 4, which provides an even
 
exhaust pressure to the cascade. This steady exhaust pres­
sure is maintained by a large-capacity centrifugal compres­
sor which is capable of exhausting 354 cms (150,000 cfm) of
 
air at a pressure change.of 46 cm (18 in.) of water. This
 
compressor is driven through a set of ten v-belts on a jack
 
shaft- by a 224 kw (300 Hp) three-phase induction motor.
 
Variable inlet quidevanes upstream of the centrifugal 
compressor allow for flow rate control. A more detailed 
description of The Purdue Annular Cascade Facility is 
presented in Reference (1]. 
Airfoils
 
Thirty-six classical flat plate airfoils of aspect
 






Figure 4. 'Exterior View of Plenum Chamber and Ducting
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this study. Pour of the airfoils were instrumented with
 
surface static pressure taps. Two types of instrumentea
 
a:irfoils were used, as depicted in Figure 6: one type with
 
15 static pressure taps along a chordline at midspan, and
 
the second type with 15 static pressure taps along -a chord­
line at 10% span and 15 static pressure taps along a chord­
line at 90% span. The chordwise gaussian distribution of 
each set of 15 surface static pressure taps is presented in 
Figure 7. 
Two airfoils of each type were installed in the facil­
ity in front of the circumferential traversing slots such
 
that both the pressure and the suction surfaces of the air­
foil were instrumented. As these airfoils were cantilevered
 
from the facility outer shroud, it was necessary to fill in
 
the airfoil-inner shroud gaps. Figure 8 shows a view of the
 
instrumented airfoils installed in the facility with their
 




The cascade inlet velocity profile and the mass aver­
aged upstream velocity are determined via three symmetri­
cally distributed pressure rakes, Figure 9, located in sec­
tion A of the facility. Associated with each rake are two
 
static pressure taps, one on the hub surface and one on the
 
outer shroud surface. Upstream mass averaging is accom­
plished by averaging the individual rake tap pressure read­
Blades 28 & 29 
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Figure 6, Airfoil Surface Static Pressure Tap 
Spanwise Locations 
Locations of Static Taps Along Blade Chord Line 
(Total of 15) 
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Figure 8. Installed instrumented Airfoils
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ings, as the taps are located at the mid-radius of concen­
tric annulii of equal area.
 
Traversing Mechanisms 
A closeup of the L. C. Smith traversing system is shown 
in Figure 10. The mechanisms are capable of moving a probe 
circumferentially, radially, or in self-rotation. The 
radial and rotational traversing mechanisms form a self­
contained unit which can be easily separated from the cir­
cumferential mechanism, enabling them to be used for probe 
support and positioning in a remote calibration jet. In the
 
cascade facility, the circumferential traversing mechanism
 
can be mounted over either of two slots, as shown in Figure
 
11. The slot not in use is flush filled to eliminate dis­
turbances to the annulus flow.
 
Each motion is powered by a separate D. C. motor. The 
circumferential motion unit consists of a slide driven up to
 
450 over a fixed base by rack and pinion gearing. The
 
radial motion is driven by a ball bearing screw and is capa­
ble of 20.3 cm (S in.) motion. The rotational motion is
 
driven by a gearbox assembly and is capable of 3600 rota­
tion. Each motion is geared to a separate ten-turn linear
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Figure 10. Probe Traversing Mechanisms 








Figure 11. Traversing Mechanism Mounting on the Annular Cascade 
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potentiometer and a mechanical counter for position defini­
tion. 
The movement of the traversing mechanisms is controlled 
by an L. C. Smith Model Dl-3R Indicator. Controls include
 
motion selection, motion speed, and direction of motion. 
Positioning is displayed on a 3 1/2 digit digital voltmeter
 
which displays the voltage across the selected motion's
 
ten-turn linear potentiometer. This unit is designed to
 
give manual push-button control of probe positioning.
 
As part of this study, the probe positioning was
 
automated. A separate circuit was designed and fabricated
 
to allow for either automated or manual probe positioning.
 
In the automated mode, the motion selection and the direc­
tion of motion are controlled by relays which are, in turn,
 
controlled by computer software. The analog positional vol­
tage signal is transferred to the computer and software 
decisions are made to move the probe (switching of the 
proper relays and motoring the probe position) to preset 
positions. The automated mode includes software confirma­
tion of probe positioning after motion has ceased at each
 




The accuracy of the three motions is calculated by
 
dividing the amount of travel in any motion for the full ten
 
turns of the potentiometer by one-half the corresponding
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smallest increment of voltage (2000). This yields the fol­








Scanivalve Pressure Measurement System
 
Due to the large number of pressure measurements
 
required, a Scanivalve pressure measurement system was pre­
viously developed [1]. The annular cascade Scanivalve sys­
tem incorporates three modules which rotate in tandem. Fig­
ure 12 [5] shows a typical multiple-module unit. Each
 
module consists of a rotating valve-switching device which
 
exposes a single transducer to any of 48 different pressure
 
ports as directed by the solenoid advancer. The solenoid
 
advancer is either push-button manually controlled or com­
puter controlled.
 
The three transducers are each 6.9 kPa (1 paid) bi­
directional differential linear transducers. Two ports of
 
the 48 ports on each module are reserved for calibrating the
 
module's transducer: one for the reference side of the
 
transducer and one for spanning the transducer. The selec­
tion of these two pressures is critical. The reference
 
pressure should be both steady and higher (or lower) than
 






Figur 12.TypicalScanival Mu 
Figure 12. Typical Scanivalve Multiple-Module Unit
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avoid drift and calibration shift problems. The span pres­
sure should be of proper sign and magnitude to flex the
 
transducer diaphragm in the same direction as the 
measure­
ments to be made. Ambient pressure was chosen for the 
reference pressure in the annular cascade because it is 
steady and is the highest possible pressure in the no work 
cascade. The span pressure was supplied by the vacuum
 
source 
shown in Figure 13, and was set at approximately 6.9
 
kPa (1 psi) vacuum, with accurate measurements on a 200 cm
 
u-tube water manometer for each calibration. Figure 14
 
shows a typical transducer calibration curve for this setup.
 
Specifically, calibration is obtained by selecting the
 
reference port, measuring the offset voltage, and then
 
selecting the span port and measuring the span voltage.
 
The response time of the Scanivalve transducers has
 
been investigated, showing a settling time of 160 mil­
liseconds to be sufficient. To allow for this settling
 
time, the software incorporated in this study used a 99 mil­
lisecond delay command combined with programming steps which
 
confirm the Scanivalve position (totalling over 160 mil­
liseconds) after each solenoid advance. Voltage readings
 
were obtained using statistical sampling techniques to
 
define a mean voltage reading and an estimate of the error
 
in the mean voltage.
 
Figure 15 shows the complete Scanivalve pressure meas­
urement system package. A 12 x 24 port interface is
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Figure 14. Typical Transducer Calibration Curve
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Figure 15. Scanivalve Pressure Measurement System
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provided to facilitate connection of pneumatic tubing in the
 
Scanivalve modules. This interface is arranged in an ord­
erly way to permit identification of the reference port, the
 




B. Control Room Instrumentation
 
The automated probe positioning and pressure data
 
acquisition were accomplished utilizing a Hewlett-Packard
 
3497 data acquisition control unit and a Hewlett-Packard 85
 
desktop computer. The data acquisition control unit has
 
three types of insert cards which connect external devices
 
to the unit. The first type of card is a 16 channel actua­
tor board for switching peripheral devices such as the probe
 
positioning relays in the modified L. C. Smith indicator
 
unit and the solenoid advancer in the Scanivalve measurement
 
system. The second type of card is a 20 channel analog
 
input board which is connected to an internal voltmeter. It
 
is used for reading external voltages such as the positional
 
voltage from the modified L. C. Smith unit and the pressure
 
voltages from the Scanivalve transducers. The third type of
 
card is a sixteen bit digital input board which is used to
 
read the Scanivalve port position.
 
The HP-85 desktop computer, programmable in HP-Basic,
 
is connected to the data acquisition unit by a busline.
 
Software commands to open/close actuator channels, read ana­
log voltage channels, send information back to the HP-85
 
memory, etc., are sent to the 3497 acquisition unit on the
 
busline. These commands have been incorporated in computer
 





The HP-85 has a tape drive to provide permanent storage
 
of data and programs. Acquisition and reduction of data
 
were accomplished by two separate programs to minimize the
 
acquisition time and to avoid calibration and cascade velo­
city drifts. Raw data were stored on tape cartridges by the
 
acquisition program and later reduced. To provide full page
 
data printouts in final tabular form and high quality
 
graphic capabilities, an Integral Data Systems 440 Paper
 
Tiger Line Printer and an HP-7470 Plotter were interfaced
 
with the HP-85 desktop computer. With the addition of the
 
line printer and the plotter, all hand transfer of data was
 
eliminated and the automated mean wake acquisition and
 




C. Construction/Definition of a Calibration Jet Facility
 
A five hole cone probe was used to obtain the mean
 
three-dimensional cascade' wake data in this study. The
 
calibration of this probe in the non-nulled mode requires a
 






The Calibration Jet Facility is schematically depicted
 
in Figure 16 and shown in Figure 17. A centrifugal blower
 
capable of delivering 0.15 cms (320 cfm) at 43 cm (17 in.)
 
of water is belt driven at constant speed by a 3.73 kW (5
 
HP). electric motor: The blower feeds the large 50.8 x 50.8
 
cm (20 x 20 in.) cross-sectioned plenum through a long gra­
dual diffuser section which is equipped with three 100 mesh
 
screen sections for flow straightening and to aid in diffus­
ing the flow. The flow is discharged from the plenum
 
through a nozzle which forms the calibration jet. The noz­
zle throat (exit) diameter is 5.715 cm (2.25 in.). Thus the
 
area ratio of the plenum cross section to the nozzle cross
 
section is 100 to 1, meeting ASME specifications [6]. Probe
 
support and positioning are supplied by a rotary table with
 
an attached fixture to mount the radial/self-rotational
 
traversing mechanism unit, as-seen in Figure 17. A detailed
 
probe to jet alignment procedure is described in Appendix A.
 
5H.P 
Motor Blower Diffuser Plenum Nozzle 
1.0 Thermometer- -Pressure 
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Figure 17. The Calibration Jet
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The design of the nozzle shape was considered in 
detail. Hussian and Ramjee [7] compared the incompressible 
flow characteristics of a cubic equation contour nozzle, a
 
Batchelor-Shaw nozzle, the ASE 0 series nozzles and the
 
simple disk nozzle (orifice plate). They found that a uni­
form mean velocity and low turbulence core region exists
 
with any one of the designs, provided that a sufficient core
 
to probe diameter ratio exists. Based on these results, an
 
ASME 0 series nozzle was fabricated from a 31 degree plexi­
glass cone. The nozzle exit section is 5.715 cm (2.25 in.)
 
in diameter and the entrance was machined to smoothly mate 
with the inner plenum wall. The jet velocity is controlled
 
by throttling the centrifugal blower inlet by adjusting the
 




To quantify the aerodynamic performance of the calibra­
tion jet, the jet velocity profile was mapped using a hot­
wire anemometer and a pitot probe. 
The velocity is calculated assuming isentropic flow.
 
Thus the plenum pressure and temperature, as measured with a
 
Merian Model 40HE35 Inclined Water Manometer and a thermome­
ter in the plenum, correspond to the jet total pressure and
 
total temperature, Pt and Tt, respectively. The static
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Figure 18. Calibration Jet Air Supply and the Three Leaf Shutter Speed Control Device 
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on a barometer. The compressible flow equations are then
 
used to calculate the velocity:
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U = [k(R± r)Tsil/a M4 (3) 
where k, the specific heat ratio, is 1.4, and Rair the air
 
gas constant, is 287.08 J/kg-K (53.35 ft-lb/lb-R).
 
The caflibration jet mapping was conducted with a jet
 
core velocity of approximately 30.5 m/s (100 ft/s), the nom­
inal velocity anticipated in the annular cascade experi­
ments. A one hour warm-up time for the jet was determined
 




Profiles were measured at 6 axial locations downstream
 
of the exit with both a hot-wire and a pitot probe, with
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Axial Distance to the Jet Face
 Z/D = 
 Nozzle Exit Diameter
 
Figure 19 shows the jet velocity profile at the axial
 
location subsequently used for the calibration of the five­
hole cone probe. Complete jet velocity profile data are
 
presented inAppendix B. Analysis of these data show that a
 
relatively large core region exists in the jet, with the
 
core diameter decreasing to approximately 3.81 cm (1.5 in.)
 
at Z/D = 1.33. Low turbulence intensities, less than 2.0%,
 
were measured throughout the core region. Further, the
 
hot-wire data and pitot probe data exhibit very good agree­
ment. Also, the probe measured core velocities and the cal­
culated isentropic velocities are in excellent agreement,
 
thereby verifying the isentropic'nozzle design.
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CHAPTER III FIVE-HOLE CONE PROBE SELECTION AND CALIBRATION
 
A five-hole cone probe in the non-nulling mode was
 
utilized to measure the three-dimensional classical airfoil
 
cascade exit flow field. This required an extensive cali­
bration of the probe. The non-nulling mode was selected
 
because the time and complexity associated with rotation of
 




The five-hole cone probe utilized in this study was
 
selected based on geometric size and shape considerations.
 
Gettelman and Krause [8] determined that the probe tip and
 
the support stem must be separated by at least three stem
 
diameters so as to avoid support interference effects.
 
Further, the sensor head diameter must be sufficiently small
 
as to avoid passage blockage effects and erroneous results
 
in flow regions with steep pressure gradients. Also for
 
calibration purposes, it is desirable for the probe axis of
 
rotation to pass through the tip, resulting in the tip
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Based on the above considerations, the United Sensor
 
type DC-125 five-hole cone probe, shown in Figure 20, was
 
selected. This probe has a sensor head diameter of 0.318 cm
 
(0.125 in.). The probe coordinate system and port labeling
 
system, including the definition of the yaw and pitch
 
angles, are shown schematically in Figure 21. The probe
 
coordinate system coincides with that of the annular cascade
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B. 	Review of Five-Hole Probe Calibration and Application
 
Techniques in the Non-Nulled Mode
 
Because of manufacturing tolerances and flow Reynolds
 
number dependence, it is necessary to calibrate individual
 
probes over a range of pitch and yaw angle settings. This
 
calibration consists of measuring the five probe port pres­
sures and the flow total and static pressures over a range
 
of pitch-yaw settings and then determining a set of dimen­
sionless characteristic pressure calibration coefficients.
 
Dudzinski and Krause [9] calibrated a five-hole probe
 
for use in the non-nulling mode over a range of Reynolds
 
numbers. Their results show that for a limited range Rey­
nolds number application, such as in the Purdue Annular Cas­
cade Facility, one calibration is sufficient. They cali­
brated for pitch and yaw angles up to +/-300 in 100 incre­
ments, and suggested 5° increments for a more accurate cali­
bration. Treaster and Yocum [10] used the calibration
 
coefficients developed by Dudzinski and Krause to calibrate
 
two types of five-hole probes in an open jet facility, show­
ing support for the calibration coefficients developed by
 
Dudzinski and Krause. Specifically, these nondimensional
 
calibration coefficients, and the ones used in the present
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where
 
[P2+ P3 + P4 + P]/4 (8) 
Bryer and Pankhurst [11] present typical five-hole probe
 
calibrations for flow velocities of 27 m/s (90 ft/s), in the
 
range of velocities expected in the present study. They
 
found that for pitch and yaw angles less than 250, the accu­





The effects.of turbulence intensity and wall proximity
 
on five-hole probe measurements were considered by Sitaram,
 
Lakshminarayana, and Ravindranath [12). Their results are
 
based on measurements with a five-hole probe identical in
 
size to the one used in the present study. They found that
 
for turbulence intensities of up to 10%, the error in velo­
city due to turbulence was 0.33%. Hinch and Fleeter [13]
 
measured the turbulence intensity in The Purdue Annular Cas­
cade with the classical airfoil cascade installed at a 00
 
incidence angle. The free stream turbulence intensity was
 
less than 3%, and in the wake region, the turbulence inten­
sity was less than 8% at the rear traversing slot position
 
and less than 12% at the front traversing slot position.
 
Further, the results of Sitaram, Lakshminarayana, and Ravin­
dranath also indicate that when the probe is so close to the
 
wall that the flow accelerates in the region between the
 
probe and the wall, an error in the velocity measurement
 
results. In particular, when the probe is located more than
 






C. Five-Hole Cone Probe Calibration
 
The DC-125 five-hole cone probe was calibrated -in a
 
semi-automated manner. The program, C5HOLE, directs the
 
cilibration procedure. A general flow chart of C5HOLE is
 
presented in Appendix C. This section is subdivided into a
 
general overview of the calibration, the probe positioning
 
technique, the pressure measurement method, the calibration
 




The Calibration Jet Facility provides a well-defined
 
flow field. Initially the probe is aligned on the jet
 
centerline axis using the alignment procedure described in
 
Appendix A. Pitch angles are set by-means of a rotary
 
table. At each pitch angle, the yaw angles are set automat­
ically using the self-rotation L. C. Smith traversing
 
mechanism in the automated mode. The probe tip remains on
 
the jet centerline axis for all pitch-yaw settings because
 
the probe tip is both on the rotary table rotation axis and
 
on the probe self-rotation axis. This fixed location of the
 
probe tip in conjunction with the large core region of the
 
calibration jet ensures that the probe sensor head remains
 
in the jet core region. At each pitch-yaw setting, the
 
determination of the nondimensional calibration coefficients
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from the five port probe pressures and the known core total
 
and static pressures define the calibration.
 
The following conditions and flow angles were selected
 




1) The jet core velocity of approximately 30.5
 
m/s (100 ft/s) was chosen to match the
 
nominal annular cascade flow velocity.
 
2) The calibration jet axial position of Z/D = .89
 
was chosen because of its large core diameter,
 
4.6 cm (1.8 in.), and low turbulence intensity.
 
3) To provide sufficient accuracy for the calibration,
 
pitch and yaw angles were each varied independently
 




The pitch angles were set by hand when cued by the com­
puter, staying on one side of the positioning screw to
 
ensure accuracy in pitch angle settings. The error in each
 
pitch angle setting is estimated as the smallest division on
 
the rotary table, 1 minute, with a systematic error of not
 




The yaw angles are automatically selected by using the
 
L. C. Smith Unit in the automated mode. A home (00 yaw)
 
position in volts is read'by the computer at the start of
 
the program. Yaw positions are then -calculated in the
 
software using this home position and the volts/degree of
 
yaw rotation. The volts/degree of yaw rotation was measured
 
by using an indicator to measure 1800 of probe rotation and
 
reading the associated voltage difference from the display
 
of the L. C. Smith Unit. Errors in the yaw angle positions
 
are +/-0.180 due to the resolution of the traversing mechan­
ism, with a systematic error estimated as not more than 0.10
 






Pressure measurements were taken in an automated mode
 
via the Scanivalve system, with 30 samples per voltage read­
ing (statistically equal to an infinite sample) for accu­
racy. The Scanivalve pneumatic connection arrangement is
 
presented below, with the plenum pressure teed to a Meriam
 








Scan Valve Port Pneumatic Line
 
1 (Span Port) Ambient (Jet static) Pressure
 
2 (Reference Port) Plenum (Jet total)- Pressure
 
3 Probe Port #1 
4 Probe Port #2 
5 Probe Port #3 
6 Probe Port #4 
7 Probe Port #5 
A transducer linearity response test was run in the
 
calibration jet by teeing the probe port #1 pneumatic tubing
 
to the inclined manometer and to its Scanivalve port. The
 
probe was rotated about its own axis to obtain the port #1
 
pressures between the plenum pressure and the ambient pres­
sure. These pressures were read from the manometer. The
 
corresponding Scanivalve port 3 voltages were read using a
 
computer program which displayed the average of 30 voltage
 
samples. A linear regression analysis was performed on
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these pressure and voltage data which yielded a correlation
 
coefficient of 0.999994. Thus, ..the linearity of the
 
Scanivalve transducer response was confirmed.
 
Calibration Coefficient Equations and Measurement Errors
 
The objective of the probe calibration was to accu­
rately determine the calibration coefficients. A-measure of
 
the accuracy was obtained by using the Maximum Error Tech­
nique [14], described in AppendixD. Reading errors are.
 
defined as one-half the smallest division and Scanivaive
 
voltage sampling errors are determined via a 99% confidence
 
t-test. The jet velocity is determined from the compressi­
ble flow equations using the plenum and ambient conditions
 
(Chapter II, part C).
 
The calibration coefficients and associated errors are
 
calculated at each pitch-yaw point. The coefficients (Equa­
tions 4, 5, 6, and 7) are the ratio of pressure differences,
 
which are equivalent to -the ratio of the appropriate
 
Scanivalve voltage differences due to the linear response of
 
the Scanivalve transducers. The calibration coefficients
 
are presented below in terms of probe port, total, and
 
static pressure transducer voltages along with the associ­
ated error equations. Each coefficient is expressed in
 
terms of differences of the fundamental transducer voltage
 
measurements with the .error, e, in each coefficient due only
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to the accuracy of the voltage measurements. These equa­
tions are incorporated in the CSHOLE software.
 
Cpyaw (vi-v] (9) 
eyaw li ,-31ev1 + eV] (10) 
cppitch {(v1-v]v-Vj(1 
Sppitch 
-I [eV4 + eV5] , [V4-V5J [eV1 
_l-v] [va-] 
0ptotal (V -Vt±I 




- el + eVtotal 
[v1-vJ 
+ Vl-VttalHe V 
[lVj2 
+ e (14) 
[-Vstatic] 
Cpstatic fV1 -Vi] (15)
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[eV + eVstatici 1 -Vtatio feV + evj[v 1 (16)=+ [3 - Cpstatic (V1--V ] CVlVJ 
where
 
V = [v 2 + v 4 + v5j/4 C17) 
and
 




The results of the DC-125 Five-Hole Probe calibration
 
are presented in Figures 22 through 26, and in tabular form
 
in Appendix E. The coefficients are permanently stored on a
 
cassette cartridge for automated reduction purposes.
 
Four bivariate relationships are established with the
 
calibration- data. The flow angle bivariate relationships
 
for Cpyaw and Cppitch are shown in Figure 22. Figures 23
 
through 26 present the total pressure coefficient and the
 
static pressure coefficient bivariate relationships with the
 
flow angles. In an unknown flow field, of approximately the
 
same Reynolds number as the jet, the five port pressures are
 
measured and Cpyw and Cppitch values are then calculated.
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Figure 23. DC-125 Five-Hole Probe Calibration, Cptotal
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Figure 24, DC-125 Five-Hole Probe Calibration, Cptotai
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Figure 25. DC-125 Five-Hole Probe CalibrationCpstatic 
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Figure 26. QC125 Five-HoIe Probe Calibratip, C 
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The pitch and yaw angles for the unknown flow field are then
 
determined from the grid of Cpyaw and Cppitch, Figure 22,
 
using a numerical interpolation technique. Then, using
 
these pitch and yaw angle values, the Cptotal and Cpstatic
 
coefficients for the unknown flow field are interpolated
 
from the appropriate grids, Figures 23-26. Total and static
 
pressures are obtained from the definitions of C and
ptotal
 
Cpstatic and the measured probe five port pressures.
 
The lack of smoothness from some of the calibration
 
data at pitch angles greater than 100 is associated with the
 
probe. Previous five-hole probe calibration investigations
 
[10] have noted similar irregularities in the Cpstatic cali­
bration curves. The errors in each of the non-zero calibra­
tion coefficients were all less than 0.5%. No measurable
 





CHAPTER IV DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION
 
The three-dimensional aerodynamic performance of a
 
classical airfoil cascade is to be determined. Quantities
 
to be measured include the inlet flow field, the airfoil
 
surface pressure distribution, and the cascade exit flow
 
field. This chapter presents the methods of the acquisition
 




Airfoil Alignment and Five-Hole Probe Alignment
 
The classical flat plate airfoils were aligned in the
 
cascade at the selected incidence angle by removing the
 
facility bellmouth section and using a large T-square type
 
device, Figure 27. Positive incidence angle values
 
correspond to positive tangential velocities in the cascade,
 
as was defined in Figure 3.
 
Alignment of the five-hble probe in the cascade was
 
accomplished by placing a scale (projecting downstream) on
 
the principal blade. The probe was aligned both circum­







Figure 27. Airfoil Incidence Angle Setting Devicea 
0 
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axis coincided with the chordwise direction. This alignment
 




the cascade Z axis of equal sign and magnitude as the
 
incidence angle, Figure 28. This offset aligns the probe in
 
the prinicpal direction of flow, thereby minimizing the
 
probe yaw and pitch angles to utilize the smoothest regions
 
of the calibration data curves. The probe stem alignment
 
with the cascade circumferential axis was confirmed by mov­
ing the probe circumferentially and measuring the uniformity
 
of the spacing between the probe tip and the hub. Confirma­
tion of the probe stem alignment in the Z-T plane was made
 
using a machinist square to check that the probe stem and
 
the annulus were perpendicular. A probe home position was
 
defined and recorded during these alignments, as the chord
 
alignment circumferential tranversing mechanism voltage, and
 
the radial traversing mechanism voltage at a measured dis­
tance from the hub.
 
Scanivalve Connection and Traversing Mechanism Checks
 
The same Scanivalve pneumatic connections were used for
 
both the previously developed Airfoil Surface [1], and the
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Figure 28. Yaw Offset Angle Definition Schematic
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Verification checks of the volts/unit radial and
 
volts/degree circumferential motions of the traversing
 
mechanism were made using gage blocks and by confirming
 
alignment behind a number of airfoils prior to data acquisi-'
 






Prior to data acquisition, the airflow system and the
 
electronics were allowed to warm-up for a minimum of one
 
hour. This warm-up time allowed the facility blower to
 
attain a constant flow rate and the room temperature to
 
reach equilibrium. The Scanivalve signal conditioners
 
required this warm-up time for circuitry stabilization,
 
which, along with the room temperature equilibrium and
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An automated mean wake data acquisition system was
 
developed in this study. The acquisition of pressure data
 
and probe positioning are computer controlled, as described
 
in Chapter II. The computer program, AQAUTO, directs the
 
acquisition process, including pauses and instructions for
 
operator inputs and actions. A general flowchart of AQAUTO
 
is presented in Appendix C.
 
One objective of the system is to minimize the acquisi­
tion time, so that negligible transducer calibration and
 
flow rate drift occurs. To facilitate this, data is taken
 
in circumferential sets with the Scanivalve transducer
 
recalibrated at the beginning of each set. The Scanivalve
 
voltage sampling rate of 15 samples/point was determined to
 
sufficiently represent an' infinite sample. Each circum­
ferential data set took approximately 20-minutes for 25
 
measurement stations, a sufficiently short time to avoid
 
calibration 'drift due to ambient reference pressure or tem­
perature changes. Further, the mass averaged inlet velocity
 
drift was less than 0.15 m/s (0.5 ft/s) between sets, or
 
else the data was retaken.
 
A second objective of the system was to determine the
 
measurement data band errors. The standard root mean square
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technique [14], described in' Appendix D, was applied to
 
develop the error relations corresponding to each acquisi­
tion equation. Reading errors were assumed to be +/- one­
half the smallest division, and Scanivalve voltage reading
 
errors were taken as the-statistical 99% confidence t-test
 
values calculated for each sampling. Two values were
 
assumed constant; the specific heat ratio , k=l.4, and the
 
gas constant, a = 278.08 J/kg-K (53.35 ft-lb/lb-R).
 
air 
Measurements and Stored Raw Data
 
The initialization of AQAUTO results in the computer
 
requesting information, including the probe home position
 
and the radial and circumferential positions selected for
 
data acquisition. An option to use 25 preset circumferen­
tial positions is provided, which includes an automated
 
search for the chordline alignment position (the point of
 




Ambieht conditions are requested at the beginning of
 
each circumferential data set. The Scanivalve module is
 
then calibrated and the upstream mass averaged total and
 
static pressures are determined by averaging the pressure
 
rake data and their associated wall static, pressure taps 
respectively. The cascade is assumed to be adiabatic, and
 




This enables the mass averaged upstream inlet velocity to be
 
calculated from the compressible flow equations, Equations
 
1, 2 and 3.
 
For each circumferential measurement station, the
 
five-hole, probe Scanivalve voltages are read and Cpyaw and
 
Cppitch are calculated from Equations 9, 11, and 17. The
 
voltages are converted to pressures and P, Equation 8, is
 
calculated. Upon completion of each circumferential data
 
set the computer requests a storage name and the following
 
quantities are stored on a cassette cartridge.
 
1) Incidence Angle Value
 
2) Probe Yaw Offset Angle
 
3) Downstream Position in the Cascade (Zc/C)
 






7) Mass Averaged Upstream Total Pressure
 
8) Error in Mass Averaged Upstream Total Pressure
 
9) Mass Averaged Upstream Static Pressure
 
10) Error in Mass Averaged Upstream Static Pressue
 
11) Mass Averaged Upstream Inlet Velocity
 
12) Error in Mass Averaged Upstream Inlet Velocity
 













16) Error in each Five-Hole Probe Port 1 Gage Pressure
 
at each Circumferential Measurement Station
 
17) The W Value at each Circumferential 
Measurement Station 




19) C Value at each Circumferential
 pyaw Measurement Station
 
20) Error in each C Value at each.Circumferential
 pyaw Measurement Station
 








An option to print the raw data files is provided following
 









A mean wake reduction program, MATRED, was developed to
 
reduce raw data from up to nine data files in succession.
 
The only operator tasks required, as directed by the MATRED
 
software, are the initial insertion of the five-hole probe
 
calibration data cartridge, followed by the insertion of the
 
raw data cartridge and input of the file names to be
 
reduced. Error analysis, based on the standard root mean
 
square technique [14], is included in all the data reduction
 






Raw data files are read and analyzed, and the reduced
 
data is then stored. The flow angles and velocity com­




The values of the pitch angle, a, and the yaw angle, 8,
 
are numerically interpolated from the five-hole probe cali­
bration data. The experimentally determined C and
pyaw
 
Cppitch values are applied to the calibration data. The
 
numerical interpolation is accomplished using a least
 
squares bivariate interpolation scheme [15]. A second order
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polynomial, with six coefficients, is fitted to a grid com­
posed of the nine calibration points closest to the
 
Cpyaw-Cppitch experimental point, as described in Appendix
 
F. A separate polynomial is established for both the pitch­
angle bivariate relationship and the yaw angle bivariate
 
relationship, Figure 22, for the interpolation of the pitch
 
and yaw angle values. The values of Cptotal and Cstatic
 
are numerically interpolated in an analogous fashion using
 
the newly established pitch and yaw angles and their bivari­
ate relationships, Figures 23 through 26. The errors in the
 
pitch angle, the yaw angle, Cptotal' and Cpstatic are deter­
mined by reinterpolating the four possible combinations of
 
the root mean +/- errors added to the experjmental Cpyaw and
 
Cppitch values, and defining the errors as the greatest 
deviation from the yaw angle, pitch angle, Cptotal, and 
Cpstatic values. 
The total pressure and static pressure at each measure­
ment station are determined per Equations 19 and 20 using
 




Ptotal = P1 + Pamb - Cptotal(Pi-P) (19) 
-




The flow in the cascade is assumed to be adiabatic. Thus
 
the room temperature corresponds to the flow total tempera­
ture. Also, the absolute velocity at each measurement sta­
tion, U, can be- calculated using the compressible flow equa­
tions, Equations 1, 2 and 3.
 
The velocity components relative to the cascade coordi­
nate system (the axial velocity, Uz, the tangential velo­
city, Ut , and the radial velocity, Ur) are calculated from
 
the absolute velocity, U, the pitch angle, a, the yaw angle,
 
B, and the yaw offset angle, 0. Figure 21 defines the probe
 
coordinate system including the definitions of the pitch and
 
yaw angles; Figure 3 shows the facility coordinate system;
 
and Figure 28 presents the geometry of the yaw offset angle
 
and the yaw angle with respect to the facility coordinate
 
system. The radial velocity with respect to the probe, Upit
 
corresponds to the radial velocity with respect to the cas­
cade facility because the probe radial axis coincides with
 
the facility radial axis. Therefore, the radial velocity
 
component can be vectorally resolved.
 
Ur = U sin (a) (21)
 
Consideration of the offset yaw angle and yaw angle defini­
tions, and the fact that the Z -T plane of the probe coin­
p p
 
cides with the cascade Z-T plane, enables the axial and
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tangentiai velocity components to be vectoraliy resolved.
 
0z = U cos (a) cos(e - 0) (22) 
Ut = U cos (a) sin (6 - (23) 
A reduced data file is stored for each raw data file
 
considered. The following information is stored for subse­
quent printouts and plotting.
 
1) Incidence Angle Value
 
2) Probe Yaw Offset Angle
 
3) Downstream Position in the Cascade (ZC/C)
 
4) % Hub to Tip Position (radial position)
 
5) Mass Averaged Upstream Total Pressure
 
6) Error in Mass Averaged Upstream Total Pressure
 
7) Mass Averaged Upstream Static Pressure
 
8) Error in Mass Averaged Upstream Static Pressure
 
9) Mass Averaged Upstream Inlet Velocity
 
10) Error in Mass Averaged Upstream Inlet Velocity
 




















16) Error in each Cth at each Circumferential
ich Measurement Station
 



















































































D. Airfoil Surface Data Acquisition and Reduction
 
The Airfoil Surface Data Acquisition and Reduction Sys­
tem was previously developed [] to provide on-line measure­
ments of the cascade upstream ihlet velocity prbfiles and
 
the airfoil surface pressure distribution. A brief descrip­
tion of this system is presented below.
 
Acquisition of the pressure data required to define the
 
cascade upstream inlet velocity profiles and the airfoil
 
surface pressure distribution is obtained using the
 
Scanivalve system with the computer as a controller. These
 
data are obtained from the upstream total pressure rakes and
 
facility static pressure taps, and the instrumented air­
foils.
 
The pressure information is reduced using the compres­











r -k- (25) 
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and the airfoil pressure coefficients from:
 
- a af (26) 
p~ z zozoI n 




z0= t tz [P]. Jl/k 
 (27)
 
The experimental values of C are calculated from the
 
compressible form of-Equation 26. The numerically predicted
 
cascade velocity values were converted to C values using
p
 
the assumption of incompressible flow, appropriate because
 
the cascade Mach number is on the order of 0.1.
 
Error analysis in the Airfoil Surface Pressure Reduc­
tion System assumes negligible reading errors. Upper and
 
lower bounds for the reduced data are set by feeding
 
Scanivalve voltage sampling confidence intervals back
 
through the reduction equations.
 
A more detailed description of the Airfoil Surface Data
 





The Airfoil Surface Data and Mean Wake Data Acquisition
 
Systems were run sequentially during each acquisition ses­




CHAPTER V DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
 
The overall three-dimensional aerodynamic performance
 
of the classical airfoil cascade, determined in The Purdue
 / 
Annular Cascade Facility, is presented and discussed in this
 
chapter. In particular, the effect of incidence angle on
 
the detailed three-dimensional airfoil surface and cascade
 
exit region flow field is quantified. The major sections
 
describe the Operating Conditions and the Cascade Upstream
 
Inlet Velocity Profile; the Exit Region Data and Analysis;
 
and the Airfoil Surface Data and Analysis including correla­
tion with appropriate numerical code predictions.
 




The physical and nominal flow conditions of the Purdue
 
Annular Cascade are presented in Table 1. Three incidence
 




Table 1. Purdue Annular Cascade Experimental Conditions
 
Tip Diameter (cm) 127.0
 
Hub/Tip Radius Ratio 0.76
 




Number of Airfoils 36
 
Airfoil Shape Flat Plate
 
Airfoil Chord (cm) 15.24
 
Incidence Angles (deg) 0.0, 5.0, 10.0
 
Axial Velocity (m/s) -30.0
 
Flow Rate (m /s) 16.1
 
Chord Reynolds Number 430,000
 
The inlet velocity profile, measured using the upstream
 
rakes, was essentially flat for all incidence angle values
 
with a thicker boundary layer on the outer shroud wall as
 
compared to the inner hub wall, as shown in Figure 29. The
 
individual rake velocities are circumferentially averaged to
 
form U. values for each percent hub-to-tip radius, and are
 
3. 1 
then normalized by the mass averaged upstream velocity, Uz0 .
 
These data are tabulated in Appendix G.
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B. Exit Region Data and Analysis
 
Cascade Exit Region Measurement Stations
 
Cascade exit region data were obtained and reduced
 
using the Automated Wake Acquisition System at 00, 5O, and
 
100 incidence angle values. Data were taken in circumferen­
tial sets of 25 measurement stations at nine radial loca­
tions at each of the two exit region traversing slot loca­
tions. The 25 circumferential measurement stations were
 
selected so as to accurately define the wake, with 17 sta­
tions in the wake region and 8 stations in the freestream
 
regions. Table 2 presents the 25 circumferential measure­
ment stations, with the cascade geometry and nomenclature
 
defined in Figure 30. Table 3 presents the radial and the
 
chordwise downstream measurement positions, with the cascade
 
geometry and nomenclature defined in Figure 31. The radial
 
measurement position nearest to the hub was located two
 
probe diameters from the wall so as to minimize wall proxim­
ity effects, as previously discussed. Airfoil #27 was
 
chosen as the principal blade. In addition to the 25 mid­
passage to mid-passage circumferential measurement posi­
tions, several multi-passage circumferential traverses were
 
conducted to verify the periodicity of the flow.
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Table 2. Circumferential Measurement Stations
 
Staton T 2T- Station T 2T (deg) S (deg) S 
1 -5.0 -1.00 14 0.25 0.05 
2 -4.25 -0.85 15 0.5 QIO 
3 -3.5 -0.70 16 0.75 0.15 
4 -275 -0.55 17 1.0 0.20 
5 -20 -0.40 18 1.25 0.25 
6 -1.75 -0.35 19 1.5 0.30 
7 -1.5 -0.30 20 1.75 0.35 
8 -1.25 -0.25 21 2.0 0.40 
9 -1.0 -0.20 22 2.75 0.55 
10 -0.75 -0.15 23 3.5 0.70 
II -0.5 -0.10 24 425 0.85 
12 -0.25 -0.05 25 5.0 1.00 
13 0.0 0.00 
Airfoil #26-----.Ar.il S= Circumferential Spacing (IC0) 
Moo., S 
Axial Inlet R (out of page) 
Velocity 
- ZAirfoil #27 
TAirfoil # 28 
Figure 30. Circumferential Measurement Geometry
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Table 3. Z and Radial Measureent Positions
C 
Radial Stations for 
Zc/C Measurement Stations Each Zc Position 
Incidence Zc Z6/C R (cm) % Hub­
(deg) (cm) to-Tip 
0 14.29 0.94 0.64 4.2 
0 31.43 2.06 1.27 8.3 
5 14.37 0.94 1.91 12.5 
5 31.58- 2.07 2.54 16.7
 
10 14.63 0.96 3.81 25.0
 













_ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ 




Exit DataoPresentation and Error Estimates
 
The exit data obtained at all of the measurement sta­
tions is presented in tabular form in Appendix H, and graph­
ically in Appendix I. Each circumferential data set is
 
represented by two tables and two plots. The table designa­
tions are the same as the corresponding figure designations.
 




1) The Incidence Angle Value 
2) The Nondimensional Downstream Position (Z /C) 
3) The Percent Hub-to-Tip Radial Position (R 
A typical exit velocity component plot is shown in Figure 32
 
with the corresponding overall wake plot presented in Figure
 
33. Experimental data points are connected by lines and
 
plotted versus the circumferential measurement stations, 
2T/S, where 2T/S = 0 corresponds to the principal airfoil 
circumferential location and 2T/S = +/- 1 corresponds to the 
circumferential mid-passage positions, as listed in Table 2. 
The component exit velocities are defined relative to the 
Cascade Coordinate System, Figure 3, as the axial velocity, 
Uz , the tangential velocity, Ut , and the radial velocity U -
These component exit velocities are obtained from the abso­
lute velocity, the probe pitch angle, the probe yaw angle,
 
and the yaw offset angle as was described in Chapter IV.
 
The pitch and yaw angles with respect to the probe are
 
defined in Figure 21, while Figure 28 defines the yaw offset
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-1 -.5 0 .5
 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S
 
FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0. 
Zc/C = .94, R = 16.7% 
Figure 32. Typical Exit Velocity Component Data Presentation
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-I -. 5 0 .5 1 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA,. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG)= 0. 
Zc/C = .94, .R = 16.7% 
Figure 33. Typical Overall Wake Data presentation
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angle. Figure 32 shows each of the exit component veloci­
ties normalized with respect to the upstream cascade inlet
 
mass averaged velocity, Uzo. Figure 33 presents the abso­
lute velocity, U, normalized with respect to Uzo; the total
 
pressure recovery, PT2/PTl, defined as the ratio of the exit
 
total pressure to the mass averaged upstream total pressure;
 
and the exit flow angle, defined as the angle between the
 
absolute velocity and the axial direction. Error bands are
 
placed on each data point. In addition to the data con­
tained in the figures, the tabular data contains the mass
 
averaged upstream static pressure, the downstream static
 
pressures, the probe pitch angles, the probe yaw angles, the
 




To demonstrate the effects of incidence angle value and
 
the three-dimensionality of the flow field, the exit com­
ponent velocities are crossplotted, with each of the com­
ponent velocities normalized with respect to the local
 
freestream velocity, Ufs. Thus, each freestream axial velo­
city ratio is equal to unity.
 
Errors in the velocities were all less than 3%. Random
 
errors in the pitch and yaw angle measurements are accurate
 
to +/- 0.20, with an estimated systematic error, due to
 
misalignment in the cascade and to the original alignments
 




/-0.50 The total pressure and static pressure measure­




Multiple passage traverses of the cascade exit region
 
flow field were performed to verify the periodicity of the
 
flow field. Four passages were traversed at 00 incidence
 




Figures 34 through 37 present the four passage circum­
ferential traverse data for the 00 incidence value at a
 
downstream distance of Zc/C = 0.94 and a radial location of
 
R = 8.3%. Airfoils #26, 27, 28, 29, and 30 are circumferen­
tially located at 2T/S = -2, 0, 2, 4, and 6 respectively.
 
As seen, at 00 of incidence, the flow is periodic and sym­
metric about the airfoil circumferential locations. The
 
slight decrease in the axial and absolute velocity near air­
foil #28 (2T/S = 2, Figures 36 and 37) is a flow disturbance
 
generated by the inlet support strut.
 
Figures 38 through 41 present two passage circumferen­
tial traverse data for an incidence angle of 100 at a down­
stream distance of Zc/C = 0.96 and radial locations of R = 
4.2% (Figures 38 and 39), and R = 8.3% (Figures 40 and 41).
 
As seen, the flow is periodic, but it is nonsymmetric about
 
the airfoil circumferential locations. Further, at the
 






-2 -0 1 

NORMALIZE.D TANGENTIAL POSrTION. 2T/S 
Figure 34. Multiple Passage Velocity Component Data,
 
Incidence Angle (DEG) 0, Zc/C = .94,
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NaWLIZE TAMEtNTIAL FIT10K Z/S" 
Figure 35. Multiple Pagsage Overall Wake Data,
 
Incidence Angle (DEG) 0 , Zc/C = .94,
 
=
R 8.3%, 2TIS =-2 through + 2
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1 I II 
2 a 4 5 
,NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 36. Multiple Passage Velocity Component Data,
 
Incidence Angle (DEG) = 0, Zc/C = .94,
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NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
2 a 
Figure 37. Multiple PassageOverall Wake Data,
 
Incidence Angle (DEG) = 0, Zc/C = .94,
 
=
R 8.3%, 2T/S = + 2 through + 6
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-2 -I 0 1 2 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 38. Multiple Passage Velocity Component Data,
 
Incidence-Angle (-DEG) = 10.0, Zc/C = .96,
 
R + 4.2%, 2T/S = - 2 through + 2
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-2 -1 0 1 2
 
NIORMALIZED TANGENTEAL POSITION. T/S
 
Figure 39. Multiple Passage Overall Wake Data,
 
Incidence Angle (DEG) = 10.0, Zc/C = .96,
 
R = 4.2%, 2T/S = - 2 through + 2
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NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 40. Multiple Passage Velocity Component Data, 
Incidence Angle (DEG) = 10-.0, Zc/C = .96, 
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N0ALIZED TANENTGIAL POSITrON. zT/S
 
Figure 41. Multiple Passage Overall Wake Data,
 
Incidence Angle (DEG) = 10.0, Zc/C = .96,
 




radial location of R = 8.3% a freestream uniform core region
 
does exist in the blade passages, but no freestream uniform
 




Incidence Angle Effects on the Cascade Exit Flow Field
 
Crossplots of the exit component velocity data are
 
presented for each circumferential data set at each radial
 
location for the two traversing slot locations to show the
 
effect of incidence angle on the cascade exit flow field,
 
Figures 42 through 59.
 
As expected, for the classical airfoil cascade at 0° of
 
incidence, the axial velocity component is symmetric about
 
the airfoil circumferential location. As the incidence
 
angle is increased from 00, the turning of the flow by the
 
airfoil cascade results in the velocity distribution no
 
longer being symmetric about the airfoil circumferential
 
location, with the nonsymmetry increasing with increasing
 
incidence angle value. This nonsymmetry of the airfoil wake
 
region is due to increased boundary layer development on the
 
suction surfaces of the airfoils, and possible separation of
 
the flow at the 100 incidence angle value. This general
 
result of increased nonsymmetry of the airfoil wake region
 
with incidence angle is in agreement with the two­
dimensional results of Raj and Lakshminarayana (3].
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-1 -. 5 0 .s 
NORMALIZED. TANGENTTAL POSITION. 2T/S 
Figure 42. Incidence Angle Crossplots, Front Traversing
 
Slot, R = 4.2%
 
* INCIDENCE ANGLE = 0 dog. Zc/C = 94, U a = 28.9 m/e. 
A INCIDENCE ANGLE = 5 dQg. Zc/C = .94 Ufe 30.3 rn/e. 
V INCIDENCE ANGLE = 10 d g. Zc/C = .9M Ufa = 30.5 m/e. 
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-1. 
-. 5 a .5 
NORMNALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Fiqure 43. Incidence Anqle Crossplots, Front Traversinq 
Slot, R = 8.3% 
O INCIDENCE ANGLE = 0 dQe. Zc/C - .94, Us = 2-25 m/s. 
A INCIDENCE ANGLE = 5 deg. Zc/C - .g4, Ufa = S1.8 m/s. 
v INCIDENCE ANGLE = 10 deg. Zc/C .; . M, Ufe = 32.2 mis, 
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NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 44. Incidence Angle Crossplots, Front Traversing 
Slot, R = 12.5% 
f INCIDNCE ANGLE - f dog. Z/C . 4. Ufs - 2&4 m/s.
A INCIDENCE ANGLE a 5 dwg Zc/C = . 4. Ufa -. 7 m/e. 
V INCIDENCE ANGLE = 10 dug. Zc/C - .9. Ufe - a2.0 m/s. 
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o rIDENCE ANGLE = 0 dS. ZC/C = .94. Ufe=3&0 m/s. 
* INCIDENCE ANGLE = 5 d J Z/C = .94, Ufe- 2. 4 m/s,, 
* INCIDENCE ANGLE = 10 d q Zc/C = . 9G. Ufae = 32. 2 m/s. 
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Figure 46. Incidence Angle Crossplots, Front Traversing 
Slot, R = 25% 
o1INCWIStE ANGLE = 0 d=g Zc/C = .94, Lfe = 100 n/es. 
A INCIDENCE ANGLE = 5 d. Zc/C = .94. Ufe - 32.9 m/s. 10 dac Z/C = .95 Ufe - 32.8 m/s.V INCIDENCE ANGLE , 
.75 
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NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 




* INCIDENCE ANGLE=-O daq Zs/C - .94. Ufs - 29. 9 m/s. 
* INCIDENCE ANGLE = 5 deg. Zc;/C = .94. Ufe = 92.8 m/s.
 
* INCIDENCE ANGLE - 10 daq. Zc/C = .96,, UF9 - 92.-4 m/s.
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NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
Incidence Angle Crossplots, Front Traversing 
Slot, R = 66.7% 
o INCIDENCE ANGLE = 0 dg. Zc/C = .94. Ufs = 29.7 m/e. 
a INCIDENCE ANGLE = 5 dag
, 
Zc/C = .94 Ufa = 32.5 m/e. 
V INCIDENCE ANGLE = 10 dag. Zc/C = .98. UFs = 92. 1 r/e. 
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NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 51. Incidence Angle Crossplots, Rear Traversing
Slot, R = 4.2% 
* INCIDENCE ANGLE T NG Zc/CP 2.ION Uf = 28.0 m/. 
A INCIDENCE ANGLE= 
V INCIDENCE ANGLE = 
5 dQg. Zc/C = 2.07, Ufa 
10 dQ. Zc/C = 2.i. Ufs 
= 30.0 m/e. 
= 30.0 m/. 
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* INCIDENCE ANGLE - C dec. Zc/C = 2.06, -Ue= 29.2 m/. 
A INCIDENCE ANGLE = 5 de. Zc/C = 2.07, Ue - 32.1 m/G. 
V INCIDENCE ANGLE 10 dag. Zc/C = 2.10. Ufe = 31.4 m/e. 
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NORMALIZED)TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
Figure 53. Incidence Angle Crossplots, Rear Traversing
 
Slot, R = 12.5% 
SINCIDENCE AN4GLE = 0 dQg. Zc/C - 2.08, Ufa = 30.2 m/e., 
INCIDENCE ANGLE =5 dQ!. Zc/C - 2. 07, Ufa = 3Z.4 m/e. 
v"INCIDENCE ANGLE= 10 d q Zc/C = 2.10. Uf~e = 31.7 m/e. 
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* INCfDtE ANGLE = O daS, Z/C = 2 M8 Ufa - SO. 0 role. 
* INCID]ENCE ANGL = 5 dae Zo/C -=2. 07. Ufa = 92.5 roe. 
v INCIDENCE ANGLE = 10 d g Zc/C = 2. M0 Ufs = 31. 7 m/e. 
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NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, ZT/S 
Figure 55. Incidence Angle Crossplots, Rear Traversing
 
Slot, R -- 25%
* INCIDENC, ANGLE =0 d Zc/C = ?-. M Ua 31.2 m/a, 
* INCIDENCE ANGLE 50 dc-. = 2.07. UZcC 32.8 m/e. 
V INCIDENCE ANGLE= 10 dQg. Zc/C = 2.10. Ufa 324.2 m/s. 
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NOWRALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
Figure 56. Incidence Angle Crossplots, Rear Traversing 
= 
Slot, R 33.3% 
13INCIDENCEANGLE=- Ode. Zo/Co-a2. UfSf-l.U9m/.
Zc/Ct 2.07, =
A INCIDENCE ANGLE = 5 deg fe 32.9 m/e.
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NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
Incidence Angle Crossplots, Rear Traversing
 
Slot, R = 50%
 
o INCIDENCE ANGLE = 0 dag. Zc/C = 2. 06. Ufa - 91. 0 m/e. 
A INCIDENCE ANGLE 5 dq.Zc/C - 2.07, Ue - 92.6 m/e. 
Ufs = 92.0 m/s.V INCIDENCE ANGLE a 10 dQg. Zc/C - 2. 10 
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NDRMALIZED TANGENTrIAL POSITION, 2T/S 





2. 0.*INCIDENCE ANGLE = O d q Z/C = OUfa = M0g m/. 
*INCIDENCE ANGLE - 5 deg Z/C = 	2. 07. Ufa= 828 rol. 
* INCIDENCE ANGLE = 10 da9;. .7./C = a.10. Ufe = 32.0 m/. 
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NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
Figure 59. Incidence Angle Crossplots, Rear Traversing
 
Slot, R = 83.3% 
13 INCIDENCE ANGLE - Odg, Zo/C - 2.OM UF = SO. 8 m/a, 
AINCIDENCE ANGLE dg. Zo/C = 2.07, Ufa= 92.3 m/a. 
V INCIDENCE ANGLE 10 dQg. Zc/C = 2. 10, Ufe = 31.5 m/e. 
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Examination of the tangential velocity component data
 
shows the expected result of increased tangential velocity
 
with increased incidence angle value. Consistent centerline
 
tangential wake deficits are not present in the 00 and So
 
incidence data. This lack of tangential deficits can be
 
attributed to the negligible levels expected in the far wake
 





slight centerline tangential deficit can be seen for the 10
 
incidence angle data at the axial slot position of ZC/C 
 -
0.96. The radial velocity components show no apparent
 
incidence angle effects, although they appear to exhibit
 
more scatter at the non-zero incidence angle values.
 
Three-Dimensionality of the Cascade Exit Flow Field
 
The wake data are correlated at four radial locations
 
for each incidence angle value, Figures 60 through 65, to
 
demonstrate the three-dimensionality of the cascade exit
 
flow region. The local freestream velocity values, Ufs,
 
became progressively,smaller, due to the boundary layers on
 
the hub and outer shroud walls, as the radial positions
 
approach the annulus walls. In-addition to the existence of
 
the three velocity components in the cascade exit flow
 
region, the radial dependence of these velocity components,
 
the decay of the wakes, and the increase in the wake width
 
with downstream position are considered in this section.
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NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
Figure 60. Three-Dimensionality Crossplots, Incidence Angle (DEG) 
=0
 
]R = 4.2. ZclC = .94. U'Fs =:26. g roe ,AR =1.3%, Zc/C = .94. Us = 29.5 m/s.
VR =50%, Zc/C = .94, U = 29.8 m/s.
OR =89.8%, Zc/C = .94. UFs = 29.3 m/s. 
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NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2TIS
 
Fi,gure 61. Three-Dimensibonality Crossplots, Incidence Angle (DEG) =0
 
'R = 4. 2%, ZclC, 2-- 08. UFs = 2e. 0Omls.R = 8.3L ZclC 2.06,, UF = 29.2 mls. 
= v R 501%. Zc/C = 2. 05, Ufs = 31-,0 mls. 
o R = 83.3L Zc/C = 2. 06. UF~s = 90'-8 roe. 
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NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
Figure 62. Three-Dimensionality Crossplots, Incidence Angle (DEG) = 5
 
* R= 4.2%. Zc/C = .94. UFe = 30.3 m/s. 
* R = 8. 3%. Zc/C = .94, Ufs = 31. 8 m/s. 
*R = 50%. Zc/C = .94. Ufs = 32.6 m/s. 
oR = 83.3,, Zc/C = .94. Ufs = 32.2 m/s. 
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NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
Fi gure 63. Three Dimensionality Crossplots, Incidence Angle (-DEG) = 5
 
E3R = 4.2%, Zc/C = 2.07. Ufs 0.0
= /e.
 
aR = 8.3% Zc/C = 2.07, Ufs = 32.1 rn/s. 
v R = 50%. Zc/C = 2.07. UfP = 32.6 rn/s. 
oR = 83. 9%, Zc/C = 2.07, Ufs = 32.3 rns. 
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NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
Figure 64. Three-Dimensionality Crossplots, Incidence Angle (DEG) =10
 
MR =4.2 ,,Zc/C =. .9B, Ufe =30.5 m/s. 
.96 32.2 m/s.* R = S.3%. Zc/C Ufa = 
= 

* R 50,%, Zr/C = .96. Ufs = 32,3 m/e.
 
oR = 8"3.83,. Zc/C =.95. Ufa = 81.7 m/e,
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NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S
 
Figure 65. Three-Dimensionality Crossplots, Incidence Angle (DEG) = 10 
iaR = 4.2%. Zc/C = 2.10. UFs = 30.0 M/s. 
=AR 8.3%. Zc/C 2.10, UFs =31.4 m/s. 
viR = 50%. Zc/C = 2.10. UFs = 32.0 m/e. 
oR =83.3%, Zc/C = 2.10, UFs =31.5 m/s. 
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The axial velocity component shows interesting radial
 
variations with the incidence angle value. At a 0'
 
incidence angle value, the axial wake profiles are symmetric
 
about the airfoil circumferential location and are essen­
tially identical for all radial positions. At 5 of
 
incidence, the axial wake profiles axe nonsymmetric about
 
the airfoil near the hub (R < 8.3%) but symmetric away from
 
the hub region (R > 8.3%). At an incidence angle of 100,
 
the axial component wake profiles are nonsymmetric about the
 
airfoil for all radial locations, and this nonsymmetry is
 
amplified in the hub and tip regions. Also, separation may
 
occur in the hub region for the 100 incidence angle value,
 
as evidenced by the nonexistence of a local uniform frees­
tream region in the axial component velocity data at R = 
4.2%. Further, for each incidence angle value at each 
radial position, the expected decay of the axial velocity 
deficit and the increase in the axial wake width with down­
stream distance can be seen by comparing the corresponding 
data at the two downstream traversing slot locations. 
The radial velocity component data show some interest­
ing trends. Figures 60 through 65 show that the local
 
freestream radial velocities are offset positively from
 
zero. Some offset of the freestream radial velocity com­
ponent is expected due to growing endwall boundary layers,
 
implying, mass flow away from the cascade facility endwalls.
 
In the hub and tip wake regions, the radial velocities are
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clearly directed away from the cascade facility endwalls.
 
This effect is due to the endwall boundary layer interaction
 
-with the lower velocity wake flow field. Further, the
 
expected decay of the radial velocity deficit with down­
stream position for the near hub and tip radial locations
 
can be seen by comparing the corresponding data at the two
 
downstream traversing slot locations for each incidence
 





Previous investigations have established similarity 
relationships for mean velocity airfoil wake data. Typi­
cally, a Gaussian function, derived from consideration of a 
two-dimensional isolated flat plate airfoil, is fit to the 
wake data. In particular, Lakshminarayana and Davino [4] 
have presented the coefficients for the Gaussian similarity 
function for inlet guide vane and stator vane wakes as: 
(28)




where: W = Velocity Defect (U -Uf5 ) 
Wcl = Airfoil Circumferential Location 
Velocity Defect 
= Normalized Tangential Distance, T/L1/2 
L1/2 = Wake half width at one-half the depth of-Wcl;
with separate values defined for the
 




The correlations of the experimental wake data of the
 
present study with the similarity relation expressed by
 
Equation 28 are shown in Figures 66, 67, and 68 for the 00,
 
50, and 100 incidence angle values, respectively. These
 
figures show excellent correlation between the Gaussian
 
similarity function and the data away from the endwall
 
regions (12.5%<R< 75%). The poor correlation between the
 
Gaussian similarity function and the data in the hub and tip
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Figure 67. Wake Profile Similarity, Incidence Angle (DEG) = 5 
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Figure 68. Wake Profile Similarity, Incidence Angle (,DEG) = 10
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regions is due to the three-dimensionality of the flow field
 




Further, examination of the definition of V shows that
 
as the wake half width increases, the value of V decreases.
 
Hence, examination of Figures 66 through 68, reveals the
 
increasing of the wake width with downstream distance, evi­
denced by the narrowing of the distribution of the data with
 
increased downstream distance, Zc/C.
 
Isobaric Exit Contour Visualization Technique
 
A technique to visualize the isobaric exit flow con­
tours has been demonstrated in this study. This technique,
 
described in Appendix J, provides an isobaric color photo­
graph of an R-T plane downstream of the airfoil cascade.
 
Three pressure ranges, corresponding to three colors, define
 
the contours. The visualization of the symmetric nature of
 
the wake about the airfoil circumferential location at 00 of
 
incidence, and the nonsymmetric nature of the airfoil wakes
 
at 50 and 100 incidence angles with pronounced nonsymmetry
 




C. Airfoil Surface Data and Analys:is
 
Data Presentation and Code Inputs
 
The chordwise distribution of the cascade airfoil sur­
face, pressures were measured at the 10, 50, and 90% spanwise 
locations at incidence angle values of 0°, 50, and 10:o. 
Confidence intervals which reflect the random scatter of the 
Scanivalva-voltage samples for 20- readings per individual 
data point at a 99% confidence level have been determined. 
All of these, airfoil surface data are correlated with 
mathematical predictions,.
 
- These mathematical predictions are obtained- from the 
NASA -numerical programs, MERIDL [16] and TSONI'C [17], as 
described in Appendix K. These mathematical models consider 
inviscid, subsonic, flow past an airfoil cascade-. The solu­
tion of the elliptical differential equations describing the
 
flow fiel& requires that conditions on all boundaries be,
 
specified. These-boundary inputs include the cascade inlet
 
velocity profile, the cascade geometry, and the local frees­





Data Correlation and Analysis-

For a classical airfoil cascade at 00 of incidence, the
 
chordwise distribution of the pressure and the suction sur­
face data should be identical, as demonstrated in Figures 69
 
through 74. Generally, good correlation exists between the
 
experimental results and the numerical predictions. The
 
experimental data exhibit sharper gradients at the leading
 
edge (0% chord), possibly due to a smoothing effect of the
 
numerical analysis. Also, the experimental data show-a
 
slight increase in value along the chord, due to growth of
 
the airfoil surface boundary layer, a phenomenon not con-:
 
sidered in the inviscid analytical predictions. Poor corre­
lation in the trailing edge region can be attributed to.the
 
airfoil surface boundary layer and the possibility of trail­
ing edge separation. Excellent agreement exists between
 
results and the previous 00
these 00 incidence angle 

incidence angle flat plate airfoil surface results measured
 
in The Purdue Annular Cascade by Stauter and Fleeter [1].
 
Distinct differences between the pressure and suction
 
surface data are visible at 50 of incidence, Figures 75
 
through 80. The correlation between the experimental
 
results and the numerical predictions is generally good with
 
the same discrepancies as noted in the 00 incidence angle in
 
the leading and trailing edge regions. The pressure surface
 
leading edge coefficients are lower than those of the suc­
tion surface due to: the turning of the flow. Along the
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Figure 78. Chordwise Distribution of the Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficients 
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Figure 80. Chordwise Distribution of the Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficients 
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chordline, the values of the pressure coefficient ihcrease
 
on the ptessire surface and decrease on the suction surface.
 
At 50% of the chord, the suction and the pressure surface
 
experimental pressure coefficients become equal in value and
 
remain so over the remainder of the chord. Thus, the air­
foils are loaded for approximately the front 50% of the air­
° 
foil at 5 of incidence.
 
At 100 of incidence, Figures 81 through 86, the corre­
lation between the experimental data and the numerical pred­
ictions is fair. The general trends for the pressure and
 
suction surface data show good agreement with the numerical
 
predictions, but the experimental coefficients are con­
sistently higher than the predicted Values, particularly on
 
the airfoil suction surface where thick boundary layers
 
exist ahd leading edge separation may have occurred. As in
 
the 50 incidence angle results, the experimental coeffi­
cients at the 100 incidence angle value indicate that the
 
airfoils are loaded for the front 50% of the airfoil. The
 
magnitude of the loading at 100 of incidence, as expected,
 
is greater thAn that at 50 of incidence.
 
The experimental pressure coefficient data are
 
presented in tabular form in Appendix L.
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Figure 81. Chotdwise Distribution of'the Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficients
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Figure 86. Chordwise Distribution of the Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficients 
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CHAPTER VI SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
 
An investigation of the overall three-dimensional aero­
dynamic performance of a classical airfoil cascade has been
 
performed in The Purdue Annular Cascade Facility. This per­
formance is described in terms of the airfoil surface pres­
sure distribution and the cascade exit region flow field at
 
three incidence angle values for an essentially uniform
 
upstream inlet velocity profile. All data are analyzed and
 
correlated with appropriate theoretical predictions.
 
A Calibration Jet Facility has been designed, fabri­
cated, and utilized for the calibration of a five-hole cone
 
probe in the non-nulled mode. This facility provides a
 
iarge uniform jet core with low turbulence intensity.
 
The aerodynamic performance data were obtained via com­
puter controlled data acquisition and analysis systems.
 
These systems were developed to automate: pressure measure­
ment via Scanivalve transducers; downstream probe position­
ing; and data reduction. Further, the systems are designed
 
for ease of operator use, minimization of acquisition time,
 




A summary of the-results and the conclusions of this
 
study is presented below.
 
Benchmark quality data have been obtained which quantify
 
the overall three-dimensional aerodynamic performance of
 




The cascade exit region data were obtained at two down­
stream traversing slot far wake positions. The decay of
 
the wake and the increase in the wake width with increased
 
downstream distance were observed.
 
The axial velocity component of the wake showed an
 
increase in nonsymmetry about the airfoil circumferential
 
location with increasing incidence angle value. Further,
 
this nonsymmetry for nonzero incidence angles was
 
amplified in the highly three-dimensional hub and tip
 
regions. This nonsymmetry was due to increased boundary
 
layer growth on the suction surface and likely airfoil
 
separation at 100 of incidence.
 
Wake profile similarity was demonstrated. The two­
dimensional Gaussian similarity was shown to be
 
appropriate in the mid-span region. However, in the hub
 
and tip regions the two-dimensional Gaussian similarity
 
equation does not correlate with the wake data. This
 
breakdown of the two-dimensional similarity equation in
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hub and tip regions is due to the increased three­
dimensionality of the flow field in these regions.
 
* 	 Predictions obtained from the MERIDL and TSONIC numerical 
codes exhibit good correlation at 00 and 50 of incidence 
with the experimental airfoil surface data. Deviations 
between the predictions and the experimental data are a 
result of smoothing effects in the numerical codes and
 
viscous effects not considered in these inviscid codes.
 
At an incidence angle of 100, the airfoil surface data
 
were in fair agreement with the corresponding numerical
 
predictions, showing the same general trends between the
 
predicted and experimental values. Increased boundary
 
layer development on the airfoil suction surface and
 
likely airfoil surface flow separation caused the poor
 
correlation between the inviscid predictions and the data.
 
* 	 A technique to visualize isobaric exit flow contours has 
been demonstrated. It has been utilized to visualize the 
symmetry of the wake at 00 incidence'and the nonsymmetry 
of the wake with increased incidence angle values. Also 
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Probe Alignment Procedure in the Calibration Jet Facility
 
Accurate three-dimensional calibrations require the
 
accurate alignment of the measuring device with a known
 
coordinate system. The Calibration Jet Facility coordinate
 
system is schematically shown in Figure Al. The probe
 
alignment procedure in the Calibration Jet Facility is out­
lined below.
 
1. 	Check to be sure the jet face is perpendicular
 
to the horizontal by placing a level against
 
the jet face along the X-axis. Shim the plenum
 
support table if required.
 
2. 	Mount the rotary table on the top of its stand
 
and hand tighten the mounting bolts.
 
3. 	obtain the alignment pointers (Figure A2a)
 




4. 	Adjust the rotary table stand location and the
 
leveling screws on the bottom of the stand legs
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Figure A2. Calibration Jet Alignment Procedure Photographs I
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until the pointers touch (Figure A2b) and the 
rotary table top is level in the Y-Z plane, as
 
checked by placing a level on the table top in 
the Y and Z directions. At the completion of 
this step the rotary table top plane is
 
perpendicular to the jet face plane (double
 
checked with a square) and the rotary table top
 
is at proper height so that with the traversing
 
mechanism mounted in place the probe tip is at
 
the 	same height as the jet centerline axis.
 
5. 	 Remove the rotary table pointer and mount the 
indicator base on the rotary table top. Move 
the rotary table in the Y-axis direction using 
the 	table crank, indicating across the jet
 
pointer face (Figure A2c). Adjust the rotary
 
table position with respect to its stand until
 
the 	Y-aue of the rotary table is parallel to the
 
jet 	face within +/- .0025 cm (+/- .001 in.). 
Tighten the rotary table mounting bolts and 
reindicate to check this alignment. 
6. 	Put the rotary table pointer back in place and 
adjust the Y and Z table cranks until the pointers 
touch again. At this point the final Y-position 
of the rotary table is set. Thus, the rotary
 
table can be moved in the Z-direction using the
 
Z-crank (or in the rotary direction using the
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rotary crank) and the jet centerline remains on
 
a line parallel to the rotary table top and
 
perpendicular to the rotary table center.
 
*7. 	 Using the Z-crank move the pointers about 2.54 
cm (1 in.) apart. Mount the tranversing mechanism 
radial/self-rotational mechanism unit in its 
aluminum calibration jet fixture securely. Then 
mount the fixture assembly hand-tight on the rotary 
table. Next the probe is securely mounted in the 
traversing mechanism aligning the probe (fixture 
assembly) by eye with the rotary table Y-axis, 
and exactly aligning the center of the sensor head 
with 	the rotary table pointer tip. The fixture 
assembly is then securely tightened to the rotary
 
table. 
8. 	Read and record the Y-position of the probe 
in volts from the L. C. Smith controlling unit. 
Then, using the L. C. Smith unit push button 
controls (with the manual mode selected), move the 
probe in the positive Y-direction and remove the 
rotary table pointer. 
'1NOTE: Extreme care must be taken when a hot-wire probe 
is being aligned to avoid damaging the fragile wire. It 
is recomended that a non-operational hot-wire sensor be 
used in alignment, and subsequently replaced with an 
operating one after completion of alignment procedures.
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9. 	Place the indicator base on the slide of the
 
traversing mechanism and indicate across the jet
 
pointer face using the L. C. Smith unit (Figure
 
Ad). Adjust the rotary position of the table
 
using the rotary crank (always staying on the same
 
side of the screw for alignment and calibration)
 
until the traversing mechanism's slide motion
 
indicates parallel to the jet face within
 
+/-	.0025 cm (+/- .001 in.).
 
10. 	 Place the indicator base on the rotary table and
 
touch the indicator to the side of the probe support
 
(Figure A3a). Rotate the probe about its own axis
 
using the L. C. Smith unit, gently flexing the
 
probe, if required, to obtain alignment of the probe
 
and its holder within +/- .0051 cm (+/- .002 in.).
 
This alignment can further be checked by keeping the
 
same indicator position and using the L. C. Smith
 
unit to move the probe in the Y-direction.
 
11. 	The center of the probe sensor head is then moved
 
back to the jet centerline using the L. C. Smith unit
 
and the recorded centerline Y-position from step 8.
 
This procedure is first followed with the rotary
 
table pointer in place, as a final check to be sure
 
that the center of the probe sensor head is on the
 













Figure A3. Calibration Alignment Procedure Photographs II
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12. 	 For the five-hole pressure probe, the final alignment
 
is done by placing the indicator base on the rotary
 
table stand top and indicating along the top of the
 
Z-axis part of the probe tip using the Z-crank of
 
the rotary table (Figure A3b). The prbbe is rotated
 
(using the L. C. Smith Unit) as needed until no
 
change is visible on the indicator along the tip
 
Z-section of the probe. Experience has shown that
 
this last step is more accurate than turning on
 
the jet and rotating the probe for the highest
 
measured pressure. For the hot-wire'probe, this.
 
step is accomplished by turning on the jet and
 
rotating the probe for highest output voltage.
 
13. 	 As a final check, the center of the probe sensor
 
head is moved close to the nozzle pointer using the
 
Z-crank of the rotary table (Figure A3c). This
 
alignment confirms that the center of the probe
 
sensor head is on the jet centerline axis.
 
Upon completion of these procedures, the center of the
 
probe sensor head is on the jet centerline directly above
 
the rotary table axis of rotation. Thus, rotation of the
 
rotary table. is equivalent to rotation of the probe about
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the center of its sensor head in the Y-Z plane. Further,
 
the probe support axis and the radial movement of the
 
traversing mechanism are parallel to the Y-axis with the
 






Calibration Jet Definition Results
 
The calibration jet definition plots at the six axial
 
locations from the jet face, as described in Chapter II, are
 
presented in Figures B1 through B6.
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Standard techniques of error analysis (14] were applied 
to, develop error equations for the five-hole probe calibra­
tion and the cascade flow and wake aquisition and reduction 
systems. Reading errors are defined as one-half the smal­
lest division and the Scanivalve voltage sampling errors 
were determined,via a 99% confidence interval t-test. Only 
two values were assumed constant; the specific heat, k = 
1.4, and the gas constant, Rair = 287.08 J/kg-K (53.35 ft­
lb/lb-R). 
The derivation of the Maximum Error Estimate Technique
 
and the Standar. Root Mean Square Technique are shown below.
 





q = 2X Xn] 
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dq= axdx i (D2) 
i=l 1 
The error in q, eq is considered to be produced by the
 
errors in x1 , x2, x3 ...xn; el, e2, e3 ...en
 
e [= Fi (D3)q . J 
The value e cannot be evaluated directly because the sign
q 
of the error terms is not known. The Maximum Error Estimate
 




The Standard Root Mean Square Error Technique evaluates e
q 
differently; first Equation D3 is squared,
 
2 n2 8ai 22 n arl a~e 
e - J + S a-.' (D5)q i=l i i=lj= 1 a-i 
where i is not equal to j.
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The error components ei are assumed independent and 
symmetrical in regard to positive and negative values. 
Thus­
2 
2 n ar e (D6)eq i=l axi.
 
and the Standard Root Mean Error is defined as:
 
r 1F2 211/2=2n (D7)
eq iz1[aixij ei(7
 
The Maximum Error Estimate Technique was applied to
 
develop the error equations used in the five-hole probe
 
calibration program. This technique was chosen because it
 
is the most severe indicator of the accuracy of the calibra­
tion process. This most severe indicator was desired
 
because the calibration coefficients, calculated based only
 
on the fundamental Scanivalve voltages (Equations 9 through
 
17), needed to be determined with extreme confidence and
 
accuracy. This error in the coefficients was determined to
 
be negligible and hence, was neglected in data reduction.
 
The Standard Root Mean Error Technique was applied to
 
develop the error equations used in the, cascade wake
 
acquisition and reduction programs. This technique was
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chosen over the Maximum Error Estimate Technique because it
 






DC-125 Five-Hole Probe Calibration Data in Tablular Form
 
The DC-125 Five-Hole Probe Calibration Data .are
 
presented in'Tables El through E13. Each table presents the
 
complete set of calibration data at one pitch angle value.
 
5° 




Table E1. DC-125 Five-Hole Probe Calibration Data
 
Jet Velocity = 30.5 m/s
Pitch Angle (Deg) = -30.0 





























-15.0 -.630 .0054 -1.628 .0051 -.728 .0022 -.348 .0025 
-10.0 -.403 .0039 -1.537 .0043 -.603 .0020 -.310 .0020 
-5.0 -.186 .0024 -1.481 .0045 -.540 .0022 -.293 .00iB 



















15.0 .629 .0039 -1.542 .0053 -.724 .0023 -.363 .0023 
20.0 .891 .0034 -1.646 .0052 -.921 .0036 -.424 .0019 
25.0 1.231 .0072 -1.809 .0072 -1.230 .0052 -.527 .0032 
30.0 1.776 .0099 -2.048 .0105 -1.742 .0088 -.707 .0046 
CO 
Table E2. DC-125 Five-Hole Probe Calibration Data 
Yaw Angle Cpyaw 
Jet Velocitu = 30.5 m/s 
Pitch Angle Deg) = -25.0 



















-20.0 -.873 .0025 -1.327 .0029 -.639 .0017 -.283 .0013 



















0.0 .015 .0016 -1.118 .0028 -.316 .0014 -. 197 .0012 
5.0 .202 :0016 -1.114 .0026 -.333 .0010 -.203 .0012 



















25.0 1.190 .0053 -1.308 .0058 -.879 .0041 -.392 .0025 
30.0 1.644 .0075 -1.438 .0063 -1.244 .0082 -.529 .0033 
Table E3. DC-125 Five-Hole Probe Calibration Data
Jet Velocitu= 30.5 m/s
Pitch Angle (Deg) = -20.0 
Ya(An'gle
(Deg) Cpyaw + - Cppitch + - + - + -
Cptotal Cpstatic
 
-30.0 -1.667 .0044 -1.187 .0045 -.993 .0029 -.401 .0020
 
-25.0 -1. 186 .0047 -1.054 .0034 -.653 .0017 -. 272 .0019
 
-20.0 -.844 .0022 -.976 .0021 -.441 .0014 -.203 .0010
 
-15.0 -.599 .0025 -.925 .0030 -.313 .0017 -. 164 .0012
 
-10.0 -.376 .0021 -.827 .0026 -_233 .0008 -. 140 .0012
 
-5.0 -. 176 .0017 -.961 .0020 -. 188 .0007 -. 128 .0010
 
0.0 .014 .0014 -.844 .0022 -. 175 .0009 -. 127 .0010
 
5.0 .201 .0013 -.839 .0020 -.189 .0008 -. 135 .0009
 
10.0 .393 .0015 -.848 .0022 -.232 .0012 -. 151 .0011 
15.0 .603 .0019 -.861 .0022 -.315 .0015 -. 182 .0011
 
20.0 .837 .0030 -.884 .0032 -.439 .0016 -.224 .0015
 
25.0 1.158 .0047- -.932 .0050 -.651 .0035 -.301 .0022
 
30.0 1.577 .0075 -1.908 .0051 -.944 .0052 -.424 .0929
 
Table E4. DC-125 Five-Hole Probe Calibration Data
 
Jet Velocitu = 30.5 m/s
 
Pitch Angle (Dleg) = -15.0
 
Yaw Anle Cpyaw Cppitch Cptotal Cpstatic

(Deg) (+/-) (+/-) (+/-) . (+/-) 
30.0 -1.583 .0053 -.837 .0052 -.778 .0042 -.339 .0022
 
-25.0 -1.139 .0033 -.750 .0031 -.487 .0017 -.224 .0016
 
-20.0 -.825 .0026 -.706 .0028 -.313 .0016 -.159 .0013
 
-15.0 -.589 .0019 -.671 .0016 -.203 .0007 -. 116 .0009
 
-10.0 -.363 .0016 -.649 .0021 -. 132 .0007 -.093 .0010
 
-5.0 -.171 .0013 -.637 .0019 -.097 .0006 -.078 .0008
 
0.0 .017 .0013 -.621 .0021 -.085 .0006 -.076 .0009
 
5.0-. .197 .0014 -.617 .0011 -.096 .0005 -.083 .0007
 
10.0 .386 .0015 -.597 .0020 -. 132 .0008 .-.094 .0010
 
15.0 .603 .0017 -.620 .0023 -.207 .0008 -. 132 .0010
 
20.0 .839 .0021 -.634 .00,18 -.317 .00,13 -.178 .0010
 
25.0 1.132 .0022 -.656 .0028 -.495 .0014 -.249 .0012
 
30.0 1.516 .0045 -.702 .0024 -.746 .0031 -.360 .0017
 
Table ES. DC-125 Five-Hole Probe Calibration Data
 
Jet Velocity = 30.5 m/s
Pitch Angle Deg) = -10.0 























































































































Table E6. DC-125 Five-Hole Probe Calibration Data 
Jet Velocity = 30.5 m/s
Pitch Angle (Deg) = -5.0 




























































































































Table E7. DC-125 Five-Hole Probe Calibration Data
 
Jet Velbcit = 30.5 m/s
Pitch Angle (Deg) = 0.0 
Yaw Angle Cpaw Cppitch Coptotal Cpstatic
(Deg) Opy-) (+/-ch(+/-)
 
-30.0 -1.441 .0044 '.070 .0019" -.536 .0024 -.266 .0017
 
-25.0 -1:069 .0032 .077 .0020 -.302 .0008 -. 161 .00±4
 
-20.0 -.770 .0019 -.068 .0013 -. 154 .0007 -.091 .0009
 
-15.0 -. 566 .0016 -.060 .0011 -.072 .0007 -.053 .0008
 
-10.0 -.355 .0017 -.062 .0008 -.021 .0003 -.027 .0008
 
-5.0 -. 166 .0007 -.064 .0008 -.003 .0003 .015 .0006
 
0.0 .020 ;0009 -.060 .0007 .000 .0003 -.014 .0005
 
5.0 .206 .0015 -.055 .0008 -.002 .0005 -.020 .0006
 
10.0 .395 .0015 -.045 .0015 -.023 .0004 -.033 .0008
 
15.0 .576 .0016 -.037 .0009 -.077 .0005 -.057 .0008
 
20.0 .807 .0014 -.038 .0014 -. 167 .0006 -. 102 .0009
 
25.0 1.093 .0029 -.029 .0017 -.315 .0010 -.172 .0014
 







Table ES. DC-125 Five-Hole Probe Calibration Data .3
 
Jet Velocitu = 30.5'm/sL

Pitch Angle (Deg) = 5.0 0Z 
Yaw Angle Cpyaw Cppitch Cptotal Cpstatic ;(Deg; (+/-) (+/-) (+/-) (+/-)
 
-30.0 -1.407 .0031 .142 .0011 -. 533 .0021 -.258 .0011
 
-25.0 -1.035 .0026 .123 .0013 -.304 .0012 -. 157 .0011
 
-20.0 -.760 .0039 .114 .0013 -. 161 .0008 -.089 .0013 ­
-15.0 -.550 .0016 .113 .0008 -.075 .0010 -.051 .0007
 
-10.0 -.342 .0019 .113 .0011 -.024 .0005 -.024 .0009
 
-5.0 -. 156 .0020 .113 .0008 -.005 .0002 -.014 .0009
 
0.0 .028 .0008 .117 .0012" -.001 .0002 -.012 .0007
 
5.0 .206 .0011 .118 .0008 -.005 .0002 -.017 .0006
 
10.0 .387 .0008 . 126 .0009 -.027 .0003 -.028 .0005. 
15.0 .560 .0008 .134 .0011 -.082 .0004 -.044 .0006
 
20.0 .750 .0191 . 141 .0018 -. 168 .0013 -.080 .0048 
25.0 1.082 .0030 .161 .,0014 -.320 .0014 -.160 .0011
 
30.0 1.450 .0033 . 186 .0015 -. 544 .0017 -. 263 .0012 
Table E9. DC-125 Five-Hole Probe Calibration Data
 
Jet Velocity = 30.5 m/s
Pitch Angle YDeg) 10.0 






















































































































Table EIO. DC-125 Five-Hole Probe Calibration Data 
Jet Velocity = 30.5 m/s 




































































































































Table Ell. DC-125 Five-Hole Probe Calibration Data 
Jet Velocity = 30.5 m/s
Pitch Angle (Deg) 20.0 
YaD Angle
(D(+/-) 

























































































































Table E12. DC-125 Five-Hole Probe Calibration Data 
Jet Velocit = 30.5 m/s
Pitch Angle (Deg) 25.0 




























































































































Table E13. DC-125 Five-Hole Probe Calibration Data
 
Jet Velocity = 30.5 m/s 
Pitch Angle (Deg) = 30.0 
Yaw An9le 
(De(+-) 
Cpyaw Cppitch Cptotal 
+ 
Cpstatic 
-30.0 -1.537 .0068 1.787 .0077 -1.532 .0054 -.529 .0033 
-25.0 -1.016 .0053 1.575 .0057 -1.067 .0047 -.372 .0023 
-20.0 -.694 .0028 1.439 .0025 -.787 .0012 -.282 .0014 
-15.0 -.470 .0030 1.340 .0047 -.617 .0024 -.230 .0017 
-10.0 -.242 .0040 1.222 .0050 -.513 .0018 -.159 .0023 
-5.0 -. 107 .0021 1.188 .0029 -.451 .0013 -.154 .0014 
0.0 .036 .0015 1.182 .0031 -.429 .0010 -.152 .0013 
5.0 .174 .0022 1.214 .0031 -.464 .0016 -. 146 .0014 
10.0 .297 .0013 1.266 .0028 -.536 .0017 -. 143 .0011 
15.0 .571 .0025 1.417 .0047 -.659 .0026 -.216 .0016 
20.0 .809 .0037 1.546 .0051 -.850 .0038 -.267 .0019 
25.0 1.218 .0050 1,751 .0074 -1.191 .0053 -.361 .0024 









Least Squares Bivariate Interpolation Scheme
 
A least squares bivariate interpolation scheme [15] was
 
incorporated in the mean wake reduction software to automate
 
the interpolation of the five-hole probe calibration bivari­
ate grids. For example, the pitch angle is determined from
 
the measured experimental values of C and C via
pyaw pp itch
 
the bivariate relationship. The scheme fits a second order
 
polynomial with six coefficients to a local bivariate grid.
 
A sample local grid is shown in Figure Fl. It is composed
 
of a central calibration grid point, the point closest to
 
the experimental point to be interpolated, and its eight
 
surrounding neighbors. Though only six grid points would be
 
required to define the six coefficient polynomial, nine grid
 
points were used (fitted in a least squares manner) to
 
better define the bivariate relationship. The method of
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-2 -1.5 -1 -. 5 0 
Cp Pitch 
.5 1 1.5 2 
Figure Fl. Least Square Bivariate Local Grid Definition 
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Suppose a bivariate relationship is defined in a cali­
bration grid as:
 
G = G(y,z) (Fl) 
where G, the dependent variable is to be determined. For
 
example, if G represented the pitch angle, y and z would
 
correspond to the Cpyaw and Cppitch values.
 




G = A1 + A2Y + A3z + A4Yz + A5y2 + A6z2 (F2) 
where the six coefficients, A1 through A6, are to be deter­
mined by a least squares fit of the nine local grid points
 
associated With the point to be interpolated.
 
The exact values of the dependent variable, G, at the
 
known local nine grid points are designated by Gi, where the
 
subscript, i, ranges from one to nine to represent the nine
 
local grid points. Applying the interpolating polynomial,
 
Equation F2, to the nine local grid points results in values
 
of the dependent variable designated with a prime, G'.
 
, AY2 +Azi2 P
 
G = A1 + A2Yi + A3z' + A4yi i + A + 6 (F3)
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The sum of the squares of the differences between the exact
 
values and the values obtained from the interpolating
 
polynominals at each point is given by
 
9 













Here the repeated indicies do not imply summation. The
 
polynomial coefficients are varied in Equation F4 such that
 




a(SSQ) a(ssQ) _ a(SSQ) _ a(SSQ) a(ssQ) (F5)
aA1 
-
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Written out, these six conditions take the form
 











E ziA 3 +yzA 4 + y2ziA 5 +Mz+ A1 yirA2 + 
= i4-z31A 6 
+2 12'2 ay
EYiziAl + EyiZiA2 +,EyiziA3 +EZriziA4 +Ty.ZA 5 ,+ (F9-j 
1 Zy'1z A6 =. EGjyz 
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EyA 1 + YiA 2
 + yzifA3 + EYiziA 2 + ZYiA 5 + 	 (Flo) 
2 2 2 
+ 	 Yiz A6  = GIy 
Sz	2 + 2 + 3 3 2 2
 
1A1 + ZyiziA 2 + Zz A3 + Zyiz1 A2 + ZyiziA5 + (FII)
 
Zz A lz2
+ 	 = 
± 	6 i i
 
where the summations are performed 
for each of the nine
 
local grid points. Equatins F6 through FlI define a system
 
of six simultaneous linear equations for determining the
 
unknowns Al through A6, which ultimatley define the local
 
interpolation polynomial, Equation F2.
 
In the reduction software, the nine local grid values
 
were determined, the above 6 x 6 matrix was constructed and
 
subsequently solved using a built-in computer matrix rom.
 
The interpolation was accomplished using Equation F2 and the
 
experimental values associated with y and z. 
In an analo­
gous manner, each of the four bivariate relationships
 
defined by the five-hole probe calibration (Figures 22
 
through 26) were interpolated from the calibration data,
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which were read and stored in temporary computer memory from
 
a cassette data cartridge at the start of the reduction pro­
gram, as described- in Chapter IV.
 
The accuracy of this interpolation method was checked
 
by feeding calibration data through the interpolation rou­
tine, and comparing the exact calibration values with the
 
interpolated values. In the smooth calibration data
 
regions, for pitch angles less than 100, the exact values
 
showed negligible differences to the interpolated values.
 
In the unsmooth part of the Cpstatic calibration data, pitch
 
angles greater than 100, the agreement was within 5%. Pitch
 
angles in the annular cascade were always less than 100 and
 






Cascade Upstream Inlet Velocity Profile Data
 





Table GI. Cascade Inlet Velocity Profile Data 
% Hub 00 Incidence 50 Incidence 100 Incidence 
to Tip Angle Angle Angle 
Ui/Uzo Ui/Uzo Ui/Uzo 
4.2 1.001 1.010 0.997 
15.4 1.001 1.001 1.003 
25.2 1.001 1.002 1.003 
35.7 1.001 1.003 1.003 
45.5 1.003 1.001 1.004 
56.0 1.002 0.999 1.002 
69.2 1.002 1.000 1.002 
75.7 1.002 0.997 1.002 
84.9 1.001 0.997 1.001 
93.4 0.986 0.991 0.984 
Uzo (m/s) Uzo (m/s) Uzo (m/s) 





Exit Flow Field Data - Tabular Presentation
 
The exit data obtained at all of the measurement sta­
tions is presented in tablular form in Appendix H, and
 
graphically in Appendix 1. Each circumferential data set,
 
as described in Chapter V, is represented by two tables and
 
two plots. The table designations are the same as the
 
corresponding figure designations. Individual circumferen­
tial data sets are identified in their titles by:
 
1) The Incidence Angle Value
 
2) The Nondimensional Downstream Position (Z /C)
 
3) The Percent Hub-to-Tip Radial Position (R
 
The Tables and the Appendix I figures are grouped by
 
incidence angle value and traversing slot position, with
 
increasing radial position in each group.
 
Table & Figure # Incidence Angle (DEG) Z /C 
1 ­ 18 0 0.94 
19 - 36 0 2.06 
37 - 54 5 0.94 
55 - 72 5 2.07 
73 - 90 10 0.96 
91 - 108 10 2.10 
Tdble 2 Hl.. ,rVE-HOLEPRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEC") 0.0 yZc/C =.74 yR = 4,2 Z 
NORMALIMED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 








Pitch Ang Yw An 
D5 (W/-) Deg (U/-) 







-1850 .946 .036? .5 .08 .4 *21 .946 .0369 -006 *0034 .008 *0014 



























-,350 .963 .0368 .I .07 -.8 .05 .963 .0368 .014 .0010 .002 .0012 
-,300 973 o0360 -.1 .08 -.5 .07 .973 .0368 .009 .0013 -.002 .0014 
-.250 .752 .0366 -,1 .07 -1.3 .09 .952 .0366 .022 ,0017 -.002 .0011 
-.200 4979 .0366 .2 .11 -1.4 .10 *978 *0366 *025 .0020 .003 10019 0 
-.150 .94? .0365 .8 .07 -16 .08 .948 .0365 .026 .0017 .013 *0013 
-+100 .099 .0370 1,2 .08 -1+6 .10 .899 .0370 .025 .0019 .019 .0015 
-.050 .848 .0374 2.3 .10 -.8 .09 .647 .0374 .011 .0015 .034 .0021 
0.000 .824 .0378 2.7 il I1 .10 +823 .0378 -.002 .0015 .039 .0024 
.050 +811 .0380 2.8 .09 7 .16 .809 .0380 -.009 .0024 .040 .0023 0 0 
.+00 .058 .0374 2.0 l1l 1.2 .13 .058 .0373 -.018 .0021 .029 .0021 
.150 3674 .0369 1.4 .13 2.0 .10 .893 .0368 -.032 .0020 .022 .0023 o 
.200 .898 .0388 .7.12 2.2 .14 +897 .0387 -.035 .0026 .011 .0017 O 
.250 .932 .0368 3 .O 2,0 09 .932 .0368 -.033 .0020 .004 00016 
























.006 .0016.0013 E: 
+550 .734 .0371 .3 +06 1,2 10 .934 ..0371 -.020 .0018 .005 .0011 
.700 r723 +0367 4 .06 .8 .17 .923 .0367 -012 .0028 .007 .0010 
.050 .'17 .0370 .2 .07 .4 +13 .917 .0370 -.006 .0030 tO04 .0011 
1t000 .941 .0366 .2 .10 .6 .15 .941 .0366 -.013 .0025 .003 .0016 
UstresrV Uzo = 










Table H2. 	 FIVE-fOLE PRESSURE PROfE WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDENCE AMLGL (DE = 0.0 1 ZClC = .94 R = 4.2 % 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE
 




2T/S De (F/-) kPs (F/-) KPa (*1-) PT2/PT1 (+/-) 
-1.000 .7 .10 99.81 .017 99.40 .017 .9989 .00024 
-.850 	 .6 .14 99.01 .018 99.39 .017 .9989 .00025
 
-. 700 	 .5 .07 99.82 .017 99.40 .017 .9990 .00024 
.7 X .019 99.39 .017 .00026.09 97.84 	 .9992 
-.400 .4 .03 99.83 .017 99.40 .017 +9991 .00024
 
-.0 .6 .05 99.63 .018 99.40 .017 .9991 .00025
 
*.300 .6 .07 M9084 .018 99.39 .017 .9992 .00025
 
-.M201, 7 .09 99.82 .017 99.39 .017 .9990 .00024
 
-.200 1.5 .10 99.34 .017 99.39 .017 .9992 .00024
 
-.150 1.0 .03 99.31 .017 99,39 .017 .9989 .00024
 
-.100 2.0 .09 99.77 .017 9?.39 .017 .9985 .00024
 
-.050 2,4 .i0 99.73 .017 79.39 .017 .9981 .00024
 
0.000 	 2,7 .11 99.72 .017 99.40 .017 .9980 .00024
 
.050 2.9 .10 99.71 .017 99.40 .017 .9979 .00024
 
.100 2.3 .12 99,75 .017 99.40 .017 .9983 .00024
 
.150 2.5 .11 99.78 .017 99.40 .017 .9936 .00024
 
.200 2,4 .14 99703 .020 99.40 .017 .9986 .00026
 
.250 211 .09 99.81 .017 99.40 .017 .9989 .00024
 
.300 1,9 .11 99.80 .019 99.40 .017 .9988 .00025
 
.350 1+6 .07 99.31 .017 79.40 .017 .9989 .00024
 
.400 1.1 .10 99+82 .018 99#40 .017 .9990 .00025
 
4550 1+3 .10 99.81 .018 99.40 .017 .9989 .00025
 
.700 .9 .15 99.80 .017 99.40 .017 .9988 *00024
 
.850 .5 .16 99.80 .018 99.40 *017 +9988 .00024
 
1.000 	 .8 .14 99*81 .017 99.40 .017 .9939 00024 
Utream Total Pressure PT1 = 9992 KPa (+/- .017) 
Upstream Static Pressure P1 = 99.45 Pa (+- .017) 
Table H3. .H,.E !OL,,E ,RES ,E PROBE .,E VELOCITY,DA.TA" 
NOMAIEDNRMALIZED NORMALIZED 
2 ,.S U/Uz , , - :D-5 - e ,I+ ,1- ) Uz/,Uzo (+/'-) Ut/,Uzo ( -) Ur/Uzo / -
.­ 06 1364 .5 o07 3 16 1,036 0364 -005 0028 007 *0012 
-.350 1,034 ,0367 .6 ,07 , 18US ,034 ,0367 -.002 .0633 .011 ,0013 
-,70 iv,030 10365 5 *06 11 403 1.030 0365 -,003 0014 003 o0011 
-050 1.040 .0364 .3 07 -.6 113 1*040 .0364 011 .0023 .006 *0014 
-.400 1*036 0365 *3 .00 -+3 .07 1.036 .0365 .006 0014 005 0014 
-. s0 ,032 036 -*2 07 -.5 1008 1.032 .0364 .008 .0015 -.003 *0017 
-10 104 06 -*2 ,03 -.G ,07 1,023 ,0364 ,014 *0013 -,003 ,0014 
-000 +944 .0371 +6 .07 -.5 107 ,9j4 .0371 1003 .0015 1010 10013 
-, 50 952+ .0372 1,? 103 -17 0I0 .952 .0372 015 0017 .032 *0017 
-1100 1077 10360 2,5 07 -W3 17 .898 0363 005 0026 037 0021 
-1050 .064 *0371 3 , 13 *I .14 .863 .0371 -.001 .0021 +052 .0030 
0.000^ .050 .0372 3.6 .10 +7 14 356 0371 -010 0021 .054 0028 
.050 .073 .0367 3,0 *12 .5 Ill ,892 ,0360 -,008 ,0018 *046 :0026 wO 
000 .7I0 .0367 2.2 -08 110 oIl .910 .0363 -.016 .0018 *035 ,0019 0-1 
0=50 ,717 .0360 110 116 1*1 ,23 .717 .0363 -+017 .0037 *016 40026 eO 
,200 7711 07.0 ,3 12 Ili *06 .770 .0369 -.619 .0012 ,006 :0020 Om 























































,700 1033 0366 
:^ 1.00o4 7 ,4 00 ,07 Ill1. 31*1 1o0331.020 ,036S.0364 -020 ,0055-.031 ',0020 012.007 ,0'1'02 
1.0 , 21 036S 1 5 .06, 2 23 1 .021 .0365 1-*004t + '0 °00 012 
Upstream,Velocity UzQ = 2G.6 m,' /-73 
Probe Yaw offset ,Angl-e' 0.0 WA"­= 
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Table H4. rIVE-.LE PRESSURE PROBE WAIE PRESSURE DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANCLE (DEG) =0.0 o .94 1R =3.3 Z
 
NORMALIZED EXIT ,0,A STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESUR PRESSURE RECOVERY 
rOSrrxON PT2 __n____ 
2T S Deg (./-) KPa ( b'-) VPs ( /-) PT2/PT1 (I-) 
-4,000 .6 010 7,90 .017 99.40 017 .9998 .00024 
-. 050 AAC 06 .07 99.09 .017 99.39 .017 .9998 *00024 
-,700 .5 06 799.89 .017 9,40 .017 .9997 *00024 
-. 550 .7 .12 9990 .017 99,40 .017 .9999 .00024 
.4.4 .07 9.70 .017 99+39 .017 .9998 .00024 
-.350V +5 +0 99,89 +017 99,39 .017 +9997 .00024 
.3v0 .8 .07 99.26 .017 99.39 .017 .9996 .00024 
-.25 .2 06 9?.36 .017 99.39 .017 .7995 .00024
 
+200 .8 +0 99, 1 .010 99.40 .017 9989 ,00025
 
-.150 2.1 .09 99.82 .018 99,39 .017 .9990 .00025
 
.10O 2.5 *09 97.78 .017 99.40 .017 .9986 *00024
 
-.050 3.5 .13 79,75 .017 99.40 .017 +9933 .00024
 
0+000 3,7 +10 99.74 .017 99,40 .017 .9933 .00024
 
.050 3.0 .12 99.77 017 99.40 .017 .9985 .00024
 
.00 2,5 +09 99,79 .017 99.40 .017 .9987 .00024
 
.150 1,5 f20 99,79 .017 99,40 .017 +9987 .00024
 
.200 1.2 f06 99,24 .018 99,40 .017 +9992 .00025
 
.250 1.1 11 99,87 +017 99.40 .017 .9995 .00024
 
.3001.2 .12 99,06 017 99,40 .017 +9995 .00024
 
+350 1,1 l, 9.89 .017 99.40 .017 .9997 .00024
 
.400 9 .07 99,88 .017 99.40 .017 .9996 .00024
 
.550 .3 .12 9986 .010 99.40 ,017 +9996 +00024
 
"o 1+3 2 99.90 .017 99.40 .017 .9993 .00024
 
1.00 1.3 .14 992,9 #017 99,40 .017 +9997 .00024
 
1.000 5 +12 99,39 f017 99.40 .017 .9997 .00024
 
PTI = 9992 KPa (+/- 017)Total PressuraWureS 
U05tream Static Pressure Pt = 99,45 KPa (W- .017) 
Table H5. FIVE-HOLE PRftESSUR1 PRODI WAKE VELOCITY DATA 
INCIDENE ANGLE 4=E1) = 0#0 , Zc/C = 74 s R =12.5 % 
NORMALIZE NORMALIZD NORMALIZED, 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION Pitchl n5 YaVw Ang 
2T/eS U/Uzci ( 1-1- 11 Deg (11/-).DE (+/-) Uz/Uzo (+1/-) UtlUzo ( -)Ur/Uzo -
-1.00 .A3 .03B2 67 ,07 .2 .16 1,053 ,082 ".004 .0030 *013 .0013 
-850 1050 0302 6 .07 #7 15 1,050 0382 -,012 0028 ,011 ,0014 
-,700 1 054 .0382 .0 109 .3 Ill 1.054 ,0382 --.005 .0021 ,015 .0018' 
-.550 1.056 .0302 ,3 007 .2 .03 1.056 *0382 '-,004 .0015 .006 .0013 
-,40 1.051 .0382 *2 ,12U1 .03 1.051 .0382 -.002 .0015 *003 .0022 
-,Q 1,4 00 '.2* 4 *09 1*047 ,0382 -,008 .0016 -. 004O .0017 





























-+I50 .932 .0385 2+2 .10 1I ,13 .931 +0385 -,001 .0020 .036 ,0022 
-+100 l927 ,0389 2.7 *11 -11Il +1926 *0388 .002 .0017 +044 .0026 
-+050 +881 +0387 2,9 112 .3 *12 *880 .0387 -.004 .0018 1044 +0026 
0+000 .060 .0390 2*7 ,13 +1 +15 *867 .0390 -,002 ,0022 ,040 60027 
+050 .809 .0307 3+1 .08 ,3 *09 *087 .0307 -+004 *0014 ,048 .0025 
+1I00 .920 *0338 2+3 ,i3 .6 .10 ,919 .0338 -.009 .0016 ,045 ,0028 
A,o0 .751 +0381, X.6 ,12 1.0 .10 ,951 .0383 -,016 60018 ,027 ,0023 on 





























0 0 -' -.1I04' 0 .3 Ill 1 042 0382 - 015 0022 - 004 *0019 to 
i'0 3 'B ' *0814 1.0U: .0=8 -. 012 .0026 t005 *0016 . 
1 1,054 '03V2 .7 .13 11 .14 1.04 .0302 -.0U2 0025 *016 ,0024 m 
+700 1.057 .0302 ,r A7#V 2 .15 1+056 +0382 -,004 *0028 ,008 ,0017-.­
•050 1.055 .0302 +7 +03 .3 .15 1,054 *0382 -",005 ,0028 *013 ,0016 14 
1.000 1024 .0384 ,3 W04 4 1I 16V024Uz;503! -.008 .00291 005 .00081 
Probe 'law Offset Angle =0.0 Deg
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Table H6. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (BEG) = 0.0 f Zc/C =- .94 r R = 12,5 %
 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSIT-ION PT2 r2 
2TS Dq (/-) -KPa ( /-) KPa (+1-) PT2/PTI (+4-) 
-1.000 -. 7 .08 100,66 .017 100.17 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.850 49 .1 100.66 .017 100.17 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.700 9 .10 100,66 .017 100.17 017 1.0000 .00024 
-T550 .4 .07 100,66 .017 100,16 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-,400 .2 11 100,66 .017 100,16 #017 .9999 *00024 
-.350. I= .09 100.65 .017 100.16 .017 .9999 #0002*-s 
-.300.4 .13 100.64 .018 100,17 .017 .9997 .00024­
-.250 .2 .13 100,62 '.018 100.17 .017 .9996 .00025 
-.200 1*1 .07 100.61 .017 100.16 .017 *9995 .00024
 
-6150 2.2 .10 100.55 ,017 100.16 .017 .9989 .00024
 
-100 2.7 .11 100,55 o018 100.16 .017 .9988 .00024
 
-6050 2.9 .12 100,51 .017 100,17 .017 .9985 .00024
 
0.000 	 2,7 .14 100.50 .017 100,17 .017 19984 .00024
 
.050 3.1 .08 100.52 .017 100,16 ,017 .9985 .00024
 
.100 2,9 .13 100,54 .018 100,17 .017 .9988- .00024'
 
.150 1.9 111 100,56 .017 100.16 .017 .9990 .00024"
 
.200 1,4 *1? 100.60 .017 100,16 *017 *9994 .00024
 
.250 .0 .11 100.62 .018 100.16 .017 .9995 .00024­
.300 .5 .12 100,64 .017 100,16 .017 .9997 .00024
 
.350 *9 .11 100,65 .017 100.17 .017 *9999 .00024
 
.400 .7 .13 100.66 .017 100.17 .017 1,0000 .00024
 
.550 .9 .13 100.66 .017 100,16 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
.700 .5 .10 100.66 .017 100.16 .017 1.0000 ,00024r
 
.850 Is .09 100.66 .017 100.17 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
1.000 	 .5 .14 100.63 .017 100.16 .017 .9996 .00024-
Upstream Total Pressure PT1 = 100.66 KPa (+/- .017) 
Upstream Static Pressure rl = 100.22 kPa (+/- .017) 
Thble 	 H7. rIVEIIOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAEV ELOCITY DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0.0 ZC/C = .94 R 16.7
 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 	 NORMALIZED'
 
'
 ANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCTY VELOCITY COMPONENTS"
 
POSITION Pitch An5 Yaw Ans
 
2T/S U/Uc (/-) Dge (+1-) .Deg ( /-) Uz/Uzb (I/-) -Ut/Uzo C/-) Ur/Uzo (+/-)"
 
-1-000 1,056 .0366 .5 .08 .4 .23 1.056 .0366 -. 008 .0043 +009 .0014
 
-.050 1.055 .0366 .6 .05 -. 1 .09 1.055 .0366 .003 .0016 .011 .0010
 
-. 700 1057 .0366 .3 .06 -. 2 .13 1.057 .0366 .003 .0024 .006 .0'i5
 
-. 550 1*057 .0366 .4 .11 .A .16 1.057 .0366 -.001 .0034 .007 .0020'
 
-.400 1.058 .0366 .4 .15 .1. .07 1.058 .0366 -.001 .0013 .007 .0028
 
.35v 1.057 .0366 .5 .14 .3 .11 1.057 .0366 -.006 .0020 .009 .0026
 
-.300 1.060+.0366 .6 .22 .2 .10 1.060 .0366 -.003 .0019 .012 .0041
 
-.250 '1.040 .0366 .2 .08 .1 .10 1.040 .0366 -.002 0018 .003 .0014
 
-.200 1,032 .0366 ..1 .09 .5 .08 1.032 .0366 -.009 .0015 -.002 .0016'
 
".1S0 1.005 .0367 .9 .12 -.2 .17 1.005 .0367 .003 .0030 016 .002W n
 
-.100 .964 .0367 1.2 .11 .3 .11 *964 .0367 -.005 .0016 .021 ,0020"
 
-+050 .931 .0372 2.3 07 -.2 .08 .930 .0371 .002 .0013 .037 .0018
 
0.000 	 .874 .0374 2.5 .14 .0 .15 *873 .0373 -.000 .0023 .037 .0026 O0 
.050 .855 .0374 2.6 .10 .4 .13 .854 .0373 -.007 .0019 .039 .0023 
.100 .061 .0373 2.1 o15 .7 .14 .860 .0373 -,011 .0021 .032 *0026 "0 
.150 .338 .0370 2,8 .20 .5 .06 .887 .0370 -.008 .0013 .043 .0035 0 2 
.200 .961 .0368 2.1 .14 .5 .12 .960 .0363 -.008 .0020 .035 .0027 r 
.250 .93 .0367 1.3 .00 .2 .07 .982 .0366 -.003 .0012 .022 .0016 
.300 1,013 .0368 .3 .08 .5 .10 1.013 .0368 -.000 .0017 .005 .0015­
.350 1.023 .0368 . .11 .3 .12 1.023 .0368 -.005 .0021 .015 .0020 m 
.400 1.035 .0365 -.4 .16 .3 .06 1+035 .0365 -.006 .0012 -.007 .0030 
.550 1,044 .0366 .9 .12 .2 .23 1.044 .0366 -.004 .0043 .015 .0023 
.700 1.051 .0365 .5 .Il .4 .i 1.051 .0365 -.007 .0020 .010 .0021 
.850 1.047 .0365 .5 .11 -.5 .15 1.047 .0365 .009 .0028 .009 .0020 " 
1.000 1.050 .0365 .5 .05 .7 .12 j 1.050 .0365 1.1 3 .0022 .010 .009
 
UFstreaF.VelocitV Uzo = 285 M/S (W/- .73) 
Probe Yaw Offset Angle = 0.0 Deg 
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Table 	 H8. FIVE-IJOLE PRESSURzE PROD UAKE PRESSURE DATA
 
ICIDEE ANGLE (DEG) = 0,0 Y Zc/C = 94 R - 16t7 %
 
NORMALIZED TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ,NL PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION PT2 __ 
2T/l D (F/-) XPa %+/-) (Pe (W-) PT2/PT1 (+/-) 
-16000 .6 .16 99.95 .017 9,43 .017 1.0000 ,00024 
-.050 .6 .05 M95 .017 99.43 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.700 .4 .07 9?175 .017 9.*43 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.550 4 4, 99,95 .017 99.43 W017 1.0000 .00024
 
-.400 .4 .15 99.95 .017 99.43 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
-.350 .6 .13 99.95 .017 9M,43 .017 " 1.0000 .00024
 
-.300 .6 .22 99.75 .017 99,42 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
. . .03 99.93 .017 9943 ,017 .999 *00024 
-. 200 .5 .08 99,93 .017 99,43 +017 .9997 .00024 
-150 .9 .12 99.90 .017 99.43 .017 .9995 .00024 
_.100 
 1+3 .11 99.87 .017 99.44 .017 .9992 .00024
 
-.050 2.3 .07 99.04 .018 99.44 .017 .9989 .00025
 
01000 2.5 .14 79.00 *017 99,44 .017 .9985 .00024"
 
.050 2,7 .10 99,.7 .017 91,44 .017 .9983 +00024 
.100 2.3 +15 99.79 .017 99,44 .017 +9933 .00024 
.15 2, .47 719.81 +017 99.44 .017 .9985 .00024 
.0 .14 99,87 1018 99,44 ,017 +9992 .00024 
.20 1,3 .06 99,89 .017 99.44 .017 +9993 .00024 
+300 .5 .07 99,92 .016 99,44 .017 9996 .00025 
.350 ,9 +11 99.73 .018 99,44 .017 ,9998 ,0024 
.400 . 13 99.94 .017 9,44 .017 M99 .00024 
.550 .9 .13 99.95 .017 99.44 .017 1.0000 .00024 
.700 .7 .11 99,95 .017 79,44 .017 1,0000 .00024 
+050 .7 .13 99,95 +017 99+44 .017 1.0000 .00.024 
1.000 	 .9 .10 9.95 .017 99+44 .017 1,0000 .00024 
U;stresrd Total Pressure PTI 9,95 KPa .017)= 	 t> 
Upstream Static Pressure P1 = 97,49 KPa (1/- .017) 
Table H9. rIVE HOLE PRESSURE PRODE UAKE VELOCITY DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEC) = 0.0 Y Zc/C = .94 v R = 25.0 % 
NORMALIZED NORMAL IZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
PUSITION Pitch An Yw An, 
4..1 U/Uzo ( f-") Da (f/-) Deg (F!'-) Uz/Uzo (+1--) Ut.uzo (+/-) urlUzo (I-) 
- .0 .0366 .5 .07 .5 .13 1.055 .0368 -.008 .0023 .009 .0013 
-. 1.055 v50.0366 .1 .07 .3 .08 1.055 .0368 -.006 .0015 .003 .0013 
-.700 1.056 .0368 .7 .07 .1 .16 1.056 .0368 -.002 .0029 .014 .0014 
-.550 1.053 .0360 .3 .10 .1 .10 1*053 .0368 -.002 .0019 .006 .0019 
-.400 1.054 .0368 1.2 .11 .3 .10 1.054 .0368 -.005 .0018 .021 .0021 
-.350 1.052 .0368 .5 .19 -.2 .10 1.052 .0366 .003 .0018 .009 .0034 
-.300 1,047 .0368 .5 .09 .2 .08 1.047 .0368 -.003 .0015 .009 .0016 
-0 1046 .0368 1.3 .17 .1 .13 1.046 .0368 -.001 .0024 .024 .0033 
-. 200 1.031 .0368 .3 .16 .4 .07 1.031 .0368 -.008 .0013 .005 .00300 
-.150 1.003 .0374 1.2 .11 ".0 .07 1.003 .0374 .001 .0012 .021 .0021 
-+100 .96 .0371 .7 .08 .0 .08 .986 +0371 -. 001 .0013 .012 .0014 
-. 050 .920 .0371 1.2 .12 -.1 +09 .920 .0371 .002 .0014 .019 .0020 
0.000 .875 .0374 1.6 .12 -.1 .12 .875 .0374 .001 .0018 .024 .0021 
.050 .861 .0377 1.4 .16 .4 .07 .880 .0377 -.006 .0010 +022 .0027 
.100 .906 .0371 1.6 .10 .5 .07 .905 .0371 -.008 .0012 *026 .0019 
.150 .959 .0374 .8 .21 .6 .06 .959 .0374 -.009 .0014 +013 .0036 0 0 
.200 1.012 .0368 .8 .11 .2 .07 1*012 .0368 -.004 .0012 .014 .0021 -
.250 1+025 .0369 .6 .11 .2 1.025 .0369 -.003 .0014 .011 .0020 
.300 1.041 .0368 .7 414 -t0 .06 1,041 .0368 .001 .0012 012 .0025 
.350 1.042 .0368 -.8 .42 .2 .09 1+042 .0368 -.004 .0017 -.014 .0077 
.400 1.058 .0369 1.0 .32 -.I .10 1,058 .0369 .002 .0019 .019 .0060 _ 
.550 1.054 .0368 .3 .00 -. 1 .09 1.054 .0368 .002 .0017 .006 .0015 
.700 1.056 .0368 .4 .09 -.4 .15 1.056 .0368 .008 .0028 .007 .0017 
.050 1.055 .0368 .8 .08 .0 .28 1.055 .0368 -.000 .0052 .015 .001'6 
1.000 1.054 .0368 .6 .06 .1 .10 1.054 .0368 -.002 .0018 .012 .0011 
U6stresu Velociti Uzo = 28.4 mi/s (f'- .74) 







Table HI. FIVE-IOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0.0 1 Zc/C = .94 'v R = 25.0 Z 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION PT2 r-2 
2T/S f RPa RPs (f-) PT2/PTI(/-) (1-) (+/-) 
-1.000 +7 .10 99,99 .017 99,47 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.50 .3 +08 99,99 .017 99,47 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
-+700 a0 .03 99,99 .017 99.47 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
-.550 A+ .10 99.99 .017 99,47 .017 1,0000 .00024
 
-+400 1.2 .11 99+99 .017 99,47 ,017 1+0000 .00024
 
-,35 .5 .8 99.99 ,017 99.47 t017 1.0000 +00024
 
-.300 . +09 99.98 .017 99,47 .017 .9999 .00024
 
-+250 1.3 .17 99,98 .017 99,47 o017 ,9999 .00024
 
-.200 .5 +11 99.96 .017 99,47 .017 .9998 .00024
 
-1150 1.2 +11 9973 .018 99.47 .017 .9995 .00025­
-.I00 .7 .08 99.92 .018 99.47 +017 .9993 .00024
 
-+050 1*2 12 97.86 .017 99.47 .017 *9987 +00024
 
0.000 	 1.6 .12 99,82 .017 99,47 .017 .9984 .00024
 
.050 1.5 .16 99.83 t018 99,47 .017 .9984 .00024
 
.100 1,7 .10 99,85 .017 99.47 .017 +9986 .00024
 
.. 18 
,Zv i.0 Jxs 97.90 .018 99,47 ,017 *9991 .00025
 
I200 114 .017 .017 .00024­.8 99.94 99,47 .9996 

.250 .6 .11 99.95 +017 99.47 .017 .9997 *00024
 
.300 .7 +14 99.97 4017 99,47 .017 .9999 ,00024
 
.000 .8 *41 99.98 017 99.48 ,017 .9999 .00024
 
.400 1+0 .32 99,98 017 99,47 ,017 1,0000 .00024
 
.~55 .4 .08 99.98 .017 99,47 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
+700 .6 .13 9.99 +017 99.47 .017 1,0000 .00024
 
.05 .3 .08 97.99 .017 99+47 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
1,000 .7 +06 99,99 .017 99.47 .017 1,0000 .00024 
tkstream Total Pressure PTI = 99.99 KPs (f- #017) 
UF-tresm Static Pressure p1 = 97,52 kPa (f/- .017) 
Table Hf11. riIE-IOL PRESSURE PROEWAKE VELOCITY DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (BEG) =0.0 i Zc/C .74 R = 33.3
 
7"ANORMALIZEDtjIT NORMLIZEDr" NORMALIZED 
Tn, l AL TOTAL VELOCITY 	 VELOCITY COMPONENTS
 
POTTION 'itch Ar Yaw Ar
 
2T/S U/Uz F[ Dz (%I De +I-) Uz/Uzo CI-) Ut/Uzo (+/-) Ur/Uzo (+/-)
(/-) 	 ( 1
-1.000 1.053 00363 .7 .10 .0 .12 1.053 .0368 -.000 ,0021 *014 .0019 
-,05 
 1,051 .0360 .6 .08 .2 .24 1*051 .0368 -,003 .0045 .012 .0015
 
-.700 1.053 .0360 .6 .08 .5 +13 1.053 .0368 010 .0024 .012
--. .0015
 
-,550 1,053 .0368 .6 .13 .4 .09 1.052 .0368 -.008 .0017 .011 .0024
 
-1400 1.048 00368 1.7 .17 .0 .06 1.047 .0368 -.000 .0010 .030 .0033
 
-,350 1.050 .0369 1 .44 +4 .06 1.050 .0369 -.007 .0011 .001 .0081
 
-.300 1+043 .0360 .3 .10 .3 .08 1.043 .0368 -.006 .0015 .005 .0017
 
-,250 1.035 .0360 1.4 .15 .4 .08 1.035 +0368 -.007 .0016 ,025 ,0029

-,200 1+009 +0370 1.8 .18 .0 .03 1.009 .0370 -.001 .0014 ,032 *0034 o 
-,150 .930 7 .2 .?80 .0367 -- .0020 .012 *0033.0369 .19 912 ,003 

-.100 .730 .0373 *6 .16 -,2 .12 .930 .0373 .003 .0020 *009 .0026
 
-1050 .897 .0374 .8 +18 '-+0 .08 .897 .0374 .001 .0013 .013 .0028
 
0.000 .881 .0373 .7 .07 .5 .06 .881 .0373 -,008 .0010 .010 ,0012

.050 .906 .0372 -6 .12 1.1 .07 .906 .0372 -+017 .0013 -.010 .0019
 
l100 t760 .0374 	 .3 .13 +7 109 +960 o0374 .-. .0015 .004 .0021
012 0 0 
4 , 1.007 .0369 1.6 .16 .8 .07 1.007 .0368 -.014 .0013 .028 .0031 -1;a 
S200 1.019 .0368 	 .6 .18 .6 .06 1,019 .0368 .010 .0012 .011 .0033 "
 
.250 1.043 .0366 1.5 .20 .4 .06 1+043 .0368 -.007 .0012 .028 .0038 0
 
.300 1.057 *0369 -.5 .33 .3 .10 1.056 .0369 -,006 *0018 -.009 .0060 : r 
35o 052 61 +24 -.1 12 1.052 0360 .001 .0022 .014 .0045 C: SD 
.400 1.055 .0360 -11 .13 .0 .05 1.055 .0368 -.001 .0009 -.002 .0023 0. 
.550 1,054 .0368 .3 .17 -.1 .10 1,054 *0368 .001 .0019 *006 .0031 r m 
.700 1+055 .0368 	 .1 .06 .1 .07 1.055 .0368 -,002 .0012 .002 .0011
 
.050 1.057 .0360 	 .3 .09 .3 .10 1.057 .0368 -.005 .0018 .005 ,0016
 
.8 .11 -'5 .24 1.065 ,0367 .009 .0045 .014. .0021
1000 1.066 .0369 	 gP- _2_ 'r 74-
Upstream V1c U = 28.4 r/o (/- .74) 




Table H12. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE UAKE PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0.0 1 Zc/C = .94 p R = 33.3 % 
NORMA LIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION P12 r2 
2I/S Deg (I-) KPa (+/--) RPa (+1-) PT2/PT1 (WI-) 
-1.000
-,050 ,7 .10 17. 0 99,9999,99 .017.017 99,4799,48 .017.017 1.00001,0000 .00024.00024 
-.700 .8 .0 99,99 +017 99.47 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-,550 .7 .12 99.99 .017 99.47 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-*400 1,7 .17 99,99 .017 99.48 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.350 .4 10 99.99 .017 99.48 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.300 
-.250,A .4 .09+15 99.969?.97 .017+W 99,4899.47 .017017 .9999.99?8 .00024*00024 
-.200 1.8 .18 99,94 ,017 99,47 .017 .9996 .00024 
-+150 7 .19 99,92 .017 99.47 .017 .9993 .00024­
-.100 .6 15 99,87 .018 9.,47 *017 .9988 +00024 
-.050 +8 .18 99.84 .017 99.47 .017 +9986 .00024 
0.000 I8 +07 99.83 .017 99.47 .017 .9984 .00024 
.050 1.3 .09 99,85 .017 99,47 .017 .9986 .00024 
- .100 .8 .09 99,90 018 99,47 *017 .9991 .00025 
1.3 *5" 99.94 .017 99.46 .017 .9996 .00024 
.200 .8 .14 99.95 .017 99.47 .017 +9997 .00024 
.50 1.6 .20 99.98 .017 99.47 .017 .9999 .00024 
.300 .6 27 99.98 .017 99.47 .017 1.0000 .00024 
1350 .7 .24 99.98 .017 99.47 .017 1.0000 .00024 
400. A . 99.99 .017 99.47 .017 1.0000 .00024 
.550 .3 .17 99,98 .017 99,47 .017 1.0000 .00024 
,700 .1 .06 99,99 .017 99.47 .017 1.0000 ,00024 
1850 .4 09 99.98 .017 99.47 .017 1.0000 .00024 
1.000 .9 .16 99.99 .017 9.46 .017 1.,0000 .00024 
,psraTotal Pressure PT1 = 99.99 KPa /- .017) 
Urstrearm Static Pressure P1 99.52 KPa ( /- .017) 
Table H3. rVE-IOLE PRESSURE PRODE UAAKE VELOCITY DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0.0 y Zc/C .94 o R = 50.0
 
NORA.IZED NORMALIZED 	 NORMALIZED 
AGENTIA 
 TOTAL VELOCIT Y VELOCITY COMPONENTS
 
OS I TIN Pich AnS Y Ania
 
2T/S U/Uzo (+1-) De U /-) De (./-) Uz/Uzo (T/-) Ut/Uzo (+/-) Ur/Uzo (+1-)
 
-1000 1.055 o0373 .&6 07 .1 *06 1,055 .0373 -.001 .0010 .010 .0013
 
-.050 1.049 ;0373 12 .11 .4 11 1.049 .0373 -. 008 .0021 .004 .0020
 
-. 700 1.054 .0373 .7 .30 .4 .13 1.054 .0373 -. 003 .0024 .013 .0056
 
-,550 1.054 ,0373 .6 I14 -.0 .O 1,054 *0373 .001 .0014 .011 .0026
 
-.400 1.048 .0373 1.1 .14 -.1 .06 1.048 .0373 1002 .0011 .020 .0027
 
-.350 1,051 .03 0 1.3 .34 .3 .09 1*051 *0373 -,005 .0016 1024 .0062
 
-.300 1,050 .0373 1.3 .15 .2.09 1.050 .0373 -.004 .0017 .024 .0029
 
,501 I.4 *0373 1.5 I.28 .1 .08 1,047 *0373 -.OO1 .00i5 .028 .0053
 
-.200 1033 .0373 1.7 .11 -.0 .11 1.033 .0372 *000 .0019 .031 .0023
 
-.150 .790 .0373 .5 .20 -.2 .08 .990 .0373 .004 .0014 .008 .0035
 
-,l00 ,766 *0375 .2 10 -.4 .05 .966 .0375 .007 .0009 .003 .0017
 
-4050 .809 *0377 .6 .09 .1 .06 .899 *0377 -.001 .0010 .010 .0015
 
0.000 	 .889 .0379 -.1 116 .2 .09 .889 *0379 -,003 .0014 -.002 .0025
 
.050 ?899 .9 .6 .14 .899 .0377 -.009 .0022 .013 .0022
.0377 .13 

.100 949 o0374 17 .23 *9 .08 .949 .0374 -*014 .0015 .011 .0038
 
o150 1,010 *0372 .6 .24 .8 .0 1.010 .0372 -,015 .0015 .011 .0043
 
.200 11033 *0374 .1 ,14 1.0 *09 1,033 .0374 -.017 .0018 .002 .0026
 
.250 1.042 ,0373 .35 .-4 .06 1.042 .0373 -.007 .0012 -.008 .0063 
.300 05 0373 9 +23 5 ,10 1.053 .0373 -.009 .0019 1016 .0042 
,350 1.056 .0373 ,1 010 5 .09 1.056 .0373 -.008 .0017 1001 .0019 0 0 
.400 1,050 .0373 .1 122 .6 I1i I057 .0373 -.011 *0020 1002 .0041 
l5501.06  .0373 -.4 10 +1 .17 1,060 .0373 -.001 .0031 -*007 *0018 o= 
.700 1.057 .0373 +3 +11 .1 .14 1.057 .0373 -,002 .0025 .005 .0021 
,850 1.057 ,0373 .6 .,09 -12 ,06 1.057 .0373 .004 .0012 .012 .0017 r 
1.000 1,058 ,0373 1.0 .17 -,1 03 1.058 .0373 .001 .0015 ,019 .0031
' 
Upstrerm Velocity Uzo = G,2 i/s fl'- .74) 
Probe Yaw Offset Anle = 0.0 De. rm 
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Table H14. FIVE-IOLE PRESSURE PROBE UAKE PRESSURE DATA, 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0.0 p ZCUC .94 9 R = 50,0 Z 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION PT2 P2 
2T/S fea (f-) KPa (+/-) KPa (+/-) PT2/PT1 (+/-) 
-1.000 .6 .07 100.02 .017 99,51 .017 1.00,00 .00024 
-.850 . o.11 100,02 .017 99.51 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.700 .8 .27 100,02 W017 99,51 .017 1.0000 +00024 
-.550 .6 .14 100,02 .017 99.51 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-,400 1.1 .1 100.02 .017 99.52 .017 1.0000 +00024 
-.350 1.3 .33 100+02 .017 99.51 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.300 1.3 .15 100,02 .017 99.51 .017 +9799 .00024 
-.250 1.5 #23 100.01 .017 9751 .017 .9999 00024 
-+200 
-. 150 .5 +11.19 100,0099.96 .017.017 99,5199.51 .017.017 .9998,9994 .00024100024 
-. 400.4 .06 99.93 .017 99.51 +017 .9991 .00024 
-.050 .6 .09 99,88 +017 99,51 .017 .9986 #00024 
0.000 .2 +11 97,87 .017 99.51 .017 .9985 .00024 
.050 1+0 .13 99.88 .017 99.51 +017 .9986 .00024 
.100 1,11 15 99.92 +017 99,50 .017 .9990 .00024 
.150 1.0 +16 99,77 .017 99,51 .017 .9995 .00024 
.200 1.0 .09 100,00 .017 99f,51 .017 .7998 .00024 
.250 .6 #26 100.01 .017 99.51 .017 .9999 .00024 
.300 1.0 .21 i00.01 .017 99.51 .017 M9999 .00024 
1350 +5 .0? 100,02 .017 99.51 .017 1,0000 .00024 
.400 .6 .11 100,02 .017 99,51 .017 1.0000 .00024 
.550 +4 .10 100.02 W017 99.51 .017 1,0000 ,00024 
.700 t3 .12 100.02 .017 99.51 .017 1.0000 .00024 
.050 .7 09 100,02 .017 99.51 .017 1.0000 .00024 
11000 1,0 .17 100.02 .017 






UFstream Static Pressure FI = 99,56 KPa ( - .017) 
Table H15. FIVE-:,OLE PRESSURE PRODE WA,E VELOCITY DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0,0 ; Zc/C 94 1 R = 66.7 Z
 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
SAGNENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION Pitch Ani Yaw Ang

2T/S U/Uzo (f/.-) Deg (U/-) Deg CM/-) Uz/Uzo (+/-) Ut/Uzo (+/-) Ur/Uzo (+/-)

-I.Oo 1,054 ,0373 ,6 .0 .2 .15 1,054 0373 -004 .0028 .010 .0014 
-.850 1,057 .0373 .5 .00 .3 .33 1,057 .0373 -005 10061 .010 .0016
 
-.700 11054 t0373 1,5 .12 .1 I0 1.054 .0373 -.002 .0019 .027 .0024
 
-550 1.055 .0373 2.8 .23 -.1 .I 1.053 .0372 .001 .0027 .051 .0046
 
-,400 1,054 0373 1.9 111 -.1 .11 1.054 .0372 .001 .0021 .034 .0023

-.350 1,051 .0373 .5 .13 ,.2 .09 1,051 .0373 -.004 .0016 .009 .0023
 
-.300 1,054 .0373 1,9 124 .1 .13 1.054 .0373 -.001 ,0024 .035 t0045
 
-.250 1.049 .0373 1.5 .27 ,1 .10 1.049 .0373 -.002 .0018 *028 .0051
 
-.200 1,023 .0374 11 .09 -.0 .05 1.028 .0374 .001 .0009 .020 .0019
 
-1,5 .788 .0373 .6 421 .1 .06 .988 .0373 -.001 .0011 .010 *0036
 
-. 952 .0373 .6 -. .07 .0373 .0011 .0018
10 .11 1 .952 .001 .011 

-"0 .929 ,0376 -.2 .13 .0 .06 .929 .0376 -.000 .0013 -,003 .0020
 
01000 .886 *0379 -#1 .08 .3 .886 .0379 --. .0016 -.002 .0012
.10 004 

1050 .917 .0376 -+8 ,28 +7 .13 .917 .0375 -.011 .0022 -,013 .0045
 
.100 .954 .0383 .1 ,12 .5 +07 .954 .0383 -.009 .0012 .002 .0020
 
+150 
 1,017 .0372 .7 +08 r5 .08 1.017 .0372 -.008 .0014 .012 ,0016
 
.200 1,030 I03731.1 .18 ,. .37 1,030 ,0373 -.004 .0013 .020 ,0033 00
 
250 1,042 .0373 11 30 .2 .07 1,041 .0373 -.004 .0013 .021 .0055 ­
.300 1,051 .0373 1,2 .12 ,2 111 1.051 .0373 -+004 .0020 .022 .0023 
.350 1.045 ,0373 1,5 .21 .5 .19 1.045 .0372 -.009 ,0034 .027 0040 0 
.400 1,047 .0372 .3 +11 -.1 .07 1.047 .0372 .001 .0012 .005 .0020 ;a 
I550 1.049 ,0372 .7 .0? ",1 110 1.049 .0372 .002 +0018 .012 .0017 0 -a 
1700 1,057 .0373 .5 .18 .5 .15 1,057 .0373 -.009 .0028 ,009 .0034 
(3S00 1,057 .0373 10 .18 -.0 .i 1,057 .0373 .001 .0028 .001 .0033 C n 
1+000 1.050 .0373 +3 .09 1 6 ,09 1.050 .0372 -.012 .0017 .005 .0017
 
U;strea&Velocity Uzo -28.2 ils ( /- .74)
 







Table 	H16. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0.0 Zc'C = .94 y R = 66.7 Z
 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION PT2 P2 
2T/S De (/-) kPa [I-) KPa (f/-) PT2/PT1 (+/-) 
-1.000 .6 .09 100.02 .017 99.51 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.850 .46 .18 100.02 .017 99.51 .017 1.0000 *00024
 
-.700 1.5 .12 100.02 .017 99.51 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
-M550 2.3 .23 100.02 .017 99.51 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
- 400 19 .11 100402 .017 99.51 .017 1.0000 *00024
 
-.350 .5 .12 100*01 .017 99.51 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
-.300 1*9 .24 100.01 .017 99.50 .017 .9999 .00024
 
-."0 1.5 .27 100.01 *017 99.51 .017 .9997 .00024
 
-.200 1.1 .09 79.99 .017 99.51 .017 .9997 .00024
 
.5 .6 .20 99.95 .017 99.51 .017 .9994 .00024
 
-.100 .7 .11 99.92 .017 99.51 ,017 .9990 .00024
 
-.050 .2 .12 99.90 .017 99.51 .017 .9988 .00024
 
0.000 	 .3 .10 99.87 .017 99.51 .017 .9985 .00024
 
.050 1.1 .23 9789 .017 99,51 .017 .9938 .00024
 
.100.5 .07 99,92 .019 99.51 .017 .9990 .00025
 
.150 .X .08 99.99 .017 99.51 .017 .9997 .00024
 
.0 1+1 .1 100,00 .017 99.51 .017 .9998 .00024
 
.250 1.2 .29 100,01 .017 99.51 .017 .9999 .00024
 
.300 1.2 .12 100,02 .017 99.51 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
.350 1.5 .21 100.02 .017 99.52 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
.400 .3 .11 100.02 .017 99.52 .017 1,0000 .00024
 
.550 .7 .09 100,02 .011 99.52 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
.700 .7 .17 100.02 .017 99.51 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
.850 .1 .17 100.02 .017 99.51 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
1.000 	 .7 .09 100.02 .017 99.51 .017 1.0000 .00024 
U~tream Total Pressure PTI = 100.02 RPa (+/- .017) 
UFstrea Static Pressure PI = 97#56 KPa (f/- .017) 
VELOCITY DATATable Hi7; FIVE.1'1OLE PRESSURE ROLS WAK" 

INCIENCE A'NGLE (D E) = 0.0 Zc/C : ,4 R 33.3 X
 
NORMALIZED 
I -, TOTAL VELOCITY . VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
PISION Pitch A=- IoW AnA 




-i,000 1.037 .0375 ,7 .08 ,7 .10 1.037 .0375 -,012 10032 .012 0016

.9 .7 -. ,0017
 
-,700 1,053 *0374 1.1 .10 1.3 .24 1.053 .0374 -.024 .0046 .020 0020
 
-.550 1,046 .0379 1,3 .07 .5 .17 11046 .0379 -,009 .0031 .024 .0016
 
-,400 1,.5 ;0374 1.4 119 t4 .14 1.050 .0374 -.007 .0026 .027 .0036
 
-.350 1.042 .0376 1.8 .12 .4 .11 1.041 .0376 -.007 .0020 .033 .0025
 
'-.300 1.044 .0374 .9 .11 .3 l05 1.044 .0374 -.005 .0010 1016 .0020
 
-.850 1.041 .0375 109 .10 1.041 .0374 012 .0019 .016 

-#250 1,022 0374 1.0 12 -.1 .07 1#021 .0374 l002 .0016 .033 *0034
 
-0 .994 .0376 I .11 .3 ,09 .994 .0376 -,006 .0016. .019 *0020
 
-.10 .969 .0375 .5 .08 -.0 .11 .969 .0375 .001 .0018 .009 .0014
 
-1100 f938 .0200 -to .08 -. 0 .09 .938 .0380 .001 .0014 -.013 .0014
 
-,050 .902 .0368 -1 0 .13 -.3 ,12 .901 .0388 .004 .0019 -.015 0021
 
0,000 .,88t .0380 -1,3 IlI 06 .09 .884 &037? -#010 #0014 -.020 *0020
 
+050 .863 .0381 -2.0 .14 I2 o11 #863 t0381 -.003 .0017 -.031 l0025
 
.100 .746 .0377 -.5 .09 10 .00 .945 .037 -.016 .0015' -*009 .0014
 
*50 .921 to3rt7 16 .15 I I .981 .0377 -.009 .0018 .011 .0026
 
200 1.017 .0374 1.0 .09 I2 .07 1.017 .0374 - .0013 .018 .0017
* 4 ­
250 1,033 W73 .0 12 6 .10 1.033 .0373 -.012 .019 018 .0023 
.300 1,040 ,0373 1.6 t1i .3 .09 1,039 .0373 -,005 .0016 .029 .0023 ;0 
*350 1*034 W0374 1,1 .06 I .08 1,033 0374. '-.001 .0015 .020 .0013 to -n 
1400 1.036 .0374 14 .11 .7 .13 1.036 .0374 -,012 .0024 .008 .0020 a 
.550 1,040 ,0374 .7 112 1.0. .13 1,040 .0373 -018 .0025 .012 .0023 rn 
,700 1,038 .0374 .8 17 1.3 .17 1.038' .0374 -.024 .0033 .015 .0030 
,;50 1,047 .0374 t7 .07 .9 .25 1,047 0374 -.016 .0046 .013 .0014
 
1,000 1,07 .0373 1t..0t .3 .12 i1,07 0373 -.005 .0022 .014 .0011
 
UPstream, VEIGCiV Uzo = 28.2 @/ (f,- .74)
 
wrobe 0.0 Beg




OF poOR QUALU 
Table H18. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA
 
INCIB.CE ANGLE (DE = 0,0 Zc/C = l94 t R 83,3Z
 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION PTZ r2 
C IP (+/-)2TS DC W- ) Pa (+1-) a W/-) PT2/PT1 
-1.000 l9 .14 100.04 .017 99.55 .017 .9998 *00024 
-4850 .1 .09 100.04 *017- 99,55 .017 .9999 *00024 
-.700 1.7 .20 100.05 .017 99,54 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.550 1.4 .0 100.04 .018 99,54 .017 .99?9 ,00025' 
-.400 1.5 .19 100.05 .017 99,55 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.350 1,0 .12 100*04 *017 99,54 .017 .9998 .00024 
-,300 .9 .I0 100,04 .017 99,54 .017 .979 .00024 
-250 1,8 .18 100.02 .017 97.54 .017 .9996 .00024 
-.200 i1 *11 99.99 018 99.54 .017 *9974 l00024 
-l150 w .08 99.77 .017 97.54 .017 .9992 .00024 
-1100. .8 .08 99.95 .018 99.55 .017 .9989 *00025 
-.050 ^ .12 97,92 .019 99*55 1017 *9986 *00025 
0.000 	 1.5 .11 99.91 .017 99.55, .017 +9985 .00024
 
.050 2 .,14 99,89 .017 99.55 .017 .9984 .00024
 
.100' I .08 99.96 .018 99.55 .017 49991 .00024
 
.150 .8 .13 99.99 .018 99.55 .017 .9994 .00025
 
.201 +0 09 100.02 .017 99.55 .017 .9997 .00024
 
+250 .2 .12 100,04 .017 99.55 .017 .99?8 .00024
 
.300 1,6 .11 100,04 .017 99.55 .017 .9999 .00024
 
.350 1.1. .06 100.04 .017 99,55 .017 .9998, .00024
 
.400" .8 .13 100.05 1017 9956 .017 .9999 .00024
 
.550 1,2 .13 100.04 .017 99.55 .017 .9999 .00024
 
.700 1.5 .17 100.04 .017 99.55 .017 .9999 .00024
 
.850 1.3 .20 100,05 *017 99.55 W017 1,0000 .00024
 
1+000 	 1 . .07 100,05 .017 99.56 .017 .9999 .00024 
Ustream Total Pressure PTI = 100,05 K(Pa (f/- .017) 
Utstreawr Static Pressure Fl = 99.60 IPa (fl- .017) 
Table H19. , VC ,WEPRESSURE P,,OBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA 
ANGEN, A .O.AL VEOIT 	 VELOCITY COMPONENTS
 
2,,G UIUzG W -) Del W. , Del I- Uz/Uzo ( +1-) UtlUzo ( 1/0- Up/Uzo W -)
 
-4100 .74 .035 .7 .06 4014 .012
9 -,9,7Il9o44 .0354 ,0019 .0011
 
.W 1760 4035 *6 .06 .5 .15 .968 .0354 ",-009 .0025 ,010 *0010
 
,-,'O, 77 ,4 o09 -,4 .17 .959 *007 *007
0357 .0357 .0028 .0016
 
*5 *75. .0353 *4 *,^7 -.4I .09' .?So' .0353 *002 *0015 .007 .0013
 
I0 .6 035 I'S 0 -*3 .07 1762 .0353 *005 ,0011 .007 .0014
 
*050 .?67 *0353 .0 .08 -.6 i6 ,967 40353 *010 .0027 1013 ,0014
 
...0 .72 *05' 6 0 -.7 .0 929 .0354 *014 .0012 .010 *0013 i
 
.727035 .0 7 .37 003 01-.250 	 ^16 . .23 -1 *0 

.150 1700 0355 1.5 .017 -110 +00 .90.0 4355 ,016 -+0014 1023 o0017,
 
-+440 +7 .0350 1.5 t07 ",4 .07 +874 *0350 #006 ,0011 4022 *0014
 
I= ,040 +0363 2.2 .11 ".3 .09 ,837. *0363 +004 '40013 .032 02
 
0100O .030 *0364 2,3 ,10 -.0 ,00 +027 ,0363 #000 ,0012 o033 ,0021
 
-,pt,85 IOU O.-3 2.0 +10 +5 .13 .835 .0363 '-.000 +0017 ,030 ,0020 C 
.:I,061IvO: ' .8 '=, 00 ,O 07 .060 ,0361 --,015 ,0013 +023 0016 0-1 

4.50 i,032 ,0357 1+ +07 1+4 .0 ,001 +0357 -,0217 +0014 ,023 ,0014
 
,200 .072 I03S7 11,1 tic 1.4 +07 .892 ,0357 -,022 ,0014 ,018 ,0017 0_
 
,25 730 0357 ,8 *07 W, .07 930 +0357 ,023 0015 012 0016
 
10+75.035 .0 .07 i. .,9*14 ,0350 -",021 ,0014 *0' 01
 
.3 A 	 .713 ,0364 +6 ,097 i, ,00 o,913 ,0363 -,0245 *0016 ,0097 :0015 r"- > 
*40 +77 a 035+07 09 94 .054--,15 0020 0012i2 	 , 4 

.73.0354 *On In *733 *0354 --,015 .0022 .010 ,0015
 
,700 .747 035 W. to + 1 .746 ,0354 -,015 .0026 ,018 ,0015
 
.05 740 oO353 60 .07 1.6 .07 .40 ,0353 -.027 .0015 014 .0013
 
1,A9o , 04 , 1953 *05 ' 037 ",013 +0027 1,013 ,00111
 







Table H20. rIv ,,L PR.ESSUE PRODE UA E PRESSURE DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0.0 1 Zc/C = 2,06 y R = 4.2 %
 




.PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION PT2 P2 
2T/S Deg (0/-) NPa (1/-) 'Pa (B -) PT2/PT1 (tI-) 
-1.000 I,1 .07 100.24 .017 99.81 .017 t9939 *00024 
,50 8 .11 100.27 .017 79,02 .017 .9991 .00024
 
-.700 .6 .13 100.26 .01 99.81 .017 .9990 .00025
 
-.550 .5 .08 100.26 .017 97,82 .017 .990 .00024
 
-.403 6 *08 100.26 .017 99.81 .017 .9970 .00024
 
-,v 1,0 .11 100.28 .017 99,32 .017 .9992 .00024
 
-.300 1.1 .07 100.24 .017 9?.82 .017 .9988 .00024
 
-.250 1.0 t00 100,23 .017 99.02 .017 .988 .00024
 
-.200 1.,1 11 100,24 017 99,82 ,017 .9988 .00024
 
-.150 1.8 *09 100.22 .017 97.82 .017 .9986 .00024
 
-,4fA 1.5 .07 100.19 .017 993.2 .017 .9984 .00024 
-:05 2.2 .11 100.17 .017 7.03 .017 .73 .00024 
0,000 2.3 .i0 100.16 .017 79.83 .017 .9980 .00024 
.000 2.1 . 100,16.017 97.02 .017 .9980 .00024 
.400 1.0 .00 100.18 .017 99.02 .017 t9932 .00024 
:.0 2,1 .07 100.20 .017 79.82 .017 .9984 .00024 
.230 i. .08 100.20 .017 79.02 .017 t9985 *00024 
.250 1,6 .00 100.24 .010 99,02 .017 t9988 t00024 
.3v 1.5 .07 100*23 .018 99,02 .017 .7987 .00024 
.350 1.7 .00 100 23 010 99.82 .017 *9987 .00025 
.400 1.2 .10 100.26 .017 97.82 .017 .9990 .00024 
10i 2 100,2 .017 9?.03 .017 .7989 .0024 
c700 1.4 .12 100.2 017 97,82 .017 9989 .00024 
,00 1.9 .07 100,25 .017 99.82 .017 *9989 .00024 
1,000 1,1 .12 100.25 018 99.01 017 .9989 .00025 
Upstream- Totsi Pressure PTI = 100.36 RPs (1/- .017) 
Upstream, otatic Pressure F = 99.07 RiPs (/- .017) 
Table H21. FIVE-11OLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 0.0 Y Zc/C = 2+06 1 R = 0.3 X 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED Nb 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITYCOMPONENTS 































-.700 1,027 .0365 1.0 .06 -.0 .16 1.027 .0365 .000 t0029 .018 .0013 
-1550 1033 .065 t6 t94 -1.0 .20 1.033 .0365 .017 .00' .041 .0011 
-.400 1,016 .0365 .6 .07 -.4 .13 1.016 .0365 .008 .0024 .io .0013 
-.35-0 1.002 .0367 .5 .06 -.4 #06 1.002 .0367 .007 .0011 .009 .0011 
-.300 .906 ,#366 .7 .06 -.4 .11 .986 .0366 .007 .0019 .012 .0011 
-.250 .991 .0365 1.0 .06 -.5 .12 .991 .0365 ,009 .0021 .418 .0012 r0 
-.200 .950 .0367 1,2 .O -.2 .07 .950 .0367 .003 .0011 .020 .0015 
-.150 .935 .0368 1.9 .07 -.3 .12 .934 .0368 .005 .0019 .032 .0017 
-.100 .900 .0370 2+4 .11 -.0 .08 .900 .0370 .000 .0013 .038 .0023 
-.050 .903 .0368 2.5 .14 .8 .12 .902 .0368 -.013 .0019 .039 .0027 
0.000 *897 .0370 2.8 .09 .5 .03 .896 .0370 -.008 .0013 .044 .0023 
.0i50 .903 .0369 2.7 .10 .7 .11 .902 .0369 -.011 .0017 .043 .0024 0 
.100 .927 .0367 2.2 .07 1.3 .10 .927 .0366 -.022 .0010 .035 .0018 
.150 .933 .0367 1.5 .08 1.2 .11 .933 .0367 -.020 .0020 .024 .0016 -0 
.200 .954 .0367 1.3 .08 1.3 .12 .954 .0366 -.02 .002 .022 .0015 00 
.250 t932 .0365 1.3 .08 1.4 .11 .902 .0365 -.023 .002 .022 .0016 
.300 .986 .0365 .6 .08 1.3 .11 .985 .0365 -.0237.0021 +011 .0015 eT 
.350 .99 .0365 .6 .08 .8 .07 .990 .0365 -'.013 .0014 .010 .0015 3 



























.050 1.016 .0366 1.0 .07 .5 .12 1.01 .0366 -.009 .0022 .017 .^01 
1,000 1.019 .0365 .9 .08 .2 .03 1.019 .0365 -.004 .001 .016 .0015 
U-streart = 28+7 t//-. 74' 







Table H22. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PR WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0,0 1 Zc/C = 2.06 ,t = 0,3 Z 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION PT2 P2 
2T/S Bel +1-) KPa (1/-) KPa (I/-) PT2/PT1 (+1-) 
-14000 ,9 .06 97,76 .018 97.46 .017 +.997 .00024 
-.850 +9 106 993,6 .017 97.47 .017 .?998 .00024 
-,700 1.0 106 9?,5 .017 07*46 .017 .l97 .00024 
-+550 1,1 .17 99.76 .017 99.46 .017 +9798 .00024 
-.400 ,7 10 9.95 .017 99,46 +017 .9996 .00024
 
-t350 +7 .06 99.93 .018 97.46 +017 .9975 .00024
 
-.300 .8 .08 9972 .017 97,46 .017 *'99l .00024
 
-.250 1+2 .07 99,93 .017 9.47 .017 .9794 .00024
 
-,200 1.2 .08 9,90 .017 99,48 .017 .9791 .00024
 
-,150 2.0 .08 99,88 .017 97+47 .017 .9990 .00024
 
-.100 2.4 +11 99.85 .017 99.47 .017 .097 .00024
 
-.050 2.6 .13 9984 .017 97,46 .017 .9986 .00024
 
0.000 	 2,8 .09 99,84 .017 79.46 *017 .9735 00024
 
0050 2.8 110 97.84 +017 99,46 .017 .9786 .00024
 
+100 2.6 .08 99.86 .017 79,46 017 +7988 .00024
 
.150 1. .09 99.87 .017 99.46 .017 *9988 .00024
 
.200 1.7 .10 99.88 017 99.46 ,017 .9?90 .00024
* 

+250 1.9 .10 97.91 +017 oo,6 407 +9992 00029
 
.300 1.5 .11 97,92 .017 99,46 .017 *9993 .00024
 
.350 1.0 .08 99.93 *017 99,46 .017 .994 .00024
 
.400 1.2 .09 9?.93 .017 99,47 .017 995 .00024
 
.550 +8 .08 99.95 .017 97,47 +017 .99%6 .00024
 
.700 t7 .05 99.96 .017 79,747 .017 .9997 .00024
 
1050 1.1 .09 99.6 o017 97,40 .017 .9977 .00024
 
1.000 	 1 9 .08 99.96 017 79?.?47 .017 +.997 .00024 
Upstream Total Pressure PT1 = 9998 (Pa (1/- 017) 
UFtream Static Pressure F1 = 79.52 .Pa 0!- .017) 
Table H23. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE ,LEC) = 0,0 x Zc/C 2.06 PR 12.5 Z 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION Pitch An Yaw A 
2T/S U/Uzo (+/-) Del (-) Del (/-) Uz/Uzo (+/-) Ut/Uza ( 1-) Ur/Uzo (+1-) 
-1.000 1.057 .0365 .6 .07 .2 .13 1=057 .0365 -004 .0023 .015 .0017 
-.850 1.055 .0365 .9 .05 -f2 .13 1.054 .0365 .003 .0023 017 .0011 
-.700 1051 .0365 .6 .06 .1 .08 1.051 .0365 -.002 .0015 .011 .0012 
-.550 1.046 .0365 7 .06 -.2 .07 1,046 .0365 .004. .0014 .013 .0012 
-,400 1.044 .0365 .2 .i -.2 .11 1.044 .0365 .004 .0020 ,004 .0020 
-350 1,011 .0367 .6 .07 -.1 .12 1,011 .0367 .002 0021 .011 .0012 

























-.150 .964 .0367 1.9 ,06 -.1 .10 .963 .0366 .602 .0017 .031 .0016 
-.000 .941 .0365 2.1 *09 -.1 .15 .940 .0365 .002 .0024 .035 .0020 
-.050 927 +0367 2.8 .11 -.0 .14 .926 .0366 .000 0022 .045 .0025 
0.000 .916 .0367 2.7 .12 0.2 .15 1915 .0366 .003 .0023 .044 90026 
,050 .923 .0369 2.9 .08 -.0 *07 .922 .0369 .000 .0011 .047 .0022 
100 .924 0367 2.3 .08 .2 .09 +923 .0366 -.004 .0014 .037 .0019 
,150 .952 .0368 2.1 .06 Is .14 .951 .0367 -.007 .004 .035' 0016 00 
.200 +964 .0375 1.7 .00 .4 .12 .964 .0375 -.006 .0020 +020 0017 .,n 

















































.4 .11 1+041 0365365 -007_+ i 0020101 .3129 .00171, )E4__.: 
,050 1.053 .0365 .0 .06 IS .21 1.052 .0365 -"008 .0030 .015 0012 
_____ 
__________ 
_____________1+053 0365____ +_______ 10 ,0 1 .6 .= .va 361,000+665 -  ooo ,vv 17 * v±/ so vv16 
Z~t tWIt UtUtAC flb~±C flhvUmtream Velocitsi Uzo =22,7 Uz/ ?U,74 
flbz. Yaw. Offset Arit.. = 0+ ADel 
- 223 -

ORIGINAL PM( L 
OF POOR QUALi-I1 
Table H24. ,- -.OLE PSURE WKU
 
INCIDEN. ANLE 'DEG) = 0.0 Zc/C = 2.vu f at - *.* .
 
NRAIZED ErIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRE-SSUREr
 
TANGENTIAL. ANGLE RESURE PRESSURE RECOVERXY 
POSITION P712 2_______
 
2,S DPa (F-) (H"-) KrP (1,-, T2/P, /-)

-4.00V .0 .0? 97.98 .017 99.46 .017 .9279 .00024 
.0 0 .7 06 77.78 .017 99.46 A0,7 .9779 .00024 
-.700 .6 .06 79.71 .017 ",,46 417 ,9079 .00024 
-.550 .7 .06 97.7 .017 77.46 .017 .9979 .00024 
--.400 +3 +11 99,77 .017 72,46 1017 .796 +00024 
-.350 .7 .07 99.974 .017 97746 1017 .99 .00024 
-.300 i+2 .10 97.3 .017 "77,46 .017 7974 .00024
 
-.250 1.1 .7 99194 013 77,46 417 t9795 .00025
 
-.00 1.5 .06 97.71 .017 9.46 .017 .9992 .00024
 
-.150 1.? .06 99.70 .01, ,9.47 .017 .992 .00024
 
-.100 2.1 .07 77,0 .017 7.47 .017 +9790 .00024
 
-.050 21S .11 97.07 .017 77.47 .017 .9987 .00024
 




.050 2*9 .08 99.807 .017 97,47 .017 9733 00024 
-.0v0 2.3 .08 90.07 .017 77.47 .017 .?783 .00024 
.150 2.2 .06 7.07 .017 77.47 .017 .77?1 .00024 
.200 1*7 08 ?9.*1 *17 97.47 .017 .9992 .00025 
,250 1.7 .10 977.92 .017 77.47 .017 *7793 *00024 
.300 1.2 *11 97.93 .017 77,47 .017 .?74 .00024
=.0 .0 99.72 .017 97+47 .017 .97793 .00024 
.400 .9 .0 ?9.96 .017 97.47 .017 .9997 .00024 
.550 .8 .09 9,97 .017 92.47 .017 .,998 *0024 
.700 1.0 .0 99+77.46.. 017 793 *00024 
.9I1 99.7 .017 97.46 .017 .799? .00024
.350 . 
4.000 1.1 .10 97,78 .017 1 77.4 .017 .7997 .,00024
 
Upstream~ Total Pressure PTI = 9.7 0'a (Hl- .017) 
Up.stream Static Pressure F! = 9?9,52 Pa (Q/- .017) 
Table H25. FIVE-1OLE PRoESsU,. Pr WAKE VELOCITY DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 00 Zc/C 2,O4 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
T ANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCI T Y V______ELOCITYOMPONENTS 
POSITION 






.,-) Uz/Uzo (4,-) ' - I/-) Ur/'UzG (/L-) 
-i'000 1.059 .0370 .9 .07 .2 .13 1,058 .0370 -.004 .0024 .016 .0014 
-.050 1,050 .0370 .7 .05 .6 .12 1.053 .0370 -.011 .0022 .013 .0011 
-.700 1.055 ,0370 .9 -.08 .1 .06 1.055 0370 -,002 .0011 .016 .0015 






















































-.150 .752 .0370 2.1 .06 -.3 .15 952 .0370 004 .0025 .035 0017 
-100 745 .0370 2.5 .09 .5 016 *44 .0370 -.009 .0027 .041 .0022 
-.050 740 .0371 2.4 .12 2 .12 939 .0371 -.004 .001 .040 0025O 
0,000 .926 .0371 2,4 .12 .3 .14 .925 .0371 -.005 .0022 039 0024 co 
.050 .739 .0370 2,7 .00 ,4 .07 .938 .0370 -,007 ,0012 045 .0022 
.100 .965 .0370 20 .06 .6 Ili .764 .009 .00 .0017 .0 .0010 C 
.150 .777 .0370 2.2 .12 4 10 .776 .0370 -.007 0013 037 0025 0o 
.200 .901 .0373 i1o0 .0 .5 .19 .980 .0372 - .009 .0033 .031 .0020 ;u 



























.400 1.042 .0370 1.1 .I11 2 .17 1.042 .0370 .004 00I .021 .0021 
.550 1,040 .0370 1.0 10 .6 .12 1,048 0370 -,0A0.0023 +017 .0019 
.700 1,054 ,0370 t8 .07 ,2 .14 1,054 .0370 A04 .0025 014 .0014 
*050 1.055 .0370 19 .00 .11 t20 1,054 0371 -.002 0037 .016 .0013 
1,000 1,053 .0370 1.1 .06 .1 .0 " 1+053 IWO -.001 .0014, .020 .013, 
Uptra Va-,--.l. Uzc, = 20+l ;,/ 1 







Tab e H26. FIVE-1OLE PRESSURE PRODE AKE. PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0.0 a Zc/C = 2.06 , R 16.7 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE
 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION 	 PT2 F2
 
2T/3 DeA W-) 9P; ,W-! We I - ,T2,nrj 
,7v1n
-1000 9 ^' 	 990, *47ViV
 
-.850 .9 .09 99.98 .017 97.47 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
-00 .? .08 99.1f.lO 7 99.47 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
-..50, .08 97,98 .017 ?9.47 *017 .9999 .00024
 
-400 4 .08 99.97 .017 79,47 .017 9998 .00024
 
-.350 .61 .21 99.76 .017 9%47 .017 t9997 .00024
 
-.300 1.0 ,07 99,94 .017 ?.47 .017 9796 .00024
 
-.250 1.3 .07 99.92 .013 99,7 .017 .9974 .00025
 
-,200 1.6 .06 99.90 ,017 79.46 .017 .9992 .00024
 
-,150 21 .06 99.86 .017 99.46 .017 .9990 .00024
 
-1100 2*5 ,09 9038 .017 99,47 .017 .9709 00024
 
-1050 2.5 .12 99.88 .017 99.47 .017 a7987 .00024
 
0.000 	 2,5 .12 99.86 .017 99,47 .017 .9988 .00024 
,050 2,0 .03 97,07 .017 99.47 .017 .9989 .00024 
.100 2.4 *07 99.09 .017 99.46 .017 .9991 .00024 
6150 2,2 12 99,90 .017 99,46 .017 .992 .700024 
.200 1.9 011 ?9991 .018 99.46 .017 .9972 .00024 
,250 1,2 *16 99.92 .018 99.46 .017 .9974 .00025 
t

.300 1.0 .10 99.95 .017 79.46 .017 9796 .00024 
.350 8 *16 99.96 *017 99.47 .017 .9797 .00024 
.400 1.2 *1I 97.97 .017 99,47 .017 .9998 .00024 
.550 1.2 .10 99.?98 .017 09,40 .017 1,0000 .00024 
0700 Is .08 99.98 .017 979,47 .017 1.0000 .00024 
.850 9 *07 97999 .017 99.47 .017 10000 00,024 
1.000 1*1 .06 99.93 .017 99,47 +.017. 1*0000 .0002' 
UWstrsam Total Pressure PT1 99,7 RPs (Q/-.017)

Upstream Static Pressure P1 = 7+.52KPa 1- .017)
 
Table H27. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0,0 1 Zc/C = 2#06 1 R z 25,0 1
 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION Pitch Ang Yaw AnA 
2T/S U/Uzo (+/-) Deg (+'/-) Deg (+/-) Uz/Uzo (+/-) Ut/Uzo (+/-) Ur/Uzo (+/-) 
-.1,000 1,058 .0352 .7 .06 .7 .12 1.058 .0352 -.014 .0023 .012 .0012 
-.050 1,060 .0352 .7 .06 .1 .12 i.059 .0352 -.002 .0023 .012 .0012 
-,700 1.062 .0352 .8 .08 .3 .08 1.062 #0352 -.006 ,0016 #015 .0016 
-.550 1,055 .0352 +8 .14 -.0 .09 1,055 .0352 .001 .0017 .014 .0026 
-.400 1.038 .0351 1.0 +0' .4 .06 1.038 .0351 -.008 .0011 .018 .0014 
.'.350 1.022 .0352 .6 .12 .3 .10 1+022 .0352 -.005 .0018 *010 .0021 
-.300 1.030 .0351 1.0 o11 .4 .05 1.030 t0351 -,006 .0009 +017 60020 
-.250 +994 .0351 1+3 .08 .3 .07 .994 .0351 -.006 .0013 .023 .0016 
+-200 .973 .0351 1.6 .08 . .06 .973 .0351 -,006 .0010 .028 .0018 
-.150 .951 .0353 1.3 +08 .2 .07 .951 .0353 -,003 .0012 +022 .0015 
-.100 .931 .0353 2,4 .12 -,2 .09 .931. .0353 .003 .0015 .039 .0025 
-+050 .916 .0354 2.7 .13 .3 .09 .915 .0353 -.005 .0015 .043 .0027 
0.000 	 .927 .0353 1.5 .13 +3 t08 +926 .0353 -.005 .0013 .025 .0024
 
.050 .936 .0353 2.1 .10 .1 .06 +936 .0353 -+002 *0010 .035 .0021 

.3 .10 +954 .0354 -.006 .0017 029 0023
+100 954 .0354 1.7 +12 

,.150 .970 .0351 1.5 .12 -,2 *17 .969 .0351 o004 #0028 .025 .0022 

.200 .980 .0352 .7 .19 -.1 .08 .980 .0352 .001 .0013 .013 .0032 

#=50 1*010 .0353 1.5 112 .1 .08 1.010 .0353 -.002 .0014 .026 .0023
 
.300 1.025 +0352 +9 .21 -+1 .19 1.025 .0352 .001 .0033 .015 ,0037 

.350 1.035 .0351 +9 .11 -.2 .10 1.035 .0351 .003 .0018 .017 .0020 

,400 1+045 .0352 1.0 ,14 .4 .14 1.045 .0352 7.007 .0025 l018 .0026
 
,550 1.059 .0352 1.2 +18 .2 .06 1.059 .0352 -.003 .0011 ,023 .0034
 
.700 1,060 .0352 .6 .11 -.3 12 1.060 .0352 .006 .0023 .011 .0020
 
.050 1.060 .0352 1.1 .08 -5 t08 1+060 l0352 .009 .0015 .020 .0017
 
1.000 	 1.065 .0352 .9 .10 -.0 .12 1.065 .0352 .000 .0022 .016 .0019 
Upstream, VelocitW Uzo = 29,4 m/s (+/- 73) 

















Table H28. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0+0 Y Zc/C = 2.06 f R = 25.0 %. 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION PT2 P2 
2T/S Delg (+I-) KPa (+1-) KPa (S1-) PT2/PT1 (+/-) 
-1.000 1.0 .10 100.32 +017 19.78 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.850 .7 .06 100.32 .017 99.78 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-,700 .9 .08 100.33 .017 99,78 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.550 .8 .14 100.32 .017 99*78 .017 1,0000 .00024 
-+400 1+1. .07 100.30 .017 99,78 .017 .9997 .00024 
-,350 .6 .11 100.28 .017 99.78 .017 +9996 .00024 
-+300 1.0 .10 100.29 .017 99+77 .017 .99?7 .00024 
-250 1.4 +08 100,25 .017 99.78 .017 9993 .00024 
-.200 1.7 .08 100,24 .017 99,78 .017 .9991 .00024 
-.150 1.3 .08 100,22 .017 99.78 .017 .9989 .00024 
-100 2.4 .12 100.20 .017 99,79 .017 .9988 .00024 
-.050 2.7 .13 100+19 .017 99.79 .017 .9987 .00024 
0.000 1.6 .13 100.20 .017 99,79 .017 +9988 .00024 
,050 2.1 .10 100.21 .017 99,78 .017 .9989 .00024 
.100 1,8 .12 100,23 .017 99,79 .017 .9991 .00024 
.150 1,5 .12 100.24 .017 99,79 .017 +9992 00024' 
.200 .7 +19 100.25 .017 99,79 .017 +9993 .00024 " 
2w0 1*5, .12 100.28 .017 99,79 .017 .9996 .00024 
.300 t9 .21 100.30 .017 99.79 .017 .9997 :00024 -
.350 +9 111 100t30 .017 99.79 .017 .9998 .00024 
.400 1.1 t14 100.31 .017 99.78 +017 +9999 +00024 
.550 1.2 .18 100.32 017 9978 017 1.0000 .00024 
,700 +7 .11 100.32 .017 99.78 .017 1.0000 .00024 
.850 1.2 t08 100.32 .017 99.78 *017 1,0000 ,00024 
1,000 .9 .10 100.32 +017 99.77 .017 1.0000 .00024 
UFstream Total Pressure PTI = 100.32 IPa (+/- .017) 
Upstream Static Pressure Fl = 99,84 I(Pa (1- .017) 
Table H29. FIVE,-OLE PRESSURE PRODE WAKE VELOCITY DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0,0 ZtcC = 2,06 R = 33.3 %
 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANGCNTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POOI ION Pitch Ang Y" Ang

2T/0 .uiuzo U/-) Deg (I-) Deg (f/-) Uz/Uzo (+/-) Ut/Uz El-) Ur/Uzo (-/-)
 
1,000 1.058 .0357 to .11 11 ,09 1.057 .0357 -,002 .001& .014 .0021
 
-.050 1,057 .0357 .6 .07 -.5 I11 1.057 .0357 .008 .002i .015 ,0014
 
-.700 1.059 .0357 .9 .23 .4 .07 1,059 .0357 -.007, .0013 .016 .0043
 
-.550 1,059 .0357 1,3 .24 .3 .09 1-.059 .0357 -.005 .0016 .024 .0046
 
-,400 1,052 .0357 1.2 .14 -.3 .16 1.051 .0357 .005 .0030 .021 *0027
 
-350 1.047 0357 .7 .16 15 .12 1.047 .0357 -.009 *0022 .013 .0029
 
- v 1.029 f0356 1,3 .17 .1 .06 1.029 .0356 -.001 .0010 .024 .0031
 
-.250 1,021 .0357 2.1 .27 . +U.07 1+020 .0357 -,003 .0012 .037 .0050
 
-.200 .972 .0356 1.6 .10 . .06 .992 *0356. -.003 .0010 1028 - .0021
 
-i0 "902 .0356 .8 .16 4 08 .'42 .0356 -.003 .0014 .014 .0028
 
-I00 .966 .0357 1.9 .21 .2.03 .965 .0357 -.003 .0014 .032 .0036
 
-+050 .940 .0358 1.1 .09 +0 .09 .940 ,0358 -,000 60015 .019 .0017
 
0.000 t949 .0357 1.9 .14 .4 .08 .948 .0357 -.007 .0013 *032 *0026
 
.050 .950 .0357 .8 .14 .2 .06 .958 *0357 -.004 .0010 .013 .0024
 
.100 .978 .0357 +7 .17 .6 .12 .978 .0357 -.010 .0020 .011 .0030
 
.150 *997 =037 ­
.. 	 713 . .06 .977 .0357 -.004 .0011 -.001 .0022

.200 1,001 .0360 1,6 .21 .2 ,07 1.001 .0360 -.003 .0012 .027 .0038
 
.250 1.030 .0356 .2 .10 .7 I11 1,030 .0356 -.013 .0020 .004 .0017 
1300 1+042 .0358 .6 115 t0 .00 1.042 .0357 -.001 .0015 .011 .0028 m 
.350 1.048 .0357 .1 .27 t0 .06 1,040 .0357 -.001 .0010 .001 .0050 g 
.400 10541 03.7 +7 .11 1.1 .05 1,051 o0357 .002 .0009 .012 .0020 
.550 1.062 .0357 1.0 .10 -+.4 .06 1.061 *0357 .007 .0011 .018 .0020 
I700 1,065 .0357 +6 10 .3 .12 1,065 .0357 -.006 .0022 .012 .0019 
.;50 1.061 .0357 1,0 605 -.7 ." 1.061 .0357 bl3 .0031 t018 .0011 
1.000 	 1.062 .0357 1 9 13 +0 .12 1.061 t,0357 -001 .0023 1016 .0025
 
U'Strem Vectits Uzo = 29.2 M/s (U- t74)
 




ORIGINAL Pq@C ;g 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Table H30. FIVE-11OLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA. 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 0,0 Zc/C = 2.06 , R = 33.3 Z 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 



















0-.50 .9 .08 100,26 1017 9972 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-#700 . .9 .22 100.26 .017 .99,72 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.550 1.3 .,24 100.26 .017 99.72 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.400 1'.2 .14 100.25 ,017 99,72 .017 .9999 ;00024 
-.350 
-. 300 .91.3 .14.17 100.24100.22 .017.017 99.7299.72 .017.017 .9999.9997 .00024.00024 
-.250 2.1 .27 100.21 .017 97.72 *017 *9996 .00024 
-200 1.6 .10 100,19 .017 99,72 .017 .9993 .00024 
-.150 .9 16 100,18 *017 99,72 -.017 .9992 *00024 
-.100 1.9 .21 100.16 .017 99,72 .017 .9990 .00024 
-.050 1.1 .09 100.14 .017 99,72 *017 .9989, .00024 
0.000 2.0 .13 100,15 .017 99.72 .017 .9990 ,00024 
.050 +8 .14 100,16 .017 99,72 *017 .9990 .00024 
.100 .9 #15 100.18 .017 99.72 .017 .9992 .00024 
.150 .2 .07 100.19 .017 99,72 .017 .9994 .00024 
.200 1.6 .21 100.20 .018 99.72 .017 .9994 .00024 
.250 .8 .11 100.22 *017 99.72 ,017 .9997 .00024: 
.300 .6 .15 100.23 .017 99.71 .017 .9998 .00024 
.350 .1 .24 100.24 .017 99.72 .017 *9999 .00024 
.400 .7 .10 100,24 .017 99,72 t017 .9979 .00024 



















1.000 .9 .13 100 o25 .017 99,72 .017 1.0000 .00024 
U-stream Total Pressure PTI= 100.26 KPa 
Upstream Static Pressure P1 : 99,78 RPa 
((!- - .017).017) 
o0 
Table H31. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0.0 t Zc/C 2.06 o R = 50#0 % 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZEDr 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS -
POSITION Pitch Anz Y.w An3 
2T/S U/Uzo (,+f-) Deg (+1-) Deg (+1-) Uz/Uzo (+I-) Ut/Uzo (+/-) UrlUzo (+/-) 
-1.000 1.061 .0353 .5 .05 .2 .10 1.061 .0353 -.004 .0019 .010 *0011 
-.850 1.064 .0353 .9 .07 -.0 t07 1.064 .0353 .000 .0013 .016 .0014 
_.700 1.059 .0353 .8 .07 .1 .09 1.059 .0353 -.003 .0017 .015 .0015 
-.550 1.064 .0353 1.4 .09 .4 .09 1.063 .0353 -.007 .0016 .026 o0019 
-.400 1,058 .0353 .1 .10 .6 .06 1.059 .0353 -.011 .0012 .002 .0019 
-.350 1.050 .03S2 .6 .08 .0 .07 1.050 .0352 -.000 .0013 .011 .0015 
-.300 1.046 .0353 .4 .13 .0 .06 1.046 .0353 -.001 .0011 .007 .0023 
-.250 1.039 .0352 1.3 .16 -.1 .06 1.039 .0352 .002 .0012 .024 .0030 
-.200 1.024 .032 1.0 .14 .2 .06 1.024 .0352 -.003 .0011 .018, .0026 C 
-.150 1.006 .0352 1.4 .12 .3 .07 1.006 .0352 -.005 .0013 .025 0023 
-.100 .988 .0352 .3 .11 .1 .06 .988 .0352 -.002 .0010 .005 .0020 
-.050 .971 .0352 .7 .00 -.1 .06 .971 .0352 .002 .0011 .011 .0015 0 
0.000 .953 .0352 .9 .13 .4 .07 .953 .0352 -#006 .0011 .015 .0022 n / 
t050 .957 .0353 .3 .19 .5 .10 .957 .0353 -.008 .0017 .005 .0032 -u 
.100 .960 .0352 .5 .15 .4 .07 .760 .0352 -.007 .0012 .008 .0025 
.150 .970 .0352 .7 .13 .8 .06 .970 .0352 -.013 .0012 *011 .0022 
+200 .991 .0352 .8 .13 .5 .09 .991 .0352 -.009 .0016 .014 .0024 
.250 .993 .0352 .5 .10 .6 .05 .998 .0352 -.010 .0010 +008 .0018 
.300 1.017 .0352 .8 .22 .6 .06 1.017 .0352 -.011 .0012 .015 .0039 -
S350 1.026 .0352 .4 .21 .4 .06 1+026 .0352 -.006 .0011 .008 .0038 1 
.400 1.036 .0352 .1 .15 .1 .06 1.036 .0352 -.002 .0011 .002 .0028 
.550 1+049 .0352 .6 .09 .4 .11 1.049 .0352 -.008 .0021 .012 .0018 
.700 1,047 .0352 1#3 .14 -.1 .11 1.046 .0352 .001 .0020 .023 *0027 
.850 1.050 .0352 .9 .14 -.2 .06 1.050 .0352 .005 .0012 .017 .0026 
1000 1.052 .03=2 .8 .07 1 .09 1.052 .0352 -.002 .0017 .014 .0013 
U;stream Velocity Uzo = 29.4 m/s (+/ .73) 
'ow Offset Anle = 0,0 Deg 
- 231 -
ORIGINAL PAGM ,S 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Table H32. rIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
RlINCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0,0, ZClC = 2,06 50.0 Z 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION PT2 p2
2"S De (+/-) KPa (1,-) KPa (+/-) PT2/PT1 (+/-) 
-1.000 .6 .06 100.29 .017 99.75 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-. 850 .9 .07 100.2 .017 99,75 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.700 , .07 100.2 .017 99.75 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.550 1.4 .09 100.29 .017 99,75 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-,400 .6 .07 100.29 .017 99.75 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.350 .6 .06 100.28 .017 99,75 .017 .9999 .00024 
-.300 .4 .13 100.28 .017 99.75 .017 *9999 .00024
 
0 1*3 .16 100.27 .017 99.75 .017 .9998 .00024 
-.200 1*0 .14 100.26 .017 99,75 .017 .9997 .00024 
-.150 1.4 .12 100,24 .017 99,75 .017 *9995 .00024 
-.100 .3 111 100.23 .017 99,75 .017 .9994 .00024 
--#050 .7 .06 100622 ,017 99.76 .017 .9993 .00024 
0.000 	 .9 .12 100.20 .017 99.76 .017 .9991 .00024 
.050 .6 .13 100.19 .017 99,75 .017 .9290 .00024 
.100 .6 .12 100,20 *017 99.76 .017 .9991 .00024 
.150 1.0' .10 100.21 .017 99,75 .017 .9992 .00024 
.200 .9 .12 100.23 .017 99.76 .017 .9994 .00024 
S250 .6 .08 100.24 .017 99.76 .017 .9995 .00024
 
.300 1.0 .18 100626 .017 99,76 .017 +9997 .00024

.350 .6 .17 100.27 017 99,76 .017 .9998 .00024 
,400 .1 .11 100.28 .017 99+76 .017 +9999 .00024 
.550 .8 .10 100.29 .017 99,76 .017 1,0000 .00024 
.700 1.3 +14 100+29 .017 99.76 .017 1.0000 .00024 
.850 1.0 .13 100.29 .017 99.75 .017 1.0000 .00024 
1.000 	 . .07 100.29 .017 99,75 .017 1.0000 #00024 
UFstreEi Total Pressure PT1 = 100,29 KPa (+/- .017) 
UFstrci Static Pressure F- = 99.81 P (f/- .017) 
Table H33. FIVEI OCLE PRESSURE PROD vLOCITY DAT 
IINCITWIN.E AIGL (E 0,0 y 
InKE 
=2 1 = 66.7 % 
NORM LIED NORHALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY. COMPONENTS 
,MSIION Pitch Arig Yaw ARM 
2T/S U/Un6za/ (1/-) De ,/-I fl ( /-) Uz/Uzo (1/-) Ut/Uzo (I-) Ur/Uzo (+1-) 
- v.000 1,051 .0351 t8 .00 *1 .07 1,051 .0351 -.001 .0013 .014 .0015
 
-#050 1055 .0351 1.2 .07 .7 .14 1.054 .0351 -,014 .0025 .022 .0016
 
-.700 1.053 .0351 1.3 .' -.0 *12 1.053 .0351 .000 .0022 .025 .0016
 
050 1.050 .0351 I8 109 .8 .1 1.050 .0351 -.014 .0033 .015 .0017
 
-.40 1#044 0350 1.7 .07 .4 .06 1.044 *0350 -.008 .0011 .035 .0018
 
-..50 1.038 ,0350 1.4 .21 ,. .07 1,036 .0350 -.005 0014 .026 .0039
 
.3O 1,043 .0351 1.9 .13 	 .4 .1? 1.042 .0350 -,q07 .0034 .034 .0035
 
-.20 1.2 .0750 1I2 .20 .0 .05 1,028 .0350 -.001 .0008 .022 .0036
 
-.200 1I00 .0351 1 .21 .0 .00 1.010 .0350 -.000 .0014 .021 .0037
 
-.150 1,008 .0351 1,0 .13 #3 *09 1,008 .0351 -.006 .0017 .018 .0024
 
-+100 .780 .0353 +9 .07 *1 .03 *80 .0353 -.001 .0014 .016 ,0016
 
-1050 +758 .035i .4 .0? +1 +08 +958 A0351 -.002 .0013 .007 .0015
 
o.ooo .937 .0351 -+1 .13 .1 .07 .937 .0351 -.002 .0011 -.002 .0021
 
73n -. 	 -.00
40=. .050 .05, = '3 If-'	 ,1 lO .939 +0352 .2 .0010 -,005 .0035 O 
.2 t0351 -. +0025.100 .949 	 .15 .06 .749 .0351 003 .0013 .004
415 .957 +0352 .6 .00 . .09 .957 0352 -,003 .0015 .011 .0014 0
 
,20v .963 0351 
 .#4 112 .1 .08 .963 .0351 	 -.002 .0014 -*006 .0020 r 
n oA.- AZ~ 	 40
 
+450 100 .03W0 I6 I10 	 .3 106 1.002 #0350 -.005 .0010 .010 .0018
 
1.00412 .0350A ^ 16 .15 2 I0UAV 1.004 .0350 -+004 .0011 .0026" A ^ .011 
5 11 31 .9 .12 ,0 105 1.012 .0351 -.001 .0010 .015 .0022 >' 
.400 1.020 10350 .7 .13 -.0 .12 1.020 .0350 +000 *0021 .013 .0023
 
,v V.42 .0351 1.1 .10 -.1 +09 1,042 #0350 +002 .0016 .021 .0020
 
v 1.036 .03 1,0 0 +4 .41 1035 -. 0020 .0015
.08 ,0 #0351 007 .017 

woo 1.042 .0351 .8 .12 ,5 .07 1.042 .0350 -.009 .0016 .014 +0022
 
1.000 1.040 .0351 .6 .10 .2 .10 1,048 .0351 -.003 .0019 *011 .0033
 
'U'-;!F, c ri tae I, -= .7+5 , , m 3 (C -- 73)V n:t







Table H34. rivc HOLE PRESSURE PRUDE UAK, PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDENCE N.LE (DEG) = 0.0 y Zc/C = 2,06 Y R = 66,7 Z" 
NORMA LI L,-T TOTAL STATIC. TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY
POSITION PT2 F2 
2,0 PEA ., . KP (1-) KPa (W1-) PT21PT1 ( I-) 
--1.0 t08 100t29 .017 99.75 *017 1,0000 .00024 
-.5 1.4 .18 100.29 ,017 99.75 .017 1.0000 ;00024 
-*^0 1.3 .07 100.29 .017 99.75 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-. I1. *14 100.29 *017 99,75 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-, 2 .07 100.28 *017 99.75 ,017 .9999 ,00024 
. *2 100.28 .017 99.76 *017 .9999 .00024 
.300 i.? .18 100,28 *017 99.75 .017 .9799 .00024
-. 401.2 .20 10.27 .017 99.75 .017 .9998 .00024 
-,200 1.2 .21 100.25 .017 99.75 .017 .9996 .00024 
-. 150 !1i .13 100t25 .017 99.75 .017 .9996 .00024 
.100 .9 .07 100t22 .018 9.75 .017 .9993 .00024 
-.050 
 .4 .09 100.20 ,017 79.75 .017 .9991 .00024 
0.000w 2 .41 100,18 .017 ?975 .017 .9989 .00024 
.0=0 .3 .20 100,16 .017 9975 .017 .9989 .00024 
.100 .3 .12 100.19 .017 99.75 .017 .9990 .00024 
.0 .7 608 100t20 o017 99,75 .017 .9971 .00024 
.200 .4' .11 100.21 .017 99.76 .017 .9992 .00024 
.250 .6 .09 100,24 .017 99.76 .017 .9995 .00024.300 ,7 iS ^ ": 
.300 7* 100.25 .017 99.76 .017 .9996 .00024 
.350 17 .12 100,26 4417 99,76 .017 .9977 .00024 
.400 .7 *13 100,27 .017 79.77 .017 .9998 .00024 
t5 0 1+2 .10 100,27 .017 7976 .017 1.0000 .00024 
.00 i10 .08 100.28 .017 99.76 .017 .9999 .00024 
.050 .7 .1i 100.29 .017 97.76 .017 1.0000 .00024 
1,000 .6 .17 100.29 .017 99.76 .017 10000 .00024 
Usre=.TotaI Pressure PTI =-100.29 kPa (0-1- .017) 




Tabl e H35 . FIVI-E "l " - ' - " ' ' ' ^ ' " ' , ^ -	 s" Tabe 35 Fu:lILE PRC.UR P"ROVE flAVE nrTLOr'rr DATA 0 
INCIDENCE ,r ,C CI,.A E 	 2,03 
-v -IN ,Q 	 mwNOGRMALIZED NORMALIZEDn 	 R 3 NORMALIZED30 
ALvncrVEOIYOPNNTTANGENT IAL 	 '_______OT 
CI4A AVLCT 	 LCYCMOETPOSITION 	 Pic ALf n.4 nr 
-) LIES.U/UZ "1 D ) ) ,1U/U I,'-f) Ut/Uzo (I,-) Ur/Uzo (U_)
-1.000 1,043 .0349 1.1 .07 1.5 .15 1.043 .0349 -.028 .0028 .026 .0015 
-. 050 1041." .03-- 1.4 .0. .33 1. .0347 -. 010 .0060 .025.4± 	 .0017
 
-.,OA 1.049 .0349 1.5 .0A .1 .1 1.049 .0349 -.002 .0020 .028 .0017 
-.550 1.037 .03la 1.0 1 .5 .07 1.036 .0349 -. 009 .0013 .032 .0025
 
-410 1.036 .0349 .7 .14 "*1 .14 1.036 .0349' .003 .0026 .013 .0026
 
04 .034? 1.9 .10 .0 .21 1.023 .0349 -.000 .0038 .034 .0022
 
4 A4 Af1 
4"
.30, .03-7 .18 --.5 .09 1.016 .0348 .009 .0016 *040 .0034 
-. 250 1.007 .0351 2.0 .09 .0 .10 I.0 .0350 -. 000 .0010 .035 .0019 P0 
200 .,963 .,349 1,4 tr 3 .0, t763 -.0349 -.005 .0014 .024 .0027, 
.. .0353 .6 .i0 .07 .96 .0353 .007 .0012 .009 .0018969 	 -. 4 
.100 .944 .035205 	 +035 61 .2' .944 .0020 

- .0354 .1 .10 .0 .15 .907 .0354 .001 .0024 .002 .0016
 
-. 907 .3 .14 .12 .0352 -.004 .005 .0023 
000 .910 	.0351 -. 7 .0? --.1 .08 .910 .0351 .002 .0012 -.010 .0014 
9 .352 -.0 .11 .4 .12 .900 .0352 -.006 .00,, -.013 .0018
 
.10 .915 .0352I ".2 .12' 1,2 +29 .915 .0=l1 -.020 .0047 -.003 .0020
 
.15 .926 .0351 .3 .09 .1 .17 .926 ,0351 .002 .0027 005 .0015
 
.200 .964 .0347 .7 .06 .8 .0? .964 .034? "-.014 .0016 .011 .0011
 
I2=0 .982 .0354 .9 .13 1.3 .12 .982 .0353 -. 022 .0023 .015 .0024
 
+990 .0347 .8 .09 1,0 .1I .990 .0349 -. 018 .0020 .013 .0017
 
.350 1.005 .0350 ., .09 1+2 .12 .00= .0350 -.020 n0023.009 .0015
 
.400 .000 .0349 1.2 .07 +9 .13 1.000 .0349 -. 016 .0023 .021 .0015

.550 1,017 .0355 12.0 	 .20 1*,01 .0355 -.033 .0037 .02 .0031 
.700 1.034 .0i3-9 1 ;11 1.5 .33 1.033 .0349 .026 .0059 '.022 .0021 
.,0 -1.0.3- .0,4? I* .07 .0 .4 1,022 .0348 -.014 .00..,. .020 .0014
 
",000 1.025 0347 111 .08 .0 .' 1 025 .0349 -415 0041 .2 0
 
U,-r.-ea, Vecci. zr_ = '.._6 m I/ 7
 






Table H30. rIVE-HOLE RESSIRE PRONE .rE PRESSURE DATA 
rlirrrriIn 21L 'ncE = 0#0 Zc IC 2 .0.6 R = 81Z' Z 
111~ "C ~ A T %)11 



















.30" 1,5 .14 100.28 .017 99,75 *017 .9999 .00024 
700 1.5 .0 100.29 .017 99.75 .017 .9999 .00024 
-2.5 .12 100.28 .017 99,75 .017 *9999 .00024 
-.40 i's .14 100420 .017 99,75 .017 .9999 .00024 
.^ #10 1M 100,22.017 99.75 .017 .999 .00024 
-.300 24 .17 100.27 .017 99.75 .017 .9990 .00024 
".250 2.0 .0 100.25 .017 99,75 .017 .9997 ,00024 
-30 17 .15 100.21 .017 99.76 .017 .9992 .00024 
-.15
,00*-r *° .09 .13 100,22100.1 .017 .017 99,7699.76 .017 +017 .9997 .9992 .00024 .00024 
.050 1. .1 100,2 .018 99.76 .017 .993 .00025 

















.400 1,1 .0 100.21 .017 99.76 .017 .9992 .00024
 
.25 1.5 .19 100.27 .018 99.76 .017 +9998 .00025
 
,vO 1.3, .1 100,24 #017 99,76 .017 o999 +00024
 
I50 1,3 .12 100.25 .017 .9992 .00024
uM19 +. 1 8 99.76 .017 8 5  
470.9 .21 100.29 
.017 99,77 .017 1.0000
1.400 1, 0 + 5 6 9996 .00024
 
.35 1,4 .102 002 017 9977 .017 +9999 .00024
 
100 1.4 .10 100.28 .017 99+76 .017 .9996 .00024
 
U;ttream Total Pressure PT1 = 100.29 KPa (+1- .017) 
Upstreim Static Pressure FI = 99,80 KPa (+/- .017) 
Table H37. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5.0 Y Zc/C = .94 , R = 4.2 X 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 	 NORMALIZED
 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION Pitch Ang Yaw Ang 
2T/S U/Uzo (+/-) Deg (+/-) Deg (+/-) Uz/Uzo (/-) Ut/Uzo (+/-) Ur/Uzo (+/-) 
-1*000 .955 .0322 1.5 .17 1.0 .12 *952 .0321 .067 *0030 .024 +0029 
-.850 .0324 .12 .24 -. .047 .0042 .017 .0020*922 1.0 2*1 .921 0324 

-.700 .932 *0332 1,2 .14 1.6 .22 .930 .0331 .055 .0041 .020 .0024
 
-.550 .912 .0323 *5 .12 2.3 *27 .911 ,0322 .043 .0045 .008 .0019
 
-.400 .969 *0325 .5 .08 .9 .18 .966 .0324 .069 .0038 .009 .0014
 
-.350 .944 .0326 .2 .Il 1.8 .23 .942 .0325 .053 .0042 +003 .0019
 
-.300 .918 0326 -.1 .Il 1.1 .18 .916 .0326 .062 .0036 -.001 .0018
 
-.250 *892 .0324 -.2 .13 1.3 .11 +890 .0323 .058 .0028 -.002 .0020
 
-.200 .911 .0325 .1 .14 .8 .15 .909 .0324 .067 .0034 .001 .0022
 
-.150 .901 .0325 .5 .13 .7 .13 .898 .0324 .068 .0032 .007 .0020
 
-.100 .851 .0329 .9 .i .1. .18 .848 .0328 .073 .0039 .013 .0018
 
-.050 .856 .0330 1*2 .12 .5 .10 +853 .0329 .067 .0029 .018 .0019
 
0.000 	 +838 .0333 2.0 .13 .7 .10 .836 .0332 .063 .0029 .029 .0022
 
.050 .809 .0337 2.1 .15 1.5 .14 .807 .0336 .050 .0029 .029 .0024
 
.100 .858 .0328 1.6 .15 2.0 .10 +857 .0327 .045 .0023 .024 .0024
 
,150 +893 .0325 1.3 .07 2.3 .10 .892 .0325 .042 .0022 .020 .0013
 
.200 .925 .0322 .8 *08 2.7 +08 .924 .0321 .037 .0019 .013 .0014 0 0
 
.250 .960 .0322 .7 .08 2.5 .07 .959 .0322 .043 .0019 .012 .0014 '1 
.300 .959 .0320 I.1 .10 2.4 .10 .958 .0320 .043 .0022 .018 .0018 o 
.350 .946 .0322 1.3 .10 2.5 .07 .945 .0322 .041 .0018 .021 .0018 0
 
.400 o956 .0324 .9 .12 2.6 .10 +955 .0323 .040 .0021 .016 .0020 ;u
 
.550 .955 0320 1.3 .08 3.3 .08 +954 .0320 .028 .0017 .022 .0015 i
 
.700 1002 .0323 .9 .09 3.0 .10 1.002 .0323 .035. .0021 .015 .0016
 
.850 1.039 .0320 .9 .09 	 2.8 .13 1.038 ,0320 .041 .0027 .017 .0017 4.
 
1.000 	 1.031 .0321 .9 .09 2.8 .10 1.030 .0320 .040 .0022 .016 .0016 -0
 
Upstream Velocit' Uzo = 30.8 m/s (+7- .70)
 
Probe Yaw Offset Angle = 5.0 Deg
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Table H38.. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5.0 1 ZclC = .94 P R 4.2 %
 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL. STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION PT2 P2 
2T/S Deg (1-) KPa (+/-) KPa (+/-) PT2/PTI (+/-) 
-1.000 4.3 .13 100.00 .017 99.52 .017 .9988 .00024 
-.850 3.1 .23 99,97 .018 99,52 .017 .9985 .00024
 
-.700 3,6 .21 99,98 1019 99,52 .017 .9986 .00025
 
-+550 2.7 .26 99,96 .017 99.52 .017 .9984 .00024
 
-.400 4.1 .18 100.02 .018 99t52 .017 .9990 .00025
 
-.350 3.2 .23 99.99 .018 99.52 .017 .9987 .00025
 
-.300 3.9 *18 99.97 .018 99.53 .017 +9985 .00025
 
-.250 3,8 .11 99.95 017 99.52 .017 .9982 .00024
 
-.200 4,2 .15 99,97 .018 99,52 .017 .9984 .00024
 
-,150 4,3 .13 9996 .017 99.52 .017 .9983 .00024
 
-.100 5.0 .18 99.91 0017 99.52 .017 .9979 .00024
 
-.050 4,6, .10 99+91 .017 99+52 .017 .9979 .0002
 
0.000 	 4.7 .11 99.89 .018 99.52 .017 .*9977 .00024
 
.050 4,1 .14 99+87 .018 99,53 .017 .9975 .00024
 
.100 3.4 .11 99.92 .017 99.52 .017 .9979 .00024
 
.150 3.0 .09 99.95 .017 99,52 .017 .9983 .00024
 
*200 2t4 +08 99,98 .017 99,52 .017 .9986 00024
 
°250 2.6 +07 100,01 .017 99.52 .017 +9989 .00024
 
.300 2M8 .10 100,01 .017 99,52 .017 .9989 +00024
 
,350 2.8 .08 10000 .017 99.52 .017 .9988 .00024
 
,400 2,6 .10 100.01 .018 99.52 .017 .9989 .0002
 
.550 2*2 .08 100.01 .017 99.52 .017 +9989 .0.002
 
.700 2,2. .10 100.06 .018 99.52 .017 +9994 .00025
 
.850 2,4 .12 100,10 .017 99,52 .017 .9998 .00024
 
1+000 	 2.4 .10 100,09 017 99.52 .017 .9997 .0002 
U~stream Total Pressure PT1 : 100°12 KPa (/- .017) 
Upstream Static Pressure F1 = 99,59 KPa (+/- .017) 
Table H39. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5.0 oZc/C = .94 R = 8.3 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY ....VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION 




Deg _(/-) Uz/Uzo CF/-) Ut/Uzo (/-) Ur/Uzo (+/") 
-1.000 1.025 .0327 1.3 .15 2.0 .12 1.023 .0326 .053 .0028 .024 .0027 
-.850 1.010 #0327 1.0 t16 2.4 .18 l.OO .0327 .045 .0035 *017 .0028 





















































-.250 .980 *0320 -.9 .15 2.0 .09 .978 .0319 .052 .0023 -.016 *0026 
';200 i958 .0321 :-.8 .09 1.8 .09 .957. .0320 .054 .0023 -.014 .0016 
-.150 .?34 .0321 .5 .09 1.6 .08 .933 .0321 ,056 .0023 -.008 .0015 
-.100 .907 .0322 -.1 .11 2,1 .09 6906 *0322 .047 .0021 -.001 .0018 
-,050 t883 .0326 1.2 .08 i.7 .08 .881 #0325 .051 .0023 .018 .0013 
0.000 .870 .0326 1.9 t10 1.9 .08 .868 .0326 ,047 .0022 .029 .0018 
,050 .876 .0325 2.3 .14 2.2 .12 .874 .0324 .042 .0024 ,036 .0025 
+100 .908 +0323 2.3 .09 2.7 .13 .907 .0322 .037 .0024 .037 .0020 O 0 
*150 .952 .0320 1.7 *07 3.1 .09 .951 .0320 .032 .0018 .028 *0017 "2 
,200 .985 *0319 1.5 .11 3.3 .11 .984 .0319 .029 .0021 .025 .0021 



























,400 1.057 .0321 1.5 .07 2.3 .16 1.056 .0321 .050 .0033 .028 ,0016 0 
.550 1,049 .0320 1.8 o11 4.0 .08 1,048 .0320 .019 .0016 .033 .0022 
.700 1,054 .0321 .6 .13 3.7 .18 1+054 .0321 ,024 ,0033 .010 .0025 U) 
.850 1.068 .0321 .5 .08 .5 .25 1.065 .0320 .084 ,0052 .010 .0015 
1,000 •1,067 .0321J .6 .09 2.3 +22 1.066 .0320 .051 .0044 .012 .0017 
Upstream Velocitb Uzo = 30.8 m/s (+1- 70) 







Table H40. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5.0 v Zc/C = .94 1 R = 8.3 %
 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION PT2 P2 
2T/S De (f/-) KPa (+/-) KPa (+/-) PT2/PTI (+/-) 
-1.000 3.2 .13 100.07 .019 99,51 .017 .9995 .00025 
-.850 2.7 .18 100.06 .019 99.52 .017 .9994 .00025 
-.700 2.2 .18 100.04 .020 99.52 .017 .9992 .00026 
-.550 2.8 .16 100.06 ,017 99.52 .017 .9994 #00024 
-.400 3.3 .14 100,04 .018 99+52 .017 .9992 .00025 
-.350 2.9 .14 100,03 .017 99.51 .017 .9991 .00024 
-.300 3.4 .09 100.04 .018 99.52 .017 .9992 .Q0024 
-.250 3.2 .10 100,03 .017 99.51 .017 .9990 .00024 
-.200 3+3, .09 100.01 .017 99.52 .017 .9989 .00024 
-.150 3.5 .08 99.98 .017 99.52 .017 .9986 .00024 
-.100 2.9 .09 9?.96 .017 99.52 .017 .9983 .00024 
-.050 3.5 .08 99.93 .017 99*52 .017 .9981 .00024 
0.000 3.6 .09 99.92 .017 99.52 .017 .9980 .00024 
.050 3.6 .13 99.93 .017 9+52 .017 .9981 .00024 
.100 3*3 .11 ??.96 .017 99.52 .017 .9984 .00024 
.150 2.5 .09 100.00 .017 99.52 .017' ..9988 .00024 
.200 2.2 .11 100*03 .017 99.52 .017 .9991 .00024 
.250 2.6 .10 100.07 .017 99.51 .017 +9995 .00024 
.300 2.0 .09 100.07 .017 99.52 .017 .9995 .00024 
.350 2+0 .14 100.08 .017 99.52 .017 .9996 .00024 
.400 3.1 .15 100.10 .017 99.51 .017 .9998 .00024 
.550 2.1 .10 100.10 .017 99.52 .017 .9998 .00024 
*700 1.4 .17 100.12 .017 99.52 .017 +9999 .00024 
.850 4.5 .24 100.12 .017 99.51 .017 1,0000 .00024 
1.000 2.8 .22 100-12 .017 99,51 .017 1.0000 .00024 
Upstream Total Pressure PT1 = 100,12 kPa (+/- .017) 
Upstream Static Pressure F1 = 99,59 KPa ./-017) 
Table H41. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5,0 f Zc/C .94 Y R = 12.5 X 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION 




Deg (+/-) Uz/Uzo (+/-) Ut/Uzo (+/-) Ur/Uzo (+/-) 
-1.000 1+046 10319 1,4 .11 2,5 .10 1,044 .0319 .045 .0022 026 .0021 



























-*400 1.025 .0318 -.7 .14 2.4 .13 1,024 .0318 .047 .0027 -.016 .0025 
-,350 1,018 .0319 -1,3 .14 1,9 .08 1.016 .0318 .055 10022 -.022 ,0026 
-.300 1.011 .0319 -2.2 .17 2.1 .11 1.009 .0319 .051 .0026 -+039. .0032 
-.250 .999 .0319 -II +11 2,0 .11 .997 .0318 .052 .0025 -.019 .0020 
-,20Q .975 .0319 -.5 .18 1.9 .13 *974 ..0318 .053 .0028 -.008 0031 o 
-.150 .946 .0319 -,9 .12 1.9 *08 +945 .0319 .051 .0021 -.014 #0020 
-+100 .920 .0321 -.5 616 2,3 .13 .919 .0321 .043 .0025 -.007 .0025 
-,050 .892 *0324 1.0 .16 2,0 .08 .891 .0323 .047 .0021 .015 .0025 
0,000 .890 *0323 1.2 .15 2,3 *09 +889 .0322 *043 .0021 .019 .0024 
,050 .909 .0323 2.0 .16 2.6 .10 .908 .0322 *037 ,0020 .031 .0028 
1100 +948 *0319 2.6 .11 2,5 +10 +946 .0319 .041 ,0021 .047 +0024 
+150 .977 .0326 1.4 .10 2.1 .19 .976 .0326 .049 .0037 .024 .0018 o0 
.200 1.014 .0318 2.1 111 3+1 ,11 1,013 .0318 .034 .0022 .038 .0022 
250 1,039 .0319 1.7 .14 2.9 .11 1038 .0318 .039 .0024 .031 .0027 0 
.300 1.054 .0319 1.2 .12 2,3 +20 1.053 .0319 .049 .0039 .023 #0024 o > 
,350 1059 .0319 1,3 .25 3.0 t12 1,058 .0319 .038 .0025 .024 .0047 or­
.400 1,055 .0319 2,1 .14 3.4 .11 1,054 .0319 .030 .0022 .039 .0029 001 
,550 1,061 .0319 Ili .19 3.0 11 1.061 .0319 .038 .0024 .021 .0035> 
,700 1,069 .0320 ,3 .17 .9 .09 1,066 .0319 .077 .0029 .006 .0032 
.850 1.061 .0319 -.1 .09 3,1 .10 1,061 .0319 .035 .0021 -.002 ,0016 0 
1.000 1,063 o0319 -.0 .08 3,1 .14 1.062 .0319 .035 .0028 -.000 .0015 
Upstream Velocitu Uzo 
Probe Yaw Offset Angle 
= 30,8 m/s 








Table H42. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 
5.0 , Zc/C = .94 , R 12.5'% 
NORMALIZED EXIT 
 TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE
 
TANGENTIAL 




2T/S Deq (+/-) KPa (+/-) KPa (+1-) PT2/PT1 (+1-)
-1.000 2.9 .10 100,10 
 .017 99.51 .017 .9?8 .00024

.850 2,7 .11 100,09 .017 99.51 .017 
 .9997 .00024
 
-.700 1.9 Ill 100.09 *017 99,52 .017 
 *9997 .00024
 
-.550 2.3 .07 100.08 .017 99.52 
 .017 .9996 .00024

-*400 2.8 .13 100.07 .017 99.51 
 .017 .9995 00024

-o350 3.4 .07 100.07 .017 99.52 
 .017 .9995 .00024
 
-.300 3.6 .14 100,07 .017 99,52 
 .017 .9994 .00024
 
-.250 3.2 .11 100.05 *017 
 99.52 .017 .9993 .00024

-,200 3.2 .13 100.03 .017 ?9.52 
 .017 .9991 .00024
 
-.150 3,2 .08 99,99 .017 
 99.52 .017 .9987 .00024
 
-.100 2.7 .13 99.97 t017 99,51 .017 .9984 
 .00024
 
-.050 3.2 .09 99.94 
 .017 99,52 .017 .9982 .00024

.000 
 3.0 .10 99.94 .017 
 99.52 .017 *9982 .00024

.050 3.1 .13 7996 
.017 99,51 .017 .9984 .00024

.100 3.8 .10 100100 .017 99,52 .017 .9788 
 .00024
1150 3,2 .18 100.03 .019 99.52 .017 
 19991 000025

.200 2.9 11 100.07 .017 99.52 .017 
 .9995 .00024

.250 2.7 .12 100+09 .017 99+51. 017 +9997 
 .00024

.300 2.9 .19 100.11 .017 99151 .017 .9999' .00024

.350 2.4 .17 100.12 .017 99,52 .017 1.0000 .60024

.400 2.6 .13 100,11 .017 99,52 .017 
 .9999 .00024

.550 2.3 .13 100,12 .017 
 99.52 .017 1+0000 .00024

.700 4.2 .09 100.12 .017 
 99.51 .017 1,0000 .00024

.850 1,9 .10 100.12 .017 99,52 .017 1.0000 .00024
1.000 1.? .14 100,12 
 017 99.52 .017 1.0000 .00024
Upstream Total Pressure PT1 = 100.12 KPa (4/- .017) 
Upstream Static Pressure Pl = 99.59 KPa (+/- .017) 
Table H43. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5.0 Y Zc/C .94 F R = 16.7
 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION Pitch'An4 Yaw Ang 
2T/S U/Uzo Id/-) De (+/-) Deg (+/- ) Uz/Uzo +/-) Ut/Uzo (+/-) Ur/Uzo (+/-) 
-1.000 1#057 .0321 1.2 .08 2.5 .17 1.056 .0321 .046 .0035 .023 *0016
 
-1850- 1,062 ,0322 1.2 .05 4.0 .08 1.061 .0322 .019 .0016 .023 .0012
 
-.700 1.065 .0322 .o .08 2,8 .11 1.065 .0321 .041 *0023 .014 .0016
 
-.550 1.059 .0321 .4 .13 2.2 .10 1.058 .0321 .051 .0025 .006 .0025
 
-.400 1.053 .0321 -.6 .11 2,1 11 1451 .0321 .054 '0026 -.012 .0021 
-.350 1.041 .0321 -1.9 .16 2.9 .09 1.039 .0320 .054 .0024 .-,034 .0030 
-.300 1.046 .0323 -1.8 I15 1,7 *20 1.044 .0323 .060 .0041 -.034 .0029 
-.250 1,034 .0321 -1.5 .12 1.8 .08 1,032 .0321 .058 .0023 -.027 .0024 N) 
-.200' 4,005 .0320. -1.1 .20. 1.6 .11 1,003 .0320 '059 *0027.,.-.019 .0036 
--.150 .980 .0322 -1.2 ,21 1,7 .09 .978 .0321 .056 .0024 -.020 .0037
 
-.100 .962 .0321 -.3 -,18 1.8 .09 +960 .0320 .053 .0023 -.005 .0031
 
-+050 .911 .0324 1.7 .15 1.6 .11 .909 ,0323 .054 .0026 +027 .0026
 
0.000 	 .888 .0325 1.5 .20 1,8 .13 .887 .0324 .050 .0027 .024 .0033
 
.050 .866 .0328 1.7 .28 2,5 t00 .865 .0323 .038 .0019 .026 .0044
 
.100 .925 .0326 2.7 .17 2,4 .15 .923 .032t .042 .0028 .043 .0032
 
.150 .0322 .965 2.2 +963 .043 +036
2.2 1  .11 .0321 +0025 .0030 
+200 *994 .0323 3.1 .18 2,5 .11 .991 .0322 *044 .0024 .054 *0036 
.250 1.041 .0321 1.1 11 1.9 .10 1.040 .0320 .057 .0026 .020 .0021 O 
.300 1,049 .0321 1.9 .13 2,5 .12 1.047 .0320 .045 .0025 .035 .0026 03 
.350 1.062 .0322 1.1 .29 2.4 .23 1,060 .0321 .048 .0044 .020 .0054 r" 
*400 1,057 .0321 -1.8 .14 2.1 .11 1,055 .0320 .054 .0027 .033 .0027 
.550 1.062 .0322 .2 .26 2.5 .14 1.061 .0321 .046 .0030 .003 .0047
 
.700 1.069 .0322 .1 .17 Is .22 1,066 .0321 .079 .0047 .062 .0031
 
.850 1,063 .0321 2 .14 2,8 .13 1.062 .0321 .041 .0026 -,004 .0026
 
9
1.000 1.064 .0321 -.4 .08 ., .20 1,062 *0321 1076 .0043 .-,007 .0014
 
Urstrear Velocity Uzo = 30.5 em/s (+/- .69) 







Table H44. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5,0 f Zc/C = .94 p R = 16.7 Z, 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE
 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION PTq r-22T/S 	 Ie XPa (a -) KPa (I-/-) ( /-) (+1-) 	 PT2/PT1 
-1000 2,8 .16 100,18 .017 99.59 .017 *9999 .00024 
-. 850 1.6 .07 100.18 .017 99,58 .017 .9999 .00024 
-1700 2#3 .10 100,19 .017 99,58 .017 1,0000 .00024 
-,550 2.8 .10 100.18 .017 99.58 .017 .9999 .00024 
-,400 3.0 .11 100.18 .017 99,59 .017 .9999 .00024 
-.350 3.5 .11 100,17 .017 99,59 .017 .9998 100024 
-.300 3.8 .19 100.17 .018 99,58 .017 .9998 .00024 
-. 250 3.5 .09 100.15 .017 99,58 .017 .9996 .00024 
-200 3.5 .12 100.12 .017 99,59 6017 .9993 .00024 
-.150 3.5 .11 100.10 .017 99+59 .017 .9991 .00024 
-1100 3.2 .09 100.08 .017 99,59 .017 .9989 .00024 
-,050 3.8 .12 100,03 .017 99,59 0017 .9984 .00024 
0,000 3,5 .14 100.01 .017 99.59 .017 .9982 .00024 
.050 3.0 .17 99.99 .017 99,59 .017 .9980 .00024 
.100 3.7 .16 100.04 .018 99.58 .017 .9985 .00024 
.150 3,6 .13 100.08 .017 99,58 .017 .9989 .00024 
200 4,0, #16 100,11 .018 99,58 .017 .9992 .00024
 
+250 3.3 .10 100.16 .017 99,58 .017 t9997 .00024
 
.300 3.1 .12 100,17 .017 99,59 +017 .9998 .00024
 
*350 2.8 +24 100,18. .017 99.59 +017 1.0000 .00024
 
.400 3.4 12 100.19 .017 99,59 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
.550 2.5 .15 100.19 .017 99,59 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
700 4,2 .22 100+19 .017 99.58 .017 1,0000 .00024
 
,850 2.2 .13 100,19 .017 99.59 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
1.000 	 4,1 .20 100.19 .017 99.59 .017 1.0000 ,00024 
Upstream Total Pressure PTI = 100.19 kPa (+1- +017) 
UFstreaj Static Pressure pI = 99.66 KPa (+1- *017) 
Table H45. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5,0 9 Zc/C = .94 1 R = 25.0 Z 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION 
2T/ U/zo Pitch Ang Yaw AnA eg +/-,De ..( UzlUzo (+/-) UtlUzo (+/-) Ur/Uzo (+/-) 
-16000 1.066 .0320 1.3 .07 103 .08 1.063 .0319 .069 .0025 .025 .0014 
-.850 1.069 .0320 .7 .10 1.0 .09 1,066 ,0319 .074 .0027 .013 .0018 
-*700 1.069 .0320 .5 .08 .7 .07 1,066 .0319 .080 .0027 .009 .0016 
-.550 1.067 .0320 -.2 115 1.2 .12 1.064 *0319 072 .0031 -,004 .0028 
-.400 1.063 .0320 -1,5 .30 .8 .13 1,060 .0319 .078 .0033 -,027 .0056 
-.350 1,052 ,0320 -1.3 .13 1.0 .08 1.049 ,0319 .074 .0026 -*024 .0025 
-,300 1.047 .0319 -1,6 .17 .8 107 1,044 .0318 .077 .0027 -.028 *0032 
-.250 1.039 .031? -1.0 .09 1.0 .08 1.037 .0319 .073 .0027 -.018 .0017 
-.200 1.012 .0321, -3 .18 .8 .11 1.010 .0320 ,074 ,0030 -.005 .0032 
-.150 .992 .0319 .8 Ill .6 .10 .989 .0318 ,077 .0030 .013 .0020 
-.100 .962 .0320 1,2 .30 .5 .15 .959 .0319 .075 .0036 .020 .0050 
-.050 .926 .0321 2,1 .31 ,8 .18 .923 .0320 .068 .0038 .034 .0051 
0.000 .914 .0321 2.6 *17 .7 .13 .911 .0320 .068 .0032 .041 .0030 
.050 .739 .0320 2,8 .12 1,2 .16 .936 .0319 .062 .0034 .045 .0025 
.100 .985 .0319 2.2 .24 1,6 .17 .983 .0318 .058 .0034 .038 f0043 
.150 1,024 .0319 3,0 *25 1.4 .12 1,020 .0318 *064 *0030 .054 .0048 
.200 1,039 .0319 3,7 .17 1.5 .15 1.035 .0318 .063 .0034 .067 *0038 
,250 1,054 t0320 2.6 *26 1.4 .17 1.051 .0319 f065 .0038 .048 .0049 0 
.300 1.062 .0320 2.7 .24 1.5 .10 1.059 .0319 .064 *0027 .050 .004717 
.350 1,060 .0321 2.9 .37 1.7 .26 1.057 .0320 .061 *0052 *054 .0069 
.400 1,069 .0320 2.3 .32 1,9 .21 1*067 .0320 .059 .0043 .043 .0062 
.550 1.069 .0320 .4 .17 1.8 .15 1.066 .0320 .059 .0033 .008 .0032 
.700 1,062 .0320 -.3 *09 1.9 .15 1,061 .0319 .057 .0033 -.006 .0017 
.850 1,066 .0320 -1.4 .10 1,5 .13 1.064 .0319 .065 .0031 -.021 .0019 
1.000 1.068 .0320 -1.2 .0? 1.0 .09 1.065 .031? #074 .0028 -.023 .0018 
Upstream Velocit Uzo 30,8 ai/s (/- .69) 
Probe Yaw Offset Angle = 5,0 Deg 
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Table H46. FIVE-HOLE. PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5,0 j Zc/C = .94 R = 25.0 %, 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION - PT2 P2 
2T/S D (/ -) KPa (+/-) KPa (+/-) PT2/PT1 (+/-) 
-1.000 39 .07 100.12 .017 99,52 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.850 4.0 .09 100.13 .017 99.52 .017 1.0001 .00024 
.700 4.3 .07 100.12 .017 99.51 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.550 3.8 .12 100.13 .017 99.52 .017 1.0001 .00024 
























.200 4.2 .11 100.06 .017 99,52 .017 .9994 .00024 
-.150 4.5 .10 100.04 .017 99,52 .017 .9992 .00024 
-.100 4.6 .17 100.02 .017 99.52 .017 .9990 .00024 
-.050 4.7 .21 99.98 .017 99,52 .017 .9986 .00024 
0.000 5,0 .14 99.96 .017 99,51 .017 .9984 .00024 
.050 4.7 .15 99,99 .017 99.52 .017 .9987 .00024 
.100 4.0 .19 100,04 .017 99,52 .017 .9992 .00024 
.150 4.7 .19 100,07 .017 99,51 .017 .9994 .00024 
+200 5.1 .16 100.09 #017 99,52 .017 .9997 .00024 
.250 4.4 .21 100,11 .017 99.52 .017 .9999 .00024 
.300 4*4 .17 100.11 +017 99,51 *017 .9999 .00024 
t350 4.4 .31 100.12 .017 99,52 .017 1,0000 00024 
.400 369 +26 100.13 .017 99,52 .017 1.0001 *00024 
.550 3.2 .15 100.13 +017 99. 2 .017 1.0001 .00024 
.700 3,1 .15 100.12 .017 99.51 .017 1.0000 .00024 
.850 3.7 .12 100,12 .017 99,52 .017 1.0000 .00024 
1.000 4.2 .09 100.12 .017 99.51 .017 1.0000 .00024 
Ustream Total Pressure PT1 








Table H47. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA o 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5.0 f Zc/C .94 R 33.3 % 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 	 NORMALIZED P
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION Pitch An Yaw Ang ' 
2T/S U/Uzo I-) Dea (+/-) Deg C I Uz/Uzo (+1-) Ut/Uzo (+1-) Ur/Uzo (+/-) 
-1.000 I.068 .0319 .7 .13 7 .l 1.065 j0319 .081' .0032 .013 *0024 
-.850 1,063 .0319 -. 1 .0? .6 .07 1.060 .0316 .081 .0028 -.003 .0017
 
-.700 1.062 .0319 -.3 .11 .3 ..09 1.058 .0318 .086 .0031 -.006 .0020
 
.550 1.066 .0319 .0 .0? t4 .09 1.062 .0316 .085 .0030 .000 .0017
 
-.400 1.062 .0319 -.8 .18 .4 .08 1.059 .0318 .082 .0029 -.015 .0034
 
-.350 1.055 .0319 -.7 .18 2 .05 1.051 .0318 .089 .0029 -.014 .0034
 
-.300 1.058 .0319 9 .2 11055 .089 -.016
- .12 .10 .0318 .0032 .0022
 
-.250 1.035 .0319 -.9 .16 .1 .08 1.031 .0318 .038 .0031 -.017 .0029 
 *
 
-.200. e014. .0318 .7 .14 -.1 .I0 1.009 .0317 .090 ,0Q33 .013 .0024
 
-.150 .996 .0319 .3 .30 .5 .09 .992 .0318 .079 .0029 .006 .0051
 
-.100 .965 .0321 1.3 .2 .961 .081 .021
.24 .13 .0320 .0034 .0041
 
-.050 .933 *0322 .8 .19 I5 .10 .930 .0321 .073 .0030 .013 .0031
 
0.000 	 .921 .0321 1.9 .35 .3 .14 .917 .0320 .076 .0035 .031 .0058
 
.050 .940 .0322 1.8 .36 I. .18 937 .0321 .063 .0036 .030 .0060
 
.100 .'995 .0318 2.8 .20 1.i .12 .991 .0317 .068 .0031 .049 .0038
 
.150 1.016 .0319 1.8 .52 .9 .08 1.013 .0316 .072 .0027 .032 .0092 00
 
.200 1.043 .0319 .3 .30 .a .09 1,040 .0318 .0028 .005 .0054 n
.076 -­
.250 1.050 .0319 4.6 .30 *4 .07 1.043 .0317 .083 .0028 .085 .0060 V
 
.300 1.067 .0320 2.2 .20 .6 .10 1.063 .0318 .081 .0030 .042 .0040 0
 
.350 1.067 .0320 2.1 .39 .7 .10 1.063 .0319 .080 .0031 .039 .0073 O
 
*400 1.064 .0319 1.9 .15 .5 .11 1.060 .0318 .083 .0033 .035 .0030
 
.550 1.066 .0319 .4 .10 .9 .08 1.063 .0319 .076 .0027 .008 .0019 pm
 
.790 1.065 .0319 -1.0 .07 .6 .06 1.062 .0318 .081 .0027 -.019 .0014
 
.850 1.059 .0319 -1.2 .10 .6 .06 1.056 .0318 .082 .0027 -.022 .0020 WW 
1.000 	 1.060 .0319 -1.2 .08 .6 .08 1.057 .031 .081 .0028 -.023 .0017
 
Upstream Velocit Uzo = .13 is -+1 69)
 
Probe Yaw Offset Angle = 5.0 Deg
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Table H48. FIVE-hOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (BEG) = 5.0 , Zc/C = .94 , R = 33.3% 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE
 




2T/S BeA (+1-) KPa (+/-) KPa (+/-) PT2/PT1 (+/-) 
-1.000 4.4 .11 100.12 .017 99.51 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.850 4.4 .07 100*12 .017 99.52 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.700 	 100

.0 4.6 .09 100.12 .017 99.52 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
-.550 4.L .09 100.13 .017 99,52 .017 1.0001 .00024
 
-.400 4.5 .06 100.12 .017 99.52 .017 1*0000 .00024
 
99.53 .017 1.0000 .00024






-.250 4.9 .08 100.10 .017 99.52 .017 .9997 .00024
 
-.200 5.2 .10 100.07 .017 99.52 .017 .9995 .00024
 
-.150 4.6 .09 100.05 .017 99.52 .017 .9993 .00024
 
-.100 5.0 .14 100.02 .017 99.52 .017 .9989 .00024
 
-.050 4.6 *11 99.98 .017 99.52 .017 .9986 .00024
 
0.000 	 5.1 .19 99*97 .017 99.52 .017 .9985 .00024
 
.050 4.3 .22 99.99 .017 99.51 .017 .9987 .00024
 
.100 4.8 .15 100+04 .017 99+51 .017 .9992 .00024
 
.150 4.5 .22 100.07 .017 99,52 .017 .9995 *00024
 
o200 4.2 .09 100.10 .017 99.52 .017 +9998 .00024
 
S250 
 6.5 .22 100+11 .017 99,52 .017 .9999 .00024
 
.300 4.9 .13 100.12 *017 99.51 .017 1,0000 .00024
 
.350 4.8 .19 100.12 .017 99.51 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
.400 4.9 .12 100.12 .017 99.52 .017 1*0000 *00024
 
.550 4.1 .08 100.12 .017 99,52 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
.700 4.5 .06 100.12 .017 99.52 .017 1+0000 .00024
 
.850 4.6 .06 100.12 .017 99+52 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
1.000 	 4.6 .08 100.12 +017 99.52 .017 10000 .00024 
Upstrearn Total Pressure PTI = 100.12 KPa (+1- .017)
Upstream Static Pressure P1 = 99.59 KPa (+1- .017) 
Table H49. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) =50 . Zc/C = +94 , R 50.0 Z 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY - VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION Pitch Anr Yaw Ang 
2T/S U/Uzo (+/-) Deg (+/-) Deg (+/-) Uz/Uzo (+/-) Ut/Uzo (+/-) Ur/Uzo (+/-) 
-I.000 1.062 .0320 -.1 *07 .2 .13 1.058 .0318 .089 .0036 -.002 .0012 
-.850 1.059 .0319 -. 4 .05 -. 0 +06 1.055 .0318 .093 .0030 -.008 .0010 
-.700 1.061 .0320 .­t5 .11 .2 .06 1.057 .0318 .069 .0029 -.009 .0021 
-.550 1.063 .0320 -.4 *iI .0 .09 1.059 .0319 .092 .0032 -.008 .0020 
-.400 1.066 .0320 -191 .20 .2 .14 1.062 .0319 .089 ..0037 -.021 .0037 
t,350 1.066 .0320 .4 *10 .2 .11 1.062 .0319 .089 .0034 .008 .0018 
-.300 1.060 .0320 -.0 .11 .2 .10 1,056 .0318 .088 .0033 -.000 .0021 
-.250 1.051 .03i9 .2 .13 .5 .07 1+048 .0318 .083 .0029 .004 .0024 
-.200. 1.027 .0320 .6 .22 .3 .08 1.023 .0319 .083 .0030 .011 .0040 
-.150 1;001 .0319 .5 .20 .3 .08 .998 .0318 .081 .0030 .008 .0034 
-.I00 .946 .0320 1.3 .12 .3 .10 .942 .0318 .078 .0031 .022 .0021 

























.100 .993 .0319 2.3 .26 i.6 is .990 .0318 .058 .0037 .040 .0047-.0 
.1'50 1.031 .0319 1+4 .33 1.3 .12 1,029 .0318 .066 .0029 .025 .0060 0 
.200 1.040 .0319 1.9 .32 1.0 .07 1.037 .0318 .073 .0026 .035 .0059 
.250 1.055 .0320 1*9 .35 1.2 .14 1.052 .0319 .070 .0034 .036 .0066 
,300 1.068 .0320 .7 .16 1.3 .08 1+066 .0319 .069 .0025, .012 .0030 C­
.350 1+063 .0320 2.0 .14 .7 .10 1,060 .0319 .080 .0030 .036 0028 
.400 1.062 .0320 .4 .26 .2' .14 1.058 .0319 .089 .0037 .007 .0049 
.550 1.064 .0320 -*4 .16 1.2 .10 1.062 .0319 .071' .0029 -.008 .0029 
.700 1.059 .0320 -.6 .12 .7 .16 1.056 .0319 .080 .0038 -.012 .0022 
.850-
11000 1.059 1.057 .0320.0319 -.3 -.8 .08 .09 .1 1.0 .14 .08 1.056 1,054 
.0318 





UFstream Velocitv Uzo = 30.7 a/s 






OF POOR QUALITY 
Table H50. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5.0 f Zc/C = .94 f R = 50.0 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION PT2 P2 
2T/S Deg (+/-) KPa (+/-) KPa (+/-) PT2/PT1 4+/-) 
-1,000 418 .13 100.13 .017 99,52 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-. 850 5.0 .06 100.12 .017 99.52 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-,700 4,9 .07 100.12 .017 99.52 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.550 5.0 .09 100.12 017 99.52 +017 1.0000 .00024 
-+400 4.9 .14 100.12 t017 99.52 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.350 4.8 +11 100.12 .017 99.52 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.300 4.8 .10 100.11 .017 99,51 .017 .9999 .00024 
-+250 4.5 .07 100.10 ;017 99+51 .017 .9998 .00024 
-.200 4*7 *09 100.08 .017 99,52 .017 .9996 .00024 
-+150 4.7 .09 100.05 .017 99.51 .017 .9993 .00024 
-1100 4.9 .10 99.99 .017 99,51 .017 .9987 .00024 
-.050 42 +12 99+96 *017 99,52 .017 .9984 00024 
0.000 4,0 - t13 99.95 .017 99,51 +017 +9983 +00024 
+050 3,7 .09 99.93 .017 99.51 .017 .9986 .00024 
.100 4.1 .21 100.04 .017 99.51 .017 .9992 .00024 
.150 3.9 .16 100.08 .017 99.51 .017 .9996 .00024 
S200 4.5 .15 100,10 .017 99,52 .017 .9998 .00024 
S250 4.3 .20 100.12 *017 99,52 .017 1.0000 .00024 
.300 3.7 +08 100,12 .017 99.51 ,017 1,0000 .00024 
.350 4.7 .11 100.12 t017 99.51 ,017 1,0000 .00024 
.400 4.8 .14 100,12 .017 99,52 .017 1,0000 .00024 
.550 3.9 .10 100.13 .017 99,52 .017 1.0001 .00024 
.700 4,4 .16 100.12 .017 99,52 .017 1.0000 .00024 
+850 4+9 .14 100.12 .017 99,52 .017 1.0000 .00024 
1.000 4.1 .08 100.12 ,017 99,52 .017 1,0000 .00024 
Upstream Total Pressure PT1 : 100.12 KPa (+1- .017) 
Upstream Static Pressure Pl.= 99.59 RPa (+1- .017) 
Tabld H51. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG)'= 5,0 1 Z/C .94 t R = 66.7 2
 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION Pitch Ang Yaw Ang 
2T/S U/Uzo (+/-) Deg (+/-) Deg (+/-) Uz/Uzo (+/-) Ut/Uzo (/-) Ur/Uzo (+/-) 
-1.000 1,065 .0320 -.7 .07 .1 .10 1,061 .0319 .091 .0033 -014 .0014
 
-.850 1.059 .0320 -,3 .11 .1 .07 1.055 .0319 .091 .0030 -.005 .0021
 
-.700 1.058 .0320 -.1 .08 .4 .07 1,054 .0319 .084 .0029 -.003 .0016
 
-.550 i.057 .0320 .6 .19 .7 .06 1.054 .0319 .079 .0026 .011 .0018
 
-.400 1.056 .0320 .2 .09 .7 .10 1,053 .0319 .079 .0030 .003 .0017
 
-.350 1.056 .0320 1.2 .16 .9 .08 1.053 .0319 .075 .0027 .022 .0031 
-,300 1.050 .0320 1.1 .07 1.3 .06 1.048 .0319 .068 *0024 *020 .0018 
-.250 1,038 .0319 1.4 .07 1.0 .09 1.035 .0318 .073 .0020 .025 .0014 
-.200 .995 .0319 1.5 *19 .8 .11 .992 .0318 .073 .0030 .026 .0033 o 
-.i50 .963 .0323 1.7 .11 .4 .09 .959 .0322 .077 .003b .029 .0021 
-.100 .913 .0322 .5 .10 .8 .11 .911 .0321 .067 .0029 .008 .0016 
-.050 .870 .0325 -.2 .13 1,2 .12 .86B .0325 .057 .0028 -.003 .0020 
0.000 	 879 °0325 .2 .15 1*3 .09 .877 0324 .057 .0025 .003 .0023
 
.050 .939 .0321 .0 .19 1.6 oi1 .937 .0320 .056 .0027 .001 .0031 0 0
 
.100 .996 .0319 1.1 .22 1,3 .09 .994 .0319 .064 .0026 .020 .0039 "va
 
.150 1.032 .0319 1.0 .15 1.3 .14 1+030 ,0318 .066 *0033 .018 .0028 02
 
.200 1+047 .0319 1*5 .13 1.0 .09 1;044 .0319 .073 .0027 .027 .0024 0
 
.250 1,057 .0320 1,4 .08 .7 .07 1.054 .0319 .080 .0026 .026 .0017
 
.300 1,054 +0320 .9 .12 .8 .05 1,051 .0319 .078 .0026 *017 .0023
 
1.063 .0320 .7 .350,11 .9 .07 1.060 .0319 .075 .0026 .012 .0021 r-rM
 
.400 	 1,061 .0320 .5 .20 .8 .13 1,058 .0319 .078 ,0034 .010 .0037 ­
"

.550 1,053 .0320 -.1 .17 1.1 .10 1+051 .0319 .071 .0028 -.001 .0031 W
 
.700 1,056 .0320 .3 .10 .5 .09 1.052 .0319 .083 .0030 .005 .0019
 
.850 1,057 .0320 .3 .10 .9. .11 1,055 .0319 .075 .0031 .005 .0018
 
1,000 1.058 .0320 -+1 .07 1,2 .07 1,056 .0319 .070 .0025 -.003 .0012
 
Upstream Velocity Uzo = 30.7 g/s (+/- .69)
 
Probe Yaw Offset Ar,.Ie = 5.0 De
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Table H52. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5.0 Y Zc/C = .94 , R = 66#7 Z 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
















-.650 4.9 .07 100.12 .017 99+53 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.700 4.6 .07 100.12 .017 99.53 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.550 4.3 .06 100.12 .017 99.52 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.400 4.3 .10 100.12 .017 99.53 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.350 4.2 .09 100.11 .017 99.52 .017 .9999 .00024 
-.300 3.9 .07 100.11 *017 99.52 .017 .9999 .00024 
-.250 4.3 .09 100.09 .017 99.52 .017 .9997 .00024 
-.200 4.5 .12 100.05 .017 99.52 .017 .9992 .00024 
-.150 4.9 .10 100.01 .018 99.52 .017 .9989 .00025 
-.100 4.2 .11 99,97 .017 99.52 .017 .9984 .00024 
-.050 3.8 .12 99+93 .017 99.53 .017 .9781 .00024 
01000 3.7 .09 99.93 .017 99.52 .017 .9981 .00024 
.050 3,4 .11 99.98 .017 99.51 .017 .9986 .00024 



















.250 4.5 .07 100.12 .017 99.52 .017 1.0000 .00024 
.300 4.3 .06 100,11 .017 99.52 .017 .9999 .00024 
.350 4*1 .07 100.12 .017 99,52 .017 1.0000 .00024 
.400 4*2 .14 100.12 .017 99.52 .017 1.0000 .00024 
.550 3.9 .10 100.12 .017 99*53 .017 1.0000 .00024 
.700 4.5 .09 100.12 .017 99.53 .017 1.0000 .00024 
.850 4.1 .11 100+12 .017 99.52 .017 1+0000 .00024 
1.000 3.8 .07 100.12 *017 99.52 .017 1.0000 .00024 
Upstream Total Pressure PTI 
Upstream Static Pressure P1 
= 100.12 KPa 
= 99,59 KPa 
(+/- .017) 
(f/- .017) 
Table H53. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5.0 , Zc/C .94 F R = 83.3 % 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION 




Deg (+/-) Uz/Uzo (+/-) Ut/Uzo (+/-) Ur/Uzo (+/-) 



























-.550 1,055 .0319 1.3 .07 .8 .13 1,051 .0318 .077 .0034 .024 .0015 
-.400 1.055 .0319 1.4 .09 .9 .14 1,052 .0318 .075 .0035 .026 .0019 
-.350 1.048 .0319 1,6 .10 1.7 .10 1.046 .0318 .060 .0026 .030 .0021 
-,300 1.046 .0319 1.5 t08 1.0 .09 1,043 .0318 .073 .0028 .027 .0017 
-t250 1.029 .0319 1.5 .16 1.7 .07 1+027 .0319 .060 .0023 .027 .0030 
-,200 1,003 .0319 2+0 10 1.4 .08 1.001 *0318 .063 .0024 .034 .0021 :ro 
-.150 .984 .0319 1.5 +09- 1,0 610 .981 .0318 .068 .0028 .025 .0017 
-.100 .923 .0322 .4 .11 1.2 .10 .920 .0322 .061 .0026 .007 .0018 
-,050 .846 o0332 -. 7 .17 1.1 .16 .844 t0331 .057 .0033 -,011 .0025 
0,000 .818 .0331 -t5 .18 1+2 .10 .816 .0331 .054 .0027 -.007 .0025 
.050 .813 .0334 -2.1 .23 1.5 .13 .810 .0333 .050 .0028 -.030 .0035 























































.350 1.045 .0319 1,8 .08 .8 .08 1,042 .0318 .076 .0027 .033 .0017 go T 
.400 1,049 +0317 1,6 .10 1.0 .07 1.046 .0318 .073 .0026 .030 .0021 
.550 1,052 .0319 1,0 .13 1,3 .12 1.050 .0318 .069 .0031 .019 .0024 m 
.700 1.042 .0319 .8 .09 +6 .08 1,039 .0318 .080 .0029 .014 .0017 
.050 1.043 .0319 .6 .08 .9 .14 1.040 .0318 .074 .0034 .012 .0015 
1.000 1,039 .0319 1 6 t07 1.3 .09 1.037 .0318 .668 .0027 .011 .0014 
'Upstream Velocitv Uzo = 30,7 r,/s C /- .69) 
Probe Yaw Offset Angle = 5.0 Deg 
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Table H54. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5.0 v Zc/C = .94 r R = 83,3 % 
NORIALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION PT2 r2 
2T/S Deq (+/-) KPa (+/-) RPa (+/-) PT2/PT1 (+/-) 
-1.000 4.6 .09 100.15 .017 99.56 .017 1,0000 .00024 
-.850 4.0 .13 100.15 .017 99,56 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.700 3.7 .11 100.16 .017 99.56 .017 1,0001 .00024 
-,550 4,4 .13 100,15 .017 99.56 .017 1.0000 ,00024 
-.400 4,3 .14 100.15 .017 99,56 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.350 3.7 .10 100,15 .017 99.56 .017 1,0000 00024 
-.300 4.3 .09 100.15 .017 99,56 .017 .9999 .00024 
-.250 3.6 .09 100.13 +017 99,56 .017 .9997 ,00024 
-.200 4.1 .08 100.09 .017 99.56 .017 .9994 .00024 
-.150 4.2 .10 100.07 .017 99,55 .017 .9992 .00024 
-.100 3.8 .10 100.01 .017 99.56 .017 .9986 ,00024 
-+050 4.0 #16 99.94 .018 99,56 .017 .9979 .00024 
0,000 3,8 .1 99,92 .017 99.57 .017 .9977 .00024 
1050 4.1 .16 99.91 .017 99.56 .017 .9976 .00024 
.100 3.9 .18 99.96 .017 99,56 .017 +9980 .00024 
.150 4.1 .10 100.03 .017 99.56 .017 +9987 ,0024 
.200 4.3 .08 100.07 .018 99.56 .017 .9991 .00024 
.250 4.7 .10 100.12 .017 99,56 .017 +9996 .00024 
.300 4.8 .08 100,13 017 99,56 .017 .9998 ,00024 
.350 4.5 +08 100,14 .017 99.56 .017 9999 .00024 
.400 4.3 .08 100,15 .017 99#56 .017 .9999 .00024 
.550 3.9 .12 100.15 .017 99.56 t017 .9999 .00024 
.700 4.5 .08 100.15 .017 99.57 .017 .9999 .00024 
6850 4.1 .14 100.14 .017 99.56 .017 .9999 .00024 
1.000 3.8 .09 100.15 .017 99.57 .017 .9999 .00024 
Upstream Total Pressure PTI = 100,16 KPa (I/- ,017) 
Upstream Static Pressure P1 = 99+62 KPa (I/- .017) 
Table H55. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 5.0 v Zc/C 2,07 p R = 4.2 %
 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION Pitch Ang Yaw Ang 
2T/5 U/Uzo (t/-) Deg (+/-) Deg (+/-) Uz/Uzo (+/-) Utl/Uzo (+/-) Ur/Uzo (+l­
-1000 #752 .0314 1.1 .08 - .2.09 948 .0313 .086 .0032 .019 .0015 
-.850 .945 .0316 .7 #12 1.1 .29 .943 .0316 .065 *0053 .012 
 .0020
 
-.700 .944 .0321 1.0 .16 .3 .13 .940 .0319 .077 .0034 .017 .0027
 
-.550 .925 .0317 .4 .13 1.2 .26 .923 .0317 .061 #0047 ,007 .0021
 
-,400 .932 .0316 .2 .08 -.2 .13 .928 .0315 .085 0036 .003 .0013
 
--350 .908 .0317 .7 .I -.2 .12 .904 .0315 ,082 #0034 .011 .0018
 
-.3.00 .917 .0317 .3 .13 -11 .11 .913 .0316 .081 .0033 .005 .0020
 
- 250 .907 .0319 .9 .09 -,4 .11 .903 .0317 .086 .0035 .015 .0016
 
-.200 .888 031 1.,0 .10 -.9 .09 .883 .0317 .091 .0036 .016 .0017
 
-.150 .874 .0320 1.0 .11 -.5 .10 .870 .0319 .084 ,0035 #016 .0017 
-.100 .868 .0322 1.4 .18 -.6 . .11 .864 .0320 #084 .0035 .021 .0029 
-.050 .854 .0323 1,5 .10 .1 .13 .851 .0322 .073 .0033 #023 .0018 
0.000 .849 .0322 1.4 .14 .0 .I .846 .0321 .074 .0032 .021 .0022
 
.050 .852 ,0321 1.6 il .5 I11 .849 .0320 .068 .0030 .023 .0019
 
.100 .882 .0319 1.4 .12 .4 .11 .879 .0318 .070 .0030 #022 .0019
 
.150 .895 .0318 1.0 .12 .9 .08 .892 .0318 .064 ,0026 .016 *0019
 
.200 .904 .032i 1.1 .14 1.4 .I1 902 ,0320 .057 .0027 .017 .0022 

.250 .896 .0327 1.4 il 1.3 .09 .894 .0326 .059 .0025 .022 .0019
 
*300 ?19 .0317 1.3 .09 1.0 .13 .917 #0316 .064 .0031 .021 .0016 

*350 .905 .0318 1.4 .12 1.0 .19 ,902 .0317 .064 .0037 .023 .0020 

S400 ,900 .0323 1.4 .14 1.3 .11 #898 .0322 *058 .0027 .022 .0023
 
.550 .925 ,0316 1.0 .14 1.7 .15 .923 .0315 .054 .0030 .016 .0023 

,700 .976 .0314 1.3 .08 2,0 .08 .974 .0314 .051 .0021 .022 .0015 

.q50 1.009 .0315 .9 .06 1.3 .14 1,007 .0314 .065 .0031 .016 ,.0012
 
1.000 1,002 .0313 .7 .11 1.6 .13 1.000 .0313 .060 .0029 .012 .0019
 
Upstream Velocity Uzo = 30.7*/s (/- .68) 
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Table H56. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5.0 , Zc/C = 2.07 1 R = 4.2 Z' 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION
2T/S Deq - KPa PT2(+/-) Rpa p2(+/-) PT2/PT1 (+/-) 
-1.000 5.3 .09 99,69 .017 99.19 .017 .9987 .00024 
-.350 4.0 .29 99.68 .017 99.19 .017 .9986 .00024 
-.700 4.8 .13 99.67 .018 99.19 .017 .9986 .00025 
-.550 3.8 .26 99.65 .017 99.19 .017 .9984 .00024 
-.400 5.2 .13 99.66 .017 99.19 .017 .9985 .00024 
-.350 5.2 .12 99.64 .017 99.19 .017 .9982 .00024 
-.300 5.1 .11 ?965 .017 9?.19 .017 .9983 .00024 
-.250 5.5 .11 99.64 .017 99.20 .017 .9983 .00024 
-.200 6.0 .09 99.63 .017 99.20 .017 .9981 .00024 
-.150 516 .10 99.62 .017 99,20 .017 .9980 .00024 
-.100 5.7 .11 99.61 .017 99.20 .017 .9980 .00024 
-.050 5.1 .12 99,60 .017 99.20 .017 .9978 .00024 
0.000 5.2 .11 99.60 .017 99.21 .017 .9978 .00024 
.050 4.8 .11 99.60 .017 99#21 .017 .9979 .00024 
.100 4.8 .11 99.63 .017 99.21 .017 .9981 .00024 
.150 4.2 .08 99#64 .017 99.21 .017 .9983 .00024 
.200 3.8 .12 99.66 .018 99.21 .017 .9984 .00025 
.250 4.0 .09 99.65 .019 99,21 .017 .9984 .00025 
.300 4.2 .13 99.68 .017 97.22 .017 .9986 .00024 
.350 4.3 .18 99,66 .017 99.21 .017 .9984 .00024 
.400 4.0 .11 99.66 .018 99.22 .017 .9984 .00025 
.550 3.5 .15 99,68 .017 99.21 .017 .9986 .00024 
.700 3.2 .08 77.73 .017 97.21 .017 .9991 .00024 
.850 3.8 .13 99.76 .017 99,20 .017 .9994 .00024 
1.000 3.5 .13 99*75 .017 99.21 .017 .9994 .00024 
Upstream Total Pressure PT1 = 99,82 KPa (+/- .017) 
Upstream Static Pressure F1 = 99.27 KPa (+/- .017) 
Table H57.. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5,0 , Zc/C 2.07 , R 8.3 Z 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION Pitch Ag YaW An. 
2T/S U/Uzo (W-) Deg (/-) Deg (+1-) Uz/Uzo (+/-) Utl/Uzo (+I-) Ur/Uzo (I-) 
-1,000 1.001 .0318 1.1 .14- 1 .14 999 .0317 .056 .0030 .019 .0025 
-.850 1.018 .0317 1.0 +09 1.1 .13 1,015 .0316 .068 .0032 .017 .0017 
-,700 1.000 .0317 .8 .08 1.7 .19 *998 .0316 .058 .0037 .013 *0015 
.8550989 .0319 .4 .09 1.3 .14 .987 .0318 .065 10032 .007 .0016 
-.400 .984 .0316 .3 .#10 Is .09 .981 ,0315 .073 .0028 .004 .0018 
-.350 .979 .0315 .1 .08 .2 Il .975 .0314 .081 10032 .001 .0013 
-6300 +962 .0315 .1 .10 .4 .12 .959 .0314 .078 +0032 .002 .0016 
-.250 .950 *0316 .4 .08 .3 .14 .947 .0315 .078 .0035 .006 .0014 
-.200 .937 .0317 19 .09 .1 .09 o933 .0315 .080 .0030 .015 .0016 
-.150 .925 .0317 1.0 .12 +5 .10 +922 .0316 ,072 .0029 .016 .0020 
-.100 .907 .0318 1.3 .11 .5 ,09 .904 .0317 .071 .0029 .021 .0019 
-.050 *904 .0319 1.3 11 1.1 .14 .902 .0318 .062 .0031 .021 .0019 
0,000 *908 .0318 1.7 .10 .9 .09 .906 .0317 .064 *0026 1026 .0018 
,050 .914 .0318 1.9 .12 1.0 .13 .711 .0317 .064 .0030 .030 .0022 
,100 .924 .0318 1.6 .08 1,4 .08 .922 .0317 .058 ,0024 .026 .0016 
.150 .954 .0316 1.5 608 1.6 .08 .952 .0315 .056 .0023 .026 .0015 
#200 ,973 .0317 1.5 ,07 1.7 .10 .971 .0316 .056 .0025 .025 .0015 
,250 1.000 .0315 1.5 .06 1,9 .07 .998 .0315 .054 .0021 1026 .0013 



























.550 1.045 +0317 1.4 .12 2,1 .10 1.043 .0316 .052 .0024 .025 t0024 
*700 1,050 ,0317 .7 .09 2.6 .07 1,049 ,0316 .044 .0018 .013 .0016 
.850 1.061 *0316 .8 .09. 2.5 .11 1,059 .0316 .046 .0025 .015 .0017 
1,000 1.062 .0317 .8 .10 1,6 .15 1,060 .0316 1064 .0033 ,014 .0018 
Upstream Velocitv Uzo 
Probe Yaw Offset An.le 
= 30.7 ml/s 
















Table H58. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5.0 Y Zc/C = 2,07 , R = 3 %' 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION PT2 P2 
2T/S Deg (+/-) KPa (+1-) KPa (+/-) PT2/PT1 (+/-) 
-1.000 3.4 .14 99.75 .018 99,21 t017 t9993 .00024 
-.850 4.0 *13 99,76 .017 99,20 .017 .9994 .00024 
-.700 3.4 .18 99.74 .017 99,20 .017 .9993 .00024 
-.550' 3,8 .14 99.73 .018 99.20 .017 .9991 .00025 
-.400 4.3 09 99.72 .017 99,20 .017 .9991 .00024 
-.350 4.8 .11 99.72 .017 99,20 ,017 .9990 .00024 
-.300 4.6 ,12 99,70 .017 99,20 .017 .9988 .00024 
-.250 4.6 .14 99,68 .017 99,20 *017 .9987 *00024 
-.200 5.0 .09 99,67 .017 99,20 .017 +9986 +00024 
-.150 4.6 .10 99,66 *017 99,20 .017 .9984 .00024 
-.100 4.7 .09 99.65 t017 99.21 .017 *9983 .00024 
-.050 4.2 .14 99.65 .017 99.21 .017 *9983 .00024 
0.000 4.4 +09 99.66 .017 99.21 .017 .9984 .00024 
.050 4.5 .12 99.66 .017 99.21 .017 .9984 .00024 
.100 4.0 .08 99.67 .017 99.21 .017 .9986 .00024 
.150 3*7 .08 99,70 *017 99,21 .017 *9989 .00024 
.200 3.6 *10 99,72 t017 99.20 .017 *9990 .00024 
.250 3.4 .07 99,74 .017 99.20 .017 .9993 .00024 
.300 3.7 .09 99*74 .017 99+20 .017 .9993 .00024 
.350 3.4 .10 99,75 .017 99.20 .017- +9993 .00024 
.400 3.8 .08 99.75 .017 99,19 .017 +9994 .00024 
.550 3.2 .10 99,79 .017 99,20 .017 .9997 .00024 
.700 2,5 .07 99,79 .017 99.20 ,017 .9998 .00024 
.850 2,6 .11 99,81 .017 99.20 .017 *9999 .00024 
1.000 3.5 .15 99,82 .017 99.21 .017 1.0000 .00024 
Upstream Total Pressure PT1 = 99.82 KPa (f- .017) 
Upstream Static Pressure Fl = 99.27 KPa (+/- .017) 
Table.H59. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (BEG) = 5.0 v Zc/C 2,07 R = 12+5 Z
 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION Pitch Ans Yaw Ang
2T/S U/Uzo (+/-) Deg (+/-) Deg (+/-) Uz/Uzo (+/-) Ut/Uzo (+/-) Ur/Uzo (+/-) 
-1,000 1.013 .0317 111 010 1.0 .13 1.010 .0316 6071 .0032 *020 .0019
 
-.850 1,044 .0317 1.3 .07 .8 .07 1+041 .0316 .077 .0027 #024 .0015
 
-,700 1+043 .0318 .7 .13 .8 .10 1.040 .0317 .076 .0030 .014 ,0024
 
-.550 1.041 0317 .7 .09 .6 .08 1.038 .0318 .080 10029 .012 .0016
 
-.400 1.032 *0317 -.1 oil 1,3 .16 1,030 .0316 .067 .0035 -.002- .0020
 
-.350 1,006 .0317 -.0 .09 .7 .09 1.004 .0316 .075 .0028 -,000 .0015
 
-.300 1+000 .0317 -.1 .09 15 .10 +997 .0316 .078 .0030 -.002 
 .0015
 
-,250 .994 .0317 -.0 .11 .3 .07 .991 .0316 .082 ,0029 --,001 .0019
 
-,200 .974 .0317 .2 .10 .7 .10. .972 ".0316 ,073 .0029 *004 .0016
 
-.150 .971 .0317 ,7 .09 .6 .11 .966 .0316 .074 .0031 .011 .O01S
 
-.100 .958 .0317 .7 .12 .7 ,08 .955 .0317 .071 .0027 .011 .0021
 
-.050 .741 ,0318 1.3 .11 .8 oil .93B .0317 ,069 .0029 .021 .0020
 
0,000 .940 *0318 1.8 +09 1.0 .09 .937 .0317 *065 .0027 .030 +0018
 
.050 o947 .0318 1.8 .09 1,2 .10 .945 .0317 .062 .0026 .030 .0018
 
1100 ,751 .0319 2,0 .13 1,6 .09 949 .0318 .057 .0025 .034 ,0024 

.150 .977 ,0317 2.6 .10 1.3 .09 .974 10316 .062 .0026 ,045 .0023
 
.200 ,791 .0319 2.1 .12 1,4 .13 .988 .0318 .062 .0031 .036 .0024
 
+250 1.015 .0318 2.1 .12 1.8 .12 1.013 .0317 .057 .0027 .037 .0024 

.300 1.025 .0317 2.0 .08 2.2 .09 1.023 .0317 .051 .0022 .036 .0018
 
.350 1.044 .0317 1.8 .07 1.8 +09 1.042 ,0317 .058 .0024 .033 .0017 

,400 1.049 .0318 2.4 .11 2.1 .12 1,047 .0317 .053 .0028 .043 .0024
 
,550 1,071 .0318 1,9 .10 1,9 .12 1,069 .0318 .058 .0028 .035 .0022
 
,700 1.078 .0318 1.4 .08 1.6 .12 1.076 .0318 .064 .0029 .027 .0017
 
,850 V.074 +0318 .9 .12 2.0 .10 1,072 .0318 .056 .0025 .018 ,0023
 
1.000 1_071 .0318 .4 .09 1.8 .18 1.069 .0318 .060 .0038 .007 .0018
 
Upstream Velocity Uzo= 30.6 ;,/ ( - .69)
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Table H60. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5,0 Y Zc/C = 2,07 o R = 12,5 % 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION PT2 P2 
2T/S De (/-) KPa KPa (/-) PT2/PT1 (+/-) 
-1.000 4.2 .13 99.76 .017 99.21 .017 .9994 *00024 
-.850 4+4 .07 99.78 6017 99,20 017 .9997 .00024 
-.700 4,2 .10 99.78 .017 99.19 .017 .9996 .00024 
-550 4.5 .08 99,78 .017 99.20 .017 .9997 .00024 
-.400 3.7 .16 99.76 .017 99.19 .017 .9995 .00024 
-.350 
-. 300 4,34.3 .09.10 99.7599,74 .017.017 99,2099.20 .017.017 .9993*9992 .00024.00024 
-.250 4.7 .07 99473 .017 99.20 .017 .9991 .00024 
-200 4.3 .10 99,70 .017 99,19 .017 .9989 .00024 
-.150 4.4 .11 99.70 .017 99,20 .017 .9989 .00024 
-.100 4.3 .08 99.68 .017 99119 1017 .9987 .00024 
-.050 4.4 .11 99.67 .017 99.19 .017 .9985 .00024 
0,000 4.4 .09 99,67 .017 99,19 .017 .9985 .00024. 
.050 4.2 .10 99,68 .017 99,19 .017 .9986 .00024 
.100 40 .10 99.68 .017 99,20 .017 .9987 .00024 
.150 4.5 .10 99.71 .017 99,19 .'017 .9989 *00024 
.200 4.1 .13 99,72 ,017 99,19 ,017 ,9990 .00024 
.20 3.8 .12 99,75 .017 99.19 .017 .9993 .00024 
.300 3.5 .08 99.76 .017 99.19 *017 .9994 .00024 
.350 3.6 609 99.73 017 99,19 .017 .9996 .00024 
.400 3.7 .12 99-078 .017 99.19 ,017 .9997 .00024 
.550 3.7 .12 99,81 .017 99.19 .017 .9999 .00024 
.700 3.7 .11 99,82 .017 99.19 .017 1,0000 .00024 
.850 3.1 .10 99.81 ".017 99,19 .017 1,0000 .00024 
1,000 3.2 .18 99.82 .017 99.20 .017 1.0000 .00024 
Upstream Total Pressure PTI = 99,82 KPa (d+/- .017) 
Uistream Static Pressure F1 = 99,28 KPa (f/- .017) 
Table H61. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5,0 9 Zc/C z 2,07 y R = 16.7 %
 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS
 
POSITION Pitch Anr Yaw Ar.g

2T/S U/Uzo (+/-) De4 (+/-) De (+/-) Uz/Uzo (+/-) Ut/Uzo (+/-) Ur/Uzo (+/-)

-1.000 1.054 .0315 1.4 .10 .7 .12 1.051 .0314 .080 .0033 .027 .0019
 
-.850 1.041 .0313 1.0 .11 +8 Ili 1.038 .0312 .077 .0030 +018 .0020
 
-.700 1.049 .0313 .9 .09 .6 .06 1.046 .0312 .080 .0028 .016 .0017
 
-.550 1,048 .0313 .2 +11 1.2 .13 1.045 .0313 .070 .0032 .004 .0021
 
-#400 1.039 .0314 
 -.2 .20 1.4 .11 1.037 .0313 .065 ,0029 -.004 .0036.
 
-.350 1+025 .0312 .0 .10 .5 .09 1,022 .0312 .080 .0029 .000 .0018
 
-.300 1.019 ,0312 .2 10? +5 .07 1016 .0311 .080 
 .0028 .004 .0015
 
-.250 1.004 .0312 1 .7 1.001 .076
-. .10 .09 .0311 .0028 -.001 .0018 
-.200 .981 .0312 .1 .10 .5 .13 978 .0312 .077 .0033 .002 .0017 Na 
-.150 .974 .0312 .6 .11 .7 .09 .972 .0311 .073 .0028 .010 .0018 
-.100 .960 .0313 1.3 .12 .6 .08 .957 .0312 .073 .0027 .021 ,0021 
-.050 .945 .0313 1.2 .13 .6 .10 .942 .0312 *072 .0029 .019 .0022 
0.000 	 .946 .0314 1.7 .21 .9 .10 .943 .0313 .068 .0028 .028 ,0036

.050 .952 .0313 2.4 .12 .8 113 .948 .0312 .070 .0031 .040 .0024
 
100 .976 .0312 2.8 .15 1.1 .12 .973 .0311 .066 .0029 .048 .0030 o0 
.150 .987 .0313 2,7 .12 1,4 .10 .984 .0313 .061 .0026 .046 .0026 ' 
.200 1.002 .0313 2.6 .10 1.3 .i .999 .0312 ,065 .0028 .046 .0023 u0 
.250 1.017 .0313 1.7 .14 1.7 .08 1.015 .0313 .059 ,0023 .031 .0027 0 
.300 1.018 .0313 2.2 .22 1.1 ,21 1.015 .0312 .069 .0042 .039 .0041 Ur­
.350 1.015 .0314 2.0 .14 1.5 10 1,013 .0313 .061 .0026 ,035 10028 0 
.400 1.029 .0320 1.9 .13 1.6 ,16 1,026 .0319 .060 .0034 .034 .0026
 
.550 1.050 .0313 1.7 .10 1.4 .13 1.047 .0313 .066 .0031 .031 .0020 c
 
,700 1.056 .0313 1.4 .10 2.0 .11 1.054 .0313 .055 .0026 .026 .0021 1
 
.850 1.058 ,0313 .7 I1i .8 .27 1.055 -.0312 078 .0055 .012 .0021
 
1.000 11060 
 .0313 .1 .09 1.5 +15 1.058 .0313 .065 .0034 .001 .0017 
UFatream Velocity Uzo = 30.8 ro/s (U/- .68) 
Probe Yaw Offset Angle = 5.0 Deg 
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Table H62. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (BEG) = 5.0 f Zc/C = 2.07 r R = 16.7 % 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 



















-.850 4,4 41 99.79 .017 99,20 *017 .9997 .00024 
-*700 4.5 .08 99,79 .017 99,19 .017 .9998 .00024 



















-.300 4.5 .07 99.75 .017. 99.19 .017 .9994 .00024 
-,250 4.3 .09 99,74 .017 99.19 .017 .9992 .00024 
-200 4.5 .13 99.72 .017 99.19 ,017 .9990 .00024 
-.150 4.3 .09 99.71 .017 99,19 .017 .9989 .00024 
-1I00' 4.6 .08 99,70 .017 99,19 .017 .9988 .00024 
-,050 4,5 .10 99,68 .017 99,19 .017 .9987 .00024 
0.000 4.5 .12 99.69 .017 99,20 .017 t9987 00024 
.050 4,9 *13 99.70 .017 99.20 .017 .9988 ,00024 
.100 4.6 .13 99,72 .017 99.20 .017 .9990 .00024 



















.300 4.4 .21 99.77 .017 99.21 .017 .9996 .00024 
.350 4.0 .11 99,76 .017 99,20 .017 .9995 *00024 
.400 3.8 .15 99.79 .019 99.21 .017 .9997 .00025 
.550 4.0 ,13 99.81 .017 99.21 .017 1,0000 .00024 
.700 3.3 .11 99.82 .017 99,21 .017 1.0001 .00024 
1850 4.3 .27 99,82 .017 99,21 .017 1,0000 .00024 
1.000' 3.5 .15 99,82 .017- 99,20 .017 1.0000 .0002 
Upstream 
Upstream 
Total Pressure PT1 







Table H63., FIVE-IIOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE DEG) = 5,0 Zc/C 2,07 R = 25.0
 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION Pitch ApA Yaw-k 
2T/S U/Uzn (+1-) Deg (+/-) Deg (f/ ) Uz/Uzo (1/-) Ut/UZo (+/-) Up/Uzo (+/-) 
-1000 1,063 .0313 1,1. .10 .4 .07 1'.060 .0312 #086 .0029 .021 .0019 
1,05061 62,0313 .8 .06 -.1 .06 1,058 .0311 .094 .0030 015 .0013
 
-,700 1,069 .0313 .9 .06 r.1 .06 1.064 .0312 .095 .0030 .017 *0012
 
-.550 1,058 .0313 .3 .0 -t3 .0? 1.054 .0311 .097 .0033 .005 .0015
 
-,400 1,056. .0312 t2 .07 -.3 .10 1.051 .0311 .097 .0034 .004 t0013
 
.35 1.043 00312 .0 .11 .1 08 1.039 .0311 .089 .0031 .000 .0020
 
-.300 1045 .0312 -,9 .10 -,3 .07 1.041 .0311 :997 .0032 -#000 ,0018
 
-.250 1,027 .0312 1 .1? 61 .09 1+023 .0311 .068 +0031 .001 .0035
 
-.200 1.013 .0312 5 .16 -,2 .09 1.009 +-311 .091 .0032 .009 .0028
 
'.150 .97? .0312 t5 18 -. 3 .09 .995 .0310 .092 +0032 1009 .0032
 
-.100 .977 .0312 1,6  20 -.4 +09 +972 0311 .092 .0034 +027 .0035
 
-,050 95? .0312 i. .,23 -*3 .09 +954 .0311 .089 .0032 .030 .003?
 
0,000 .958 .0312 2,6 +15 -.3 .13 .953 .0311 +089 .0036 .044 .0029
 
,050 .969 .0312 2,8 .14 -.2 +08 .964 .0310 .088 .0031 .047 .0028
 
.I00 .974 .0313 3.6 .15 -.3 .09 .96s .0311 .089 0032 .065 .0033
 
.150 ,987 .0314 2,7 .16 .-,2 ti0 .982 .0313 .089 .0033 .047 .0031
 
.200 1.007 .0313 3.5 +08 -.1 .10 1.001 .0311 .089 .0032 .062 .0024 0 0
 
,250 1,022 0313 3.3 .15 -.2 .13 1.016 .0311 .092 .0036 .059 +0032 -nm 
.300 1,042 .0312 3.1 e11 .4 .10 1.337 .0311 .083 .0031 .057 t0026 "0G 
.350 1.043 .0314 2.0 .29 .2 o11 1.039 .0312 .987 +0033 +036 .0054 o 
.400 1.044 .0312 2,8 .16 .3 .15 1.039 .0311 .085 .0037 .051 .0033 ;6 
+550 1+064 .0313 2.1 .11 .7. .12 1,061 .0312 .079 ,0032 .039 +0024 3­
+700 1063 .0313 o4 .09 .1 .18 1,059 ',0312 .090 .0042 .008 .0017 0 
.b50 1.068 .0313 -.3 -+10 .6 .12 1.065 .0312 .081 *0033 -.006 .0018 
1.000 1,066 .0313, -+9 +08 .4 .12 1,063 .0312 ,085 +0034 -,018 ,0016 mUFstreim VElocitw .Uzo = 30,9 m/s (F/- .68)' 
Ptobe Yaw Offset Angle = 5.0 Deg 
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Table H64. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE.PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEC) = 5,0 1 Zc/C = 2,07 f' = '25.0 
NORMALIZED EXT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 

















-,850 5.1 .06 99.81 .17 99.19 .017 1*0000 .00024 
-.700 5.2 .06 99.82 .017 99.19 .017 1*0000 .00024 








97.80 .017 .017 99,2099,20 ;017<017 .9999 .9998 .00024.00024 
-.300 5.3 .07 95.80 .017 99.20 .017 .9998 .00024 
-.250 4.9 .09 99.78 .017 99,20 .017 .9994 .00024 
-.200 5.2 .09 97,77 .017 99.21 .017 ,9995 ,00024 
-.150 5+3 .09 99.75 .017 99.20 .017 +9993 .00024 
-.100 5.6 .11 9972 .017 99,20 .017 .999-1 .00024 
-.050 5,6 .11 99.71 +017 99,20 .017 .9,989 .00024 
0.000 6.0 .13 99.71 .017 99.21 .017 .9989 .00024 
.050 5.9 .09 99,72 .017 99.20 .017 .9990 .00024 
.100 6.5 .11 99.72 4017 99.20 .017 99771 -.00024 
.150 5.8 ,.12 99.73 .018 99.20 .017 .9992 .00b24 
.200 6.2 .09 99.76 .017 99.20 .017 .9994 .00024 
.70 6.1 .3 99.78 .017 99.21 .017 +9996 .00024 
.300 5.5 .41 97.79, 017 99.20 .017 .9998 +00024 
.350 - 5.2 .15 97.79 .017 99.20 .017 .9998 .00024 
.400 54 .15 99.,79 .017 99.20 .017 .9998 .00024 
.550 4.8 .',2 99+2 .017 99-20 017, 1,0000 .00024 
.700 4.9 +18 99.81 .017 99.20 .017 1+0000 .00024 
.850 4.4 .12 99.81 .017 99.19 .017 1.0000 ,00024 
1.000 4.7 12 99181 .017 99.19 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-. Upstream Total Pressure PTI 
Upstream Static Pressure el 




Table H65. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 5,0 , Zc/C 2+07 y 1 33.3 % 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION 




De (+/-) Uz/Uzo (+'-) Ut/Uzo (+/-) Ur/Uzo (+/-) 
-1.000 1,072 .0314 .6 t08 -.3 .09 1,067 .0312 +099 .0034 .011 +0015 
-0850 1,069 .0313 +3 +11 -.4 .07 1.064 .0312 .100 .0032 o005 .0020 
-o700 1,066 .0313 1 ,09 -.5 .06 1.061 .0312 .103 .0032 .001 .0017 
-*550 1.068 .0313 -.0 .07 -.9 .08 1.063 .0312 +109 .0035 -.000 .0013 
-,400 1*058 t0313 .2 .08 -1,0 .09 1+052 .0312 .111 .0037 .004 .0015 
-,350 1,049 .0313 .3 .11 -t9 .06 1,044 .0311 .108 .0034 .006 .0020 
-.300 1,044 .0313 .7 10 -.9 .07 1,036 ,0311 .107 .0035 .017 0019 
-,250 1,036 .0313 .9 .09 -.9 .09 1.330 .0311 .107 .0036 .016 .0017 
-.200 -1.016 .0314 .3 .12 -1.1 .07 1.011 .0313 .108 .0037 ,005 t0021 
-.150 .999 .0313 1#2 +23 -1,1 .09 .993 .0311 .106 .003k .022 .0041 
-1100 .994 .0313 18 .,25 -.7 .08 .989 .0311 .099 .0034 .031 .0044 
-.050 +777 .0313 1.0 .33 -1.1 .09 .972 .0312 .103 t0037 .018 +0057 
0.000 .971 .0313 2,0 +22 -.9 .07 +966 .0311 .100 .0034 .033 +0038 
.050 .972 *0312 2+8 .13 -.8 .08 .966 .0310 .099 .0034 .048 .0027 
.100 I989s03132.5 . 3 -.9 .12 .983 .0311 .101 .0038 .044 .0058 
.150 .990 .0312 3,6 .19 -,9 .07 .983 .0310 .101 .0034 .063 .0038 0 o 





























.350 1,049 .0313 3.7 .12 -.8 .07 1,041 .0311 .105 .0034 .067 0029 0 
t400 1.052 .0313 2,8 .16 -.8 ,07 1,045 .0311 6107 .0034 .052 10033 a 
.550 1,058 .0313 t9 .12 -,7 .09 1.052 .0312 .105 0035 017 0022 
,700 1,066 .0313 -.0 .07 -.3 .03 1,061 ,0312 .098 .0032 -.000 .0016 
,850 1,066 .0313 -.9 ,09 -16 .06 1,061 .0312 .105 .0033 -.017 .0018 
1,000 1.067 .0314 -­1.2 .09 -.6 .09 1.062 ,0312 .104 .0035 -,022 .0018 
U-etrEam Velocits Uzo = 306 U s +/- .68) 
Probe Yew Offset Angle = 5.0 Deg 
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Table H66. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE 'ROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 5.0 Zc/C = 2.07 v R 33.3 Z 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION PT2 P2 1 
2T1S Deg (1/-) KPa (+/-) KPa (+1-) PT2/PT1 (+/-) 
-1,000 5.3 .09 99.82 .017 99.19 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.850 5.4 .07 99.81 .017 99.19 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.700 5.5 .06 99.82 .017 99.20 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-. 550 5.9 .08 99.82 .017 99.20 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.400 6.0 .09 99.81 .017 99.20 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-#350 5,9 .06 99.80 .017 99.20 .017 ,9999 .00024 
-.300 6.0 .08 99.79 .017 99.19 .017 .9998 .00024 
-.250 6.0 .09 99.78 .017 99.19 .017 .9996 .00024 
-. 200 6.1 .09 99.76 .017 99.20 .017 .9995 .00024 
-.150 6.2 .10 99.74 .017 99.20 .017 .9993 .00024 
-.100 6.0 .11 99#74 .017 99.20 .017 .9992 .00024 
-.050 6.1 .11 99.72 .017 99.20 .017 .9991 .00024 
0.000 6*2 .09 99.72 *017 97.20 .017 .9990 .00024 
.050 6*5 .09 99,72 .017 99,21 .017 .9991 .00024 
.100 6+4 .17 99,74 .017 99,21 017 .9993 .00024 
.150 6#9 .12 99.74 .017 99,21 .017 .9993 *00024 
.200 6.4 .14 99.76 .017 99,20 .017 .9995 .00024 
.250 7.2 .13 99,78 .017 99o20 .017 +9996 .00024 



















.550 5.8 .09 99.81 .017 99.20 .017 1.0000 .00024 
.700 5*3 .08 99.82 .017 99.20 .017 10000 .00024 
+850 5.7 .06 99.82 .017 99.20 .017 100000 .00024 
1.000 5.7 .09 99.82 .017 99.20 .017 1.0001 .0002 
Upstream Total Pressure PTI 









INCIDENCE ANGLt (DEC & 5.0 1 ZC/C 2.07 I 5.0 Z
 
Table H67; FIVE-IDLE PRESSURE PROD .... 

NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITIN A'n -. YaPich 
2TS_.2 1 Deg (ft D~i( fwI uz/uha 4-r Ut/AU2o (+) U/± +/fl
 
-1.000 1.065 .0314 .1 -07 -1.1 i11 14059 10313 .113 .0039 .001 .0018
 
,.856 1.069 .0315 -i2 '.07 -.8 .i2 i.064 40303 .107 .0039 -004 .0013
 
.700 1.069 .0314 -.2 .I0 I.3 i67 1.062 .033 .117 .00-37 '005 .0019
 
t.to .035 1l .09 -1.0 l10 1,058 MIS- i=1 .003d '-.002 *o004.044 -.
-.400 1065 .0314 i4 .10 '.A .i3 1.69 .0315 .07 .0039 .007 .00O9
 
1.360.I055 .6314 .2 410 -1.O .06 i.049 .0312 .111 0035 .004 .00i9
 
-.300 1.043 .ofi4 . .i3 '1,o .i2 1.037 .0312 .10? .0039 .013 .0023
 
-.250 1.032 .0314 1.1 .11 -1.0 .0? 1i26 .03it .108 .0035 020. .0021

-t,200 1.00L .A313 1.0 .00 -i,1 .09 1000 0311 .107 .0037 .018 .0015
 
-.150 973 . 314 1.7 i15 -1.i i12 .'6 .0312 i166 .003 .036 .0027
 
-.100 .982 .0313 1,3 .11 -.8 .10 -.976 .0312 .100 .0036 .023 .0020
 
-.050 ,?65 .0314 2.1 .14 -1.0 .07 .959 .0312 .100 .0035 .036 .0026
 
o.Odo .963 .0314 1.9 .10 -.9 .08 .757 .0312 .098 .0035 .032 .0020
 
.050 .971 .0313 1.9 .23 -.9 .0 .965 .0312 .099 *0035 .02 .0040
 
i100 .984 .0313 2.1 .12 -.7 .10 .978 .0312 .097 .0035 .036 .0024 0 0
 
.0312 .072 .0032 .031 ;0047 n;
.150 1.001 .0313 1.8 .27 -.3 .09 .996 

+200 1.012 .013. 1.9 .20 -,4 09 i.007 .0312 .095 .0033, i633 0037 G
 
.250 1+027 .0313 2.7 .13 -1.1 .15 10021 .0311 i108 ;0042 .048 .0027 0
 
.3oO ios8 .0315 1.6 .20 -.. .13 1.053 .0313 .106 .0040 .029 .0039
8 

.350 1.054 .0314 2.0 2-3 -1.1 .09 1.047 .0312 .111 .0037 .037 .0043 0o1­
.4o0 I.057 .0314 2*2 .09 -.0 .li 1.051 .0313 .166 .037' .040 .0021 W 
i550 1.063 i0314 .3 .17 1.2 .15 1.057 .0313 .115 .0043 .006 .0032 
.700 1.061 .0314 .3 .09 -1.2 .12 1.055 .0312 .i15 .0041 .005 .0017
 
.850 1.065 .0314 -.3 .09 -.5 .07 1.056 .0312 +121 .0038 -.005 .007
 
*00 4 4  .OQO. I+061. .0314 -.8 .07 -.7 .16 1.055 .0312 .110 -.016 .0013
Upstrei Velocits Uzo = 30.7 /s (+/- ,68) 
Probe Yaw ffset Argle = 5.0 Deg 
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Table 	H68. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG, = 5.0 1 Zc/C = 2.07 y R = 50.0 %"
 
,ORALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION PT2 P2 
2T S Des (+-) IPa (1-) (Pa (+/-) PT2IPT1 (+/-)
MA1 95.81 .017 9920 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
-.050 5.8 .12 99.82 .017 99.19 .017 1,0000 .00024
 
-.700 6.3 .07 99.82 .017 99.20 .017 1.0001 .00024
 
-.511 6. 0 M 99*82 .017 9?.20 .017 1+0000 *00024
 
-.400 5.8 .13 9981 017 7,20 *017 1*0000 *00024
 
-.30 6.0 06 99.80 .017 99.20 .017 .9999 .00024
 
-.300 6.1 .12 99.79 .017 99.20 .017 .9997 .00024
 
.250 6.1 .07 99,77 .017 99.19 .017 ".9996 .00024
 
o.200 	 6.2 .09 99,7 .017 99.19 .017 .9993 .00024
 
-,150 6.3 .12 99,73 .017 99.19 .017 .9991 .00024
 
-M0 6.2 .10 97.72 +017 99.20 .017 .9991 .00024
 
-.050 6.3 .08 99,70 M7 99.20 .017 9989 +00024
 
v,300 6.2 .07 99.70 .017 99,20 .017 .9989 .00024
 
*050 6.2 +11 99.71 .017 9920 .017 .9990 .00024
 
.100 hi .i0 99,72 *017 99,19 .017 .9991 ,00024
 
,10 5.6 .12 97.74 .017 99,20 .017 .9993 .00024 
.200 5 .10 97.75 .017 97.19 .017 .9994 .00024 
.250 6.6 .14 99.77 .017 9%20 017 9996 00024 
.3 6,0 .4 ?9,80 .017 99.20 .017 .9999 .00024
 
.350 6,4 .11 99,81 .017 99.20 *017 .9999 .00024
 
.400 6+2 .10 99.80 .017 99.19 +017 *9999 .00024
 
.550 6.2 .15 99.81 .017 99,20 .017 1,0000 .00024
 
.700 6.2 .12 99.82 .017 99,20 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
.850 6,5 .07 99.31 +017 99.20 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
1.00 	 6.0 .16 99.82 017 99.20 .017 1.0000 .00024 
Upseam Total Pressure PT1 = 99.81 kPa (+1 .017) 
Upstream Static Pressure F! = 99,27 KPa (+/- .017) 
Table H69. ,IVE-IOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA 
4Lt$jn:,'rI A = r.0 Zc/C 2.07 R 66.7 %fLt.L 
n RMLIZED NORMALIZED 	 NORMALIZED 
t WAI IA 	 31 " T V 
.ANENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION Pitch A n.- "Ow A,,b 
2T/S U/Uzo' F- ) Deg De Uz/Uzo (WU-) (+/-) (+/-)U CI'-) (+/'-) 	 UtUzo UrlUzo 
-1,000 .,62 0311 4 1 -112 .08 1,056 ,115T,03T7UUW'UU2400307 

-.850 1.060 .0311 -.0 .09 -1,3 .08 1.053 .0309 .116 .0037 -,000 .0017
 
-.700 1.060 .0311 .0 t09 -.9 .10 1.055 .0309 .108 .0037 .000 .0016
 
.550 1.060 .0311 1 .10 -.3 .12 1,055 .0309 *107 .0038 .007 .0019
 
-.400 1,052 .0311 .9 ,07 -.4 .09 1.047 .0309 .098 0033 .017 .0017
 
-.350 1,046 0.011 1.0 .09 -.3 .07 1.042 t0309 .096 .0031 .019 .0017
 
-.300 1.036 .0310 1.2 .10 1 .07 1.032 t0309 .088 .0029 .022 .0020
 
-,"150 .14 -. 1 .07 1.013 00g .090 .0030 ,017 .0025
 
-.200 .7979 0310 1.4 .11 .1 ,07 .995 .0309 .086 .0030 .024 .0020
 
-.15 .973 .0310 1.4 .06 -,5 .09 .969 .0309 .093 .0033 .024 ,0015
 
-.lob 951 0311 1.3 .10 -.1 .08 .947 .0309 ,084 .0031 ,022 .0018
 
-. 050 .936 .0311 1.2 ,12 .2 .11 .933 .0310 ,078 .0032 .020 .0020
 
0.000 	 .917 ,0312 1.0 .17 -. 2 .10 .913 .0311 .082 .0032 .016 .0028
 
,050 r. .0312 1,2 .13 -,1 .08 *918 .0311 .082 .0031 .020 t0022
922 

I.00 .946 ,0311 1.7 ,09 -.3 112 .941 .0310 .088 .0035 .027 .0017
 
S .754 0311 .10 -. 1 .14 .749 .0309 .085 .0036 .035 .0020
 
.200 6981 .0310 1,6 .15 -.0 .10 .977 .0309 .086 .0032 *027 .0027
 
,250 1.002 .0310 1.9 110 -. 2 .08 .997 .0308 .091 .0031 .034 .0020
 
.300 1.024 .0311 2,1 .10 -13 .06 1.019' .0309 .095 .0031 .038 .0021
 
.3O0 1.031 .0310 1.1 .11 -.5 .07 1.026 .0309 .099 .0032 ,020 .0021 
.400 1.048 ,03 1.2 .15 -.6 .07 1.043 .0309 .102 .0033 .022 .0029 Ct 
,50 i,057 .0311 ,7 ,16 -.1 t0 1.055 .0310 .094 .0031 .012 .0031 
.700 1.0=5 0314 .6 .10 -.6 .07 1,050 .'0309 .103 .0033 .015 .0019
.350 1.056 .0311 .7 .09 -7 .09 1.051 .0309 .105 .0035 ,013 .0016
 
____ _ 1.060 .0311 .5 .09 -.7 .14 1.055 .0309 .105 .0040 .008 .0017 
UpFtrea. Velocit5 Uzo = 30.9 ./s (+/- .66) 




OF POOR QUALn1-y 
Table H70. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5.0 Zc/C = 2.07 , R - 66.7 Z 
NORMALIZED EXIT, TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
T.NGENTIIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
.,5e eA %'3, ' 1 1 PXp W/ RPS / PT'iPTI ( +/-) 


















S 2,8 017 99.20 .017 1,0000 .00024 



















-250 5.2 .07 99,77 .017 99,20 .017 *9996 .00024 
-0200 5.1 .08 99,75 .017 99+20 .017 .9993 .00024 
-.150 5.7 .09 99.72 .017 99,20 .017 .9991 .00024 
-.100 5,2 .08 99.,7 .017 99.20 *017 .9989 .00024 
-.050 4.9 .11 99.68 .017 99.20 .017 .9987 .00024 
0.000 512 *10 99,66 .017 99.20 .017 .9985 .00024 
.050 5.2 .09 99.67 .017 99.20 .017 .9985 .00024 
.100 5.6 .12 99.69 .017 99,20 *017 +9988 *00024 
.150 5,5 .13 99,70 .017 99,20' ,017 .9989 ,00024 
,200 5.3 .10 99.73 .017 99.20 .017 *9991 .00024 
.250.5.6 .08 99.7f .017 99.20 .017 .9994 .00024 
.300 5.7 .06 99.77 .017 99.20 .017 .9996 .00024 
3.03 .78 .017 99.20 .017 .9997 ,"0024 
.400 5,7 .03 99,80 .017 99,20 .017 .9999 .00024 
+.5 5.2 .08 99,81 .017 99.20 .017 1,0000 .00024 
/700 5.7 5079.81 .017 99.20 .017 1.0000 600024 
.350 5.7 .09 99,81 .017 99.20 .017 1,0000 *00024 
14000 5.7 
U7:tret-
.1, 99.32 .017 






UFstreear Static Pressure r = 99.26 kPa (+/- .017) 
Table H71. FIVE-,.OLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE .VELOCITY DATA -

INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5.0 Zc/C = 2.07 t R 833 Z
 
ORMALIZED NORM.LIED- NORMALIZEDIANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
^POSlON Pitch r, Yaw M­
2T/S UIUzo (+1-) Dea (+/-) fEA (*/-) Uz/Uzo (+/-) Ut/Uzo ( H-) lr/Uzo (+/-)
 
-1,000 1I057 .0313 1.1 .09 -. 4 ,11 1#052 .0311 .100 .0036 .020 .0017
 
-,850 1.061 .0313 1,0 .08 .0 .17 1.057 10312 .092 .0042 .018 .0015
 
-.700 1.058 .0313 1.1 .06 -.3 .10 1.053 .0311 .097 .0034 .020 .0013
 
-50 1.056 .0313 1.3 .07 -.3 .09 1.051 .0311 .097 .0033 .024 .0015
 
-.400 1,041 .0312' 1.6 .06 -.6 .14 1,035 .0311 .101 .0039 .029 .0014
 
-,350 1,030 .03" 1.8 .10 -.0 10 1,026 *0311 .090 .0032 .032 .0020
 
-t300 1,006 0317 18 109 -.2 .03 1.002 .0311 .091 .0032 .032 .0018
 
-. 50 .966 .0312 1.7 .06 -.1 610 1982 .0311 .088 .0032 .029 .0014
 
-,200 .758 .0313 1.7 12 -. .10 .954 .0312 .085 .0032 *029 ,0023
 
-.150' .924 .0314 I,0 .13 .1 .10 .920 .0313 .079 .0031 .017 10022 0 
-.100 .918 .0315 .7 .12 .2 .09 1914 .0314 .077 .0030 .011 .0020 
-.050 .886 .0317 -.1 .10 .1 .10 .683 .0315 .076 .0031 -,001 .0016 
0.000 S665 .0316 -,6 .10 .1 .09 .862 .0316 .076 .0031 -.010 .0016
 
053 .37 0316 -1.1.2 .2 .I0 83 .0315 .075 .0031 -.017 .0020
 
.100 .911 .0315 -,6 *08 .1 .08 .908 .0313 .078 .0030 -.009 .0013 n 
.150 .922 .0314 .4 I1I -.1 .11 .918 .0313 .083 .0033 .007 .0018 -0 
.200 .943 .0313 1*0 416 .1 .08 .939 .0312 .061 .0030 0016 .0027 0 
.250 .977 .0312 1.5 .13 -.4 .11 *973 .0311 .092 .0035 .026 .0024 r 
.300 ;97 .0312 2,1 .08 -t3 .08 .982 .0310 .090 .0032- .036 .0017
 
.350 1.018 .0312 1*9 .10 -.4 .12 1.013 .0311 .096 .0036 .033 .0020 C
 
,400 1.029 .0312 1.9 .09 -.2 .12 1.024 .0311 .093 .0036 .035 .0019
 
550 1,047 .0313 1.5 .11 -.3 .10 1.042 .0311 .097 .0034 .028 .0022
 
.700 1.049 .0313 1.4 .07 -.6 0b 1.043 .0311 .102 .0034 .026 .0015
 
1850 1.047 .0312 .9 .O -.6 .08 . 1.041 .0311 .103' .0034 .017 .0014
 
1,000 1,045 .0312 .8 .09 -. .1^ 1.040 .0311 .0037 .014 .0017
l 105 

IJF;Lao Vs odity Uzn = 30,8 mI/s (+/- .68)
Prob Ylaw Offset Angle = 5.0 Deg 
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Table 	H72. FIVE-HOLE pRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA
 
I..CIIIENE ANGLE IDEG) = 5#0 ,Zc/C = 2,07 9 R =83.3 X
 
NnOM.ALIZE EXT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE
 
TANGENTIAL AINGL PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY
 
POST TO 	 P2
 SM O PT2 P 
2T/S Deg III.-) 9Pa ( +/-) K~ -) T1T ­
1.O00 5*5 .11 99.81 .017 79.21 .017 1,0000 .00024 
-.850 5.1 .17 99.92 .017 99.244 .017 1.0001 ,00024 
-"70 5.4 .Ile 79.2 .0'7 99,21 .017 1.0001 .00024 
-.50 51 .07 99431 .017 99*20 .017 1000 002
 
-.400 5.3 .13 "130O .017 99M2 .017 .9999 .00024
 
-+ S0 5.3 .10 99+79 .007 99.21 *017 .99?8 .00024
 
-.300 	 .0 .017 9720 017 .97?4 .00024
+ 5 7.75 

o, 09 9,7 07 920,t +7992 ,00024
 
-. 0 . 10 99.73 +00 79.20 +017 .99.02
 
-.10r.0 1I0 07 9.0.1 +?6
9989 	 .00024
 
-.I00 1+ 0 99.17 .017 99+20 .017 .95.02
 
ISO 5.0 .10 99.67 .017 9 M O2 017 9986 00024
 
0.1000. 4+ .09 ?9.67 .017 99,21 +017 .9985 .00024
 
.050 4*7 *10 97+64 .017 099.21 *017 +9983 .00024
 
O.I00 CI0 +09 99.63 .017 Y9.21 .017 .9982 .00024
 
.10 A.I 99.64 *017 - 921 *017 .9983 .00024
 
400 5.0 .09 79.70 .017 921 #017 .9985 +00024
 
•250 5+2 #11 Y7 67 017 99 M2 017 9986 00024
 
.300 S5 08 91407 99*1 .017 .9988 +00024
 
+ 0 5+7 #09 99+70 *017 92 07 .96 004
 
• 0 . .2 9.9.07 9.1.017 .9991 #00024
 
50 5 IV 99,74 ;017 99,21 *017 +99930 .00024
 
4700 5.5 *08 99.79 .017 79.21 *017 9 97 00024
 
.70v 5.7 -.08 - 9981 *oil- 99.21 .017 .9999 .00024
 
1.000 	 5.8 .10 79.80 .017 99+21 .017 .9999 .00024,
 
'UpstreomTotaI Pressure PTI =97.81KPa / .017)
 
u-.aream static pre-ssure F1 97+27 KPa (+1- .017)
 
Table H73. FIV-OLE PRSSURE PRODE fArE VELOCITY DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (BEG) = 10.0 F Zc/C .96 t R = 4.2 % 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION 
2T/S "'"/UZo ,/) 
Pitch Anq Yew 
De 1/-) Deg 
Anr 
(/I... Uz/Uzo (W/-) Ut/Uzo (I/-) Ur/Uzo W/-) 
-1.000 1,011 .0333 .7 .00 -2.0 .20 .789 .0325 .211 ,0077 .00 .0015 
-.050 .990 .0335 I8 110 -1.0 Ili s972 .0329 .109 ,0066 *014 .0017 



























-.350 .903 .0345 .4 .10 ".7 116 .303 .0339 .167 .0068 .006 .001s 
.300 .927 .042 .3 .I0 16 ,16 .911 .0336 .170 w0067.004 lo= 
.25 W0 .A340 Al.0 -17 3601 .33. 102 .r073 .006tine AAI 
-. 200 ;700 .0336 .5 .09 -. 9 12 .084 .0330 .170 40366 000 to 
-0100 .043 0350 1.3 .10 -1.2 .19 .027 .0344 "164.0073 .01? .0017 
-.050 .014 .0345 1,4 .14 6 .12 .803 .0340 .134 .000, .020 0021 
0.000 .010 .0345 2.0 .14 .4 *10 .77 .0340 .135 .3005 .027 .0023 
.050 ,830 0343 2.1 .13 1.3 .13 .020 .0337 .125 .0055 .030 *0022 
000 .9S .0347 1.5 11 2.0 .12 867 .0343 .122 .0051 .023 .0019 







































































































I00 K9 -- A332 . .06 1 ,5 '. 1 - " ,9 my .007 1001 4 
Probe.L Yaw ffset Ask.fl = 4A0 A T... 
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Table H74. --OLE ......E PROBE WAKE PIUE DATA4.2 
D) ,.LE ZcC . t R ,'4.2 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOfTAL f~r3CsunR 
TAN.IAL ANGLE PRESURE ,-,,- RECOVERY 
rO I'TIO fl--
----
LI,') De- 11-) 0Fa ( +-,'a4-) PU/PT1 +-) 
































.2716 99.9299.90 .022.019 79,4899,47 .017.017 9733.9981 .00027.00025 
-300 
-.2 


























.017f017 *9976 7776T . 24 nv02 
.007.5 4,.12 99.62 6017 m77,40 17*017 .i773973 *VVV24002 
A A-lAv £ ' Ai.vv flll77.02 AIoil if7,40 n 4*97 fIl-,?7773 A 'II 
.017 ?7+4 .01fl7 ?775fi 0=A4
+13 AAA.Ar/I 011 77+A'04^ ,8 - i7i t.l /I4~ flflr~bt .IS// , 
0,4 .1 Vltt?. vvv, 
*nA V AA1 
" ^ . 4,., 0*7 * 

V 0f0A4 
+MJ 7.9 +08 i000 *V1j tttl.4 ± 4)/4 VVtt 
.250 0.t .90 ± 10 Oic 77+4 *v17 77?2 +000025 
.150 '' .0 +07 7.940* .010 ?7+400 *71.. °r '",,.,VV.^^
0 1VO06 .017 i 17 - 7 .00024f..100.9 ?7.40 

nnnr+050 .0, 100 .01.7 77+4 07 ??7 0024 
.400 7.3' .07 10o.02 .t7/747 0 7 .?773 1~0VV024 
550 IJ*i9± *??? .0002Evt
*5,7+7 .14 100.0 .017 77,40 .017 .72 
-- -i.0 0A- "c' flflfl AA0 14l7.00jo+2 17 77,4l7 1%I+947- ni// 10002.'
10011. .700 118 79,99 01 =9.740 .017 .7770 .0002 
Uatresm Total Pressure PT1 100*07 ~A& WIT- .017) 
tWstresm Static Pressure ;1 77,57 Iras W- +017) 
Table H75. rV -IOL rr - 0 Y ROBEf WAr VELI. DAAn 
INCIDENC ANGLE (BEG) =- , Z / = . .0.0-6R = '' X 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMuALIZE 
POSITION ------- Pitch All -yaw AS; 
nflf0l1.r0r 00V 1.2 .24 _1*076 *0333 _7 Inn,_ uu I A 3 :4 
-.050 1.069 .0340 .4 .05 1.5 .14 1.057 .0336 .150 .0056 .000 .Ah 
.I00 1.0 8 .0344 .6 .16 112 .11 1,026 .0340 .159 .0056 410 *001 
-.550 1.033 60357 .5 .07 .9 .11 1.020 .0353 .163 *0060 .007 .00013 



























,50 .964 .0341 .7 .08 .2 .09 .950 *0336 .164 .006 .011 .0014 
-. +0.738 .0333. .,2 .07 .3 .10 .774 .0320 .167 .0057 .021 .004O 



























0.000 .860 .0339 2.1 .12 .9 .08 .849 .0334 .135 *0055 t032 .0022 
.050 .875 .0337 2.3 .15 1+7 .19 .865 .0333 .126 .0057 .035 0027 
+10d .707 .0335 2.1 .16 1.6 .15 .87 .0331 .12? .0053 .034 .0028 
.150 963 .0333 1.0 .11 1.8 .15 .953 .330 .13 .0053 .01 .0020 o 0 
.200 1.01p .0332 .5 .10 2.0 .10 1.005 .032? .142 .90Q49 .009 .0013 lc 




























.400 1.084 .0334 -.1 .08 1.6 .09 1.073 .0330 .150 .0051 -.002 .0015 C0 2 
.550 1.073 .0333 -.3 .08 .7 .23 1.059 .0329 .174 .0069 -.006 .0016 3p 
.700 1.073 .0333 .2 .09 1.0 .08 1.060 .0329 .163 .0054 .004 .001Q -
.50 1.02 .0334 .5 .09 1.3 .19 1.069' .0330 .164 .0062 .009 .0017 
1.006 1.06S .033! .2 .07 .7 .17 1.054 .0329 .173 .0063 .003 .0016 
Upsirearn Velocity Uzo = 29.6 m/s (1/- .67) 
Probe Yaw Offset Angle = 10,0 Deg 
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Table H76. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 10.0 f Zc/C .96 y R = 8.3 Z 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION PT2 ;2 
2T/S De; (f/-) KPB (f/-) Ks I-) PT2/PT1 (f/-) 
-1.000 8,8 .24 100,07 *018 79,46 .017 .9999 .00025 
-.050 3.5 .14 100.05 .019 99.47 .017 . 997 .00025 
-.700 813 .11 100,02 .020 79.46 .017 .9973 .00026 
-.550 9.1 11 100,02 .022 79.47 .017 .7793 .00028 
-.400 9.3 .08 100.01 .016 99.47 .017 .9993 .00025 
.350 9.5 t13 99.99 .025 99.47 .017 .7990 .00030 
--.300 9,4 111 99.98' .017 99.47 .017 .9989 .00024 
-*25^ 9.0 .09 9,.95 .019 99,47 *017 .9986 *00025 
-.200 . 10 97.97 .017 99.47 .017 .9989 .00024 
-.150 9.5 .10 09. 14 .019 99.48 .017 *9982 .00025 
-.100 9.9 .09 " 99191 .018 99.48 .017 .9982 .00024 
-.050 916 .22 99,88 .017 99.49 .017 .9980 .00024 
0.v0 . *0? 97M86 .017 99.48 .017 .9978 .00024 
050 8.6 ,I, 0,08 *017 77.48 .017 .977 .00024 



















.,250" 0.3 .03 100,05 .017' 97.47 .017 °9996 .00024 
.300 8,2 .08 100.07 .017 99.47 .017 .9998 .00024 
.350 0,3 .14 100.08 .017 99.47 .017 .9999 .00024 
.400 3.4 .09 100.08 .017 99.47 .017 .9999 .00024 
.5 7.3 .23 100.07 .017 9.43 .017 .93 .00024 



















Upstream Total Pressure PTI = 100.09 KPa (f'- .017) 
Uptrea. Static Pressure PI = 99.57 kU' i-/- .017) 
Table H77. FIE-,OUL'C 
INCIDEMC AN LE 
I 


































































































































































































































































.176 .0050 -.002 
163 .0072 .00740027 
.014>
.0016­
1-000 +1081 +0332 1 .07115 .. 67 .0323 .12 .0060 .002 .002 
UFstrea05+ ISVe-7cit03 Uzo 0 2.6 (1' .67) 
Probe Yw Offset033 2+ = 10 0#e0 
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Table H78. IVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
INCNCE: ANGLE (DEG= 10.0 y Zc/C =.96 9R =12,5 'A 
,OR~NLI^EX TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE
 
,TG=ENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY
 
T
POSITION 	 PT2' -­
2T/S Deg (+/-) KP; (1I-) APs (1/-) PT2/PTi ( /­
-4 AVA 4vtO .24 100.08 .017 99,48 W017 .977n 10
 




-4700 7.3 ,.1 100.07 W017 97.48 .017 .9998 10002,
 
-.550 71 .11 100.06 .017 99.48 .017 .9798 .00024
 
-.400 9.1 08 100.06 .017 99,48 .017 .9997 .00024
 
-7350 	 +,3 100.05 .013 99.48 .017 19797
.10 .00025  
-.300 9.6 +13 100,03 .018 99,48 .017 +994 .00024
 
-+0 .7 .16 100,00 +018 99.47 +0W .9992 
 1000M.
 
"30 13 779.6 t018 99,48 .017 .9788 100025 
",4r9.9 i 096 .018 99.47 t017 +9987 .00025 
-.100 	 9.1 .09 99,94 .018 99.47 .017 9035 .00025

M .V 	 .017 .017 .00024
+07 99,89 99.47 .9781 

A^3 8.6 .17 99.87 +017 99,48 +017 .978 .00024
 
.05 3. 1.19 7989 .017 99.47 .017 .9780 100024
 
00 3. ..	 99,47 .017 .?781 .00024
14 99.90 .017 

3.7 .20 99.93 .017 99.47 +017 .9784 .00024
 
,20 0 ,14 99.98 .017 99.47 W017 .9739 .00024
 
+0., x ,??7# 00021
 
+= 0.7 .10 100.02 +017 99.47 .017 .994 .00024
 
30 3.7 .14 100.04 .016 99,47 .017 .9M .00025
 
.5 3.3 +21 100.06 .017 99.47' .01 .99 *00024
 
+400 7+6 .14 100.07 +0117 99.47 .017 *9999 .00024
 
.A5 I0. .10 100.09 .017 99.47 +017 1.0000 .00024
 
.730 73 .11 100.06 '+017 99.46 .017 1,0000 .00024
 
+35 07 26 100,06 .017 9947 .017 109? .0024
 
4.000 	 92 .15 100.08 .017 77,47 .017 1 59979 .00024 
Ustream Total Presure 100,09 (+7-F KP0017)
 
Ustresm Static Pressure r1 9.57 i(Pa (1/- .017) 
Table H79. FIVE ,1 rn'r tCfdDE NAKE VELOCIT Y AVA 
Y11"IDNrC. M-trNI nrrDE =% [0 A 7/fl fit ml 4/ a 






















































-.550 11060 .033.4 1,1 t0 ,4 .11 1,053 .0330 .179 .040 . 


















































































































































































































.700 1,007 .0331 .5 16 .7 .13 1,075 .0327 . 17 .0057 .010 .0 
.0331A0103.3 .08 .7 .12 1.068 .03217 .170 .v057 1007 .0016 
MOO0 1.080 .0331 1 .2 .10 1, .9 .07 .0327 .167 .0354 .005 .0010 




lw Offset Ar5-I4 =10.0 BeA 
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Table H80. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROLE WAKE PRESSURE DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEC! = 10 Zc/C =I , = %.
 
NORMALIZED EXTTTLSAIOAPRESR 
TNETAANGLEPRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERlY 
2T/S Dez tf'+ ) KPS W+T) (~(H T/T 1> 
, .- NOW0L 
-.050 . 13 100,08 .017 99.4' *017 *99 +00024 
-.700 7.7 .07 100.08 .017 99.40 .017 .7997 .00024 
.550 ?.7 .01 100,07 .018 99.48 .017 *9990 .00025 
-. 400 ?.2 .07 100.07 .017 99.47 .017 .9993 .00024 
.350 9.4 .09 100.05 017 99.48 .017 +997C .00024 
.000 7.2 .12 100.05 .017 99,40 *017 976 00024 
-.250 74 10.02 748 +9974 
-1.000 9;1 . 100.00 +.17 F; 7.017 1.0000 
io .08 017 .00025 
S,200 7W3 .08 100.00 .020 99,47 .017 +9991 00026 
-. 150 0+8 .03 99.93 .017 99.48 ,017 .9785 .00024 
*4AJV 'J+/ .0/ 772 .1 9*0 07 17 000 
,0. .10 *017 .017 ,vvv23,7 99,90 97+48 ,?901 

0+000 3.7 .10 99,09 .017 99,47 .017 .7701 00024
 
.003. 1 97+89 .017 99.48 +0I7 fl 3 .vvv024
IAA AA AO +*Th, 
.... + .0 - 7.+9.93 .017 79.40 +017 +,,,4 , 4 
05 0I0 .09 9976 .017 97.47 .017 07907 .00024 
.200 0+8 .08 100+01 017 99*47 .017 .?9772 .0V
 
.25o ;1 .08 100+04 .017 99.47 +017 +77% .004
 
100 9+0 0s5 100.07 .017 99,46 t017 +0990 002Z4
 
.35 7+0 ,+*2 100.07 .017 97.47 .017 .99?8 .00024 
.400 7.1 i1o 100.08 .017 97.48 .017 1.0000 00024 
1500 100.09 .017 1.0000 +0002
+ + 7 99,40
S55 .*. *017 o ^,
 
.79.4 .13 100.09 .017 99.47 +017 1,000v0 .v00
 
.0 1 .12 100.08 .017 07.40 .017 .9779 00024
 
"NO, 09 .017 99.4 +0 1 +99- +000027100,08 .7P 

Unstrasm ThtlI Pressure P71. = 100.09 KPs K/-- .017) 
Worotm Static PrESsure Fl = 7?5 is Q/-r017 
* Table H81. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE VELOCITY DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (BEG).*..1,0 .Z/C= .96 , R = 25,0 % 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED .ORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION Pitch Ang Yaw Ang 
2T/S U/Uzn W+1-) Deg (+/-) De (-) Uz/Uzo (4+/-) Ut'Uz (+-) UrUzo 1 /-) 
-11000 1.087 .0331 .4 .07 .8 #20 1.073 .032Z .174 ,0065 .008 .0014
 
-.850 1,083 t0332 .7 .10 .4 ,20 1,067 .0328 *180 .0066 .012 *008
 
-.700 1,084 .0331 1.6 ,10 .7 .15 1.070 .0326 .175 .0061 .030 10022
 
-.,550 1,076 .0331 1.7 .07 .8 .06 1.061 .0326 .173 .0054 .033 .0017
 
-.400 1,072 .0331 1.4 .25 .7 .10 1,058 .0326 .173 .0056 ,027 .0048
 
-.350 1,056 .0331 .7 .16 .9 .09 1.042 ,0326 .167 .0055 1014 .0029
 
-.300 1,043 .0331 1,0 .25 .7 .07 1.030 .0326 .163 .0055 .018 .0046
 
-.250 .?91 .0357 1.9 .29 .9 .15 .978 .0352 .=17 .0062 .033 .0052
 
1;200 .0338 .17 ,.,7 1+012 .0333 .0057 .0033
027 2.2 .5 .170 .039 

-.150 .783 .0331 1.4 .23 t8 .09 .970 .0326 .157 .0055 .02O4 10041
 
-.100 .933 .0331 1.8 Il t8 .09 II. V
 .921 .0327 .149 .0055 030 .0021
 
-.050 f70 Ili4 

050 707, 11 .895 .0338 146 .0058 .017 .0
 
0.000 	 .896 .0333 -.0 .15 1 .11 .886 .0329 .133 .0052 -.000 .0023
 
.050 .904 .0332 -.1 .12 1.6 .10 .895 .0329 .130 .0050 -.001 .0019
 
.100 ?944 .0330 .1 .14 1.9 .08 .934 .0327 .134 ,0048 .001 .0023 00
 
.0325 .148 .0050 .010 .0034

.150 .992 .0329 .6 .20 1,4 .07 .981 

.200 1.023 .0331 .6 .18 1.3 .08 1.012 .0327 .155 .0052 .011 .0033 0
 
,250 1,057 .0330 .3 .12 1,5 .08 1,045 .0326 .157 .0051 .006 .0023 p
 
.15 1.058 .0326 .163 .0057 OO .0019 X

.300 1,071 .0330 .0 .10 112 

.350 1.081 .0331 -. .19 I0 1,067 ,0326 .175 .0057 002
1 .7 .-. .0036
 
*400 1,092 .0332 -.1 .10 -.3 .39 1,075 03217 .195 0094 -.302 .000
 
.550 1.088 .0331 -1.1 .13 .9 .18 1.074 .0327 .173' .0062 -*021 .0026
 
.700 1.091 .0331 -1,3 .21 1 .10 1,078 .0327 .168 .0055 .025 .0041
 
.850 1.088' .0331 -.2 +20 .9 103 1,074 .0327 .172 .0054 -,003 .0037
 
1,000 1.087 .0331 1 6 .07 .3 ,.2 1O07 .0326 .183 .0063 .011 013
 
Upstream Velocit Uzo = 29.7 ;. ( - .67
 




ORIGINAL PA~p JE 
OF POOR QUALI Y 
Table H82. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (BEG) = 10,0 Zc/C .96 Y R = 25.0 Z 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 


















-.850 9.6 .20 100.08 .017 99.47 .017 .99M9 .00024 
-.700 9.4 .15 100,08 .017 99.47 .017 1.0000 .00024 
-.550 9.4 .06 100.07 .017 99.47 W017 .9998 .00024 
-.400 9.4 .10 100.07 .017 79,47 4017 .9998 ;00024 
-.350 9.1 .09 100.05 .017 99.47 .017 9996 .00024 
-.300 9.3, .07 100.04 .017 ?9.48 .017 .9996 .00024 








99.98 ,019.017 99.48 99.48 .017 .017 .9993.9990 .00025.00024 
-.100 9.4 .09 99.73 .017 99.48 .017 .9984 .00024 
-.050 9.3 11 99.91 .019 99,48 .017 .9982 .00025 



















.150 8.6 .07 99.99 .017 9.48 .017 .9970 ,0002, 
.200 8.7 .08 100,02 .017 99.48 .017 .9993 .00024 
.250 8*5 .08 100.06 .017 9,48 .017 .9997 .00024 
.300 8.8 .15 100.07 .017 99.48 .017 .9998 .00024 
.350 9.3 .10 100.08 .017 99.47 .017 .9999 .0002 
.400 10*3 .39 100.08 .017 99.46 .017 1.0000 ,00024 
.550 9.2 .18 100.09 .017 99,47 .017 110000 100024 
.700 9*0 .11 100.09 .017 79.47 .017 1.0000 .00024 
,850 9.1 .08 100.09 .017 99.47 .017 1*0000 ,0002, 
1.000 9.7 .21 100.09 .017 79.47 .017 1.0000 .0002 
Ustream Total Pressure PTI = 100.09 KPa (W/- .017) 
Urstream Static Pressure r-1 = 99.57 KPa (+/- .017) 
Table H83. rIVE-IIOLE PRESGURE PRODE WAK VELOCITY DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 10#0 y Zc/C = .96 y R = 33.3 % 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 




























































1.43.2 .16 . .6 .15 11 1,0301,021 .0325 ,0330 .171 ,166 t0060 .0057 .025 .058 .0031.0055 
Of00 1.019 .0332 2,7 .10 .5 109 1.004 *0328 ,167 .0057 .047 .0024 ro 
.100 .978 .0337 1.0 .21 1.0 .10 .965 .0332 .153 .0055 .030 .0038 



























.050 1926 .0331 .3 .11 1.4 .10 .915 .0327 .137 .0052 .005 .0018 
+AV0 .939 .0330 -­,5 O18 1.5 .09 ,727 .0326 .138 .0050 -.000 .0030 
























,0027 a 0 n 























































.00 1.091 .0330 .1 .00 .8 11- 1.077 ,0326 .174 .0056 002 ,00 
10 1,094 .0331 .3 t06 16 .12 1,077 .0326 .179 .0059 .006 .0012 
UFstres;, Vlocit- Uza = 27.7 ;"Is (I 067) 
Probe Yaiw Offset Anile = 10.0 Deg 
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Table H84. rIVE-,1GLE rfESSURE PROED UAKE PRESSURE DATA 
IfCDNEANGLE (DEC) = 10.0 ZC/C = .96 1R =33.3 Z 
,nL.AI ED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
,ANG TIAL "NGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
,I_____,_ PT2 F2 
,, (-) KPa I/- XPa (i-'-) PT2/PT1 (f'-% 
4 JA fln 
.09 10 0.09 .017 7.,47 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
-050 0.6 .16 100,07 ,017 9,47 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
-.700 7,6 116 100.08 .017 90,47 .017 97999 .00024
 
-.550 7,4 I0 100,07 .017 99.48 .017 .9999 .00024
 
*vv 7.0 .08 100.06 ,017 99,48 ,017 .9907 .00024 
-7350 7.2 .08 100.06 .017 99.49 017 .9?97 .00024 
--. 7.5 .15 100.04 .017 99.48 .017 .976 .00024300 

n9=^.8 .14 100,04 .018 7.48 .017 .9795 ,00025 
-. 200 7.8 .09 100.02 .018 99.48 .017 993 .00025 
-.150 ,2 .11 99.98 .019 97.48 .017 .9989 .00025 
-.100 9.3 *11 9*997 .018 99,48 .017 .9988 .00025 
-.050 7,4 .10 99.95 1018 99.48 .017 .9987 00025 
0.000 	 9.2 .09 99,93 .018 99,48 .017 *9984 .00025 
.050 8.6 .10 99.92 .017 99.48 .017 .9984 .00024 
.100 0.5 .07 99,93 .017 99,48 .017 .9985 .00024 
*.0 411 99.98 .017 .017 ,9989 .000248.3 99.48 
I200 8.3 .08 100.01 *017 99.48 .017 .9973 .00024 
f20 3.4 *11 100,05 .017 99.48 .017 .7996 .00024 
300 8.4 .13 100,07 .017 99.48 .017 .998 00024 
.350 9.3 .27 100.08 .017 99.48 .017 .9009 .00024 
.400 9.2 .13 100109 .017 9.47 I017 1,0000 .00024 
.09
,550 93 100,09 .017 99.47 .017 1,0000 .00024 
1.00 9.0 .07 100.09 .017 99.47 ,017 1.0000 .00024 
.850 ?12 .11 100.09 *017 97.47 .017 1M0000 .00024 
1001 7., .12 100.09 .017 97.47 017 1,0000 .00024 
U~stream Total Pressure PTI = 100.09 Xpa (I/- .017) 
U'trearm Static Pressure Ft = 9.,57 XPa I/- .017) 
Table H85. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PRODE WAKE VELOTY DTA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 10,0 s ZC/C .96 v R = 50.0 % 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZ NORMALIZED. 
TANENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION Pitch AME Yaw A554 


































































-,300 1,049 .0332 3,1 .20 .6 .09 1.033 40327.172 .0057 .057 .0056 
.250 1.021 .0332 1. .25 .7 .06 1.013 .0327.1 0056 .032 .0046 
-.200 1*019 .0332 1.3 .40 .7 .13 1.005 .0328 .165 .005? .02 .3071 
-.150 1,008 .0333 1.8 .16 .4 .13 9 0328 .168 .0060 .032 .002o 
-.100 .237 .0334 10 .30 1,1 .11 .926 .0330 .14 00 06 ,005 










































































































1.087 .0332.0332 .1 ,211 .12 1.2'7 .12.07 A 1.It7 .027.0327 .165 .15, .AA05.0050 .002.00 .0037 A02 
1,000 1,084 .0332 .7 l10 .6 +08 1070 .0328 .170 .0056 .01 .0023 
UFstrea Uzo = 27.7 r,'s ( ' L" 




ORIGINAL PAQ& @ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Table H86. FIVE--HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAE PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 10,0 , ZciC = *96 9 R 50.0 








2T/S Deg W+-) RPa (1/0- Kpa 1/4- PT/PTI WF-) 
-1.000 9.3 .12 100,08 .017 948 .07 1 0 00024 
~.850 9.0 .07 100.09 .017 99,48 .017 1,0000 .00024 
.700 8,6 .16 100.08 .017 99.47 .017 1.0000 .00,024 
.550 9.4 .10 100.08 .017 99.48 .017 1.0000 .002 
-.400 10.0 .10 100.07 017 99,47 .017 .9?93 .00024 
--.350 10.0 .14 100,05 .017 99.47 *017 .9?96 .00024 
-.300 9.9 *12 100.04 .017 99,47 .017 .9995 .00024 
-.250 9.5 .09 100,02 *017 99,48 .017 .9993 .00024 
-.200 9.4 . 14 100.00 .017 99,46 .017 .9991 .00024 
-.150 9.8 .13 99.99 .017 99.47 .017 .9991 .00024 
-.100 8.9 .12 99.93 .017 79,47 .017 .9984 .00024 
-.050 9.2 .09 99,92 .017 99.48 .017 *993 .00024 
0.000 8.9 .08 99.91 .017 99,48 .017 +9982 .00024 
.050 8.6 .12 99.93 .017 99.48 .017 *9984 .00024 
,100 3,4 .11 99.98 .018 99.48 .017 .9,93 .00024 
.150" .6 .15 100,02 .017 9.*47 +017 797?3 .002 
.200 8.2 .08 100,05 .017 99,47 .017 .996 .00024 
.250 8.4 +10 100,06 .017 99.47 .017 .9998 .00024 
.300 9,4 .30 100.08 .017 99.47 .017' .9999 .00024 
.350 9.1 .13 100.08 .017 99,48 .017 1,0000 .00024 
.400 0.3 .11 100.09 +017 99,48 .017 1.0000 .00024 
,550 8.7 .10 100,09 .017 99,49 .017 1.0000 .00024 
.700 8.3 .12 100,09 1017 99,48 .017 1.0000 .00024 
,850 8,3 .07 100,09 .017 99,48 .017 1+0000 .00024 
1,000 9,5 o08 100.08 .017 99,48 .017 10000 .00024 
U strear Total Pressure PTI = 100.09 kPa (fl- .017) 
Upstream Static Pressure P1 = 97.57 KPa (W/- .017) 
Table H87. FIVE-14OLE PRESSURE PROBE: "^K VEOCT DAT
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 40.A , ZCI -= .76 1 R = 6+ X
 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED ,NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL _ TOTAL VELOCITY VEOCT COMPWXNTC 
POSON, P3.tdh Ang Yaw Ang 
2T "S U/Uz c; W.-) De=- J/- ) Deg= I'-) Uz/Uz o 1'1/-)1 Ut/Uz o 1").1 Up ,Uz ',I. I 
Is 1 5 1"-000 1082 ,0332 600 ,16 171 #0327 o n, 0058 0 oT 00161
 
-850 i 10 79 0331. Is 13 1 5 41067 0328 159 0053 0 0025
.10 ," 

-,700 1075 0332 12 07 1,4 10 1,063 ,0328 ,Asi. .60-0 7 .023 0019
 
-.550 1.067 0331 1.4 ,15 1.2 .4 1,056 ,0327 1163 10057 o025 *0028
 
-400 1031 .0343^ 10 18 14 +10 1020 . 0339 155 00541,017 0 M3
 
-.350 4 ^ 4 ,v33 1.3 +S7 1+2 11I 1*030 ,0323 *160 60054 '74 ,00
 




-.15.72 133 . a 40 113 .940 ' 03" °150 AA5 °C A 

-0100 09314 ,0333 20i *20 1.2 .4147 ,919 .0329 +143 .0056 ,035 ,0035
 
-.050 4932 ,0334 1,6 ,13 19 1A6 ,20 *0330 .1471 10053 A26^ 0023
 
0100*74 *34 1 2 . 13 7903 0327 *145 40057 -.006 +0035
 
4050 ,?06 ,0333 -,3 ,25 1,4 *11 0396 ,032? *135 10052 -.005 IOU?
 
*100 .703031 -.5 #14 1,7 .14 .740 .03217 ,138 10053 -.008 .0024
 
-.200 .777 4.335 412 lie _A 6 'Irl
 
•150 *735 40330 -,3 , .8 75°3, AM'o '13 00 -*005 ,0036 
,3 .-..L0 11,8 x1 4=0,0326 .0053' -,20 CA,2 09 Al #146 *00410 

.0332 i 1.3 14037 _..n45 = 
t45 .057 OAi9 
1250 1.051 -. .31 +40 A A 
^l
 
.3"A 1,073 A331 -1.0 +24 114 41 1,1 ,v37 1 :A .
 
°800. I",73 .133 16 1.065. .032b .1.0 .0054 -. 0023 r­,2 13:*2 024

*0581,047 ^V^ .07 ­
1.082 .0331 -15 ,09 L. I 0 A1+68 02 5+05 -.o150 4A, V7 







Table H88. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 10.0 1 Zc/C = .76 v R = 66.7 % 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL' STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL 
POSITION 




-iO00 Del8.5 I+- KPa100A,0 (W') KPa 0/0I-4168 PT2/PTI1 0000 W+-).00024 
-.350 3.5 .10 100.08 .017 99.48 .017 .999? .0024 
-,700 8.7 .10 100.08.07 99.43, .017 .999? .0024 
-.550 3.9 14 10&. 07 *017 99,48 .017 9993 400024, 
-.400 87 .10 100.03 *020 99.48 *017 .9994 .00026 
-.350 8,9 .14 100.04 .017 9',48 .017 .9995 .00024 
-*300 7,6 .10 100,02 .021 09.48 .017 .99?3 .00027 
-.250 9.0 .10 100.01 .017 99'.49 .017 .9992 .00024 























0.000 9.1 .13 99.92 .017 97,48 .017 .9933 .00024 
.050 8.6 .11 99,91 .017 99.49 .017 .9982 .00024 
.100 3+4 .14 99,95 .017 99,48 .017 .9986 .00024 
.150 8.1 .08 99,99 .017 99.49 .017 .9990 ,00024 
,200 8,3 .10 100,02 .017 79,48 .017 .9994 .0002 
.250 317 10 100.05 .017 99,48 .017 .9997 .00024 
+300 8.6 *09 100.08 .017 99,48 .017 .9999 .0024 
.350 8,6 .i 100,08 .017 99,49 .017 1.0000 06024 
.400 8.5 *13 100.09 .017 79.49 .017 1,0000 .00024 
.=00 36 .07 100,09 .017 99.48 .017 1,0000 .00024 
.700 8.3 .15 100,09 .017 9.48 .017 1*0000 ,0002A 
.850 3.6 .20 100,08 .017 79.40 .017 1.0000 0"24 
1.000 3.0 .09 100.08 §017
Ustream Tftal Pressure PTI 
99.48, .01 




Upstream Static Pressure P1 : 99,57 KPa '(- 017) 
Table H89. FIVE-HOLE PRESURC PROfE WAK VELOCITY DATA 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 10.0 YZc/C .76 R 03.3 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTO 
POSITION Pitch Arg Yaw An 
2T/S U/Uzo (1[1-) Deg (I'-) Deg (+'-) UzUz ( -) Ut/Uzo ! -- Ur/UZG4 -c 
-1.000 1.054 .0334 .5 .06 2.4 .16 1,045 .0331 .139 t00O53 .PG .0012 
.850 1.062 0328 ,8 Il 2.6 .14 i.053 .032 .137 .0050 .015 .0021 
1.043 -,700.0329 110 .13 2.3 A07 1*033 0326 40 ,004L.9,v PP25 
*55 1.02 .0336 .2 .13 1.4 .15 1.013 .0332 .153 .0056 .022 10924 
-0400 o792 .0336 1,3 21 1.4 .14 .701 .0333 .148 .0056 .023 .0038 
.50 1966 10331 i .28 1.4 .00 5 0327 ,45 01 02-s"7 
-1300 .703 .0337 203 .1j 1l1 .2 .7 .0332 .152 .0056 .040 $0033 

























-.I00 .856 .0336- .6 .17 1.4 .09 047 .0332 .120 0052 007 0025 
-.050 .881 .0346 .6 16 1.8 .10 072 .0342 .125 .0051 0 
0.000 .875 0334 -1.2 .13 1.5 10 .865 .0330 .130 .0054 .008 0022 
























.0017 0 0 

























,350 1,062 .0320 1ll1.11 2.4 .20 1.053 .025 .140 .0057 .020 t0021 1 
.400 1,067 0328 .1 .10 2.4 .17 i.057 .0325 .142 .0S4 .002 .00190 
*.5 1.064 6327 .08 2.4 .*= 3 . 42.0040 0 .. 








*2 .07 1.72.6 23+17 1053 .03251,049Uzjj2, .154 .0070j.13_.0052 01* 03 32*#3016 
Upstream VE1GilUc =2. ns F-.9 







Table 	H90. FIVE-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE UAKE PRESSURE DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 10. , c = .0. R = 83.3 Z
 
*ORMALIZED EXT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
POSITION .T F2 
MTs Dec (W-) i(Pa 0/0'- I(Ps W-) P12/PTI1 (W-)
-1.000 7.6 .16 100.06 .018 90.48 .017 .9?3 .00025 
-. 850 7.5 .14 100.03 .017 ?9,49 .017 .9999 .00024 
-,700 7.0 .07 100.06 .018 99,49 .017 ,977 ,00024 
-.5  t 04.? 	 .0.9795 .000260U00 /9,49 

-.400 3.7 .15 100.00 .019 9.49 .017 .9992 ,00025
 
-.350 8.7 *09 99,97 .018 99,49 .017 7939 .00025
 
-.300 9.2 .12 97.99 .M 749 .017 .997 .00025
 
-,250 9.0 .11 99,74 .018 7 ,49 .017 .9985 .00025
 
-,200 3.7 .13 99.26 .018 77.49 .017 .9788 00024
 
-.150 8.9 .18 99,89 .018 99.49 .017 .9980 .00025
 
.w100 3.6 .0? 9487 .017 99.49 .017 .7979 .00024
 
-050 8,2 .10 99.9 .019 99,49 .017 .7981 00026
 
0.000 	 8,6 .14 97.37 .017 ?911? 017 .9981 .00024 
.050 3.1 .10 97.89.017 79.49 .017 .98 .0002, 
.100 7,9 .08 99. 5 4017 99,49 .017 *9986 .00024 
,150 7.5 .I 100.00 *017 99.49 .017 .7991 +00024 
.200 7*7 .14 100*04 .017 99.47 .017 .975 .00024 
.250 8.1 108 100.07 .Oi7 79,49 .017 .9993 00024




+350 7.7 .20 100,08 .017 99.49 .017 *.9.3 00024
 
.400 7 6 17 100.08 .017 99.49 +017 1.3000 .00024
 
*550 7°7 *11 4100.03 .017 07.40 .. 9 0
 
,700 7.3 .19 100,08 017 7?.48 .017 9997 .00024
 
+850 8.3 .22 100.08 .017 99.48 .017 .9999 .00024
 
1.000 7.4 .17 1100.07 .017 9.9.1 99-,02
 
Upstream Total Pressure PT1 = 100.09 Pa W- .017) 
Upstre StatiC Pressure v1 = 99,56 KPa K/- 017) 
Table H§. FIVE NO'r tr, r " ,AN^ VELOCIT DATA
 
A*IrflL40.A% Dc ZS ' = L*I l , 

- 4.2 v 
NORMALI~ENORMALIZED 
TANGEN4TIAL TOTAL VLOCIT,1 VELOCITY COMPbNENTS 
QT#bA 	 1 law Anam
PoSITIONt Pitch An.'
 
TC /U' (+/-) - Ut/uz"( +1-) Ub/Uzo (W")
-11000 '078 Des (+- DeS (+/-) UZ/Uzo (4/ ) 4
 
SI.03 1.*08 .3 .07 i764 0333 ;145 .0059 .023 0016
 
l0342 0.,+'AM,,.3 -. .17,, 4 17' 006 din
,iod ..
 
-*700 61 .7 .0, .2 .1L .947 0337 .163 +0064 .12 .0016
 




.550 #9,4 .0399 0+v^ -+ +12 .707 .0373 .163 4O03 006 ,001g

M2 0344 n12lI034 i12 .070 .0339 .160 .0063 .614 0020
 
,Q +0 	 +1 4n
00343 ±. .*3 . .±1 .074 .0343 O153.0064 .017 .0021 
- V '7 ,.1 0 3 4 n 4 .04 ,8 	 5 . 
-200 .03? .0347 1.. .10 .5 .16 27 .0344 .139 .0062 .020 ..0017
 
-15 * 854 +0346 1,0 .11 42 .17 *34 .0341 .i45 .d04 ;015 ..0018
 
-4100 .847 1.5 I835 .3 #142 4022.0020
.0349 412 .12 .0344 +0061 

+050 031 3 1A7u.uI 0 16 M020 .0347 .132 *0061 .025 +0019
 
.816 ,035 2&*100 	 .16 .0347 .0042 .002'
,.12 .8 N005 .130 .030 

,050 .330 0347 210 .4A 1.3 .12 .820 .0345 t126 .0056 +029 #0019
 
+100 #356 .0346 1.5 .13 1.7 .11 .847 .0342 +124 .0053 .023 .0022
 
,10 .901 .034 1.4 +V0 1.8 .10 871 #0330 .129 .0051 +022 .0017 0
 
•200 924 10+ .10 .08 ,0339 .0051 *0016
1 1+8 +S15 .132 .018 

250 	 .956 0341 . 00 117 .12 .946 .0338 .13 ,0053 ,014 .0014 0 
+300 	 I.003 407? 1.6 I0 .992 i0335 .146 .0052 .013 .0012 r 
1,001 .0340 .. i13 1+003 .0337 i150 ,0055 .0ll 0015 ,0­+6 05 

.400 1.02, .0337 .7 .I1 1.2 .09 1.017 0335 .157 .0054 .012 i0020
 
.550 1.015 .0341 0 .11 .6 .11 1.001 .0336 .166 .0057 .014 .0019
 
+100 .794 . 10 111 +3 111 .779 .0335 .168 .0060 .018 *0021
 
8.. 0,9 4 +7 07 -A4 .12 .978 .0336 .180 .0065 ,016 .001 J
 
,voo .0 .12 .4 .13 .767 .03304 165 +0061 014 .002,

WJ ,e;. 	 Velocity Uzo = 27.6 m,' (I/- .71) 







Table H92. . ME PRESSURE WAKE PRESSURE DATAOLE PROBE 
I11CIDENCE ANGLE (DEC) = 0.0 Zc/C = 2,10 v R = 4#2 v 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGNTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
2T/S D&= (f.-) kr 0/-) RPa (/-) PT2/PTI ( f-)
-_.000 9.0 09 9946 .017 98.98.017 .9988 .00024
 
.05 10.4 .16 77,48 .017 98,98 +017 .9990 ,00024
 
-.700 9. +16 97+44 .01 98.98 .017 *9986 *00025
 
-5501 10.2 .12 99,41 .026 98,98 .017 .9933 .00031
4•.0,,44'820400027 
t400 10.1 .2 99.40 +018 98,98 .9932 *00025 
-,350 10,6 .14 99,40 .017 98,98 .017 .9982 .00024 
IN0 10.0 .14 97,38 #018 98.99 .017 .9980 .00025 
-1250 10.4 .13 97.37 .017 98.99 .017 *9979 .00024
 
.200 9.6 *16 99.34 .017 98.99 .017 .9976 .00024 
.150 9.S .17 99.35 .017 98.98 .017 .9977 .00024 
.100 9.8 .12 99.35 .017 98.99 .017 9977 .00024 
-0050 9.3 .16 79.34 .017 98,99 .017 .9976 .00024 0,000 9.4 .10 97.32 +017 98,79 .017 .9974 .00024
 
.050 0,9 .12 99,33 .017 98.98 .017 .9975 .00024
 
1100 8.5 .i1 99.36 .017 98.99 ,017 *9978 .00024
 
.150 0.4 .10 99,39 +017 98,98 .017 .9981 .00024
 
,200 0.3 .08 99,41 .017 78,98 .017 .9983 .00024
 
t25 + .2 9945 .018 98,98 .017 .9787 .00024
 
.300 8.4 .10 99.49 .017 98.78 .017 .9791 .00024
 
.35, 3.5 .13 99.50 .018 78,.98 .017 .9992 .00025
 
.400 88 .09 7952 .017 98.98 .017 .9994 .00024
 
t0 0 0 2 5 .550 7.5 .11 99.50 .018 98.98 017 +9992 

,700 7+3 +11 99.47 .017 78.99 .07 #9991 .00024
 
5 10,4 .12 99.48 .018 98,98 #017 .9990 .00025
 
1,000 9.7 .1G 99.47 .017 98.78 017 .9989 .00024 
Utr o Pressure PTI = 97.58 RPa (U/- .017) 
Upstream Static Pressure F = 99.07 KPa (- .017) 
Table H93. FIVE !:OLE rrnSUP PRODE WAKE VELOCITY DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DE" =-10.0 Zc/C =2.10 , R = C.3%
 
NORMALIZED NORMALI ZEDNOMLIE 
TANGENTIAL TTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POSITION Patch Ars Yaw Ams 
M/3_/uezo IN+-) De •% U,-, Uz/Uzo (+/-) Ut/Uzo (+/-) up/Uzo (W-) 
-. 0009 . . .8 .19 1.028 0335 1 
-.850 1.063 .0341 1.0 .08 -.3 .15 1.045 .0335 .170 .0067 .013 .0016
 
-,700 1.039 .0340 1.0 .08 .7 .09 1,025 .0336 .168 .0057 .Ol .0015
 
-. 530 1,026 ,39 .7 .10 .7 .15 1.012 .0345 .166 .0062 .017 .0019 
-.400 .986 .0340 1.0 .12 .6 .00 .973 .0343 .161 .0059 .018 .0021
 
-.330 .'82 ,7 .10A 347 .4 .09 .960 .0343 .163 .0060 .015 .0018
 
+0 7 .030 1.2 .07 .2 .14 +783 .0333 .171 ,0063 .021 .0015 
-,250 .981 .003 1.4 .10 +4 .13 .967 00333 .164 .0060 .024 .0018 
-+7200 .70 0343 1.1 .07 ,3 .09 .756 .0338 .164 *0060 .018 .0014 
-.150 .733 .0340 1.6 .11 .2 .12 .920 .0335 .150 .0061 .026 o0020 
-.100 n700 .0341 1.7 .10 .6 .09 .895 t0336 *148 *0057 .029 .0019 
-.050 .906 .0342 1.5 .I1 .7 .12 .094 .0338 .143 .0057 .024 .0019 
+031 

.050 .910 .0341 2.0 .12 1.8 109 .900 .0337 ,130 t0051 .031 .0023
 
.100 .718 .0340 1.5 .13 .0 .10 .906 .0336 .147 .0057 .024 .0023
 
*IS0 .941 . 1,5 .14 1.3 .11 +930 .0335 .143 .0054 .024 .0024 

0.000 .706 .0345 ,f .09 . .8+0 04 4 056+0019
 
.200 .974 +0337 1.3 .14 1.3 .13 .963 .0335 .143 .0055 .023 .0025
 
.60 1976 .0330 .9 .09 1 .11 .985 .0334 .145 .0053 .016 .0017 

#300 1.024 .0339 .6 .07 1.7 Il 1#013 .0336 147 .0053 011 .0030
 
.350 1,047 .0337 .6 .10 1.4 .09 1,035 .0335 .156 .0053 .011 .0018 

.400 1,061 .0340 .7 .12 1.5 .07 1,049 .0337 .157 .0052 .013 .0023 

.550 1.060 .0341 .6 .08 1.4 +15 1.056 .0337 .159 .0058 .012 10015
 
.700 1,0, 034 .7 .10 .8 .14 1,057 .0335 .172 .0060 .013 .0019
 
1 2 4 .8 .00 .7 .10 1,040 ,0337 +172 .0058 .015 .0014
 
1.000 1.0,55 .033? .7 .1 .7 12 1,041 .0334 .171 ,003? .014 *0019
 
U;streae Velociti Uzo = 29.6 rd/s .7A/-,7Z 
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Table H94. FIVE--HOLE PRESSURE PRODE WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
N1CIDNICE ANGLE ,DEG) = 10.0 , Zc/C = 2.10 p R = S.3 % 
m
" NALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL AGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
OIIUO PT2 F2 
MS DeE;- It'-) MIS (/) Kpa +1) PT2/PT1 (+/-)
,000 .19 99.19 .017 90,64 ,017 .9995 .00024 
.850 10.4 .15 99.21 .017 98.64 .017 .9997 .00025 
-,700 7,3 .09 99,19 .017 93,64 .017 .9995 .00024 
- .v 9,3 .15 99,17 .019 98.64 .017 .9993 .00026 
+400 	 t.o08 97,1'3 .019 98.64 .017 .9989 .00026
 9.6 .07 99*13 .010 93,64 .017 .9989 .00026
 
".300 9.7 .14 99,14 .017 98.64 .017 .9990 .00024 
25 907 ,13 99,12 .017 98,64 .017 .9988 .00024 
-.20 7,0 .09 99.11 .018 98,64 .017 .9987 .00025 
-,.10 ,9 12 79.08,.01 98,64 .017 .9984 .00024 
9v5 .09 99.06 .017 98,64 .017 .9982 .00024 
0050 9.2 t12 99,05 .017 98.64 .017 .9981 .00024 
0M000 7,3 .09 ?9105 .018 98.64 .017 .9981 .00025 
.050 85 .07 99,06 .017 98.64 .017 *9982 .00024 
.100 9.4 .10 79,07 .017 98,64 .017 .9983 .00024 
.150 8.3 .ii 99,09 .017 98.64 .017 .995 .00024 
I 

.20 	 .13 99.12 .017 98.64 .017 .9988 *00024
 
.250 C.- .11 99.14 ,017 98.64 .017 .9990 t00024 
.300 813 .11 99.17 .017 98.64 .017 .9993 .00024 
. 00.6 .09 99,19 .017 93.64 .017 *995 .00024 
400 0,5 .07 99,21 .017 96.64 .017 .9997 *00024 




.850 7. .1V 99.21 .010 98+64 .017 .9997 .00025
 
7.0 .14 99,22 .17 	 .017 .9998 .00024
 
1.000 	 0.3 .2 99.20 .017 98.64 .017 +9996 .00024 
Uptresom Total Pressure PTI = 99,24 !(Pa - .017) 
UstreFm Static Pressure rl = 98.73 KP a /- .017) 
Table H95. E,,r,1IRE ^ICr ^F TY DATA!O" 	 WA[VnELOCI 
INCIDENCE ANGE 'D" = 100 , Zc/C 2.10 y R = 12.5 % 
NORMALILED NORMALIZED 
ANGENT,,I AL TOTAL VELOCITY 	 VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
,,TION 	 Pitch An Yaw AnA 
2T/S U/Uzo (4/-) Del (+/-) DeS (+/-) Uz/Uzo N+/-) Ut/Uzo (+/-) Ur/Uzo (+/-) 
00 1,077 .0341 Is .06 1i3 .13 1,066 .0338 .164 .0057 .015 .0012 
-1050 1.084 60342 .7 .09 1.5 .07 1.072 .0338 .160 *0052 .017 .0017
 
-,700 1.078 .0342 1.2 .00 .9 .24 1.064 .0338 .170 .0070 .023 .0016
 
-.550 1.056 0344 I.0 .00 .8 .08 1,043 .0339 .168 .0057 .019 0016
 
0 1.017 .053 1.2 13 1.2 .07 1,005 .0349 .156 .0057 .022 t0025
 
",350 1,034 .0341 . #0m .9 109 1,021 .0337 .164 .0057 .015 .0016
 
-,30 1.012 .0351 . 412 1.2 to8 1,000 .0346 .156 .0056 .015 .0022
 
-250 1.025 .0349 Il. .13 .8 .14 1,011 .0344 .163 .0061 .019 .0024
 
-,200 .994 .0340 1,3 .1l 1.2 .13 .982 .0336 .152 .0057 .023 .0020
 
-.150 1.005 .0343 1.6 .09 .6 .11 .971 .0338 .164 .0059 .029 .0019
 
•-+100 +956 .0343 1,4 I1 1.3 .13 .945 .0339 .145 .0056 .023 .0020
 
-,050 .930 .0343 2, 113 1.5 .12 .927 .0339 .138 .0054 .035 .0025
0.000 .929 .0342 117 .10 1.5 .11 .918 .0338 .138 .0054 .027 ,0019
 
.050 	 931 .0341 1,0 +11 1, 10 .920 .0337 .139 .0053 .029 ,0021

4100 .?37 .0341 2.0 .10 1.6 .12 .927 .0336 .138 .0054 .032 .0020
 
.150 .928 .0342 1,0 ,1 1,7 ,918 .0330 .134 .0052 .029 .0022 00
0 

.200 .749 .0340 1,4 ,.11 2.0 ,i4 .939 .0337 .131 .0052 ,023 #0019
 
,250 .760 .0340 1.4 .07 1,7 11 .949 .0336 .138 .0052 .023 .0015 0
 
.300 .90,1 0340 1.1 #11 2,0 .11 .981 .0337 ,138 .0051 .019 .0020 0
 
1350 1.015 .034U 1+1 .0 1,4 .07 1,003 #0339 .151 .0053 .020 .0015 ; r 
.400 1.036 .0340 8 .07 1,5 .11 1.024 .0336 .152 .0053 .015 .0014 lo
 
10344#08 116 	 .0059
.40 1,051 ,. .3 1.038 .0340 .159 .004 .0015 >
 
,,W 1.072 .0341 .4 .08 1,4 +10 1,060 .0337 .160 .0054 .007 .0015
 
050 1.070 +0341 f6 .10 1.2 016 1+066 ,0337 .164 .0060 .011 .0019
1.00 1.067 .0341 ,0 .15 +9 .14 1.053 .0337 .169 .0060 .018 .0028
 
'Ju,,,r Velocity Uzo = 29.6 m/s /- .71) 







Table H96. FIVE ..OLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEC) = 10.0 , Ze/C = 2,10 r R = 12.5 2
 
NOLIZ.D E.XI TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TAN ,AL
,POITIN ANGLE PRESUREPT2 PRESSUREP2 RECOVERY 
AT& ( --) KPa (+1l-) kPa (f-) PT2/PT1 (t-) 
-*.00 0.8 .12 T0,23 .017 98.65 .017 .9999 .00024 
-. 850 8.6 .07 99,23 .017 98.64 .017 .9999 .00024 
-1700 9.2 .24 79,22 .017 98,64 ,017 .9799 .00024 
-1.50 7,2 .08 99.20 .018 98,64 .017 .9996 .00025 
-.40A 0.9 .07 99,16 .020 98.65 .017 .9993 .00026 
. 2 .09 99.18 .017 98,64 .017 .9994 *00024 
-.300 8.7 .08 99.16 .019 98.65 .017 .9992 .00026 
-.250 9.2 .14 99.17 .017 98,65 .017 *9993 .00026 
-.200 3.7 .13 99.14 .017 98.64 o017 .9990 .00024 
-.150 9,5 111 99,15 .018 98,65 .017 *9991 .00025 
-.100 8,3 .13 99.11 .018 98,65 .017 .9987 .00025 
-,050 8.7 .12 79,09 .017 98.65 .017 .9985 .00025 
0.000 8,7 .11 99,08 .017 98.64 *017 .9984 .00024 
.050 88 .10 99,08 .017 78.65 .017 .9984 .00024 
.1008.7 .12 79.08 .017 98,64 .017 .9984 .00024 
,150 8,5 .10 79.08 .017 98,65 .017 .9984 .00024 
.200 3.1 .13 99,10 .017 98,65 017 .9986 .00024 
.250 0.4 .11 99.11 .017 98,65 .017 .9987 .00024 
.300 0.1 79.,14 017 98,65 .017 +9990 .00024 
+350 0,7 .0? 99,16 .018 98.64 .017 .9992 .00025 
.400 815 +10 99.10 .017 98.65 .017 .9994 .00024 
1550 3.7 .16 99.20 .018 98.65 .017 *9996 *00025 
1700 8.6 10 99.23 .017 98465 .017 .9999 *00024 
,850 8.3 16 99.23 .017 98.65 .017 .9999 .00024 
1.000 7.2 14' 99.22 .017 98.64 .017 .9998 .0002 
strs m Tats Pressure PTI 







TTable H97. FIVE 	 ROLE PRESSURE PRODE KAKC VEL TY",ADA 
.c 	 =2.10 1R =ID0rmn ANCH ~C) = 00 YZWIC 	 1647 t 
NONLZDNOfRAL IZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL .aTAL VLOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENtS 
POSITION P",Ivh AK. Yaw AnI 
2TS U/UZ (47) '6 (Q),eg Bet_____ QFl N(-) Qr/UZO 01--)W-	 +-)W

-1000 107 	 0343 .1 *0340 .161 .0055 0l4 i0018
 
.04 8 .07 13 112 I.57 .0339 .181 .0062 .015 *0014
 
-.700 itc7 .0344 10 .0? .9 .18 ME65 .030 .172 .0064 .020 .0017
 
-.550 1,059 .037 1,0 .07 W.1 .09 1046 .0343 164 0056 .010 .101
 
-.400 LO0SC 6348l 1m Q1 1+1 .12 1.045 .0344 .163 .0056 .026 .0024
 
-,350 1.031 .0342 . .13 Id' i12 1.020 .039 .149 .0054 .016 .0024
 
-300 1*027 .0344 1, .17 1.4 .0 1.015 .0340 .154 .0054 .020 +0031
 
-.2,0 1.021 .4349 .9 .17 1.3 .09 1.017 .0345 .155 .0055 .016 .0036
 
-+200 .9. .0350 1.4 .11 1.4 .13 .967 .0345 .147 .0057 .024 .0021
 
-.150 .96 .0344 1.7 .14 1.6 .09 .954 .0341 .140 .0052 .02? .0025
 
-.100 .949 .0342 1.? .1I 1.6 .12 .930 .0338 .139 .0054 .031 .0021
 
-.050 .946 .0342 1.7 .14 1*5 .07 .935 .0338 .13? 40052 .028 .0026
 
06000 .933 .0343 1.7 .18 1.6 .12 .127 .0339 .137 .0054 .028 .0031
 
.050 .941 .0342 1.6 .15 1.3 .09 .730 .0338 .142 .0053 .027 .0026
 
.100 .940 .0343 1.8 .14 7-. .'2 .930 .0339 .136 .0054 .030 .0025 C0
 
.150 .757 .0342 1.6 .12 17 .07 .747 .0338 .139 .0052 .026 .0021
 
.200 .
 .i .1 1. 	 .11 .957 .0338 .146 .0055 .032 t0021 02
 




.9 .14 1+7 .12 1+000 .0337 .143 .0053 

.3 1.010 .0342 

+3,=o 1+037." .0 .08 1.6 .14 1.026 .151 .017 	 C10342 	 .0338 NOW :0016 

.400 1,00 .342 .0 .07 1.7 .21 1.047 .033? .149 *0062 .014 .0016 C)
 
.i0 167 *14 1,061 .0340 .155 ,0056 -.004 .0019

.550 M72.0343 -.2 

.700 1.037 .0344 .7 .07 1.6 .14 1.077 .0340 .159 .0057 .014 .0015
 
.50 1.07 .0344 .5 .07 1.1 .16 1.074 .0340 .160 .0061 .010 .0017
 
1+000 1090 .0344 .8 .03 1.7 .10 1.078 .0340 .150 .014 .0016
.0053 

UFatr6ea Velocit U~ =2.5 ./S H/-- +71) 
Pobet Yaw offSet ,nkt = 10.0 Dle 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Table H98. ,IV-,IIOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA
 
ICI.DC A,,LE ,DEC = 10.0 , Zc/C = 2.10 t R = 16,7 % 
N,ALIZED. EXI TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANCENTIA AINGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY" 
poS^TION PT2 F2
 
,. Dez P /- pa (t/-) PT2/PT1
kr/- ­
-1.000 3.7 .10 99.22 .017 98,65 .017 #9998 .00024 
-.850 ,3 .12 99,21 .017 98,64 .017 .9998 .00024 
. 99.22 .017 98.64 .017 .9998 .00024 
.0 9,0 .09 99,21 .013 98.65 .017 .9997 .00025 
, .. .018 .017 ,00212 99.20 9864 .9996 
-,30 8,4 .2 99,17 .017 98,64 .017 .9993 .00024 
8 	 0 9.17.018 98,64 .017 .9993 .00025
 
1'1 .09 .04S .017 ,00025
o,, 99.18 98,65 v9994 
-00 8,7 .43 99.12 .019 98,365 .017 *9988 ,00025 
-.150 8.5 *09 97,11 .010 98.64 .017 .9987 .00025 
--0100 8.6 .12 99.10 .017 98.65 .017 .9986 .00024 
.5 3,6 .07 77.09 .017 98,65 .017 .9985 .00024 
0,000 8°6 .12 99,03 .017 98,64 .017 .9984 .00024 
.050 8.0 .09 99,09 .017 98.64 .017 ,9985 00024 
.10 0,5 .12 99.09 .017 98,65 .017 #9985 .00024
 
.150 8,5 .09 99.10 .017 98,65 .017 +9986 .00024
 
,200 8.9 .41 99.11 .017 98,64 .017 .9987 .00024
 
.00 8.2 .10 99.14 .017 98.64 .017 .9990 .00024
 
.80 8.2 +12 99.15 .017 98,64 .017 .9991 .00024
 
350 8,5 .14 I9.8 .017 98.64 .017 .9994 .00024
 
9.200 .017 98#64 .017 .9996 .00024
 
.550 8.3 °44 99.22 .0117 90,65 .017 .9998 .00024
 
.700 	 8+4 414 09#23 .017 93.64 .017 1,0000 .00024 
97 4e 23 to.07 O ' 1
*± *.,6u.017 .9999 .00024 
.*.0 .1 0 97.23 017 98.64 .017 .9999 .00024 
U;tFeo Tata I4Pa= 99124PressGurePTz (7#-.017)
 
Upstea, Static Pressure p1 = 98.74 kPa (f/- .017)
 
Table 	H99. r,,vr ;In I ESuRE r ODE W,,, VELOCITY DATA
 




TANGENTIAL ,.TA VELOCITY COMPONENTS
L HrLOCITY 

POSITION Pitch Ansg Yaw Ans
 
2T/s U/Uzo ( /-) Deg +/-) De= (+1-- Uz/Uoz'(./--) Ut/Uzo (1,/--) Ur/Uzo (+/-)
 
-1,000 1,000 .0340 ,t #A 1.4 00 1.076 .0337 .162 .0053 .011 t0021
 
.U 1.05 ,0OZ41 12 *0 7 .11 1,071 ,.0336 .175 .005? *024 .0019
 
-.700 1000 .03741 1,6 .13 .7 .13 1,065 .0336 .174 .0060 .031 .0027
 
-.550 1*075 0343 1.6 .07 1.0 .11 1.062 .0338 .168 .0057 .030 .0020
 
-.400 1.047 .0340 1.5 .16 1.1 .07 1.034 .0336 .162 .0054 .027 .0031
 
-.350 103S .034C 2,3 .12 1.2 .08 1,022 .0344 .158 .0055 .041 .0026
 
-*vv A,00 .0340 il .09 1.3 .07 1,005 .0336 .155 .0054 t034 .0020
 
-.250 1045 0337 1.9 .11 1.2 .10 1.032 .0335 .159 .0055 .034 .0023
 
-.00. 1.000 .0343 1,8 t16 1.5 .09 .988 .0339 .148 .0053 .031 .0029 
-.150 .791 .6.44 2,3 .11 1.2 .08 .970 .0340 .152 .0055 *039 .0023 co 
-,i00 ,963 .0337 1.8 .14 1.3 .08 .952 .0335 .145 .0053 .031 .0026 
-4050 .960 0339 1,4 ,i8 1.4 .09 749 .0335 .144 .0053 .024 #0031
 
0,000 .961 .0337 1.1 .12 1.6 .08 .950 .0335 .141 .0051 .019 .0021
 
+050 .957 .0337 1.4 .06 1,4 .10 .946 .0335 .143 .0053 *023 .0013
 
1.0 .966 ,0336 1,3 	 .1 .755"
.11 1.3 0 .955 .0334 .146 o0054 .022 .0019 ; 
.150 .977 .0338 1.0 .12 1,2 .11 965 .0334 .150 .0055 .031 .0023 . 
.99 ,0339 1. .21A2001.4 .09 .907 .0335 .149 .0053 .020 .0037 0 
,250 1.013 .0338 .6 . 2 1.6 .10 1.002 .0335 .144 .0051 .011 .0021 
•300 102 .0330 ,. .10 1.1 .26 1,016 .0334 .150 ,0069 .009 .0018 
t35A 	 617
1,045 .0339 1.0 1.5 *07 1.033 .0335 .154 .0052 .019 .0031
 
40 1,063 .0340 .8 .15 1.5 12 1,051 .0336 .158 .0055 .015 t0028 
.550 1.079 +0340 .5 .13 .6 .11 1.064 .0336 .176 .0059 .009 .0024 -­
on0 1,091 .0341 .9 #15 ,8 .12 1.077 .0336 .174 .0059 .016 00029 
.050 1.90 0341 1.1 010 1.2 .11 1.077 .0336 .168 ,0056 .021 .0020 
015
..... 	 ,25 0017
1.000 1.091 .0341 .8 .09 1 .07 "1,078 . 7 1 004 .1 01 
UFstreer Velocity Uzo = 29.6 a/l (F/- .71) 
Praba Yaw Offset Ar,.le = 10.0 Des 
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ORIGINAL PAGE 90 
OrPOOR QUALITY 
Thble H1OO. FIV1-HOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0.0 t ZC/C = 2-10 1 R = 25.0
 
NORMALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERYPOSITION 	 PT2 P2 
2T/C De! t+- KPa (+IQ) Kpa (+/-) PT2/PT (1­
-1.00 86 .08 99,31 .017 98.71 .017 1,0000 .00024
 
-,850 9,3 .11 9?.30 .017 98.71 .017 .9999 .00024
 
-. 0O 7.4 .13 ?79.29 017 98,71 .017 .9999 .00024
 
-.550 9.1i .11 99,29 .018 98.71 .017 .9998 .00025
 
-.400 9.0 .07 79,26 .017 93,71 .017 .9995 .00024
 
-.350 90 .08 99.25 .019 98.71 .017 .9994. *00026
 
-.300 7,0 109 99.23 .017 98,71 .017 .9992 .00024
 
-.250 9.0 .10 99.25 .017 98.70 .017 .9994 .00024
 
-.200 8.7 *09 97.21 .018 98,71 .017 ,990 .00025
 
-,150 9.1 I08 99,20 .018 98,70 .017 .9989 .00025
 
-.100 8.9 .08 99.17 .017 98.71 .017 .9987 .00024
 
-6050 8.7 .07 99*17 *017 9371 .017 9786 *00024'
 
--"0000 3.5 .08 99,17 .017 98,70 .017 .9986 .00024
 
.050 8.7 .10 99.17 .017 93,71 .017 .9986 *00024
 
.100 8,8 .10 99.18 .017 98,71 .017 i9987 .00024
 
.150 9,0 Ill 99,19 .017 98,71 .017 .'9988 .00024
 
.200 0.7 .10 99.21 .017 98.70 .017 .9990 .00024
 
.250 8.2 .10 77,22 .017 98,71 .017 .9992 .00024
 
.300 3,9 .26 99,24 .017 98.71 .017 .9993 400024
 
.350 8.5 .08 99,25 .017 93,70 .017 .9995 .00024
 
.400 .6 .12 79,27 .017 98.70 .017 .9997 .00024
 
.550 9.4 .11 99.29 .017 98g.70 .017 .9998 o00024
 
09 *.1 99.31 .017 98,71 .017 1.0000 0.0024
 
1850 8.9 I1I 99.31 .017 93.71 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
1.000 0.0 .07 99.30 .017 90,70 *017 1.0000 .00024
 
Umstrea 	 Total Pressure PT = 99,31 Pa (+/- ,0+7) 
pstream Static Pressure P1-= 9080 dPa (f/- .017) 
Table HI 01. FIVE 2, r nPOUC fnl UAr VELOCITV DATA
 
INCIDENCE ANGLE BDEG) =10.0 ,ZU/C =2.10 tR =33.3 %
 
NORMALIZED NORMALIZED NORMALIZED 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VELOCITY VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
POGITION Pitch Ani law Ar, 
2T/S U/Uzo ,+-/-) De +I- ) Dag (-1-) ULz/Uzo (-/-) Ut/Uzo (4/U) Ur/Uzo (+/-) 
-1,000 1,090 .033? .7 .10 W 1 l077 .0335 .168 *0057 .013 .0019 
-.050 1,072 .0339 1.4 .12 .7 .17 1.058 .0335 .173 .0063 .026 .0024
 
-.700 1.084 .033? 1.7 .12 1.1 .07 1.071 .0335 .167 .0054 .033 .0624
 
-,550 1*047 .0343 1.9 .10 1*3 .00 1.035 .0339 .153 .0054 .034 .0021
 
-.400 1.068 t0339 1.0 .27 1.0 .09 1*055 .0335 .167 .0056 .033 .0051
 
-.350 1,046 .0330 2.5 .10 1.0 .14 1,.032 .0333 .164 .0059 .046 .0036
 
-.300 1.024 .0337 1.0' .15 1. .09 1;013 .0333 .160 .0055 .033 .0030
 
-.250 1,01, .03q7 1.5 .17 1.0 .00 1.004 .0333 .159 .0054 .026 .0035
 
-.200 .995 .0339 2.2 .14 1 00 .983 0335 .153 .0054 .039 .0020
 
-.150 .992 .0337 2.6 .23 11 .14 .977 .0333 .153 .0057 .044 .0042 CD
 
-.100 .976 .0337 1 , .26 1,0 .09 .764 .0333 .152 .0055 .026 .0045
 
-.050 .971 .0337 .9 09 1.3 .07 .960 .0333 .147 .0052 .016 .0017
 
0.000 .965 .0337 1*0 .2 .9 .13 .753 .0332 .152 .0057 .018 .0022
 
.050 .772 .0337 1W3 .15 1.4 .07 .961 .0333 146 .0052 .022 .0027
 
100 .77? .0336 7 .08 i.6 .00 .780 .0333 147 .0051 .016 .0015
 
.150 	 1,01 .0337 I .I 06 1.3 .07 1.000 .0333 .152 .0052 .019 .0029 00
 
20337 .11 i15 .08 1,012 .0333 .152 .0052 .016 .0021

.250 1.039 	 .0337 .1 " W i10 1.028 .0333 .152 .0052 .002 .0036 0 .
0 .e..,='V 	 %0 *S
 
.300 1.0O .0337 .6 .12 ,.5 .00 1.040 *0334 .156 l0052 .011 .0022 03
 
,350 1.072 .0330 1°0 .16 1.1 .16 1.059 .0334 .167 .0060 .018 .0031
 
.400 1.077 .0330 .6 .1 .0 .12 1.063 .0334 .172 .0059 ,012 *0025
 
.550 1,007 .0337 .2 .09 .0 .11 1.075 .0334 .173 .0057 .005 .0017 >
 
.700 1.00 .033? -.1 .12 .7 .07 1.067 .0334 .75 .0056 -.001 .0023 ­
.050 1.077 .033 ..1.0 .12 .5 .40 1.002 0334 .131 .0059 .020 .0023
 
1.000 	 1.007 .033 "i .00 .8 .10 1 .,73 .0334 .173 .0057 .022 *0017
 
UFst. so. Uz 29.7 U.s I--I-
Vel.it = .71,) 
robhe Yaw Offset Ar,le = 10+0 Beg 
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ORIGINAL PAGE 10 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Table H102. rIVE-II L PRESSURE PRDE WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
..... AN.... = Zc/C = 2.10 t R =GLE (DEG) 0*0 , 33.3 
NCRALIE EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE ,RECOVERYPCSIT .G PT2 P2 
2./ B a /-) Pa (M-) 1Pa (4/-) PT2,PTI (+/-) 
-10 8.9 .I1 77.27 .017 98.67 .017 1.0000 .00024 
- 7C4 , ,2 .017 98.67 .017 .9998 .00024 
9.0 .07 7$.26 4017 98,67 .017 .9999 .00024
-703 

9.23 .010 98.67 .017 .9996 .00025-.550 .0 
-.000 7.2 410 ?9.25 .017 98.67 .017 .9997 .00024 
-.350 ?.4 05 77.22 .017 98.67 .017 .9995 .00024 
- V ,.2 .08 97.2 017,' 98.67 .017 .9993 .00024 
-.250 9.1 .08 9.20 .017 98,67 .017 .9992 .00024 
-.2000 ,. .08 77.17 .018 98.67 .017 .9990 .00025 
-.150 7.2 .15 77.17 .017 98.67 .017 .9990 .00024 
-.100 M. .10 77.16 017 M867 *017 .9988 .00024 
-5 0. , , 7,9.5 .017 98.67 .017 .9988 .00024 
o017 .9987 *00024M.0O0O4 .13 97.15 .017 98.68 

,350 3.7 00 77.15 .017 98.67 .017 .9988 .00024 
10 0,5 .00 79.00 .017 98.67 .017 .9990 .00024 
IZO 8o.7 .08 99,9 *017 98.67 .017 .9991 00024 
77,20 .017 98.67 .017 .9993 .00024.200 0.6 .03 
,250 0.4 .10 97,22 .017 78.60 .017 .9995 .00024 
.3v=,30 3.5 A, 79.24I 98,67 .00024A .08 00 *.07 .017 .7997 
.35 *.U .317 .017 .00024i6 972 78.67 .9998 
7.2 1 99.25 .317 78.67 017 .9998 .00024.400 
.550 92 .11 79.27 .017 98.67 .017 1.0000 .00024 
*700 73 .07 99.27 ,017 8,67 .017 .9099 .00024 
.0" 7.6 .10 7727 .317 98.67 .017 1.0000 .00024 
+000 7.2 .10 77.27 .317 98.67 .017 1.000 +00024 
Upstream TotPressure PTI = 9927 KPa (-i- ,017Y 
Upstream Static Pressure Fl = 98,77 1f' (+/- .017) 
'
Tablle H1 03. ,F P... 'RE mR+"E ,,-L . .rE U .,.vELOCIT ,DATA 
NOMLZD NORMALIZED NORMALIZED
 
TANGENTIAL TOTAL VCLOCIT. iELOCITY COMPONENTS
 
2..O UI. W-). e W-).. Deg G /-) Uz/Uz0 W -) Ut/Uzo /: Ur....+­
"V. i*0,3 *345 , ,iO 1 *? 15 1+077 ,v.041 .173
10 .00611,"".. 0020
 
-*054 v. .034 . il i.0 .II 1.063 .0340 .0050. #'2- .002i
,7 .169 

-1,.0,83 .0345" 1 .5 .12 1,1 *II 1*067 *0341 .l&8 .0057 .028 .0024
 
-* v 1.70 ^' .o . 1. *8 1.067 .0341 .15b .0053 .024 .0029
.o 1,059 *0340 +173 .0059 ,05.0030

-400 1.073 .0,145 1.4 .15 .7 *10 .02
 
",.0 i*0. *0346 1.6 *32 1Ii 109 1,002 .0342 *160 .0055 4029 .0058
 
-*06 .4i.34 .2 1 128 1020 001 l14 .0058. 02 .0058
 
-. ,03 .03o17 1. 2.0 i *32 +0061 .0,41
5 0 1661 .030 
-0": l .023 .034-5" i+3 .37 1, . i3 .092 .0341 .l164 .0061 .024 .0070 Wi. .154 .154 .0075 0 O
 
".450 1.004 .03473 i.2=.2 .?920.0339 .075 .0028
 
-t050 9782 *0344 1.4" *14 i.3 013 *770 *0340 *149 .0057 .02,; t0025
 
0,AVOG *759 .*044 . 17- 1, .14 *0339 .00A8 *007 o0029
15 . .740 .146 

100 WU7 0344 8 .07 1.,1 *12 61 .0340 ,151 .0057 *014 .0013
 
= 0 1706 '0343 .3 .13 i14 4I0 7974 *0337 4147 .0054 o005 .0023
 
05 i'007. 10343 *4 .18 1.4' .12 .996 .0339 *150 +0055 .007 00r32
 
,200 1,009 4 3^43 15 .12 1.5 .00 .978 .0339 .150 .005z= *010 .0022
 
.250 1,041 -. . 1.3 1.029 .0340 o5 .w00-55 2. .0027
.0344 1 11 *07 

30 1.046n *0343 .I .12 1.4 .09. 1.035 .0340 .157 .0054 .002 .0023
 
°0344 IS i.055
'350 1,060 . *17 1*0 .0 .0340 .166 .0059 .009 +0031,
 
.55 1+072. 0345 .6 +is 1 , +,06^ 1.077 .0;41 .167 .0054 .011 .0031 Q
 
+7,0 1.003 .0345 -,.2 *is 140 ,23 1,079 *0341 .170 .0069 -,003 .0031
 
.05 1.v?0. 045 o~.3 07 Wu 00 1,070 0341 .157 .0054 .006 .O013 r
 




ORiGINtjL PGE ; 
OF POOR QUALT'r 
Table H104. FE-IOLE PRESSURE PROBE WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
INCIDE tC = ZcIC = 2.10 o R = 50.0 X,Ewr' 10.0 
.OraALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE rRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
PSITI, 	 PT2 P2
 
M/- KP PT21PTI 
- ,6.A 4 9,.57 .017 98.98 .017 1.0000 .00024 
- .350 7 M 79.57 .017 98.99 .017 .9999 .00024 
-,,0 73 Q ,9,58 M 99.00 ,017 1.0000 00024 
5 5 ..09 99.57 .017 98.99 .017 .9999 .00024 
2T/S Des , kP +,1- (i-) 	 (+-) 
-. 400 .4A 99,56 *, 	 .017 .9798 .00024 
7.0 *o 79,.53 .018 98.99 .017 t9795 l00024
 
-.300 M1 .13 79.53 .017 98,99 .017 .9995 OM24 
-.250 7.4 .14 99.52 .016 78.97 017 .9994 .00025 
-, ,, .,.50 017 93.98 017 .9972 0004 
-. 8.7 9949 .017 98.9 .017 .9991 .000245 	 .1 

-.100 9.M .21 99,47 .010 98.99 .017 .9990 .00025 
-. 050 3,0 .13 99.47 .017 98.99 .017 .978 .00024 
0.000 	 800 .14 79,45 .017 97,00 *,17 *7988 .00024
 
.050 9.0 .12 99.47 .017 77,00 .017 .9989 .00024
 
.100 0, .o10 99.48 .017 99.00 .017 .9970 .00024
 
.150 0.6 .12 99.49 .017 989,79 017 .9992 .00024 
.200 0.5 log 99.50 .017 
-
98.99 .017 .9972 .00024 
017 

"3o 0.6 .09 99.53 .017 78.99 .017 .9995 l00024
 
. .4 7.55,0 .017 96.79 017 .9998 00024
 
,.400 ,0 .13 ?9.57 .017 7,9M9 .017 .999 .00024
 
.550 80 .06 77.5 .017 98.99 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
.M 9.0 ;23 99.57 .017 98,78 .017 l9999 .00024
 
.850 04.' 9-9,5 .017 98.97 .017 1.0000 .0002
 
O 0.7 .09 9.53 .017 90,779.9 *7995 *00024
 
0.7 .07 ?7.58 017 98.93 .017 1.0000 +0002
 
UFstrea Total Pressure ?TI = 99.58 Pa my- .017) 
Uhatreas Static Pressure P1 = 99.08 KP; (+/- .017) 
T61le HiD05. rffIV'LU 	 MOb nrL .It DATA$"It 'WU mr IAKt E 
S' 0 /C 2.10 , R 66i7 X 
NORMALIED 	 O.(MALI r. NORMALIZED
 
£EJ ,MEL_____ _ T1AL IV, 0GIT VELObITY _CONPONNTs
 
-wo0 A.07. .0339 .0 I0 15.11 1.065 0336 i158 .0054 .015 .0016
 
A 0 .i , ±,vuu i0335 ii6 4059 U0 ,:;0oi,
 
-.700 1.074 ... ., 1,i .10 115236 632
IvO? 1;? ±,&t2 .605 .0024
 
.5056 1.0a7 ~ IN 4 .9 1 0 .03-36 1159 1005t 4032 i0644
Ob3 

±466 .o741 .1 .1 1.5 .09 i;025 .6337 1is .005t 4637 .06 52io3Y 

4,1,0 1.032.033 2.t .19 1.4 .13 1019 4634 .155 0056 iOj6 .0037
 
-;300 1a024 .0333 .7 .15 .7 An 1M0l .0334 .162 .0056 .016 .0027
 
t.50 i.0oo .0337 1.4 .) 1.0 .12 .703 .0335 .156 .0057 1024 .0035 
1.1.0343 .s 23 1.3 .0 .900 .0339 .150 .005 *oo9 *o64o
 
-15 i775 .033 1.9 .3? 1.4 .11 ,94 .0335 .144 M0054 .032 .004
 
-.100 .974 .033d 1.4 .2 1.4 ,ii .963 .0335 1145 .0053 .023 .0040
 
.60 .037 1,0 .08 i2 I09 .948 .0335 .147 40054 .016 .0015 
0.060 053 .0338 ;. i19 1.4 .o .942 .0334 i142 .0052 .oi3 .6=42 
.00 .767 .0330 .6 410 1.2 09 .956 ;0334 .148 .0054 .010 .00±f
 
4.7n . ,10 iS 0334 ,145 o .0i
3 .0 h67 	 .OQ52 005 O0 
.0 1004 .030 .2 1 15 1 .793 .01 4 .140 .0056 ,003 ,0021
 
.200 A.017 .3 ;13 1.4 .12 1.005 .153 .006
.0330 .0334 .0055 .00213 
.250 .UM 0330 -. . 164 +06 1,02- .0334 .155 .0051 -.001 .0044 0 
A54 03,3 .300A .0 1.043 .0335 .155 .0052 .000 .0025 
6. 	 A vu .6 .13 1,7 *07 1 .053 .0335 .154 .0051 .014 .0024 
.400 A.,1, . .23 1+4 .1I1 1.05 .633 j461 0055oj^711r A0 	 0W.06.0051  	 1 
0 	 1.068.. It .162 0054 .006 
i700 	 1.000 .039 .0 .13 1.8 .13 1.067 .0336 .155 .0055 i014 .0024
 
1,0, wQ, .7 .12 1.2 .14 1.060 .0035 .164 .0058 .010 +0022
 
1900 1.000 	 .0 .07 1.6 .0 073 .0052 4 . 1 
I 4+01 VVI-m-1 1-00 tOZ n On 97 I 1u -,0 L 1 1_ 
UF;treani ci . = 20.7 -s ( 1 
Probe Yaw U.fet A.1e =10.0 BSA 
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OF POOR QUALITY 
Table H06. ,VE ,E PRELSURE PROBE WAKE rnr e ,TA 
INCIrDENCE ANGLE HEG = 10. 1 7... 4 = 20 4 y R = L67 
NORM1ALIZED EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENTIAL ANGLE PRESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
2./S= 0j,- , .I U's (i-/-) PT2/PTI (I-) 
-. 000 8.5 I11 ?7.27 .017 98,69 017 1.0000 .00024 
.­05 8.7 .4 97,27 .017 98.68 .017 1.0000 .00024 
.700 0.3 .I0 97.26 .017 98.60 .017 .9997 .00024 
S0 0 90 00 07 . 04024 
J356.6 - 112 9,23992 .017.06 9,6900 .017W03102 .9977 .00025 
.2 +l47 A07*?9'+irA 0. 74+7 0 9OOLO 002
-. Vso u1 .2 ?.1 .017 90.60 .017 .797 *QA02
 
-00 G+7 11 79.16 017 98.6" .017 On9A . 0r24
0
 
.050 8+0 ?740 76 .017 *7981 +00024
.07 fll 

-.00 00 .07 9159.1 017 906? .017 +707 .00024 
.0 3. +09 77+14 .017 98.6 .017 .9987 .00024 
200 3.5 +09 79,17 .017 78u8 .017 .9989 .00024 
8.100 12 .017 .017 .00024
0.7 99.20 98.68 .997 

-.300 0.4 .07 79,25 .017 9,69 .017 9977 °00024
 
.3^ 3.4 .7 97.26 .017 769 .017 *9987 00024
 
+.00 S.C .i .... .017 78.68 .017 .9989 .00024
 
1 6 ,9+27 .017 9368 .017 1.0000 00024
 
+,00 8+3 +12 7+27 .017 98.69 .017 10000 100024
 
.150 3.5 .14 99.19 .017 98.69 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
1+000 8.4 .00 99.27.0147 98.69 .017 1.0000 .00024
 
Uptra Presre.4'. 97+27,'H (+/- 017)
.0. = 

Uptrea. Static Pressure F 778.68 .017.0 0)
 
Table H107. -1 0 	 ZCZ'R 2EO,0 DATA 3WAKE =RC 
I NC IDENCEI AZ.CLCr 	 ' G %,flc=-0 C 
NORMLI NORMALIZED 	 NORMALIZED
TANGENTIAL L VEL OCY 	 VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
2_ U/UzG 	 (+/-) De (+/-) D ,, , Uz/'Uzo (I-) Ut/Uza (+/-) Ur/Uzo (I-) 
- 1000 1030 *0350 1 i 2I 2.1 091 347 1.028 .143 .0051 .019 .0038
 
.5 1.5 ,4 2.* .4 1.049 .0334;  .146 .0053 .025 *0025
.0330 	 ,i
0.7000337 .00 .z .0334 .0054 *0016





,420 01 1.7 .1 .0 i 1,032 .0338 .145 .0055 .031 .0036 
-6400 1,042 0336 2.2 .0? 1+3 .10 1,030 .0332 .158 .0054 .040 .0021

-35 1,030 3 0 2+2 .14 15 .12 1+013 0334 ,151 0054 .040 ,0028 
-. 300 i.003 .0340 2.6 .13 1.3 40 *991 0336 .151 .0054 .045 0027 
- 0 +6A0 356 1.0 +5 15 11 .957 0352. +3 056 +031 .0027 1 
-000 +9 Vtt0 2,3 ,Us , 23 948 .0346 141l 0064 .038 0033 
.11 

-0100 .72? 0038 

-150 .94 .0Z39 2.1 .22 1.6 937 .0335 139 .0053 .034 .0030 C
 
.4 .22 1.3 .0? *710 .0334 .141 .0053 .006 .00351
 
-.050 +717 .0341 +6 10 1 09.09 .708 0338 120 ,0050 .010 0017
 
0*000^ 921 0330 4 ,13 Its ,13 .711 ,0335 ,134 ,0054 006 0021
 
.050 023 .0338 6 +14 1W9 .00 0913 .0334 130 .0049 .00? 0022 0
 
,100 +944 037 .2 12 2.4 +11 o936 .0334 *125 .0040 .003 o0020
 
5 .55. =36 .4 Ili W .09 046 .0333 o136 .0050 .007 +0019 10
 
.200 .783 .0336 +4 106 2.3 .09- .974 .0333 1132 .0048 .007 .0014 o0
 
.250 	 1.01 .0336 +? 03 2.4 +10 1,002 .0333 .133 ,0040 .016 0023 u r 
*Vtf *12 08.30V 1V4 .033t v)310 1.010 .0334 .145 .0051 00211
 
.350 1.033 .0339 1+4 t.3 2.0 .12 1.+22 .0336 .144 ,0052 ,025 .0024
 
*400 1.050 0336 +6 110 2,1 .16 1,040 .0333 .145 .0054 ,012 .0018
 
,550 1.062 037 1.5 +17 20, 12 1,052 .0334 ,140 ,0050 ,028 0032
 
1.058 *700, +06 +13 1.043 .146 	 .0013
.w37 . 2.1 .0334 v0052 010 

1350 1,064 .0337 .6 10 2+.7 .16 1.056 40334 .136 .0052 .012 .001s
 
1.000 	 1+055 .0330 1 .111 2.1 .27 1.045 +0335 ,145 ,0067 .020 .0020
 
Uestresa Velocit Uzo = 29.0 m/s (f/- .71)
 




OF POOR QUALITY 
Table H108. FIVE LE PRESSURE PROE WAKE PRESSURE DATA 
INIDNCE A', (DEG = 10.3 Zc 210 y R = 83,3 x 
NRALIZD EXIT TOTAL STATIC TOTAL PRESSURE 
TANGENT IAL ANGLE' PESURE PRESSURE RECOVERY 
MSS Deg 0 iPa (Ws-) PT2/PTI (1/-)ups- 'T-

4.000 8.0 10 99.23 ,020 93.69 ,017 .9996 .00026 
-. 850 8.1 .14 99,26 .017 98,69 .017 .9999 .00024 
-.700 8.3 .13 99,24 017 98.69 .010 9997 .00024 
-.550 8.2 .15 99,24 .018 98,69 .017 .9996 .00025 
-.400 9.0 .10 99.24 .017 98,69 .017 .9996 .00024 
-,3%v 8.7 .12 .9,22 7 98.69 ,017 .9995 .00024 
-.300 9.0 .0 99.19 *018 98,68 .017 .9992 .00025
 
-.29 8.77.11 99,1L .021 98.69 .017 .9989 .00027
 
- ^ 8+8 .23 99,16 .020 98,69 .017 .9988 .00026 
-+150 3.7 12 99,14 .017 98,69 .017 .9937 .00024 
-+100 0,7 .09 99,13 .017 93,69 .017 .9936 .00024 
-0A0 0.1 .09 99.1i .018 98,69 .017 .9984 *00025 
0+000 8,4 .13 99.12 .017 98.69 .017 9985 *00024
05091 017 93.69 .017 .9985 .00024
 
107 . 99.14 .017 98.69 .017 .997 .00024 
,.50 3.2 .o 99,1 .017 98,69 .017 9988 *00024 
.20 7.7 .0? 99,13 .017 98,69 .017 .9991 .00024 
.250 7. 6 *10 99.21 .017 98.69 .017 .9994 00024
 
.300 0,2 .09 99,22 .017 98,69 .017 .9994 .00024
 
.350 3.2 12 9.23 .018 78.69 .017 .9996 .00025
 
.400 00 .15 99.25 .017 98.69 .017 +9997 .00024
 
.550 7.7 .12 79.+27 017 93.69 .017 .9999 .00024
 
.700 8.0 .13 99,.25 017 98.69 .017 .9998 .00024
 
.050 7.4 .16 99.26 .017 98.69 .017 .9999 .00024
 
1.300 8.0 .26 99.25 .017 98.69 .017 .9998 .00024
 
U.trEa otal Presre PII = 97.27 KP (+/- .017) 
Urn~aiba tatic ,-rossure rF. =98,77 KPa (+1- .007) 
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OF POOR QUALITY 
APPENDIX I
 
Exit Flow Field Data - Graphical Presentation 
The exit data at all of the measurement stations is
 
presented in graphical form in this Appendix. The figures
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-1 -. 5 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
Figure Il. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 0.B 
Zc/C = .94, R = 4.2% 
- 310 -
ORIGINAL PA0 D3 












-1 -. 5 0 .5i 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 12. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, 
Zc/C = .94. 
INCIDENCE 
R = 4.2% 
ANGLE (BEG) = 0. 
- 311 - RI{GINAL PAGE i' 
















NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
Figure 13. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) =0.
 
Zc/C = .94. R = 8.3%
 
1.1 
- 312 - ORIGINAL PAGCE E,' 

















-1 -.5 0 5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 14. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 
Zc/C = .94, R = 8.3% 
0, 
ORIGINAl PAGE ,


















-1 -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S
 
Figure 15, FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0, 
Zc/C = .94. R = 12.5% 
ORIGINAL PAOR UN
 



















Figure 16. FIVE-HOLE PRQBE WAKE DATA. 
Zc/C = .94, 
INCIDENCE 
R = 12.51 
ANGLE (DEG) = O, 
- 315 - ORIGINAL pACGE k 


















-1 -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 17. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 



















. 99 R 





-4 -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
Figure 18. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0. 
Zc/C = .94, R =16.7% 



























-I -. 5 0o 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 0.Figure 19. 



















NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S
 
ANGLE (DEG) 0.Figure I10. FIVE-HOLEPROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE 
Zc/C =.4, R = 25%
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-,.05 -- =C =19.R 3 
-1 -50 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 
.5 
2T/S 
Figure Iii. FIVE-HOLE PROE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE 
Zc/0 .94. R =3B.,SB 
ANGLE (BE) =0, 
ORIGINAL PAG9 E 










-1 -. 5 a .5 
NORMALIZE TANGENIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
Figure 112. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INC11DENCE ANGLE MEG) = 0. 
Zc/C = .g4 R = 33.39 
1 
321 -ORIGINAL PAGE 1, 

















-. 5 0 o 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 113, FIVE-HIOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (OEG) 
Zc/C =.94, R = 50% 
= 0. 
ORIGINAL PAGE Q 

















NORMALIZED! TANGENIIAL POSITION! 2/S 
Figure RI4L FI,.VE-HOES PROBE WAKE 0ATA;, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG), 0l; 
Z6/C -:..94,, R,= 5sO 
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-1 -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S
 
Figure 115, FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG)= 0. 
=Zc/C - .94,R 68.7% 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 

















II I I 
-1 -. 5 0 .5 1 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S
 
Figure 116, FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0. 
Zc/C = .94. R = 66.7% 















m I I 
-1-.5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
Figure 117% FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 0.
 




















2T/SNORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 
Figure 118. FIVE-HOLE. PROBE WAKE' DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 0.O 
ZalC = .94. R = 83.3Z 
- 327 -
ORIGINAL PACE W. 






















-1 -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
Figure 119, FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0. 
Zc/C = 2.06, R = 4.2% 
- 328 - ORIGINAL PAGE I1 







'NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
•Figure 	120. 'FIVE-HOLEZ PROBE-VEE'OCITY'DATA, INCID]ENCE ANGLE (DEG) =0, 
"Zc/C = . 06. R = 4. 2%. 
- 329 ­
1. 1 
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NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION 2T/S 
Figure 121. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 
Zc/C = 2.06, R = 8.3% 
0.O 


















Figure 122. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, 




























-1-.5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 123. FIVE-HOLE P:ROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (D]EG) =0,
 
Z./C = 2.05, R- 12.5%
 
- 332 - ORIGINAL PAGE 12 













-II1-.5 a . 5I 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
Figure 124. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE 
Zc/C =2.06. R = 12.5% 
(DEG) , 
- 333 - ORIGINAL PAGE 09 



















-1 -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 125, FI.VE-HLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0. 
Zc/C = a., R = 18. 7% 
-334 ORIGINAL PAM M 

















TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
1 
Figure 126. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0. 
Zc/C = 2.08, R = 15.7% 
- 335- ORIGINAL PAGE Ml 















-1 -. 5 0 ,5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
Figure 127o FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0. 
Zc/C = 2. 05. R = 25% 
336 ORIGINAL PAG M 
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-t -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
= 0,Figure 128. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 
Zc/C = 2.06, R = 251 
337 ORIGINAL PAGE ES 












NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 129. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE 
Zc/C = 2-0.0 R = 33.3% 
(DEG) : . 












z 106 5 
w 
-1 -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANOENTEAL POSITION. 2T/S 
1 
= 0,Figure 130. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 

Zc/C = 2.05, R = 33.3% 
- 339 - ORIGINAL PAGE 1W 
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1 I II 
-4 -•5 a .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S
 
Figure 131. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 0. 
Zc/C = 2.06. R = 50% 
ORIGINAL PAGE 12
 



















Figure 1.32. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA. INCIDENCE 
Zc/>C =2.08. R =50% 
ANGLE CIJEC) = 0. 
- 341 - ORIGINAL PAGE IS 




















-. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
Figure 133. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 0.O 
Zc/C = 2. 06. R = 66.7% 
- S342 ORIGINAL PAGS iS 



















-1 -.5 a .5 1 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
= 0.Figure '134. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 

Zc/C = 2.08. R = 68.7% 
- 343 -
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NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 135. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 0.O
 
=
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NOMLIE TAGNTA POITON5Z 
Figure 136. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE" DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 0.O 
Zc/C = 2..B R = 83.3% 
- 345 - ORIGINAL PAG 6 











-1 -. 5 0 .5
 
NORMALIZED TANGE.NTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 137. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) =5,
 





























DG' = 5 
-347-
 ORIGINAL PAE' Ia 



















•/ =, .0,R=83 
-. 05 
-I -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 139. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE WDEG) =5,
 
Zc/C = .94, R 6. 3% 
1.1 
-9 
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NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 140. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) =5, 
Zc/C = .94, R = 8.3% 
- 349 - ORIGINAL PAG-E g


















-I ;50 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
Figure I41. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5. 

















Fiur 14.w FIEHL9POEWK9DT.ICIEC NLE(E) 5 
-I. -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. iT/S 
Figure 142. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5. 
Zc/t = .94 R = 12.5% 
- 351 - ORIGINAL PAGE Q 















-t t 1 . 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 143. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (BEG) =5. 
Zo/C = .94. R = 15.7% 
- 352 ORIGINAL PACE 58 













NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSkTrON,, 2T/S 
Figure 144. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) =5 
Zc/C = .g4, R = 18.7% 
353 ORIGINAL PAG & 














 -. 5 0 .5 
.NORMALIZED TANCENTIAL POSITION. 2T/SC-
Figure 145. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, NCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5. 
Zc/C=.94, R =25X 























-1 -. 5 0 .5 1 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
Figure 146. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5.
 
Zc/C =.94. R = 25% 
- 355 -
ORIGINAL PAGE JW 


















Figure'147. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE {OEG) =5. 
ZclC = .94. R = 33.38% 
356 	 ORIGINAL PAGE 13 








10 151 IN rm !lg 
- | 
-I -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 148. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5. 
Zc/C = .94, R = 93.3% 
- 357- ORIGINAL PAGE C, 















Figure 149. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) =5, 
=
Zc/C = .94, R 50%
 
PA- 2 4"ORIGINAL 
















-1- -. 5 
POSITION. 2T/SNORMALIZED TANGENTIAL 
Figure 150. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE 'flEG) = 5, 
Zc/L = .94, R = 50% 
- 359 - ORIGINAL PAGE 54 
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NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S
 
Figure 151. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) =5, 
Zc/C = .9,4, R = 85.7% 
11 OOR QUALI' 












-1 -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
Figure 152. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5. 
Zc/C = .94, R= 68.7% 
- 361 - ORIGINAL PAGE 04 

















-1 -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
Figure 153. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5, 
Zc/C = .94, R = 83.3% 
- 362 ORIGINAL PAGE i0 














-1 -. 5 
NORMALIZED 
0 .5 
TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
1 
Figure 154. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, 
Zc/Z = .94, 
INCIDENCE 
R = 63.3% 
ANGLE (DEG) 5, 
- 363-
L.iOF 















-. I I 
-I -. 5 0 .5 
N~ORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. ZT/S 
Figure 155. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5. 
Zc/C =2.0D7. R= 4,2 
1.1 
.9 
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Figure 156. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 
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•O -- LIEOSIIM2NrA 

-l -. 5 0 .5 
RHLIZE n TANGENTIAL PflST]ION. 2T/S 
Figure 1570 FIVE--ILE PROBE VELOCITY DATA. INCIDENCE 
Zc/C =2, 7, R =8.9 
ANGLE (DEG) 5. 
-
























Figure 158. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA. INCIDENCE 
Zc/C = 2.07, R = 8.3 
ANGLE (EG) 5, 















NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
Figure 159. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) =5. 
ZclC = 2. 07. R = 1?- 5% 
368 ORIGINAL PAGE 1' 














-1. -. 5 0 .5 
NORNALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITrON, 2T/S 
Figure 160. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAXE DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (WEG) = 5, 























Figure 1610 FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5. 
Zc/C = 2 07. R = 16.7% 
- 370 - ORIGINAL PAGE E9 










NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. ZT/S 
Figure 162. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) =5, 
=
























-I ;.5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
Figure 163. FIVE-HOLE PROSE VELOCITY DATA, 
Zc/C = 2.07. 
INCIDENCE 
R ­ 25% 
ANGLE (BEG) 5. 
- 372 ­



















-I-.5 0 .5 
2T/SNORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 
WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 5. Figure 164. FIVE-HOLE PROBE Zc/C = 2.07. R = 25% 




















Figure 165. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 
Zc/C = 2.07. R =39.9% 
= 5. 


















NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE 
ANGLE 















-1 -. 5 0.51 
NMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
Figure 167. FrVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEC) =5,
Zc/C = 2.07. R =50% 























TANGcETEAL POSITION. 2T/s 
Figure 168. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE 
Zc/C = 2.07. R = 50% 
(EG) 5. 
377 - ORIGINAL PAGE IL' 














. I II 
-4 -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 169. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE 
Zc/C = 2.07. R = 865.7% 
ANGLE (DEG) 5, 
378 - Opj-GINL PAGE M -














Figure 170G. FIVE-HOILE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE 
Zc/C =, 1 07. R = 65. 7% 
(DEG) =5 
- 379-	 ORIGINAL PAGE E0 













-. 	 .5 1 
POSITION. 2T/SNORKALIZE TANGENTIAL 



















NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S
 
Fi gure M.7'2 FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) =5. 
Zc/C = 2. 07, R-= 83.9% 
- 381 -
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-1 -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
Figure 173. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCETY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 10.
 
Zc/C = .98, R = 4.2%
 
1. 1 
- 382 - ORIGINAL PAGE 15 














-I -. 5 0) .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S
 
Figure 174. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 10. 
Zd/C = .98. R = 4.2% 



















-1 -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
Figure 175. FIVE-HOLE PROBE 'VELOCITY DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 10. 
Zc/C - .96, R. 8.3% 
- 384 - ORIGINAL PAGE FS 


















-1 -. 5 O .51 
NORMALIZED, TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 176. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 1 0.
 
Zc/C = .go, R = 8. 3%
 
- 385 ­
,ORIGINAL PAGE 04 












-. -. 5 0 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
Figure 177. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (EG) =10.
 
=

















ORIGINAL PAGE I 
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I II 
-1 -.50. 
NORNALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 21/5 
Figure 178. FEVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (IJEG) 10, 
Zc/C .95. R 12. 5% 
- 387 -ORIGINAL pfQl g 


















-1 -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
Figure 179. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 10. 
Zc/C = .96, R = 15.7% 












NDRMALtZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
Figure 180'. F-1VE-HOLE. PROBE' WAKE DATA,. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) =10. 
Zc .> t9. R 16.7% 
- 389 - ORIGINAL PAGE 0 














-i - .5O, 
NOMLZD AGN05 OIIO,2/ 
Fiue11a IEHL RB EOIY AA NIEC NL DG 0 
ZNC=,96 5 
- 390 
- ORIGINAL PAG6 i 









-I -0 ,5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. T/S 
FIVE-HOLE PROSE WAKE 'DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE 
Zc/C =.-96, R = 25% 
(DEG) =10. 
391 -O G NAL P ACE M 
















-. 5 0 
.5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 183. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG)Zc/C =.96, R = 83.3% 10 
ORIGINAL PAGE !& 


























Figure, 184. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 
Zc/C = .96. R = 33.3% 
= 10, 
- 393-	 ORIGINAL PAG f 


















-1 -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S
 
Figure 185. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 10, 
Zc/C = .98, R = 50% 
ORIGINAL PAGE 19
 




















-i -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
Figure 186. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE- (DEG) = in. 
=
Zb/C = .g9. R 50%, 
-395 -
395 












NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITrON, 2T/S 
Figure 187. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (PEG) = 10, 
Zc/C = .9,, R =55.7% 
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-a . .. . '. 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2r/S 
Figure 188, FEVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE- DATA. 
Zc/C - .96. 
INCIDENCE 
R = 66.7t 
ANGLE (DEG) = 10. 
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-1 -.5 O .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
Figu.re 189. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 10, 
Zc/C = .96, R = 83.3% 













NOMLIE TAGNIA OIIO.2/ 
~ 0 
I -
-I -. 5 
NORMALIZED 
0 .5 
TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T16 
Figure 190', FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (flDG 10. 
Zc/C =.9B, R :83.SZ 

























-1 -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
Figure 191. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 10. 



















-1 -.5 O0 .51 
NORMALIZED TANGNTIAL PSITION. 2T/S 
Figure 192. FrVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, 'INCIDENCEANGLE (DEG) 
Zc/C = 2.10, R = 4.2% 
= 10. 
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-I -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 193. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEO) = 
Zc/C = 2.10, R = 8.3% 
10, 
- 402 - ORIGiNAL PAGE [2 













-, -. 5. 0. 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S 
Figure. 194'.. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA,. INCIDENCE ANGLE 
Zc/C = 2.-0. R = 8.3% 
(DEG)i 10.. 
PAGE 

















5 0 .5-1 -.

NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
= 10,Figure 195. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 

Zc/C =2. 0, R = 12.5%
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-1 -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 196. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (BEG) 
























Figure 197. FIVE-HOLE PRO1BE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (BEG) =10. 
Zc/C = 2-10. R = 15.7% 

















-t -. 5 0 .51 
NORMALIZE-.D TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 198. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) = 10, 
Zc/C = 2- 10, R = 16. 7% 
1. 1 
407 ORiGiNAL PAGE 9 


















-t -. 5 0 .5 
NORHALIZED TANGENTIAL PIJSITEON, 2T/S
 
Figure 199. FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 
= 0. 
Zc/C =2.10. R = 25.0% 
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-1 -. 5 0 .51 
NORMALIZED TANGEkrTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
Figure 11'00. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, INCIDENCE ANGL2E (DEG) = 10. 
Zc/C = 2.10, R = 25.0% 
POOR QUALITY 



























-i -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S
 
Figure I101 FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE <DEG) 10, 
Zc/C = 2.1. R = 33.3% 





















1 -. 5 0 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
15 
Figure 1102. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA, 
INCIDENCE ANGLE 
Zc/C = 2.10. R = 33.3% 
(DEG) = 10i 
ES 
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I-1 I I-. 5 0 .51 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION, 2T/S 
= 10,Figure 1103, FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 

Zc/C = 2.10, R = 50.0%
 
------------------ 
- - - -
- - - -
- -
.7 
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- -I -- I* ­0 --- I 
0 
-. 5 0 .5A 

NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S
 
= 10.Figure 1,104. FIVE-HdLE PROBE WAKE DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (0EG5 

Zc/t = 2.10. R = 50.0% 
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-1 -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL 	POSITION, 2T/S
 
= 10,FIVE-HOLE PROBE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEC)
Figure 1105. 

Zc/C = 2.10. R = 66.7% 
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-t -. 5 0 .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITION. 2T/S
 
Figure 1107. FIVE-HOLE PROSE VELOCITY DATA, INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) - 10. 
Zc/C = 2.10. R = 89.3% 
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-I -. 5 0) .5 
NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL POSITrON. 2T/S 
Figure 1108'. FIVE-HOLE PROBE WAKE DATA. INCIDENCE ANGLE (DEG) 10, 





Isobaric Exit Contour Visualization Technique
 
The concept of producing on-line photographic isobaric
 
contour maps of a flow field has been developed at the Boe­
ing Company [18]. A sensor, such as a total pressure probe,
 
is traversed in a plane perpendicular to the flow axis. The
 
pressure is read via electronic transducers, and a light
 
source, attached to the downstream side of the sensor, is
 
flashed in a color corresponding to a preset pressure level.
 
A downstream camera viewing the flow field is used to record
 
the color isobaric contours. This concept was adapted for
 
obtaining isobaric contour maps of the wake regions in the
 
R-T plane in The Purdue Annular Cascade Facility.
 
The apparatus developed for use is shown in Figure Jl,
 
with its installation in the annular cascade facility
 
schematically shown in Figure J2. The program, PPHOT2,
 
directs the automated flow visualization process. The probe
 
pressure is automatically read via a Scanivalve transducer
 
with the traversing of the probe in the facility R-T plane
 
accomplished via the automated L. C. Smith Traversing Sys­
tem. Probe alignment is in the chordwise direction to align
 
.79 mm Inner Diameter 
Total-Pressure Probe- Chordline 
Alignment








Figure J1. Photograph of the Lightbox, the Fiber Optics Probe, and a Sample Result
 
Pressure to Computer 
Via Scanivolve, Fber Optics 






Z 0 0 Cloed Light 





Figure J2. Schematic of the Isobaric Exit Visualization 
Apparatus in the Annular Cascade Facility 
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the total pressure probe in the principal flow direction. A
 
light box was fabricated to provide automated flashing of
 
any one of three high intensity light sources. Each light
 
source is filtered to color the source, and focused on the
 
end of a shielded fiber optics cable, which is mounted
 
through the light box wall. Red, green, and yellow filters
 
are used with each. source to designate three pressure
 
ranges. The other end of the shielded fiber optics cable is
 
attached to the downstream side of the probe tip, directing
 
a colineaz flash of light downstream into the facility ple­
num. A Polaroid camera with remote shutter control is
 
located in the plenum. As the probe traverses the R-T
 
plane, the proper light is selected and flashed through the
 
fiber optics line, and dots of colored light are recorded on
 
a print created by the Polariod camera (open shutter time
 
exposure). Upon completion of the traverse, the shutter is
 
closed and the polaroid camera provides an on-line isobaric
 




The preset pressure levels were determined prior to
 
each experiment session by traversing the probe circumeren­
tially at a mid-span location and surveying the resulting
 
pressure data. A black and white copy of a colored,contour
 
photograph which shows the symmetric nature of the wake
 
about the airfoil circumferential location at 00 incidence
 
ispresented in Figure 31.
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APPENDIX K (1] 
NASA Computer Codes
 
Two NASA-developed computer codes were used to predict
 
the chordwise distribution of the airfoil surface pressure
 
coefficient. The two programs, MERIDL [16] and TSONIC [17]
 
are based on inviscid analyses and are intended for comput­
ing turbomachine flow field.
 
The governing flow equations are the continuity equa­
tion, the momentum equation (the inviscid form of the
 
Navier-Stokes equations), and the thermodynamic equations.
 
For steady subsonic flows, these equations form a system of
 
elliptic partial differential equations. Solving an ellip­
tic system requires that the flow conditions be completely
 
specified on all boundaries of the solution region. Both
 
programs generate two-dimensional grids upon which the
 
governing equations are solved as finite difference equa­
tions using successive-over-relaxation.
 
The MERIDL program generates its grid along the hub­
to-tip mean stream-sheet in the center of the airfoil pas­
sage. This stream-sheet is assumed to have the same shape
 
- 422 ­
as the airfoil camber line with flow-matching corrections at
 
the leading and trailing edges. Oneof the primary purposes
 
of the 'MERIDLprogram is to compute the radial shift of the
 
streamlines in the solution region (airfoil passage). Part
 
of MERIDL's output is the input, in its required format, for
 
the TSONIC program. It was to be expected for the facility
 
geometry (constant radius annulus walls and flat-plate air­
foils) that there would be very little radial shift of the
 
streamlines. "MERIDLwas primarily used for completeness and
 
to generate the extensive input required for TSONIC.
 
The TSONIC program generates its numerical grid and
 
solves the governing equations along an airfoil-to-airfoil
 
stream-sheet. The program assumes that this stream-sheet is
 
a surface of revolution. Any arbitrary stream-sheet from
 
hub to tip can be specified provided that MERIDL had been
 
instructed to generate the appropriate input to TSONIC.
 
Part of the output fxomTSONIC is the airfoil surface velo­
cities, These can easily be converted to the ,corresponding
 
:Pressuxe coef-fiients by dividing them by the mass-averaged
 










The experimental pressure coefficient data are
 
presented here. Tables L1 through LI are grouped by
 
incidence angle with 10, 50, and 90% span data presented for
 
both the suction and pressure surfaces.
 
Table Incidence Angle (DEG) 
LI - L6 0 
L7 - L12 5 
L13 - L18 10 
ORIGINAL PAGE iS 
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Table LI. Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficient Data
 
10 Percent Span, Suction Surface,
 
Incidence Angle (deg) = 0.0
 
Mass-Averaged Inlet Velocity = 28.69 m/s
 
Percent Chord Cp Coefficient +/- Cp Confidence 
2.25 1.828 0.1268 
6.78 1.256 0.0382 
13.08 1.183 0.0520 
20.90 1.155 0.0473 
29.92 1.154 0.0422 
39.75 1.155 I 0.0354 
50.0060.25 1.1581.165 
0.03910.0375 
70-08 1.163 0.0375 
79.10 1.167 0.0362 
86.92 1.184 0.0388 
93.32 1.211 0.0376 
97.75 1.295 0.0416 
99.30 1.304 0.0408 
Table L2. Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficient Data
 
10 Percent Span, Pressure Surface,
 
Incidence Angle (deg) = 0.0
 
Mass-Averaged Inlet Velocity = 28.69 m/s
 
Percent Chord Cp Coefficient +/- Cp Confidence 
2.25 1.760 0.1216 
6.78 1.159 0.0692 
13.08 1.154 0.0475 
20.90 1.156 0.0454 
29.92 1.140 0.0392 
39.75 1.150 0.0375 
50.00 1.151 0.0377 
60.25 1.154 0.0370 
70.08 1.157 0.0377 
79.10 1.172 0.0369 
86.92 1.182 0.0380 
93.32 1.208 0.0393 
97.75 1.274 0.0430 
99.30 1.318 0.0425 
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Table L3. Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficient Data
 
50 Percent Span, Suction Surface,
 
Incidence Angle (deg) = 0.0
 
Mass-Averaged Inlet Velocity = 28.69 m/s
 
Percent Chord Cp Coefficient +/- Cp Confidence 
2.25 1.751 0.0591 
6.78 1.180 0.0801 
13.08 1.158 0.0411 
20.90 1.138 0.0392 
29.92 1.148 0.0376 
39.75 1.148 0.0371 
50.00 1.153 0.0350 
60.25 1.159 0.0366 
70.08 1.159 0.0378 
79.10 1.169 0-0373 
86.92 1.181 0.0385 
93.32 1.217 0.0380 
97.75 1.318 0.0403 
99.30 1.352 0.0419 
Table L4. Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficient Data
 
50 Percent Span, Pressure Surface,
 
Incidence Angle (deg) 0.0
 
Mass-Averaged Inlet Velocity = 28.69 m/s 
Percent Chord Cp Coefficient +/- Cp Confidence 
2.25 1.826 0.1173 
6.78 1.183 0.1156 
13.08 1.149 0.0396 
20.90 1.131 0.0359 
29.92 1.136 0.0373 
39.75 1.124 0.0360 
50.00 1.141 0.0359 
60.25 1.145 0.0370 
70.08 1-147 0.0378 
79.10 1.175 0.0358 
86.92 1.190 0.0376 
93.32 1.213 0.0392 
97.75 1.315 0.0401 




Table L5. Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficient Data
 
90 Percent Span, Suction Surface,
 
Incidence Angle (deg) = 0.0
 
























































































Table L6. Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficient Data
 
90 Percent Span, Pressure Surface,
 
Incidence Angle (deg) = 0.0
 
Mass-Averaged Inlet Velocity = 28.69 m/s
 
Peicent Chord Cp Coefficient +/- Cp Confidence 
2.25 1.776 0.1554 
6.78 1.286 0.1399 
13.08 1.160 0.0461 
20.90 1.140 0.0464 
29.92 1.131 0.0391 
39.75 1.094 0.0365 
50.00 -
60.25 1.118 0.0349 
70.08 1.152 0.0364 
79.10 1.159 0.0381 
86.92 1.177 0.0365 
93.32 1.194 0.0369 
97.75 1.276 0.0409 
99.30 1.298 0.0417 
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Table L7. Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficient Data
 
10 Percent Span, Suction Surface,
 
Incidence Angle (deg) = 5.0
 
Mass-Averaged Inlet Velocity = 30.52 m/s
 
Percent Chord Cp Coefficient +/- Cp Confidence 
2;25 2.163 0.0579 
6.78 1.626 0.0404 
13.08 1.265 0.0427 
20.90 1.213 0.0344 
29.92 1.195 0.0355 
39,75 1.162 0.0297 
50.00 1.178 0.0325 
60.25 1.188 0.0296 
70.08 1.168 0.0337 
79.10 1.190 0.0297 
86:92 1.196 0.0325 
93.32 1.224 0.0335 
97.75 1-339 0.0377 
99.30 1.371 0.0444 
Table L8. Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficient Data
 
10 Percent Span, Pressure Surface,
 
Incidence Angle (deg) = 5.0
 
Mass-Averaged Inlet Velocity = 30.52 m/s
 
Percent Chord Cp Coefficient +/- Cp Confidence 
2.25 1.632 0.0890 
6.78 1.119 0.0529 
13.08 1.132 0.0337 
20.90 1.145 0.0341 
29.92 1.140 0.0342 
39.75 1.160 0.0338 
50.00 1.158 0.0330 
60.25 1.160 0.0314 
70.08 1.178 0.0335 
79.10 1.180 0.0330 
86.92 1.200 0.0310 
93.32 1.231 0.0330 
97.75 1.310 0.0393 
99.30 1.366 0.0393 
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Table L9. Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficient Data
 
50 Percent Span, Suction Surface,
 
Incidence Angle (deg) = 5.0
 
Mass-Averaged Inlet Velocity = 30.52 m/s
 
Percent Chord Cp Coefficient + - Cp Confidence 
2.25 2.053 0.0546 
6.78 1.745 0.1362 
13.08 1.228 0.0353 
20.90 1.189 0.0331 
29.92 1.178 0.0319 
39.75 1.167 0.0321 
50.00 1.162 0.0262 
60.25 1.169 0.0323 
70.08 1.164 0.0327 
79.10 1.179 0.0334 
86.92 1.190 0.0331 
93.32 1.234 0.0332 
97.75 1.331 0.0361 
99.30 1.375 0.0362 
Table LI0. Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficient Data
 
50 Percent Span, Pressure Surface,
 
Incidence Angle (deg) = 5.0
 
Mass-Averaged Inlet Velocity = 30.52 m/s
 
Percent Chord Cp Coefficient +/- Cp Confidence 
2.25 1.264 0,0364 
6.78 0.963 0.0318 
13.08 1.039 0.0306 
20.90 1.063 0.0304 
29.92 1.108 0.0323 
39.75 1.105 0.0302 
50.00 1.139 0.0337 
60.25 1.147 0.0321 
70.08 1.163 0.0306 
79.10 1.179 0.0316 
86.92 1.197 0.0311 
93.32 1.216 0.0337 
97.75 1.329 0.0356 
99.30 1.348 0.0375 
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Table LII. Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficient Data
 
90 Percent Span, Suction Surface,
 
Incidence Angle (deg) = 5.0
 
Mass-Averaged Inlet Velocity = 30.52 m/s
 
Percent Chord' Cp Coefficient +/- Cp Confidence 
2.25 2.197 0.0642 
6.78 2.171 0.0605 
13.08 1.271 0.0450 
20.90 1.217 0.0369 
29.92 1.200 0.0379 
39.75 1.170 0.0312 
50.00 ----­
60.25 1.158 0.0333 
70.08 1.167 0.0323 
79.10 1.173 0.0338 
86.92 1.188 0.0354 
93.32 1.210 0.0331 
97.75 1.294 0.0374 
99.30 1.355 0.0383 
Table L12. Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficient Data
 
90 Percent Span, Pressure Surface,
 
Incidence Angle (deg) = 5.0
 
Mass-Averaged Inlet Velocity = 30.52 m/s
 
Percent Chord Cp Coefficient +/- Cp Confidence 
2.25 1.220 0.0699 
6.78 1.024 0.0365 
13.08 1.050 0.0326 
20.90 1.073 0.0310 
29.92 1.095 0.0339 
39.75 1.072 0.0333 
50.00 ----­
60.25 1.116 0.0319 
70.08 1.135 0.0306 
79.10 1.165 0.0329 
86.92 1.182 0-0337 
93.32 1.205 0.0355 
97.75 1.309 0.0354 
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Table L13. Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficient Data
 
10 Percent Span, Suction Surface,
 
Incidence Angle (deg) = 10.0
 
Mass-Averaged Inlet Velocity = 29.65 m/s
 
Percent Chord Cp Coefficient +/- Cp Confidence] 
2.25 2.311 0.1180 
6.78 1.942 0.1373 
13.08 1.570 0.1527 
20.90 1.281 0.0657 
29.92 1.257 0.0505 
39.75 1.210 0.0419 
50.00 1.227 0.0461 
60.25 1.227 0.0436 
70.08 1.225 0.0449 
79.10 1.234 0.0418 
86.92 1.252 0.0466 
93.32 1.277 0.0485 
97.75 1.367 0.0519 
99.30 1.382 0.0551 
Table L14. Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficient Data
 
10 Percent Span, Pressure Surface,
 
Incidence Angle (deg) = 10.0
 
Mass-Averaged Inlet Velocity = 29.65 m/s
 
Percent Chord Cp Coefficient +/-.Cp Confidence 
2.25 0.970 0.1146 







29.92 1.116 0.0481 
39.75 1.178 0.0489 
50.00 1.196 0.0458 
60.25 1.211 0.0492 
70.08 1.226 0.0468 
79.10 1.228 0.0446 
86.92 1.249 0.0463 
93.32 1.283 0.0484 
97.75 1.359 0.0549 
99.30 1.408 0.0568 
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Table LI5. Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficient Data
 
50 Percent Span, Suction Surface,
 
Incidence Angle (deg) = 10.0
 
Mass-Averaged Inlet Velocity = 29.65 m/s
 
Percent Chord Cp Coefficient +1- Cp Confidence
 
2.25 ----­
6.78 2.344 0.1148 
13.08 1.968 0.1188 
20.90 1.453 0.0921 
29.92 1.332 0.0729 
39.75 1.265 0.0550 
50.00 1.253 0.0455 
60.25 1.250 0.0472 
70.08 1.247 0.0473 
79.10 1.258 0.0477 
86.92 1.254 0.0448 
93.32 1.296 0.0454 
97.75 1.387 0.0521 
99.30 1.444 0.0572 
Table L16. Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficient Data
 
50 Percent Span, Pressure Surface,
 
Incidence Angle (deg) = 10.0
 
Mass-Averaged Inlet Velocity = 29.65 m/s
 
Percent Chord Cp Coefficient +1- Cp Confidence 
2.25 1.032 0.0789 
6.78 0.926 0.0497 
13.08 1.012 0.0479 
20.90 1.076 0.0414 
29.92 1.137 0.0445 
39.75 1.176 0.0450 
50.00 1.218 0.0446 
60.25 1.233 0.0490 
70.08 1.248 0.0457 
79.,10 1.260 0.0494 
86.92 1.274 0.0479 
93.32 1.305 0.0520 
97.75 1.412 0.0513 
99.30 1.457 0.0614 
-----
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Table L17. Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficient Data
 
-90 Rercent Span, Suction Surface,
 
Incidence Angle (deg) = 10.0
 
Mass-Averaged Inlet Velocity = 



























































Table L18. Airfoil Surface Pressure Coefficient Data
 
90 Percent Span, Pressure Surface,
 
Incidence Angle (deg) = 10.0
 
Mass-Averaged Inlet Velocity = 29.65 m/s
 
Percent Chord Cp Coefficient +/- Cp Confidence 
2.25 0.813 0.0659 
6.78 0.882 0.0641 
13.08 0.957 0.0536 
20.90 1.016 0.0545 
29.92 1.084 0.0522 
39.75 1.072 0.0429 
50.00 ----­
60.25 1.155 0.0470 
70.08 1.184 0.0440 
79.10 1.197 0.0444 
86.92 1.224 0.0438 
93.32 1.239 0.0467 
97.75 1.326 .0.0543 
99.30 1.362 0.0498 
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